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Summary

Since the identification of thyrotropin releasing hormone (TRH), and its respective 

degrading enzyme (thyrotropin releasing hormone degrading ectoenzyme, TRH-DE) 

outside of the hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid axis, the reason behind its expression in 

many areas of the CNS has been a topic of keen interest to the scientific community. 

Results from previous studies have highlighted the anti-apoptotic and anticonvulsant 

properties of TRH in several mouse models. The role of TRH in protecting neurons 

in animal models of brain trauma and spinal cord injui7 has been of particular 

interest. In an attempt to increase endogenous TRH levels, the research undertaken 

during the course of this study has been focused on suppression of TRH-DE 

expression (as evaluated at both the RNA and protein levels) using RNA interference 

(RNAi)- technology.

As discussed in chapter 3 of this thesis, several TRH-DE-specific short interfering 

(si)RNAs were designed and analysed in vitro enabling two potent molecules, 

H&MsiRNA and H&M&RsiRNA to be identified which suppress expression of the 

human, mouse and rat TRH-DE genes to varying degrees. Based upon these findings, 

enhanced green fluorescence protein (EGFP)-tagged short hairpin (sh)RNAs were 

then generated to target a homologous sequence within the TRH-DE gene and these 

shRNAs were subsequently encapsulated in rAAV2,5 vectors. These hybrid viruses 

could then be used to deliver shRNAs targeting TRH-DE to the hippocampus, as 

outlined in chapter 4. The retina has been described as an accessible part of the brain 

and given the wealth of experience in this area in The Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity 

College Dublin, it was of interest to explore if TRH peptide may possibly play a role 

in protecting photoreceptor neurons against damage either induced by an insult such 

as light or indeed due to the presence of an inherited mutation. In the initial term the 

light induced model of retinal degeneration was chosen for this study given the rapid 

rate of degeneration in this animal model and also given the short half-life of TRH 

peptide. As discussed in chapter 5 of this thesis, this animal model was optimised 

and the ‘protective’ effects against light damage of Ketamine (110mg/kg)/Xylazine 

(llm g/kg) and, independently, 15% Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were noted. The
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presence of such neuroprotection highlights the many parameters which need to be 

considered when using an animal model such as the light-induced mouse model of 

retinal degeneration to assess potential therapeutic agents which may be protective.

Given the generation of a number of nucleotide-based inhibitors of TRH-DE and the 

establishment of an animal model (the light induced model of retinal degeneration) in 

which TRH-DE inhibitors could be screened for neuroprotective effects, it was 

clearly of value to establish for the retina precisely which cell types express the target 

gene for suppression, TRH-DE. Hence, the final chapter of this thesis (chapter 6) 

describes the research which was undertaken to assess expression of preproTRH and 

TRH-DE in retina. In situ hybridisation (ISH) was used to establish that the TRH-DE 

transcript is expressed in the ganglion cell layer (GCL) and the retinal pigment 

epithelium (RPE) of the retina. The experiments also described in this chapter were 

used to assess alterations in expression of both these genes in response to light 

ablation, at both the RNA and protein levels. The findings of this study suggest that 

TRH-DE protein expression may be up-regulated in the retina in response to a light 

insult. As described in chapter 4, the rAAV2,5 hybrid serotype was not found to 

infect the ganglion cells of the retina and thus alternative serotypes such as rAAV2,2 

will need to be generated with shRNA sequences targeting TRH-DE for future studies 

in the retina. The rAAV2,5-shRNAs which were generated during this study are 

applicable for TRH-DE suppression in the hippocampus (either in hippocampal slices 

or in vivo). Subsequently, both molecular and behavioural analyses could be 

undertaken after stereotaxic injection of rAAV2,5-shRNAs vectors. The results 

obtained in this study provide some of the essential components required for the 

development of and evaluation of potent nucleotide-based inhibitors of TRH-DE.
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1.1 Thyrotropin releasing hormone (TRH)

Since its discovery, over thirty years ago, the tripeptide L-glutamyl-L-histidyl-L- 

prolineamide (thyrotropin releasing hormone, TRH, figure 1.1) has been shown to 

possess potentially wide ranging therapeutic application with respect to a myriad of 

CNS conditions with unmet clinical needs. The clinical application of TRH in the 

alleviation, or potential prevention, of a variety of diseases; including epilepsy, 

Alzheimer’s disease, Huntington’s disease. Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis; and 

possibly neuronal damage in spinal cord injury, renders this small peptide a 

potentially powerful therapeutic agent.

1.1.1 TRH synthesis

TRH was the first hypothalamic releasing factor to be identified and characterised 

(Burgus et al., 1969). Controversy arose as to how TRH was synthesized with the 

initial theory that this process occurred through a non-ribosomal mechanism of 

biosynthesis (Jackson, 1989). It is now known, however, that functional TRH is 

derived from the post-translational processing of a precursor protein (preproTRH) 

(Bulant et al., 1988; Nillni and Sevai'ino, 1999; Nillni et al., 1995; Perez de la Cruz 

and Nillni, 1996; Schaner et al., 1997; Sevarino et al., 1989). The human preproTRH 

gene possesses six copies of the TRH progenitor and several non-TRH peptide 

sequences, whose precise biological function has yet to be fully established. Notably, 

the rodent preproTRH precursor contains only five copies of the TRH gene in 

addition to the non-TRH peptides. The DNA encoding the TRH gene is transcribed 

into mRNA and then translated. Conversion of the inactive preproTRH (ppTRH) into
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the mature TRH peptide begins with the cleavage of a single amino acid as the 

protein passes into the rough endoplasmic reticulum of the neuronal cell. This 

cleavage is carried out by prohormone convertase type 1 (PCI), which targets paired 

basic residues on the inactive protein (Friedman et al., 1995; Mulcahy et al., 2005; 

Nillni et al., 2006; Sanchez et al., 2004).

Figure 1.1 depicts the predicted cleavage of the 26kDa preproTRH peptide by PC I. 

Cleavage can yield both a 15kDa and a lOkDa product or, alternatively, a 9.5kDa and 

16.5kDa peptide. Studies carried out by Nillni et a i,  showed that initial cleavage of 

ppTRH by PCI and subsequent production of a 15kDa and lOkDa product is four 

times more likely to occur than that of the alternative cleavage pathway (Nillni and 

Sevarino, 1999). Each of these peptide products can then be further cleaved by PCI 

and/or another prohormone convertase called PC2. Studies carried out on rodents 

showed that complete cleavage of dibasic residues by PCI and PC2 produces ten 

non-TRH peptides (discussed in section 1.1.2) and five inactive TRH peptides (Gln- 

His-Pro-Gly flanked by paired basic residues).

Notably, initial cleavage of ppTRH by PCI occurs in the rough endoplasmic 

reticulum (RER) and the early golgi network while final processing by PCI and/or 

PC2 occurs in the late golgi network and the secretory granules. Studies have shown, 

however, that ppTRH processing in cells which do not express PCI expression can 

use PC2 to carry out the initial cleavage. This cleavage, however, occurs at a slower 

rate and is less efficient than PCI initiated ppTRH processing (Schaner et al., 1997).
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These findings of an alternative means to produce functional TRH from its precursor 

form suggests an important need for the organism to compensate for any adverse 

deviation in the processing mechanism

Carboxypeptidase E (CPE) removes the paired basic residues which flank each of the 

five copies of the Gln-His-Pro-Gly peptide. Subsequently amidation of the glycine 

residue and cyclisation of Gin to pGlu are carried out to yield active TRH. These two 

steps are catalysed by peptidylglycine a-amidating monooxygenase (PAM) which 

uses the Gly residue as an amide donor enabling the Gin residue to undergo 

cyclisation into pGlu (Nillni and Sevarino, 1999).

In the hypothalamus the active TRH molecule is released from the paraventricular 

nucleus (PVN) of the hypothalamus into the hypophyseal portal circulation, which is 

the blood supply connecting the hypothalamus and the lobes of the pituitary gland 

(Boler et al., 1971; Bulant et al., 1988; Mason et al., 2002; Nillni and Sevarino, 

1999). TRH is also distributed in various other regions of the mammalian brain, 

outside the hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid (HPT) axis; such as the brain stem, the 

thalamus and the cerebral cortex (including the hippocampus and the cerebellum) 

(Hokfelt et al., 1989; Mason et al., 2002; Nagai et al., 1980). TRH expression in 

these regions of the brain is thought to occur in situ rather than requiring transport 

from another region of the CNS.
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1.1.2 Non-TRH peptides

As mentioned previously, several other peptide products are also derived from the 

TRH-precursor sequence (see figure 1.1). The function of these additional peptides 

has yet to be fully understood. Of these non-TRH peptides the most extensively 

studied is prepro-TRHi6o-i69 (also known as Ps4 or PsTio), which acts in a manner 

similar to TRH both within, and outside, the HPT axis. Prepro-TRHi6o i69, (Ps4), has 

been found to potentiate/enhance the effects of TRH in many animal models. 

Electroconvulsive shock therapy (EST) is an example of one such model. In this 

model it was found that EST coincided with an elevation of TRH and Ps4 peptide 

expression in brain regions (Pekary et al., 1997). This finding may suggest that Ps4 

(PsTlO) acts synergistically with TRH in anticonvulsant effects (Kubek et al., 1989). 

Further, levels of Ps4 peptide correlated to periods of immobility in animals in 

forced-swim tests. In relation to this, it has been suggested that Ps4 (PsTjo) may act 

alongside, or independent to TRH in memory and learning (Pekary et al., 1997). Like 

TRH, this cryptic peptide was found to potentiate TSH release in the anterior lobe of 

the pituitary gland and also TSHp gene promoter activity, (Nillni and Sevarino, 

1999). In contrast to other non-TRH peptides, a specific receptor for Ps4 (PsTm) has 

been characterised in the pituitary, hypothalamus, spinal cord, olfactory bulb, 

hippocampus, bladder, heart and testis (Ladram et al., 1992). Further studies have 

shown that the expression of Ps4 is regulated by development, showing an increase 

from birth to weaning of young and a rapid decline subsequent to this point (Valentijn 

etal., 1998).
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In addition, preproTRH 178-199 (PFE22) has been identified in rat hypothalamic slices 

and in the median eminence (ME) of the brain (Nillni and Sevarino, 1999; Redei et 

al., 1995). It was primarily noted for its ability to inhibit corticotropin release during 

periods of stress (Redei et al., 1995) however, such results have been difficult to 

reproduce (Nicholson and Orth, 1996). Cleavage of PFE22 by PC2 leads to the 

production of preproTRHng-igs (pFQv) and preproTRH 186-199 (pSE^), whose 

increased expression has been implicated in response to PRL (prolactin) or suckling 

(Nillni et al., 2001). This increase in pFQ? and pS E ^ expression is similar to that of 

increased TRH during lactation (Joseph-Bravo et al., 1998), the precise function of 

these peptides in lactation has not yet been fully elucidated.

During opiate withdrawal preproTRH53.74 (PFT22) and preproTRH83-io6 (PEH24) 

expression is increased in the periaqueductal gi'ay (PAG) region of the brain (Nillni 

and Sevarino, 1999). Under such circumstances the levels of TRH and preproTRHi78- 

199 (PFE22) remain unaltered while preproTRH208-255 declines, indicating that perhaps 

PFT22 and PEH24, play a role in the opiate pain mechanism.

Prior to the final post-translational modifications of the preproTRH molecule, TRH- 

Gly is produced. This TRH precursor is found in regions comparable to those of the 

active TRH peptide. Expression profiles of TRH-Gly are altered in a manner similar 

to that of TRH. Thus, TRH-Gly is up-regulated in response to thermal stress, 

electroconvulsive shock therapy and hypothyroidism (Nillni and Sevarino, 1999). It 

has an ability to stimulate gastric secretions and, in high concentrations, can activate
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TRH-receptors. Whether these observations are due to the direct actions of TRH-Gly 

or its subsequent conversion to TRH is hard to elucidate and is subject to ongoing 

research.

1.1.3 TRH action

TRH is known to stimulate the biosynthesis and secretion of thyroid stimulating 

hormone (TSH) from the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland (Boler et al., 1969; 

Griffiths, 1985; Guillemin, 1978; Jackson, 1982; Nillni and Sevarino, 1999; Schally, 

1978). TSH stimulates thyroid hormone synthesis (T3 and T4) in the thyroid which, 

in turn, controls metabolism in various systems in the body (Norman and Politz, 

1997). This secretion pathway occurs via the action of TRH on TSH-releasing cells 

(called thyrotrophs) in the anterior pituitary gland. As outlined in figure 1.3, TRH 

binds to a G-protein coupled TRH-receptor, embedded in the cell surface membrane. 

Signalling occurs via the cleavage of phosphatidylinostol biphosphate (PIP2), to form 

IP3 (inositol-triphosphate) and DAG (diacylglycerol), which in turn lead to the 

activation of adenylyl cyclase and subsequent transcription and translation of TSH a- 

P (active form) and TSH a  (inactive form). Following secretion from the pituitary 

gland, TSH exerts its effect on the thyroid. TSH a-(3 causes stimulation of thyroid 

hormone (TH) production and secretion while TSH a  inhibits TH production 

(Griffiths, 1985; 2000). TRH also influences the release of prolactin (PRL), growth 

hormone (GH), vasopressin, insulin, noradrenaline and adrenaline (Kelly, 1995).
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Although the homeostatic balance between TRH and TSH in the HPT axis is 

important for efficient neuroendocrine function (refer to figure 1.4); it is the 

neuroprotective and neuromodulatory effects of TRH outside the HPT axis which has 

lead to an increased interest in the function of this neuropeptide in the central nervous 

system (CNS) (Engel, 1989; Faden et al., ; Kelly, 1995; Luo et al., 2002; Takeuchi et 

al., 2001).

1.1.4 TRH degradation

Previous reseaixh into the modulatory and protective role of TRH within the CNS, as 

discussed in section 1.1.3, suggests a requirement for an inactivation mechanism in 

vivo. In the case of neuropeptides such as TRH, enzymatic degradation appears to be 

the principal means of inactivating these neuropeptides (Turner, 1997). Studies to 

date show that three peptidases are involved in the degradation of TRH: pyroglutamyl 

aminopeptidase (PAP-I, EC. 3.4.19.3), prolyloligopeptidase, also known as 

prolylendopeptide (PE, EC 3.4.21.26) and pyroglutamyl aminopeptidase II (PAP-II, 

also known as thyrotropin releasing hormone-degrading ectoenzyme, TRH-DE, EC 

3.4.19.6) (Kelly, 1995). PAP-I and PE are both soluble, cytosolic enzymes, whereas 

TRH-DE is a membrane bound ectoenzyme. Their action on TRH is described in 

detail in section 1.2.1. It can be seen from figure 1.5 that three enzymes may 

potentially degrade TRH: TRH-DE, PAP-I and PE. Both PAP-I and PAP-II catalyse 

the removal of the N-terminal pGlu residue from TRH, however PAP-I also cleaves 

peptides such as LHRH (leutinising hormone releasing hormone), neurotensin (NT) 

and bombesin while TRH-DE (PAP-II), and thyrolibrenase, display a high degree of
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substrate specificity for TRH (Turner, 1997); (O'Cuinn et al., 1995; Schomburg et al.,

1999). Ectoenzymes have been suggested as important regulators of neuropeptide 

activity (Konkoy and Davis, 1996) and, as such, TRH-DE is considered the key 

regulator of TRH action in both the CNS and periphery (Heuer et al., 1998b), as 

discussed in section 1.2 of this chapter.

The rapid and specific degradation of TRH by TRH-DE renders this molecule 

unsuitable for use as a therapeutic due to its short half life (tVi). TRH (thyrotropin 

releasing hormone) is represented as pyro-Glu-His-Pro-NH2 (refer to figure 1.2). The 

N and C terminus of TRH do not exist as free acids or bases and, as such, this 

protection provides TRH with a tVz of approximately 4 minutes in blood (Messer,

2000). Additional studies have been caiTied out to assess the effects of thyroid 

function on the {Vi of TRH. These results suggest that TRH tVi is approximately 6.8 

minutes in euthyroid individuals, 5.6 minutes in circumstances of hyperthyroidism 

and 9.4 minutes in patients with hypothyroidism (Iversen, 1991). Research carried 

out by Yokohama et al., assessed TRH plasma clearance rates (PCR) after oral 

administration of varying doses in rats, dogs and humans (Yokohama et al., 1984). 

The conserved findings of such studies suggests that TRH is degraded and cleared 

from the system in less than 10 minutes and, as such, does not lend to the possibility 

for use of TRH, in its native form, as a viable therapeutic. In this regard, the 

development of TRH analogues (refer to section 1.1.5), TRH-DE peptide-based 

inhibitor or RNAi-mediated suppressors of TRH-DE (refer to section 1.2.2) may 

provide a means by which increased bioavailability of TRH may be assessed.
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Discussion of this point is dealt with in details in the following sections of this 

chapter of the thesis.

1.1.5 TRH analogues

The rapid inactivation of TRH, as described above, undermines the use of TRH as a 

therapeutic agent. To circumvent this problem, as well as examine the potential 

protective effects of TRH, various TRH analogues, which are less susceptible to 

degradation have been developed (Flohe et al., 1983; Nillni and Sevarino, 1999; 

Ogasawara et al., 1996; Prokai-Tatrai et al., 2002; Urayama et al., 2001; Ward et al., 

1987).

Modification of residues in the structure of TRH yields TRH analogues that are 

capable of binding to, and activating, TRH receptors; although in many cases not to 

the same extent as endogenous TRH. Such modifications include methylation of the 

prolineamide residue (as is the case for the RX77368 and RX74355 analogues) or 

replacement of the pyroglutamyl residue with a six-membered ring (CG3509 and 

CG3703 analogues) (Gary et al., 2003; Kelly, 1995; Metcalf, 1982). There are, 

however, a vast number of analogues, not dealt with in this text, which have been 

developed or are currently under investigation with respect to their efficacy in TRH 

receptor interaction.

Those analogues whose modification includes the introduction of a six-membered 

ring at the pyroglutamyl residue site have reduced endocrine activity (Flohe et al..
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1983). Such depletion of activity may be accounted for by the fact that modification 

of a particular residue in the peptide may lead to an overall change in the 

conformation of the molecule, resulting in an alteration of receptor-ligand specificity. 

Ward et a i,  (Ward et al., 1987) studied the effects of the various conformations of 

TRH analogues on both CNS and peripherally located TRH-receptor binding. 

According to their findings it would appear that a particular conformation is preferred 

for optimal receptor-analogue binding in the CNS while another conformation is 

required for optimal interactions with peripheral TRH receptors.

The alteration of efficacy, as a result of conformational changes has practical 

implications when designing effective and efficient TRH analogues. The 

development of stable TRH analogues with specific conformations, therefore, may 

perhaps be used to target CNS activity selectively. In this regard, analogues may be 

designed so that they would not stimulate thyroid activity and possible induction of a 

potentially deleterious endocrine response. Thus, such analogues would be 

applicable to disease specifically affecting the CNS, such as Alzheimer’s disease or 

Huntington’s disease (as outlined in section 1.1.7). Many research groups are 

developing TRH analogues which are capable of traversing the blood-brain barrier in 

order to exert their, potential, neurotrophic effect in CNS trauma and disease models 

(Prokai-Tatrai et al., 2002; Urayama et al., 2001; Yoon et al., 2002). Establishing an 

efficient CNS-selective analogue is the focus of many research groups and successful 

development of such a molecule may be useful in providing evidence of the true 

therapeutic potential of TRH in a variety of trauma and disease models.
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1.1.6 TRH receptors

TRH exerts its physiological effects through its interaction with specific receptors, 

embedded in the cell surface membrane of a target cell. To date, two types of TRH 

receptors have been discovered in several species; TRH-receptor type I (TRH-RI) and 

TRH-receptor type II (TRH-RII) (Cook and Hinkle, 2004a; Heuer et al., 2000); (Cao, 

1998; Mitsuma, 1999) (Straub, 1990). TRH-RII, however, has not been isolated in 

humans. A study into the binding affinities of a variety of TRH analogues to both 

TRH-RI and TRH-RII, was carried out by Sun et al., and indicated that both receptor 

types bind TRH with similar affinities, although they do differ in basal signalling 

activities(Sun et al., 2003). It has been discovered that both receptor subtypes exert 

their effect via the same signalling pathway, involving activation of transcription 

factors such as activating protein-1 (AP-1), cAMP responsive element binding 

protein (CREB) and ETS-like gene-1 (Elk-1) (see section 1.1.3 and figure 1.3). This 

signal activation can occur without TRH-receptor binding. The ligand-independent 

up-regulation of these transcription factors was more predominant in cells expressing 

TRH-RII than those expressing TRH-RI. It has been suggested that the reason for 

this may be that in certain tissue types expressing TRH-RII, for example the cerebral 

cortex, the TRH-signalling pathway may require constant activation and additional 

TRH presence then enhances the signalling mechanism, leading to a more 

pronounced physiological response (Sun et al., 2003).

The activation of a specific biochemical signalling pathway by TRH is regulated, not 

only by specific degrading enzymes, as discussed in section 1.2, but also by the rapid
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internalisation of the receptors themselves (Baratti-Elbaz et al., 1999; Cook and 

Hinkle, 2004b; Drmota and Milligan, 2000; Jones and Hinkle, 2005; Singh et al., 

2004; Sun and Gershengom, 2002). This internalization leads to a decrease in the 

number of TRH receptors on the cell surface and thus a reduction in the stimulatory 

effects of TRH. TRH-RII exhibits a faster rate of internalisation compared to that of 

TRH-Rl (Nussenveig et al., 1993; O'Dowd, 2000). The role of receptor 

internalisation; receptor structure and receptor-subtype function, in the regulation of 

physiological TRH effects in both clinical and pathological conditions in vivo has yet 

to be established.

7.7.7 TRH implication in disease

Identification of TRH expression in regions outside the HPT axis initiated research to 

establish what role this tripeptide may play in other brain regions or, indeed, the 

periphery. The potential therapeutic role of TRH in various disease states has been 

assessed by use of several models of diseases and conditions such as Alzheimer’s 

disease, epilepsy, depression, Huntington’s disease; not to mention brain trauma and 

spinal injury animal models (Faden et al., 1986a; Faden et al., 1984; Kubek and Garg, 

2002; Luo et al., 2002; Molchan et al., 1991; Spindel et al., 1980; Takeuchi, 1996).

Exogenously administered TRH brings about a reduction of unconscious periods in 

concussed mice and inhibition of food and water intake (Choi et al., 2002; French, 

1995; Horita, 1998; Vijayan and McCann, 1977). Additionally, the role of TRH, and 

TRH analogues, as anticonvulsants has been evaluated in many animal seizure
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models and also human models of temporal lobe epilepsy (Broberger and 

McCormick, 2005; Pizzi et al., 1999; Takeuchi et al., 2001). TRH has also been 

found to play an important role in promoting recovery in spinal cord injury and brain 

trauma models (Faden, 1984; Faden et al., 1986a; Faden et al., 1981; Faden et al., 

1986b; Faden et al., ; Freedman et al., 1986; Hashimoto and Fukuda, 1991). Most 

notably, TRH improves electrophysiological recovery of damaged spinal cord tissue 

when injected intravenously or subcutaneously; and appears to exert a trophic effect 

on spinal motor neurons by increasing blood flow and reducing oedema at the site of 

spinal cord injury (Ceylan et al., 1992; Faden et al., 1983a; Holtz et al., 1989; 

Salzman et al., 1987a; Salzman et al., 1987b). This neuroprotective effect may be 

due, in part, to the ability of TRH to antagonize the action of secondary injury factors, 

such as leukotrienes, platelet-activating factors; restore magnesium homeostasis; act 

as an opiod antagonist and reduce oedema in brain injury (Ceylan et al., 1992; Faden 

et al., 1986b; Kelly, 1995; Salzman et al., 1987b).

Due to the fact that TRH enhances transmission of acetylcholine in the brain 

(Ogasawara et al., 1996; Stone, 1983), its role as a potential therapeutic agent for 

illness such as Alzheimer's disease (AD) has been subject to ongoing investigation. 

AD is a progressive disorder in which the cholinergic neurons of the cerebral cortex 

and hippocampus of patients, suffering with the disease, deteriorate and eventually 

die. This targeted loss of cholinergic neurons, and thus reduced acetylcholine release 

within the brain leads to a reduction in cognitive functions, such as memory, 

judgement co-ordination and pattern recognition (Neurologychannel, 2004). TRH has
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been shown to reduce or limit acetylcholine deficiency (Molchan et al., 1991) and 

also to increase memory and learning through NMDA (n-methyl-d-aspartate) receptor 

agonism (Kasparov and Chizh, 1992). It may be suggested that the benefits which 

were noted by TRH administration in CNS disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease 

(AD) may be due, in part, to the ability of TRH to enhance other neuropeptides 

(Kelly, 1995). In relation to AD, TRH concentrations in the hippocampus of 

Alzheimer’s patients have been found to be dramatically decreased compared to 

control individuals of similar age (Luo et al., 2002). Notably, however, reduced cell 

population within the hippocampus of AD patients may contribute to this finding. 

More strikingly however is the observation that TRH depletion has been found to 

increase glycogen Synthase kinase 3-p (GSK-3p) activity. GSK-Sp controls tau 

phosphorylation and it has been suggested that such depletion in TRH may lead to 

increased phosphorylation of proteins (Luo et al., 2002), and also that TRH may play 

a modulatory role in controlling the phosphorylation process of tau proteins (Luo and 

Stopa, 2004). Regarding this, TRH has been found to inhibit synaptic loss and 

neuronal apoptosis in AD patients (Luo et a!., 2002) and high intravenous dose 

administration of TRH appears to have beneficial effects in clinical trials (Mellow et 

al., 1989). This potential neurotrophic role, in such a debilitating disease, is of 

immense interest with respect to the potential improvement of the quality of life of 

these patients.

Studies which were undertaken using TRH, and TRH analogues, in relation to 

epilepsy show that TRH has been identified as an effective anticonvulsant and
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potential therapeutic for epileptic sufferers (Kubek and Garg, 2002; Kubek et al., 

1989; Pizzi et al., 1999; Takeuchi, 1996; Veronesi et al., 2006). Epilepsy is the 

spontaneous and reoccurring electrical discharge of large groups of neurons within 

the brain (Neurologychannel, 2004) which induces seizures in the individual that can 

lead to the development of brain lesions and, in the case of West Syndrome (a form 

of infantile epilepsy), brain shrinkage, subdural haematoma and immunosuppresion 

(Takeuchi et al., 2001).

Studies into the biochemical pathways which leads to induction of epilepsy have been 

carried out by the administration of specific neurochemicals which can stimulate an 

acute/invoked seizure in animals, including glutamate and kainate (Brandt et al., 

2003; Jawarska-Feil et al., 1999). Under normal neurological conditions the brain 

releases L-glutamate, which interacts with specific glutamate receptors on post- 

synaptic neurons to elicit an excitatory effect on adjacent neurons. Essentially, 

patients or test animals in the above mentioned animal models, suffer from 

excitotoxicity as the glutamate-receptors on the pre-synaptic neurons are constantly 

stimulated. Research into the role of TRH as a therapeutic in the treatment of epilepsy 

is on-going, however, this tripeptide has been suggested as a antiepileptic 

neuropeptide which may be used as a potential treatment of epilepsy (Kubek and 

Garg, 2002; Kubek et al., 1989).

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is the progressive degeneration of the motor 

neurons, which enable skeletal muscle movement in the body. Due to the fact that
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skeletal muscle control is required for co-ordination, talking and swallowing; the 

progression of this disease leads to paralysis and, in the case of loss of respiratory 

control, death. The concentration of TRH in regions of the brain and spinal cord of 

patients affected by ALS is notably decreased (Mitsuma et al., 1986) and chronic low 

dose i.v administration of TRH to individuals suffering from ALS indicated a 

significant improvement in neurological function, compared to controls (Congia et 

al., 1991). Such findings have not proven to be applicable to every patient, however, 

and the stage of progression of the disease appears to be an important factor in 

determining the efficacy of neuroprotection induced by TRH (Munsat et al., 1992). 

Other research indicated that ALS patients showed significant reduction in TRH 

receptor expression, and thus providing an insight into the vai'ying and reduced 

effects of TRH administration in many individuals (Winokur et al., 1988).

Huntington’s disease (HD) is a progressive degeneration and selective loss of 

neurons in the cerebral cortex and striatum of the brain, affecting movement, 

cognitive function and emotion. This disease has been characterised as an autosomal- 

dominant, inherited, disease caused by a glutamine mutation in exon 1 of the 

huntingtin protein. This protein plays a vital role in development. Thus, mutation of 

the huntingtin gene leads, not only to inclusion of this protein to the nucleus rather 

than the cytoplasm of neuronal cells, but also a deleterious effect on physiological 

development. Interestingly, TRH concentration is increased in specific brain regions 

of individuals suffering with HD, such as the basal ganglia and the nucleus caudatus 

(amygdala) (Nemeroff et al., 1983; Sagar et al., 1984; Spindel et al., 1980),. It is not
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known if this occurs in response to HD or is related to its aetiology. The implications 

of these findings and the potential applications which TRH may have in treating this 

disease have yet to be ascertained.

Brain trauma and spinal injury are two conditions for which there is a pressing need 

for therapies. The potential for TRH to offer beneficial effects in such conditions was 

indicated by Hashimoto et a l, (Hashimoto and Fukuda, 1991). The findings of the 

research carried out by Hashimoto et al., showed that subcutaneous administration of 

TRH improved neurological impairment in rats with spinal cord injuries, as late as 24 

hrs subsequent to injury. Similarly, Ceylan et al., proved that i.v administration of 

TRH (2mg/kg) significantly improved the somatosensory-evoked potentials (SEP) 

and mean arterial blood pressures (MABPs) of rats that were subjected to the clip- 

compression model of spinal cord injury (Ceylan et al., 1992). Faden et al., have 

conducted several investigations into the beneficial role of TRH, and TRH analogues, 

in various spinal cord injury models in rats, rabbits and felines; each one indicating a 

beneficial role of TRH in such trauma models through improvement in neurological 

recovery (Faden et al., 1984) (Faden et al., 1983b) (Faden et al., 1981) and spinal 

cord blood flow (Faden et al., 1983a) (Faden et al., 1986b) (Faden et al., 1989). Faden 

et al., also can'ied out specific studies into TRH localisation in regions of the spinal 

cord subsequent to trauma infliction; discovering a dramatic increase in TRH 

presence at the site of injury, and decrease in expression levels below the point of 

trauma (Faden et al., 1986a). The beneficial effects of TRH in CNS trauma may be 

linked to its ability to suppress the damaging effects of endogenous opiods, which are
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associated with secondary injury; without inhibiting the pain-relieving (analgesic) 

effects which these opiods provide in spinal cord trauma models (Kelly, 1995). 

Faden et ah, investigated the potential effects of TRH on blood flow and circulatory 

shock (Faden et al., 1989). Holaday et a i ,  researched the beneficial effects of TRH in 

circulatory shock and ischemia in the CNS, identifying the potential versatility of this 

tripeptide in treatment of a vast array of physiological conditions including 

anaphylactic shock (Holaday et al., 1989).

In summary, a large number of potential therapeutic applications have been identified 

for TRH, and TRH analogues.

1.2 Thyrotropin releasing hormone-degrading ectoenzyme (TRH-DE)

1.2.1 TRH-DE characterization and localisation

Despite the evidence to support the beneficial effects of TRH, in its native form, it is 

not a viable therapeutic agent due to its very short half life, as a result of degradation 

(Kelly, 1995). Extracellular TRH is specifically degraded by a highly selective 

enzyme called thyrotropin releasing hormone-degrading ectoenzyme (TRH-DE), 

otherwise known as pyroglutamyl peptidase II (PAP-II). This membrane bound 

ectoenzyme is a type II cell surface peptidase and is located on synaptosomal 

membranes in the CNS (Bauer et al., 1990; Schomburg et al., 1999). A serum form 

of this enzyme, referred to as thyroliberinase, has also been found in mammalian 

species (Schmitmeier et al., 2002; Yamada and Mori, 1990). It is the understanding
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that the prim ary role o f thyroliberinase is the inactivation of TRH released into the 

peripheral circulation (Schmitmeier et al., 2002).

TRH-DE is located, primarily, in the brain and spinal column; however, it has also 

been identified in the lungs, liver, retina and, as m entioned previously, is also in the 

serum (Bauer et al., 1990; Schmitmeier et al., 2002; Vargas et al., 1992; Vargas et al., 

1987; W ilk, 1986; W ilk and W ilk, 1989; Yam ada and M ori, 1990).

The cDNA sequence o f TRH-DE was first discovered by Dr. Karl Bauer (The M ax 

Plank Institute o f Experimental Endocrinology, Hannover, Germany) (Schauder et 

al., 1994) and this lead to several studies, which provided information regarding the 

structure o f this ectoenzyme. TRH-DE was found to be a hom odim eric protein, with 

each subunit consisting of 116kDa, linked non-covalently and by a single disulfide 

bond (Papadopoulos et al., 2001). The amino acid sequence for TRH -D E deduced 

from its cDNA sequence contains the HEXXH (His-Glu-Ile-Cys-His) m otif in its 

extracellular domain, which is characteristic o f the Zn-dependent aminopeptidase 

fam ily and, moreover, sequence alignment indicates that this enzyme is a m em ber of 

the M l fam ily of zinc metalloproteases (Schauder et al., 1994). TRH-DE is unique, 

in this family, due to the fact that one o f the nine cysteine residues present in the 

protein is located within the zinc-binding motif.

Papadopoulos et al., carried out site-directed m utagenesis o f the nine cysteine 

residues in TRH-DE to establish the functionality of each (Papadopoulos et al..
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2000). It was found that conversion of Cys444 (cysteine residue located in the active 

site of the protein) to a serine caused a depletion of enzymatic activity of TRH-DE, 

implying that this residue contributes to the three-dimensional structure of the active 

site and, thus, specificity of enzyme. Following on from this, Papadopoulos et al., 

examined the various residues in the TRH-DE active site, in an attempt to obtain an 

overall picture of the active site of TRH-DE (Papadopoulos et al., 2001). Glu442 and 

Glu464 were found to be essential for enzyme activity and Tyr528 was found to 

stabilize the transition state of TRH during catalysis. From the results of this study, it 

was possible to construct a preliminary hypothetical model of the molecular structure 

of TRH-DE. Homology modeling studies that were subsequently undertaken by 

Kelly et ah, provided a more detailed picture of the active site which was consistent 

with the initial model derived from site directed mutagenesis. A further model of 

TRH-DE has been provided by homology modeling and site directed mutagenesis 

studies carried out by Chavez-Gutierrez et al. (Chavez-Gutierrez et al., 2006). Such 

models may be useful for designing TRH-DE inhibitors in the absence of an X-ray 

crystallographic structure for this enzyme (see section 1.2.2).

1.2.2 Inhibition o f TRH-DE and physiological ejfects

As mentioned in section 1.1.4 of this chapter of the thesis, TRH-DE is considered the 

key enzyme degrading extracellular TRH. Thus, agents that suppress TRH-DE 

activity may offer an opportunity to increase the half life of TRH and thereby have 

potential application as therapeutic agents and tools to investigate TRH function in 

the CNS (Kelly, 1995). TRH-DE suppression is a pailicularly attractive means of
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enhancing the bioavailability of TRH because the narrow specificity of this enzyme 

should ensure only TRH signaling is affected. Development of an efficient TRH-DE 

inhibitor may increase not only the half life of endogenous, but also administered, 

TRH; enabling the possibility of enhancing any beneficial effect that this tripeptide 

may have in a variety of disease and trauma models. There are a number of strategies 

that could be pursued to achieve inhibition of TRH-DE. These strategies could be 

targeted at the protein level. Alternatively, an innovative strategy to inhibit this 

enzyme would be to utilize novel tools for suppression of gene expression either at 

the DNA or RNA level and thereby limit the availability of the encoded protein, see 

chapter 3.

Generally, at the protein level, protease inhibitor design incorporates structural 

features to enable the inhibitor to interact with enzyme’s active sites. In the case of 

TRH-DE, inhibitor design has been made difficult by the narrow specificity of this 

enzyme and the absence of a crystal stiucture for TRH-DE (Kelly et al., 2000a). 

Nevertheless, inhibitor design may be facilitated by structure activity studies, site 

directed mutagenesis and molecular modeling. In an attempt to circumvent the 

susceptibility of TRH to degradation, and thus its effective utilisation as a therapeutic 

agent, TRH-analogues and specific TRH-DE inhibitors have been developed with 

varying efficacy (Brewster et al., 1981; Flohe et al., 1983; Kelly et al., 2005; Ward et 

al., 1987; Wilk, 1989).
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In light of the fact that the three-dimensional structure of TRH-DE has not been fully 

elucidated, to direct inhibitor design, Kelly et a l, carried out a study of TRH-DE 

specificity to facilitate the rational design of TRH-DE inhibitors (Kelly et al., 2000a). 

In this study Kelly et al., screened a library of peptides in which the central histidyl 

residue of TRH was replaced by a series of amino acids. This led to the identification 

of two new competitive inhibitors of TRH-DE: L-pyroglutamyl-L-asparaginyl-L- 

prolineamide (Glp-Asn-ProNH2) and Glp-Asn-Pro-7-amido-4-methylcoumarin (Glp- 

Asn-Pro-AMC). Glp-Asn-ProNHi has a Ki value of 17.5|a.M; while Glp-Asn-Pro- 

AMC has a Ki value of 0.97)o,M (Kelly et al., 2000a). In a pilot study, these inhibitors 

were found to exhibit well-defined central effects in rats subsequent to 

intracerebroventricular and intraperitoneal administration (Kelly et al., 2000b)

Prior to this, several additional potent inhibitors of TRH-DE were identified, (Bauer 

et al., 1997; Charli et al., 1989; Wilk, 1989), though none were sufficiently effective 

for pharmacological studies in vivo. In 2005, Kelly et al., developed the most potent 

TRH-DE-specific inhibitor to date, namely; Glp-Asn-Pro-Tyr-Trp-Trp-7-amido-4- 

methylcoumarin (Glp-Asn-Pro-Tyr-Trp-Trp-AMC). This peptide was found to have 

a Ki value of InM (Kelly et al., 2005). In vivo studies involving this high affinity 

inhibitor, and the subsequent effect of increased TRH concentrations in a variety of 

animal models has yet to be ascertained.

As mentioned above, inhibition of enzyme activity can be targeted at many different 

levels: protein, DNA and RNA. The limited therapeutic application of TRH, due to
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its short half life and bioavailability, may be eliminated by the development of 

efficient TRH-DE peptide based inhibitors or, alternatively, potent short interfering 

RNA molecules (siRNAs) which target the TRH-DE transcript. These siRNAs may 

potentially provide a novel means to overcome the limitations associated with TRH’s 

short half life, as referred to above. In this respect, the work which was undertaken 

for this project focuses primarily on the development and evaluation of potent TRH- 

DE targeting siRNAs, described in section 1.3 and chapter 3 and 4 of this thesis. 

Identification of such suppressing agents may provide a means by which TRH 

bioavailability may be increased and, therefore, assessed in a variety of 

neurodegenerative disease animal models such as kainate induced seizures (Jawarska- 

Feil et al., 1999) or light induced retinal degeneration, see chapter 5.

With respect to the physiological functions of TRH-DE in pailicular, a specific TRH- 

DE knockout animal would also be useful for evaluating the role of TRH-DE in the 

regulation of TRH. In relation to this, Geffers and Bauer have recently reported a 

TRH-DE knockout mouse (Geffers and Bauer, 2004) which may provide a valuable 

tool to investigate the functions of this important enzyme in the TRHergic signalling 

system in the CNS. However, to date, no publications or phenotypic data has been 

generated with respect to this animal model.
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1.3 RNA interference (RNAi)

1.3.1 RNAi and short intetfering RNA (siRNA)

Establishing an environment in which a particular gene is specifically “switched o f f ’ 

has been previously, and in many cases still is, approached using gene knock out 

strategies. This approach results in the production of an embryonic state which is 

completely devoid of a particular gene product. The phenotype of the developed adult 

is then assessed to establish the functional properties of the gene, or gene product, of 

interest. In some cases, however, loss of a particular protein may prove to be 

embryonic lethal and hence the function of the gene in a developed adult cannot be 

established (Henning and Beste, 2002). In 1998, however. Fire et al. established an 

effective and efficient mechanism for specific gene silencing in C. Elegans, by 

introduction of long strands of RNA duplexes specifically sequenced such that the 

antisense strand would target a particular gene of interest (Tuschl et al., 1999). In 

mammalian systems, however, it was noted that introduction of RNA duplexes 

exceeding 30 nucleotides lead to cellular apoptosis by activation of protein kinase 

(PKR) and 2’,5’-oligoadenylate synthetase (2’,5’-AS) (Czauderna et al., 2003). PKR 

phosphorylates a translation initiation factor called eIF2a and shuts down all protein 

synthesis while 2’,5’-oligoadenylate synthetase synthesizes a molecule which 

activates RNase L, a non-specific enzyme that targets all mRNAs. This non-specific 

pathway represents a host response to stress or viral infection. To avoid such non

specific effect, short interfering RNA (siRNA) duplexes of approximately 21 

nucleotides in length were found to exhibit the selective gene silencing capabilities 

without inducing cellular apoptosis in mammalian cells (Ambion, 2003;
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Brummelkamp et al., 2002; Chiu and Rana, 2002; Elbashir et al., 2001; Elbashir et 

al., 2002; Krichevsky and Kosik, 2002; Yu et al., 2002a).

1.3.2 Mechanism o f  siRNA

Upon introduction to the cell, the siRNA  assem bles into an endoribonulease- 

containing com plex known as RISC (RNA-induced silencing com plex), as outlined in 

figure 1.6. Each siRN A duplex is then unwound from its double stranded form, and 

the released ATP leads to the activation o f  RISC. This “activated RISC” is guided by 

the antisense strand o f the siR NA to a complimentary m R N A  strand which, in theory, 

can be the m RNA o f any target gene. The activated RISC enables cleavage o f  the 

tai'get m RNA and thus the suppression o f  expression o f  the tai'get gene product, i.e. 

TRH-DE protein will not be synthesized due to degradation o f the m RNA encoding  

the protein by a specifically designed siRNA  (Eurogentec, 2003; Fire et al., 1998; 

Hannon, 2002; Sharp, 2001; Ullu et al., 2002; Zamore, 2001). In theory, RNAi yields 

a highly specific and selective gene knock-down o f a target gene and represents a 

powerful tool with respect to generation o f  potential therapeutic agents.

1.3.3 siRNA design

Initial data suggested that R NA i in mammalian cultures was most effective if  the 

siRNA duplexes have an AA  (N )i9 m otif com plem entary to the m RNA target region, 

a two nucleotide 3 ’ overhang, typically dTT, and a GC content o f between 30-50% . 

Criteria governing siR NA potency have been designed and redefined over time 

(Kurrek, 2006) however, during the course o f  this research project, TRH-DE-
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targeting siRNA molecules were designed according to some of the criteria proposed 

initially.

1.3.4 Detection o fR N A i efficiency using Real time (RT) PCR 

Real time RT-PCR can be used to quantify the initial amount of RNA template in a 

sample by monitoring the fluorescence which is emitted during a reaction, an 

indication of amplicon production during each PCR cycle, figure 1.8. Real time PCR 

is based upon the detection and quantification of a fluorescent reporter, in this case 

SYBR Green I. In its unbound form, SYBR Green emits relatively little fluorescence, 

however, fluorescence is greatly enhanced upon DNA binding (Roche, 2004). This 

emission occurs as a result of the following mechanism; in the initial reaction mixture 

the cDNA (as transcribed from the mRNA present in the sample) is denatured and 

single stranded, thus the SYBR Green I is unbound and fluoresces very weakly. The 

selected primers then anneal and a minimal amount of SYBR Green I can then bind 

to the newly formed duplex, emitting a mild fluorescent signal. During elongation a 

greater amount of SYBR Green can bind to the newly formed double strands of DNA 

and thus the degree of fluorescence is greatly enhanced, the DNA is then denatured, 

the binding dye dissociates and can be recycled for the next PCR cycle. Fluorescence 

measurement at the end of every elongation step of every PCR cycle is performed to 

monitor increasing amounts of amplified DNA.

In order to quantify the amount of target mRNA present in a sample, a reference or 

housekeeping gene must be used as an intemal standard with which the relative
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quantity of the target RNA can be deduced. GAPDH (glyceraldehyde triphosphate 

dehydrogenase) was chosen as it is, under normal conditions, believed to be 

expressed at a constant level in different cell types (personal communication with 

members of The Ocular Genetics Unit team). Alternatively, an internal plasmid 

control may be used to assess the relative efficiency of the transfection protocol. To 

ascertain the percentage expression of a target mRNA, numerical data obtained from 

a real time RT-PCR run may be applied in the following equation:

CTa = Relative target expression (CT value) xlOO= % specific expression of 
CTb , CTc target gene

A: crossing-threshold value at a particu lar dilution fa c to r  o f  target gene (TRH-DE)

B: crossing threshold value at a particu lar dilution fa c to r  o f  reference gene 

(G APD H  o r  an a lternative standard gene)

C: crossing threshold value a t a particu lar dilution fa c to r  o f  target gene (TRH-DE) in the 

presence o f  non- targeting siRNA

The CT value represents the cycle number at which detectable fluorescence is 

maximal in a second derivative curve which was generated by amplification of the 

target transcript. This calculation is automatically determined by the algorithm 

software provided with the Applied Biosciences 7300 Real Time PCR System. In this 

regard, the greater the amount of RNA transcript which is present in the test sample, 

the eai'lier fluorescence can be detected (above background) and therefore the lower 

the cycle number observed and thus the lower the CT value.
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Thus, using these controls, mRNA suppression as a result of siRNA introduction can 

be deemed as a specific result of the silencing mechanism and not a non-specific 

effect due to, for example, cellular apoptosis or experimental protocol. The relative 

efficiency of an siRNA molecule can be determined when suppression, using a non

targeting (non-silencing) control siRNA molecule, is compared to that obtained with 

the on-target siRNA. This non-targeting molecule should, ideally, provide no 

suppression of any target genes and thus expression of such gene transcripts may be 

assumed as 100%. All siRNA treated cells can then be compared, directly, to such a 

value to determine suppression, if any.

For all of the real time RT-PCR work carried out during the course of this research, a 

Qiagen Quantitect SYBR Green RT-PCR kit was used in conjunction with an 

Applied Biosciences 7300 Real Time PCR System for fluorescence detection. Primer 

dimer formation may be assessed, using RT-PCR, by means of melting curve 

analysis. The production of a single peak at a particular temperature indicates 

amplification of a single product and suggests that the parameters for the PCR were 

compatible to the primers that were being used (figure 1.9). Additionally, the 

efficiency of the reaction can be established by graphical and numerical analysis of a 

set of standardised RNA dilutions (figure 1.10). A slope value of -3.33 indicates a 

PCR efficiency of 100%, according to the equation:

Efficiency (%) = (10 ' ‘̂ ‘̂°p" -1) xlOO
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On this basis, a slope of less than -3.3 suggests that the PCR may be amplifying 

something other than a single product, perhaps primer dimers. An error value of 

below 0.01 is ideally required to indicate accuracy in pipetting and technique.

1.4 The mammalian retina

1.4.1 The mammalian retina

With respect to the visual process, the retina is the most critical component of this 

highly sensitive organ; refer to figure 1.11 for a graphical overview of the 

mammalian eye. The retina is composed of ten layers, consisting of nerve cells and 

synapses. There is an outer nuclear layer (ONL) possessing the cell bodies of the 

photoreceptors (rods and cones) and an inner layer (INL) containing the cell bodies of 

the bipolar, horizontal and amacrine cells. There is also a layer housing the ganglion 

cells (GCL) and displaced amacrine cells, and a dividing region of neurophils where 

synaptic contact occurs, figures 1.12 and 1.13.

The outer plexiform layer (OPL) is where the connection between rods, cones, 

bipolar and horizontal cells occurs. The inner plexiform layer (IPL) then relays the 

information obtained by the bipolar and horizontal cells to the ganglion cells. This 

region then transmits infoiTnation to the brain along the optic nerve (Kolb et al.).

1.4.2 Photoreceptors and visual transduction

Photoreceptors possess visual pigment in the phospholipid bilayer of their membrane 

discs. This pigment enables the receptors to respond to light by means of biochemical
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reactions and enable visual transduction. There are two forms of photoreceptors, rods 

and cones, aptly named according to their shapes. Rods are highly sensitive to blue- 

green light (approximately 500nm in wavelength) and comprise of stacks of discs, 

whose membrane contain the visual pigment rhodopsin. This pigment is composed 

of a protein called opsin and a light absorbing protein (chromophore) called retinal, a 

derivative of Vitamin A. Retinal can adopt two distinct conformations; a 1 \-cis form 

is found when the eye is immersed in dark and a second conformation can be 

identified, almost immediately, once light reaches the photoreceptor, known as the 

a\\-tmns conformation.

When retinal is in its 11-c/5 conformation, the ion-gated channels in the 

photoreceptor membrane are open, leading to a steady efflux of sodium ions which 

ensures a high sodium concentration outside the cells while still maintaining a high 

potassium concentration inside. This depolarisation enables the controlled release of 

glutamate from its synaptic terminals (known as spheniles in rod photoreceptors and 

pedicles in cones), exerting their effect on the order neurons.

Figure 1.14 graphically presents what happens upon introduction of light, retinal 

changes to an elongated, rigid, aW-trans conformation. This form is energetically 

unfavourable and a series of changes occurs in order to expel the chromophore from 

the protein, resulting in several intermediates being formed, including metarhodospin 

II (Casiday and Frey, 1998). This activated form of rhodopsin complexes with, and 

activates, a GTP-binding protein known as transducin. GTP-bound transducin
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enables the a-subunit (of transducin) to dissociate from the inhibitory P and y 

subunits, allowing activation of phosphodiesterase (PDE). PDE comprises of catalytic 

a and p subunits and two inhibitory y subunits. GTP-bound transducin binds to the 

inhibitory y subunits of PDE, causing dissociation from the catalytic subunits and the 

resulting ability of the enzyme to hydrolyse cGMP into GMP. Due to the fact that 

cGMP is required to open the sodium channels on the photoreceptor membrane, the 

hydrolysis of cGMP leads to the closure of the Na"̂  gated channels in the membrane. 

Closure of such channels leads to membrane hyperpolarisation and initiation of a 

nerve impulse, which is sent to the brain. The latter step occurs as acetylcholine 

(ACH) is released from vesicles contained within the hyperpolarised photoreceptor 

cells, and subsequently binds to the surface membrane of the adjacent bipolar cells, 

initiating a propagation of the electrical impulse through the retinal cell layers, 

eventually reaching the optic nerve.

To ensure the efficient transfer of information from the retinal sense cells to the brain, 

the photoreceptors must return to their depolarised state in order to receive further 

stimulation in response to external stimuli. In the photoreceptor cells, as a result of 

the closure of cGMP-gated ion channels, there is a reduction in sodium and calcium 

concentrations. This results in the activation of recoverin, a calcium-binding protein, 

by means of phosphorylation and the subsequent activation of guanylate cyclase (GC) 

(Koch, 1992). Under standard physiological conditions, GC is responsible for the 

conversion of GMP to cGMP. Simultaneously, PDE (cGMP-phosphodiesterase) 

activity is dramatically decreased in response to lowered calcium concentrations.
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H ence, the culmination o f  increased GC activity and decreased PDE activity results 

in an increase in cGM P concentration, causing ion channels in the photoreceptor cell 

membrane to reopen and renders the cell responsive to light once again.

The rapid return o f  rhodopsin to its natural, “unbleached”, conformation is also a vital 

step in the visual process. Photoactivation allow s rhodopsin to bind rhodopsin kinase 

(RK), which phosphorylates threonine and serine residues in the c-terminus o f  

rhodopsin. W hen phosphorylated, rhodopsin binds arrestin (also known as S- 

antigen), which inhibits the interaction between rhodopsin and transducin. 

D issociation o f  the all-trans retinal leads to the release o f  arrestin (previously bound 

to the phosphorylated rhodopsin). It is the dephosphorylation o f  rhodopsin by protein 

phosphatase 2A which allow s it to return to the I l - c /5 conformation (Hargrave and 

M cD ow ell, 1992), reassociate and enables a rapid turn-over o f  visual stimuli and 

cognitive recognition at an average rate o f  500 fem toseconds.

Cones, however, are more sensitive to a vast range o f  wavelengths o f light, depending 

on the precise structure o f  the cone receptor. These photoreceptors, not only possess 

the chromophore, retinal, but also various forms o f  a protein called iodopsin which  

reacts, in a very similar manner to that outlined previously for rod cells; however the 

precise identity o f  the iodopsin protein determines the wavelength o f  light absorbed 

by the cone cell, e.g. som e recognise red-light (L-cones) w hile others recognise green 

and blue wavelengths o f  light (M and S-cones, respectively).
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Rods are highly adapted to facilitate night-vision while cone photoreceptors enable 

colour definition, although both amalgamate to yield an accurate chemical 

transmission of the light stimulus around us.

1.4.3 Apoptosis in the mammalian retina

Apoptosis is the highly regulated programmed cell death of individual cells which 

occurs naturally during processes of development to remove excess cells; or 

pathologically, leading to the development of many diseases and neurodegenerative 

conditions. Apoptosis can occur by means of two established pathways: the intrinsic 

and extrinsic. The extrinsic pathway is activated by the binding of an apoptosis- 

inducing ligand to the con'esponding receptor and initiation of a cascade, resulting in 

the activation of caspases; proteins which specifically cleave and degrade substrates 

within the cell. The intrinsic pathway, however, involves a family of proteins called 

Bcl-2. Any alteration in the activity or localisation of these proteins results in an 

alteration in the membrane potential of mitochondria and the subsequent release of 

cytochrome c. Cytochrome c, in turn, leads to the activation of caspases and specific 

cell degradation. Recent studies, however, have suggested that apoptosis may occur 

independent of caspase activity, for example by means of apoptosis inducing factor 

(AIF), poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARPl) or Endonuclease G (EndoG) (Cregan 

et al., 2004; Donovan et al., 2001; Freidman and Xue, 2004; Johnson, 2000; Li et al., 

2001; Wenzel et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2002b). Several studies have proven that 

whether in response to excessive light exposure or inherited genetic mutations, 

photoreceptor degenerations and thus retinal degenerations have been characterised
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by activation of an apoptotic pathway resulting in the loss of photoreceptor cells and 

thus visual ability (Grimm et al., 2000; Hao et al., 2002; Hisatomi et al., 2002; Kaldi 

et al., 2003). The precise mechanism by which this occurs however is not fully 

understood, although in animal models involving light ablation, the trigger for 

apoptosis is thought to be the activation of rhodopsin by the absorption of photons 

(Wenzel et al., 2000; Hao et al., 2002). Alternatively the induction of apoptosis may 

be mediated by inflammatory cytokines, the release of which may occur as a result of 

the action of light on lipid mediators (Reme et al., 2000). Despite the precise trigger 

of light induced apoptosis, the subsequent steps of the apoptotic pathway have yet to 

be elucidated. However the interaction and increased expression of the transcription 

factor AP-1 (activator protein-1) in retinal apoptosis provides some insight into the 

biochemical pathways that may be involved in this signalling cascade.

Despite the apoptotic trigger, i.e. light ablation or genetic factors; research focused on 

the modulation of photoreceptor apoptosis is enabled by the availability of several 

retinal degenerative disease animal models, or light ablation animal models. The 

light ablation model, as highlighted by Wenzel et al., provides several advantages for 

studies of retinal apoptosis studies when compared to retinal degeneration models 

(Wenzel et al., 2004). This model induces apoptosis in a large number, if not all, of 

the photoreceptors in a relatively short period of time, the effect is almost immediate. 

This means that the cells, which are analyzed, can, generally, be said to be passing 

through a similar phase of apoptosis at a particular point in time. This fact, combined 

with the large volume of affected cells, in principle should allow the identification of
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certain proteins or marker proteins which may be activated or involved in the 

apoptotic pathway. It is an easily established model the severity of which can, in 

principle, be controlled by modulating light exposure time or light intensity.

Light-induced apoptosis is observed subject to several criteria, which may provide 

some insights into the molecular mechanisms of photoreceptor cell death; for 

example, retinal cell death occurs only when rhodopsin regeneration is allowed to 

occur. RPE65 deficient mice are resistance to light-ablation due to the complete 

absence of the rhodopsin molecule (Wenzel et al., 2001), while mice which are 

exposed to halothane gas anesthetic have inhibited rhodopsin recycling due to the fact 

that halothane competes with the ll-c/5  conformation of retinal for opsin binding 

and are in turn resistant to light ablation (Ishizawa et al., 2000). Similarly, the 

generation of a c-fos deficient mouse, c-fos-/- (c-fos encodes activator-protein 1, 

API), lead to the observation of light-induced apoptosis resistance, suggesting the 

role of transcription factor API in enabling the specific cell death pathway (Grimm et 

al., 2000; Hafezi et al., 1998; Hafezi et al., 1999; Hafezi et al., 1997; Wenzel et al., 

2000) . The deficiency of other API proteins, such as JunD, did not result in such 

resistance again adding to information regarding the molecular mechanisms involved 

in this system. Several additional chemicals, which induce “resistance” to light- 

ablation, were identified during the course of this research and are dealt with in detail 

in chapter 5.
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An in-depth and precise knowledge of the biochemical pathways which are activated 

in response to light or inherited mutations in the eye should, in principle, enable the 

development of therapies. This, however, requires the involvement of several 

research areas in order to obtain an overview of the damaged or altered pathways 

involved in retinal degenerations to be defined.

1.4.4. Thyrotropin releasing hormone as a neuromodulator in the mammalian retina 

TRH has been identified in the retina (Martino et al., 1980; Mason et al., 2002; Nillni 

and Sevarino, 1999; Reading, 1983; Schaeffer, 1977; Wilk et al., 1988) and has been 

suggested to act as a neuromodulator of dopaminergic activity in the retina, due to the 

fact that TRH was found to induce the controlled release of [^H]-dopamine from 

dark-adapted bovine retina (Reading, 1983). The localisation of preproTRH and 

TRH-DE in the mammalian retina, as discovered during the course of the cuirent 

study, is consistent with the concept that the retina is an extension of the central 

nervous system and, as has been mentioned previously, TRH is extensively expressed 

in the mammalian CNS. Research carried out by Dr. Gearoid Tuohy in 2001 

indicated a slight neurotrophic effect of TRH on daunorubicin and UV-irradiation- 

induced apoptosis in 661W cone photoreceptor cells (Tuohy, 2001). In addition, 

TRH has been shown to be protective against neuronal apoptosis in multiple studies 

(Borlongan et al., 1999; Luo et al., 2002). As discussed previously, retinal 

degenerations involve the apoptosis of photoreceptor neurons, hence given the 

potential anti-apoptotic properties of TRH and its role in neuroprotection, one
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objective of the research described in this thesis was aimed towards the investigation 

of the possible protective role of TRH in the retina.

1.5 Electroretinography (ERG)

An ERG allows the non-invasive examination of the electrical response of the eye to 

light stimulation, based upon the principles of Ohm’s law, which states '‘voltage is 

generated as current flows through resistance". Upon activation of the 

photoreceptors, as a result of light stimulation, the current that flows in and out of the 

receptor, bipolar and MUller cells tends to flow into the vitreous of the eye, acting as 

a source of resistance, and thus generating a voltage. The amount of current that is 

generated in the eye is proportional to the surface area of the retinal region being 

stimulated. Due to this fact, it is important to ensure even illumination of the entire 

retinal surface; this is refen'ed to as Ganzfeld or full-field stimulation of the retina. 

Under such conditions the amplitude of the ERG wave can be considered comparable 

to the amount of functional retinal components which are being stimulated. The 

functional integrity of various retinal structures can be ascertained and information on 

the visual processes and/or sites of retinal dysfunction can be studied (Zrenner et al., 

1988; Jacobs et al., 1996; Norden, 1979).

1.5.1 Retinal origins o f ERG potentials

An ERG originates from extracellular currents that ai'e generated in the retina in 

response to a light stimulus. Standard clinical electroretinograms are composed of 

three components that are generated by different retinal elements; the most common
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recording of an ERG response contains a negative a-wave and a positive b-wave. 

The receptors generate a cornea-negative wave; also known as the receptor potential 

or a-wave (figure 1.15 and 1.16). The bipolar and Muller cells combine their currents 

to form a cornea-positive potential, the b-wave, which starts after the receptor 

potential. This voltage emission is consistent with the visual/phototransduction 

mechanism outlined in section 1.4.2, whereby information must be passed from the 

receptors to these cells before the photoreceptors can be affected by the stimulus and 

elicits a response (Ogden and Schachat, 1989).

1.5.2 Applications o f  ERG readouts

An understanding of the origins of ERG readouts enables ophthalmologists and 

researchers to use ERGs as an indication of the integrity of the photoreceptors in the 

retina, by determination of wave amplitudes and the duration required for signal 

transduction from photoreceptors to second order neurons, to occur. Such 

information enables identification of the presence of abnormalities in photoreceptor 

mechanics and/or the presence of various retinopathies. ERGs also enable 

identification of substances which, when administered, alter the normal functioning 

of the retina and the photoreceptor cells. One such example of this is the general 

anaesthetic Avertin (2,2,2 tribromoethanol), which was found to depress the b-wave 

amplitude of retinal ERGs, indicating that this anaesthetic alters the normal 

functioning of the retina, and thus is inappropriate for use in further studies exploring 

protection of the retina. Utilisation of the ERG enables a large number of potentially 

toxic or experimental-altering substances to be screened with minimal disruption to
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the animal in question allowing, where appropriate, alternative experimental 

protocols to be used to avoid interference from anaesthetics or chemical compounds 

used to solubilise therapeutics. It should be noted however, that many compounds 

which prove to interfere with normal retinal function do not exhibit any noticeable 

adverse effects on ERG readouts; thus highlighting the need for complete 

experimental evaluation of potentially used compounds, prior to large scale 

experimental initiation.

1.6 Aims o f  this research

The initial objective of this project was focused on the identification of potent siRNA 

molecules which specifically down regulate Thyrotropin Releasing Hormone- 

Degrading Ectoenzyme (TRH-DE), described in chapter 3. Subsequent to 

development and evaluation of such suppression agents, in vitro, it was proposed that 

these agents would be subsequently used to generate shRNA-containing plasmids 

which could in turn be used to produce potent molecules intracellularly to specifically 

down regulate TRH-DE expression, see chapter 4. shRNA sequences in such 

plasmids would be driven by a polymerase III (H I) promoter and shRNA-containing 

plasmids would be engineered to also carry a CMV-driven EGFP reporter gene to aid 

identification of transfected cells. Once the efficacy of potent TRH-DE suppression 

was achieved with such plasmids, it was planned that shRNA sequences would be 

cloned into AAV plasmids and used to produce viral vectors carrying the shRNA- 

based therapeutics, chapter 4. The vector chosen for this aspect of this project was 

adeno-associated vims (or AAV). rAAV-shRNA vectors could then, in principle, be
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used to explore the potential beneficial effects, if any, of TRH-DE suppression and 

thus increase TRH bioavailability in established animal models of

neurodegeneration. In this regard one animal model with a light induced retinal 

degeneration was established, characterised and evaluated for TRH mediated 

neuroprotection during the course of this study, chapter 5. In addition, the same 

suppression agents could, in principal, potentially be used in additional animal 

models such as the kainate-induced seizure model in mice.

Furthermore, in addition to shRNA mediated suppression, a number of peptide based 

inhibitors of TRH-DE were available for use in the study.

The initial focus of the research involving animals was the establishment and detailed 

characterisation of animal models intended for use during the course of this project. 

Moreover, the potential neuroprotective effects of not only the TRH-DE suppression 

agents but additionally, protocols associated with administration of chemical agents, 

including the use of anaesthetics, use of vehicles to solubilise TRH-DE inhibitor 

peptides, needed to be evaluated in detail and this was the primary objective of the 

research described in chapter 5 of this thesis. Furthermore, it was of interest to assess 

the expression profiles of key components of the TRH signalling system in the retina. 

The final results chapter (chapter 6) of this thesis is concerned with this section of the 

work undertaken. Many of the components required to develop and evaluate 

nucleotide-based and peptide-based inhibitors of TRH-DE have been put in place as a 

result of the work undertaken for this PhD, as is described in chapters 3-6 of this
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thesis. It will be of great interest to evaluate the potential therapeutic benefit(s) that 

may be derived from such suppression agents in animal m odels of neurodegenerative 

disease in the future.
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Figure 1.1 Diagrammatic representation of preproTRH peptide processing by
PCI and/or PC2

In rodents, the TRH peptide originates from a 230 amino acid sequence which is 
called preproTRH (ppTRH) or the TRH precursor. This ppTRH gene possesses five 
copies of the Gln-His-Pro-Gly sequence; each of these is flanked by a pair of basic 
residues. In addition, there are several non-TRH peptides in the precursor protein 
whose function has not yet been fully elucidated. Several of these non-TRH peptides 
seem to work in synergy with TRH to generate a physiological effect. Alternatively 
cleavage sites in ppTRH enable complete processing of the precursor peptide into 
several functional proteins. Prohormone convertase 1 and 2 (PCI and PC2) were 
identified as the catalysing enzymes of this process (Friedman et al., 1995; Mulcahy 
et al., 2005; Nillni et al., 2006; Sanchez et al., 2004). Figure 1.1 shows the possible 
cleavage products obtained by PCI and PC2 action. Studies have shown that the 
pathway, which results in the production of a 15kDa and a lOkDa product (the 
process represented by the descending red arrow) is four times more likely to occur 
than that which produces both a 16.5kDa and 9.5kDa product (processing represented 
by an ascending blue arrow). Complete processing results in five copies of Gln-His- 
Pro-Gly and ten non-TRH peptides. The Gln-His-Pro-Gly peptides are post- 
translationally processed by carboxypeptidase E (CPE) and peptidylglycine a- 
amidating monooxygenase (PAM) to yield functionally active TRH.
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Figure 1.2 The molecular structure of thyrotropin releasing hormone (TRH).

TRH is also known as thyrotropin releasing factor (TRF), thyroliberin or protirelin. It 
is a tripeptide whose sequence is L-pyroglutamyl-Lhistidyl-Lproline amide. It is 
released from the paraventricular nucleus (PVN) of the hypothalamus into the 
hypophyseal portal circulation (HPC). From here it binds to a specific TRH-receptor 
in the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland and stimulates thyroid stimulating hormone 
(TSH) secretion. The potential therapeutic role of TRH as a neuroprotective peptide 
has been studied in a variety of animal models for disease or conditions such as 
Alzheimer’s disease, depression, epilepsy and Huntington’s disease.
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Figure 1.3 TRH signalling pathway in the pituitary gland.

The interaction between TRH and the m em brane bound receptor G -coupled receptor 
initiates a cascade o f biochem ical reactions w ithin the pituitary gland , leading to the 
controlled synthesis o f the target TSH  (thyroid stim ulating horm one) peptide. This 
cascade com m ences with the binding of TRH  to a specific receptor em bedded in the 
p lasm a m em brane of the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland. The TRH  receptor is 
coupled to a Gq-protein which, upon phosphorylation, stim ulates phospholipase C and 
cleavage o f phosphatidylinositol diphosphate (PIP2) into inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate 
(IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG). IP3 m obilizes intracellular calcium  stores in the 
endoplasm ic reticulum  (ER). D A G and Ca^”̂ stim ulate protein kinase C, which 
increases expression o f transcription factors to prom ote TSH  expression. The newly 
synthesized TSH  leaves the cell by exocytosis, which is m ade feasible by the 
increased presence of Ca^"  ̂ in the intracellular m atrix. Released TSH  is then carried 
in the blood supply to the thyroid where it acts as an agonist for thyroid horm one 
(TH) production.
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Figure 1.4 Homeostatic Role of TRH in the HPT axis (Anil, 2003)

The ability of TRH to regulate TSH synthesis and the resulting production of thyroid 
hormones requires a highly regulated and maintained system. Inadequate amounts of 
thyroid hormones (T3 and T4) can influence a feedback mechanism to stimulate an 
increased amount of TRH which in turn gives rise to increased levels of these 
hormones. Alternatively, excessive T3 and T4 production can lead to a reduction in 
TRH expression and thus decreased T3 and T4 production. This controlled pathway 
enables successful homeostasis of the hypothalamus-pituitary-thyroid (HPT) axis to 
occur and ensures efficient endocrine function within an organism.
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Figure 1.5 Degradation of TRH by various enzymes (Kelly, 1995; Nillni and Sevarino,
1999).

Studies to date show that three peptidases are involved in the degradation of TRH: 
pyroglutamyl aminopeptidase I (PAP-I, EC. 3.4.19.3), prolyloligopeptidase, also 
known as prolylendopeptide (PE, EC 3.4.21.26) and pyroglutamyl aminopeptidase II 
(PAP-II, also known as thyrotropin releasing hormone-degrading ectoenzyme, TRH- 
DE, EC 3.4.19.6). PAP-I and PE are both soluble, cytosolic enzymes, whereas TRH- 
DE is a membrane bound ectoenzyme. Their action on TRH is described in detail in 
section 1.2.1. Both PAP-I and PAP-II catalyse the removal of the N-terminal pGlu 
residue from TRH, however PAP-I also cleaves peptides such as LHRH (leutinising 
hormone releasing hormone), neurotensin (NT) and bombesin while TRHDE (PAP- 
II), and thyrolibrenase, display a high degree of substrate specificity for TRH. TRH
DE is considered the key regulator of TRH action in both the CNS and periphery, as 
discussed in section 1.2 of this chapter.
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Figure 1.6 TRH structure

R l, R2 and R3 indicate the regions o f the peptide structure o f TR H  where 
m odifications may be carried out to produce effective TRH analogues. Such 
m odifications include m ethylation o f the proline am ide residue (R3) or replacem ent 
o f the pyroglutam yl residue ( R l )  with a six m em bered ring. It should be noted that 
all m odifications may influence the physico-chem ical characteristics o f the analogue.
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Figure 1.7 Mechanism of RNA interference (Ambion, 2003)

The detailed m echanism  o f RNA interference (RNAi) is discussed in section 1.3 of 
this chapter. Briefly, in nature long double stranded RNA (dsRNA) is cleaved into 
sm aller m olecules o f ~21nucletodies by an enzym e called DICER. Introduction of 
synthetic RNA m olecules o f this size leads to activation o f protein kinase (PKR) and 
2 ’,5’-oligoadenylate synthetase which causes non-specific RNA degradation and 
cellular apoptosis. To avoid such pathw ays, studies have shown that introduction of 
siRNAs o f ~21nts leads to successfully suppression at the RNA level o f hom ologous 
sequence. The siRNA assem bles into an endoribonulease-containing com plex known 
as RISC (RN A -induced silencing com plex). As the siRNA duplex is unwound A TP is 
released which causes RISC activation. The “activated RISC” is guided by the 
antisense strand of the siR N A  to a com plim entary m RN A  strand which, in theory, is 
the m RNA of your target gene. The activated RISC enables cleavage of the target 
m RN A  and thus the suppression o f the target gene product. This suppression can be 
m easured both at the RN A  and protein level.
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Figure 1.8 Mechanism of SYBR Green I binding dye, as used in 
real time (RT)-PCR (Roche)

Unbound SYBR Green emits relatively little fluorescence; however, this is greatly 
enhanced upon DNA binding. In the initial reaction mixture the cDNA (as transcribed 
from the mRNA present in the sample) is denatured and single stranded, thus the 
SYBR Green I is unbound and fluoresces very weakly. The selected primers then 
anneal and a minimal amount of SYBR Green I can then bind to the newly formed 
duplex strand, emitting a mild fluorescent signal. During elongation a greater amount 
of SYBR Green can bind to the newly formed double strands of DNA and 
consequently the degree of fluorescence is greatly enhanced. The DNA is then 
denatured. The binding dye dissociates and can be recycled for the next PCR cycle. 
Fluorescence measurement at the end of every elongation step of every PCR cycle is 
performed to monitor increasing amounts of amplified DNA, enabling quantification 
of the initial amount of cDNA present in a particular sample.
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Figure 1.9 Melting Curve Analysis of TRH-DE and GAPDH primers using
real time RT PCR

Amplification of a cDNA target and fluorescence of SYBR Green Dye enables a 
melting curve to be generated by the System SDS Software (Version 1.2 RQ Study 
Application, Applied Biosciences) which is installed in the 7300 Real Time PCR 
System (Applied Biosciences). A melting curve is generated by detection of 
fluorescence as gradual increases in the sample temperatures are carried out. The 
melting curve is graphically represented as fluorescence versus temperature. A peak 
in fluorescence is noted as the amplified product is denatured at a particular 
temperature. SYBR Green dissociates in a rapid time frame and one can visualise if 
the fluorescence noted was due to single product amplification or the presence of 
multiple contaminants. As shown in figure 1.8, TRH-DE amplification of various 
samples resulted in a single peak fluorescence at ~79°C upon melting curve analysis; 
indicating that no contaminants were present in these samples. GAPDH samples 
provided a single fluorescence peak as the sample was heated to ~82°C. Notably one 
sample provided a lower fluorescence reading (indicated by * on the figure above), 
indicating perhaps a reduced quantity of cDNA in the test vial. Such melting curve 
analysis can also be used to identify the presence of primer dimers.
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Figure 1.10 Standard Curve Analysis of RNA samples using RT PCR

Analysis of the real time (RT)-PCR data allows the user to determine the efficiency 
of the reaction. This can be ascertained by analysis of a set of standardised mRNA 
dilutions. A slope value of -3.33 indicates a PCR efficiency of 100%, according to the 
ecuation:

Efficiency (%) = ^i) xlOO

A slope of less than -3.3 suggests that the PCR is amplifying something other than a 
single product, perhaps primer dimers or contaminants. The graphical representation 
of an experiment, as shown in figure 1.9, possessed a slope value of -3.502 which 
meant that this RT-PCR reaction was carried out at an efficiency of 92.99%, with 
respect to amplification of the particular product. Ideally, an error value of below 
O.Dl is required to indicate accuracy in pipetting and technique. The value noted 
above is 0.000160, indicating that the relative error caused by pipetting is minimal. 
Bised upon these set of criteria one can assume that the information obtained, in the 
experiment highlighted above, would yield accurate relative quantification values of a 
ta'get mRNA without interference from contamination, primer dimers or pipetting 
eiror.
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Figure 1.11 Diagrammatic representation of the eye and the relative 
positioning of the retinal layers with respect to the influx of light through the

cornea.
(Kuchar, 2004)

The eye houses one o f the m ost com plex and yet accessible representations of the 
central nervous system. The retina is a photosensitive layer of interacting glial, 
neuronal, photoreceptor and support cells which can convert light into neuronal 
im pulses that are sent to the brain for processing. The delicate nature o f the retina 
means that it is highly sensitive to the dam aging effects of excessive exposure to 
light. This factor renders the animal model of light-induced apoptosis a possible 
target for potential therapeutics in neuronal protection or inhibition o f apoptotic 
pathw ays, see chapter 5 of this thesis.
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Figure 1.12 Simplifled organisation of tlie retina (Kolb et al.)

The retina is com posed o f ten layers. These com prise o f nerve cells and synapses. 
The outer nuclear layer (ONL) possesses the cell bodies o f the photoreceptors (rods 
and cones) the inner nuclear layer (INL) contains the cell bodies o f the bipolar, 
horizontal and am acrine cells, while the ganglion cell layer (GCL) houses the 
ganglion cells and displaced am acrine cells. The outer plexiform  layer (OPL) is the 
first o f these neurophils. This is where the connection betw een rods, cones, bipolar 
and horizontal cells occurs. The inner plexiform  layer (IPL) then relays the 
inform ation obtained by the bipolar and horizontal cells to the ganglion cells. This 
region then transm its inform ation to the brain along the optic nerve.

Legend: (GCL) Ganglion cell layer, 
(INL) Inner nuclear layer 
(ISL) Inner segmented layer 
(OSL)Outer segmented layer

(IPL) Inner plexiform layer, 
(ONL) Outer nuclear layer,
(RPE) Retinal pigment epithelium 
(OPL) Outer plexiform layer
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Figure 1.13 Toluidine stained retinal section depicting retinal layers
(Deltagen, 2001)

Figure 1.13 depicts a transverse section o f a healthy retina which shows staining of 
the cell bodies with T oluidine blue stain. Individual layers of the retina can be 
identified also enable identification o f apoptotic bodies or retinal m alform ations (see 
chapter 5). Initiation o f cell death w ithin the photoreceptor cell layer (labelled rods 
and cones in the figure above) leads to defragm entation o f DNA in these cell bodies. 
D efragm entation may be identified due to darker staining o f cell bodies undergoing 
cell death (not shown above).
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Figure 1.14 Phototransduction pathway (Baehr, 2005).

Light is introduced into the eye in the form o f photons. Detection o f a photon by 
rhodopsin causes retinal to change to an dXVtrans conform ation. This form is 
energetically unfavourable and a series o f changes occurs in order to expel the 
chrom ophore from  the protein, resulting in several interm ediates being form ed, 
including m etarhodospin II (labelled m eta II in figure 1.14). This activated form of 
rhodopsin activates a G TP-binding protein known as transducin. A ctivated GTP- 
bound transducin dissociates it a  subunit from the inhibitory P and y subunits, 
allow ing activation o f PDE. PD E com prises o f catalytic a  and P subunits and two 
inhibitory y subunits. G TP-bound transducin binds to the inhibitory y subunits of 
cG M P-phosphodiesterase (PDE), causing dissociation from the catalytic subunits and 
the resulting ability o f the enzym e to hydrolyse cG M P into GM P. Due to the fact that 
cG M P is required to open the sodium  channels on the photoreceptor m em brane, the 
hydrolysis of cG M P leads to the closure o f the Na"  ̂gated channels in the m em brane. 
Closure of such channels leads to m em brane hyperpolarisation and initiation o f a 
nerve im pulse which is sent to the brain. The latter step occurs as acetylcholine 
(ACH) is released from vesicles contained within the hyperpolarised photoreceptor 
cells; and subsequently binds to the surface m em brane o f the adjacent bipolar cells, 
initiating a propagation o f the electrical im pulse through the retinal cell layers; 
eventually reaching the optic nerve.

The photoreceptors m ust return to their depolarised state in order to receive further 
stim ulation in response to external stimuli. In the photoreceptor cells, as a result of 
the closure o f cG M P-gated ion channels, there is a reduction in sodium  and calcium  
concentrations. This results in the activation o f recoverin (labelled REC in figure 
1.13), a calcium -binding protein, by m eans o f phosphorylation; and the subsequent 
activation of guanylate cyclase (GC). U nder standard physiological conditions, GC is 
responsible for the conversion o f G M P to cGM P. Sim ultaneously, PD E activity is 
dram atically decreased in response to low ered calcium  concentrations. Hence, the 
culm ination o f increased GC activity and decreased PDE activity results in an 
increase in cG M P concentration, causing ion channels in the photoreceptor cell 
m em brane to reopen and renders the cell responsive to light once again.
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Figure 1.15 Electroretinogram (ERG) of a wild type mouse.

An ER G  is an exam ination of the retina’s response to light stim ulation. It is a non- 
invasive procedure which m easures the voltage generated as the current from 
stim ulated retinal cell regions passes through the resistance in the vitreous hum our. 
This ER G  shows norm alised a and b wave peaks. Variation in wave am plitudes or 
duration betw een the a and b-waves can be indicative o f abnormal retinal function or 
perhaps interference by drug interactions.
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Figure 1.16 Diagrammatic representation of the retina to show where various 
ERG components originate (Kolb et al.)

In a normal retina, during phototransduction, as the light enters the retina the 
photoreceptor cells generate a cornea-negative wave, also known as the a-wave. The 
bipolar and Muller cells combine their currents to form a cornea-positive potential, 
the b-wave, which starts after the receptor potential. During the course of the study 
carried out for this thesis primary focus was placed upon possible alterations in a and 
b wave patterns in response to various chemicals. Possible alterations to c and d 
waves were not assessed.
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2.7 Materials

2.1.1 Reagents & Solutions:

(i). Enzymes and buffers: Restriction enzymes and corresponding buffers were 

obtained from New England Biolabs or Promega. T4 DNA ligase was obtained 

from Invitrogen and Klenow enzyme was purchased from Roche. RNace-it 

Ribonuclease Cocktail was obtained from Stratagene and RNase Away was 

supplied by Gibco-BRL. Unless otherwise stated the enzymes were used 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

(ii). Molecular Weight Standards: lOObp and 1Kb DNA ladders were purchased 

from New England Biolabs.

(iii). Molecular Biology Kits: Qiagen Omniscript kit, QIAquick® Gel Extraction Kit 

and QIAquick® Nucleotide Removal Kit, Qiagen Quantitect SYBR Green RT- 

PCR and HiSpeed Plasmid Maxi Kit were obtained from Qiagen, UK. T7 

RiboMAX™ Express Large Scale RNA Production System was obtained from 

Promega. These kits were used according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

(iv). Tissue Culture: Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), Foetal Calf 

Semm (PCS), L-glutamine, trypsin-EDTA, phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and 

nuclease free water were obtained from Gibco-BRL. Complete DMEM: 

DMEM, 10% (v/v) ECS, 2mM Sodium Pyruvate, and 2mM L-glutamine.
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(v). Chemicals: All chemical reagents, unless otherwise stated, were obtained from 

Gibco-BRL, Invitrogen or Sigma Chemical Corporation.

(vi). LB Medium (Luria Bertani Medium): 1 % (w/v) NaCl, 1 % (w/v) tryptone, 0.5% 

(w/v) yeast extract, lOmM MgS0 4  and 0.2% (w/v) maltose. LB broth was 

autoclaved at 151bs p.s.i. for 20 minutes at 120°C.

(vii). IX TAE gel electrophoresis buffer (pH 8.0): 0.04M Tris-acetate, 0 .0IM EDTA 

(ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid disodium salt). 6x Agai'ose gel loading dye: 

2% bromophenol blue (1ml), 50% glycerol (2ml), 2% xylene cyanole (1ml) and 

deionised water (2ml). Loading dye was diluted to Ix concentration prior to 

use.

(viii). 1 Ox PCR buffer: 1 OOmM Tris-Cl (pH9.0), 500mM KCl, 1 % Triton X -100 (w/v), 

0.1% gelatine (w/v) and 20mM MgCh

(ix). Plasmid DNA Miniprep solutions: Solution I: 50mM Tris (pH8.0), 25%

sucrose (w/v) and 2mM EDTA (pHB.O). MSTET: 50mM Tris (pHB.O), 5% 

sucrose (w/v), 50mM EDTA (pH8.0) and 5% Triton xlOO (v/v). Lysozyme was 

prepared at a concentration of 40mg/ml using 250mM Tris-HCl (pH8.0).
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(x). Antibiotics: E.coli XLl-Blue colonies were selected using 125|^g/5ml 

Tetracycline, while mouse, rat or human TRHDE-positive colonies were 

selected using 125|j,g/5ml Ampicillin as these genes were cloned in the 

ampicillin resistant pcDNA3.1/HisA plasmid (see chapter 3 figure 3.1).

2.7.2 Mammalian cell lines, primers and oligonucleotide synthesis 

Cos7 cells were provided by Dr. Arpad Palfi (The Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity 

College Dublin). The Cos7-HAR-Al cell line was provided by Dr. Karl Bauer (Max 

Plank Institute of Experimental Endocrinology, Hannover, Germany). Primers and 

oligonucleotides were obtained from TAG Newcastle (Gateshead, UK) or Sigma- 

Genosys, and resuspended in nuclease free water at a final concentration of 100|iM 

and diluted appropriately prior to use.
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2.2 General Protocols

2.2.1 Plasmid DNA Miniprep Protocol

Briefly, cultures were centrifuged at 3000rpm for 10 minutes and the resulting 

supernatant was discarded. The pellet was resuspended in 60|j,l of Solution I (50mM 

Tris phS.O, 25% sucrose (w/v) and 2mM EDTA pH8.0) and 20|j1 of lysozyme was 

added at a concentration of 40mg/ml in 250mM Tris-HCl (pH8.0). Samples were 

placed on ice for 10 minutes. After the allotted time period, 550|j.l of MSTET (50mM 

Tris phS.O, 5% sucrose (w/v), 50mM EDTA (pH8.0) and 5% Triton xlOO (v/v)) was 

added to the lysate, and incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes. Each sample 

was then placed in boiling water for 90 seconds and subsequently centrifuged at 

13.000rpm for 15 minutes in a Microfuge 22R Centrifuge (Beckman &Coulter ™). 

The pellet which was produced was removed using a sterile toothpick and the 

supernatant was treated with RNace-it ribonuclease Cocktail, at a concentration of 

lU/|o.g of DNA present, at 37°C for 15 minutes. An equal volume of phenol (Tris-Cl 

pHS.O) was added to each sample and vortexed for 2 minutes. Samples were then 

centrifuged at 13,000rpm for 5 minutes, the upper aqueous phase was isolated and 0.6 

times the volume of isopropanol was added to each sample. The DNA was incubated 

at room temperature for 15 minutes and was then centrifuged at 13,000rpm for 10 

minutes. After centrifugation, the isopropanol was discarded and the resulting pellet 

was washed with 70% ethanol. The purified DNA was resuspended in a final volume 

of 100|il of distilled, sterile nuclease-free water.
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2.2.2 Phenol/chloroform extraction o f nucleic acids

Samples containing DNA or RNA were mixed with equal volumes of buffer saturated 

phenol (pH 7.5), vortexed for 30 seconds and centrifuged at 13,000rpm for 15 

minutes to separate phases. The upper aqueous phase was transferred to a fresh 1.5ml 

eppendorf. An equal volume of buffer saturated phenol (pH 7.5) was added and the 

samples were treated as outlined previously to separate the phases. The upper phase 

was, again, transferred to an eppendorf and an equal volume of phenol/chloroform 

was added to each sample, vortexed and centrifuged according to the parameters 

outlined above. The upper layer was isolated, an equivalent volume of chlorofomi 

was added and the sample was centrifuged as previously described. The upper 

aqueous phase was siphoned into a sterile eppendorf and the solubilised nucleic acid 

was ethanol precipitated, as described in section 2.2.3.

2.2.3 Ethanol precipitation o f DNA

Nucleic acids were precipitated by adding 1/10^  ̂ volume of 3M NaOAc (pH5.2) and 

2.5 volumes of 96% ethanol. Samples were vortexed and placed at -20°C for a 

maximum of 30 minutes. Samples were then centrifuged at 13,000rpm for 15 

minutes and the supernatant was removed. The pellet was washed with 75% ethanol 

and resuspended in sterile nuclease-free water. Samples were RNase treated with 

RNace-it Cocktail and incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. All samples were stored at -20°C 

until required.
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2.2.4 Visualisation o f DNA by agarose gel electrophoresis

Agarose gels were prepared by boiling 0.8-2.0% (w/v), depending on the fragment 

size to be isolated, of agarose in IX  TAE buffer. Gels of higher agarose 

concentration were used for visualising DNA bands of smaller than 500 base pairs in 

length. Agarose suspensions were allowed to cool to 60°C and ethidium bromide 

(EtBr) was added to a final concentration of 0.5jig/ml. The agarose was allowed to 

cool before pouring into a gel former. The DNA samples (mixed with 0.1 volumes of 

DNA loading dye) were loaded into the wells alongside an appropriate DNA 

molecular weight marker. Samples were electrophoresed at 75mA in Ix TAE buffer. 

DNA was visualised on a UV transilluminator (Hoeffer) and recorded using the 

GeneSnap programme from Syngene and printed on photographic paper.

2.2.5 Restriction enzyme digest

All restriction enzyme digests of DNA were carried out in final volumes of 50|j,l. 

Restriction enzymes were used at a concentration of lU  per p.g of DNA in the 

appropriate buffer, according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The reactions were 

incubated for a minimum of 1 hour at 37°C. All enzymes were heat inactivated at 

65°C for 25 minutes and stored on ice until required.

2.2.6 Purification o f plasmid DNA fragments from  agarose gels

Samples containing fragments of plasmid DNA which were to be isolated and 

purified were mixed with 1/10 '̂’ volume of loading dye. Samples were 

electrophoresed in a 1.5% agarose gel (with 0.5)ig/ml EtBr). Appropriate molecular
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weight standards were also run on the gels. Gels were visualised with UV light and 

fragments of the correct size were excised with sterile razor blades. Gel isolated 

fragments were cleaned using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen) in 

accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.2.7 Competent cell preparation ofXL-1 Blue E.coli cells

Competent cells were prepared according to the standard protocol. Briefly, lOmls of 

LB broth containing 25fal of tetracycline antibiotic (125|ig/5mls) and the selective 

medium was inoculated with a loopful of X LlBlue E.coli cells, provided by Dr. 

Arpad Palfi. This culture was incubated at 37°C with aeration at 300rpm for 16-24 

hours. After the allotted growth period 1ml of this culture was used to inoculate 

tetracycline (125(4g/5ml) selective LB broth (100ml). The culture was incubated at 

37°C with aeration at BOOrpm to an ODsoo value of between 0.3 and 0.5; thus ensuring 

that the culture is in the exponential phase of growth. Cultures were chilled on ice for 

30 minutes and then centrifuged at 3,000rpm for 5 minutes in a Beckman GS-6 

centrifuge. The resulting supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet was 

resuspended in 50mls of chilled 50mM CaC^. This suspension was placed on ice for 

30 minutes and was centrifuged at 3000rpm for 5 minutes. The pellet was 

resuspended in lOmls (50mM) CaCb and placed on ice until required (maximum time 

limit of 24 hours).
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2.2.8 Ligation & Transformation

In a lOjxl reaction volume, varying concentrations of insert were added to 

approximately lOOng of the restriction enzyme digested plasmid. The appropriate 

positive and negative ligation control reactions were also set up. 1/10*'’ the volume of 

lOx ligase buffer was subsequently added with T4 DNA ligase enzyme at a 

concentration of lU/|ig. The final reaction volume was adjusted to 10|o,l using 

nuclease free water. Samples were mixed briefly and ligated at 18°C overnight. 5fj.l 

of the ligation mix was added to 200)al of competent cells. This mixture was then 

chilled on ice for 30 minutes and subsequently heat shocked at 42°C for 5 minutes, 

followed by a brief period on ice again. 1ml of sterile LB broth was added to each 

mixture and incubated for 1 hour. 100|j.l of this mixture was plated on the appropriate 

antibiotic-selection agar plates and if necessary the remaining cells were concentrated 

in lOOjxl and plated on a selective LB agar plate. Plates were allowed to dry, inverted 

and incubated at 37°C for 16-24 hours in a Precision Gravity Convection incubator. 

Selected clones were single colony purified.

2.2.9 DNA sequencing

Approximately 400ng of the purified DNA and 5pmoles of the appropriate 

sequencing primer were added to 4 |j 1 of Terminator Ready Reaction Mix from a 

BigDye® Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing kit in a lOjal final volume. Sequencing 

reactions were performed in an MJ Research PCR block running 25 cycles of the 

following: rapid thermal ramp (TC/second) to 96°C, 96°C for 10 seconds, rapid 

thermal ramp to 50°C, 50°C for 5 seconds, rapid thermal ramp to 60°C, and 60°C for 4
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minutes. The samples were then cooled  to 4°C and held at this temperature until 

required. The reaction volum e o f  each sam ple was made up to 20 |j 1 using distilled, 

sterile water; precipitated with ethanol (96% non-denatured) and 3M NaO A c pH4.6; 

and washed with 70% Ethanol. The resulting precipitate was resuspended in 25|j.l o f  

template suppression reagent (TSR) and the sequence o f  the product was determined 

by an ABI prism 310 Genetic Analyser according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

The data was processed using A B I data collection  and analysis software.

2 .2 .10  Polym erase Chain R eaction (PCR)

A standard 25|il PCR reaction contained 0.2m M  dNTPs, lOpmoles o f  the appropriate 

forward and reverse primers, I.5U  Taq polym erase and 20ng o f  D N A  template in 

PCR reaction buffer. PCR am plification was carried out under the follow ing  

conditions on an MJ Reseai'ch PCR block; 1 denaturation cycle at 95°C for 5 minutes, 

35 cycles o f  95°C for 30 seconds were carried out for denaturation, 55°C for 30  

seconds for annealing o f  the primer to the template, 72°C for 30 seconds, to extend  

the fragment, and 1 expansion cycle  o f 72°C for 10 minutes. Samples were then 

maintained at a temperature o f 10°C until required.

2.3 Tissue Culture Protocols

2.3.1 S tandard conditions fo r  m am m alian ce ll culture

C ells were maintained in a sterile hum idified environment at 37°C and 5%  CO2 by 

routine passaging every 2-3 days. They were grow n in com plete DM EM  and, when 

required, centrifugation was can'ied out in a sw ing-bucket centrifuge at lOOOrpm for
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5 minutes. Adherent cells were passaged by removing the old media and then gently 

washing the monolayers with phosphate buffered solution (PBS, pH7.2). The cells 

were dissociated from culture plates by trypsinisation in approximately l-2ml of 

trypsin-EDTA (Gibco-BRL). Cells were placed in an incubator for a period of 5-10 

minutes and dissociation of the monolayers was monitored by visual inspection under 

light microscopy. The trypsin was then diluted by the addition of approximately 

10ml of pre-warmed complete medium. A 10)j,1 aliquot was suspended on a 

haemocytometer slide and a cell count was performed, as described in section 2.3.4. 

The cell suspension was centrifuged at lOOOrpm for 5 minutes and the resulting pellet 

was resuspended in lOmls of fresh pre-warmed complete DMEM. In accordance with 

cell density calculations, typically, cells were plated at a concentration of 1x10^ cells 

on a 10cm plate.

2.3.2 Cell cryopresei-vation

Individual cell cultures v/ere maintained in continuous passage for no longer than 3 

months to avoid accumulation of mutations that might alter the cell line. Cells of low 

passage number were grown and hai-vested as described in section 2.3.1 and the 

resulting pellet was resuspended in 2mls of freezing medium (10% dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO), 40% complete DMEM and 50% foetal calf serum ECS). Aliquots 

of 500)j.l of cells were placed in cryogenic storage vials and allowed to freeze slowly 

in a -80°C freezer. Subsequent to freezing, cells were maintained in liquid nitrogen 

for long-term storage.
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2.3.3 Thawing o f cryopresen'ed cells

To revive frozen stock, cells were rapidly thawed in a 37°C incubator. To remove 

cryopreservation medium, cells were resuspended in lOmls of DMEM, without PCS, 

glutamine or sodium pyruvate. This suspension was centrifuged at lOOOrpm for 5 

minutes and the resulting supernatant was aspirated off. The cell pellet was 

suspended in lOmls of complete DMEM and plated evenly onto a 10cm sterile, 

labelled culture dish. The cell culture was incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2.

2.3.4 Cell counting by means o f a Haemocytometer

Prior to use, the haemocytometer was sterilised with 70% EtOH. A clean cover-slip 

was placed over the counting area of the haemocytometer chamber; the apparatus was 

transferred to a light microscope and viewed under a lOx objective lens. 10)0,1 of 

homogenous cell culture was added to the haemocytometer and the cells were 

allowed to settle. The cell count was determined by estimating the number of cells in 

16 squares, and repeated for the three other 16 squared ai'eas defined on the 

haemocytometer. The average number of cells was calculated and consequently the 

cell density was determined according to the equation:

Cell density/ml = average cell count x 10'*

2.4 RNA-work Protocols

When working with RNA, the presence of RNases render it a highly unstable 

molecule to work with. RNases originate, either as a result of cell lysis or, by 

introduction from an external source. Elimination, or inhibition, of such degrading
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enzymes requires several parameters and precautions to be undertaken when working 

with specific RNA samples in an attempt to reduce the risk of sample degradation. 

Such precautions include working under sterile conditions, using nuclease-free 

glassware, eppendorfs, pipette tips and solutions. All solutions that came in direct 

contact with RNA samples were DEPC treated (section 2.4.1). Pipettes were 

regularly sterilised with RNase Away and used for RNA work only or, where 

applicable, sterile disposable plastic-ware was used with no requirement for pre

treatment.

2.4.1 Preparation o f DEPC (diethyl pyrocarbonatej-treated water

DEPC treated water was prepaied by adding 1ml of DEPC to 500ml of sterile water, 

mixing well and incubating for 2 hours at 37°C followed by autoclaving. All 

glassware was treated with RNase Away and baked at 180°C for 8 hours, or 

alternatively glassware was filled with DEPC (0.1% v/v) and allowed to stand for 

37°C for 2 hours, autoclaved to inactivate the DEPC, rinsed several times with sterile 

water and then heated at 100°C for 15 minutes. This process removed RNases from 

the glassware and also any trace amounts of DEPC which may modify RNA purine 

residues, ensuring that RNA samples were not altered.

2.4.2 Isolation o f RNA from  cultured cells

Trizol was used to isolate total RNA from cultured cells. Cell culture medium was 

aspirated from each plate or well. 1ml Trizol was pipetted onto a 3.5cm dish (200|xl 

Trizol per well in a 24 well plate). The plate was incubated at 37°C for 5-10 minutes.
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cells were loosened and the contents of each well/plate were transferred to a 1.5ml 

nuclease free eppendorf tube. 200p,l of chloroform was then added to each, mixed 

thoroughly and samples were then left to stand at room temperature for 2-3 minutes. 

The contents of each eppendorf was then centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 15 minutes at 

2-8°C and the resulting upper phase was transferred to another nuclease free, pre

labelled, 1.5ml eppendorf, ensuring to avoid the debris at the interface. 500|j.l of 

isopropanol was added to each and incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes, 

followed by centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 10 minutes at 2-8°C, taking care to note 

where the precipitation RNA would form. The supernatant was siphoned off and the 

pellet was washed with 75% ethanol (1ml) and allowed to stand at room temperature 

for 5 minutes. The samples were centrifuged at 12,000rpm for 5 minutes, ethanol 

was removed and the resulting RNA pellet was air-dried for approximately 3-5 

minutes. The RNA was then resuspended in nuclease-free water (50|j.l) and incubated 

at 60°C for 10 minutes.

2.4.3 DNase treatment o f RNA & Purification o f  DNase treated RNA 

RNA was treated with 5)j,l of DNase (1U/|J.1, R Q l RNase-free DNase, Promega) in 

DNase buffer (50^1 final volume). All samples were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour, 

with intermittent gentle mixing after 30 minutes. 6.5(0.1 of RQ l DNase Stop Solution 

(Promega) was added to each sample and vortexed briefly. Samples were then heat 

inactivated at 70°C for 5 minutes and 132.5|il of nuclease free water was added to 

each. Purified RNA was stored at -20°C until required.
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2.4.4 RNA quantification

Spectrophotometry readings at 260 and 280nm wavelengths were carried out on 

1/100 dilutions of each RNA sample and the ratio was used to determine the purity of 

the sample. The following equation was used to determine the RNA concentration of 

each sample based upon the absorbance of light at 260nm.

[RNA] (ng/pl)= A260 X 40 X dilution factor of sample

RNA purity was indicated by a 260:280 value of between 1.6 and 2.1. RNA quality, 

and visual confirmation of concentration, was obtained by running an ethidium 

bromide stained agarose gel.

2.4.5 Real time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and primer sequences used. 

Target gene RNA, present in RNA samples which were extracted from transfected 

mammalian cells, were quantified using an Applied BioSystems 7300 Real Time 

PCR system (Applied Biosciences). The transcript levels of the gene of interest were 

standardised to the GAPDH housekeeping gene or neomycin resistance gene. 

Primers were HPLC purified. Real time reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR was carried 

out using the Quantitect SYBR® Green RT-PCR kit (Qiagen, UK) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol; with the following modifications, lOpmoles of each, 

appropriate, primer in 19.5^1 reactions, 57°C annealing temperature and a 5 second 

elongation time for 40 cycles was implemented in the programme. The following 

primers were synthesized and obtained from Sigma Genosys.
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hTRHDE-F 5 ’ TGGTGGTGCTGAATAGGACA

hTRHDE-R 5 ' CATAGGAGCTGCGGAAGAAG

mTRHDE-F 5 ’ TGGTGGTATTGAACAGAACC

mTRHDE-R 5 ’ CGTAGGAGCTGCGGAAGAAG

rTRHDE-F 5 ' TGGTGGTGCTGAATAGAACC

rTRHDE-R 5 ' CGTAGGAGCTGCGGAAGAAG

GAPDH-F 5 ’ CAGCCTCAAGATCATCAGCA

GAPDH-R 5 ’ CATGAGTCCTTCCACGATAC

Neo-F 5 ’ GCCGAATATCATGGTGGAAA

Neo-R 5 ’ AATATCACGGGTAGCCAACG

mPrepro-TRH-F 5 ' GGCTTAATGCCTGAGAAACG

mPrepro-TRH-R 5 ' CACCTAGAAGCTGGAGCAGG

mGAPDH-F 5 ’ CCATGGAGAAGGCTGGGC

mGAPDH-R 5 ' CAAAGTTGTCATGGATGACC

PPIA-F 5 ’ GTGGTGACTTTACACGCC

PPIA-R 5 ’ ATGGACAAGATGCCAGGACC

EEF2-F 5 ’ CATCGCTGAACGCATCAAGC

EEF2-R 5 ' TGGAAGGTCTGGTAGAGC

PK3-F 5 ' CCTGGACATTGACTCTGC

PK3-R 5 ’ AATCATCTCCTTCAGCATCTCC ^

(3-actin-F 5 ' AGAGCAAGAGAGGCATCC

P-actin-R 5 ' GGCACCACACCTTCTACAATGA

mTRHDE3F 5 ' GCTTGGATGGCCAAGAAATA
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mTRHDE3R C C C A A A A C TA C A TG C C A A C A

TRH-DE-RTPCR-F TG G TG G TG CTG AATAG G ACA

TRH-DE-RTPCR-R C A TAG G AG CTG C G G A AG AAG

GAPDH -F CAG CCTC AA G A TCA TCAG CA

GAPDH -R CATG AG TCCTTCCACG ATAC

2.4.6 Western blotting analysis o f rTRH-DE protein suppression by various 
siRNAs.

2.4.6.1 Protein isolation and concentration assessment

Cos7 cells were transfected with 2\ig  o f  the rTRH-DE plasmid and 40pm oles o f  

various TRH-DE-targeting siR N A s (Control non-silencing siR N A , hTRH-DE  

4 4 3 siRNA, hTR H -DE,4 0 7 siR N A , H & M siRN A, H& M & RsiRNA and mTRH- 

DE 7 3 4 siR N A ). Each transfection was carried out in duplicate and similarly treated 

cells were trypsinised and com bined 48 hours post-transfection. Untreated Cos? cells  

were also used as a negative control. C ells were washed in IxPB S and resuspended in 

300^1 o f  lysis buffer; 50m M  Tris pH 7.5, 150mM  NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5m M  EDTA, 

0.1% SDS and a Com plete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail tablet (Roche Applied  

Sciences). A ll samples were stored on ice for 10 minutes and hom ogenised using a 

21” gauge syringe. The protein sam ples were centrifuged at 10,000rpm for 20  

minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was transfen'ed to a clean eppendorf and the 

bicinchoninic acid protein assay (©  Pierce B iotechnology) was used to determine 

protein concentration.
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Serial dilutions of bovine serum albumin (BSA) were prepared in the range of 

0.25mg/ml to 2mg/ml. Test protein samples were diluted 1:5 in lysis buffer 

(ingredients described previously) and the protein concentration was determined 

using a spectrophotometer according to the BCA kit protocol (Pierce Biotechnology).

2.4.6.2 Western Blotting analysis o f  protein samples from  cells transfected with the 
rTRH-DE plasm id and various TRH-DE-targeting siRNAs

A 10% SDS-acrylamide gel was prepai'ed (1.5M Tris-HCl pH8.8, 30%

bis/acrylamide, 10% SDS, 1% ammonium persulfate and 0.005% TEMED) and

allowed to set in the BioRad Mini-Protean 3 Electrophoresis system frame (BioRad,

www.bio-rad.com). Ethanol was added above the acrylamide gel to avoid

dehydration during the setting process. Subsequent to this setting period, a 4%

stacking gel (0.5M Tris-HCl pH8.8, 30% bis/acrylamide, 10% SDS, 10% ammonium

persulfate and 0.01% TEMED) was prepared and poured into the top of the

electrophoresis system frame. A well comb was set in place. Meanwhile, 30|ig of

protein (concentration determined by BCA assay described in section 3.3.9.1) was

added to 10)j.l of SDS loading-dye; and a biotinylated protein ladder was diluted

appropriately (Cell Signalling Technologies Inc). Mercaptoethanol (1:19 dilution)

was added to each sample, each of which were then heated to 95°C for 5 minutes.

The gel was run at 80 volts for 20 minutes and then increased to 100 volts until the

loading dye had migrated off the gel completely, ensuring maximal separation of the

protein fragments.
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The resulting separated protein bands were transferred from the gel to a nitrocellulose 

membrane by electrophoresis (at 25 volts overnight in the cold room to avoid the 

pack overheating). Protein transfer can be carried out in a 2 hour period, however 

low voltage transfer was chosen overnight to ensure complete transfer of the protein 

of interest. After the allotted time period, the membrane was washed with Ix TBS 

for 5 minutes with vigorous shaking. The TBS was replaced with 25mls of Blocking 

buffer (5g dried milk powder, lOmls lOxTBS and 50)il Tween) and shaken for 1 

hour. The primary antibody (goat anti-mouse TRH-DE antibody, targeting TRH-DE, 

R&D Systems Inc) was used at a 1:1000 dilution. This antibody was placed on the 

membrane overnight with three subsequent washes with IxTBS for 15 minutes each. 

The secondary antibody (rabbit anti-goat IgG antibody) was used at a 1:5000 dilution 

in accordance with the supplier’s protocol (Abeam, www.abcam.com); and a 1:2000 

dilution was prepared of the anti-biotin HRP-linked antibody (Cell Signalling 

Technology Inc.) which targets the biotinylated protein marker. The secondary 

antibody was placed on the membrane, v/ith shaking, for 1 hour and subsequently 

washed with Ix TBS for 5 minutes. This washing was repeated three times further. 

Protein detection was carried out using a chemiluminescence kit according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol (Pierce ECL Western Blotting Substrate, Pierce 

Biotechnologies) in a Fujifilm LAS-3000 Intelligent dai'k box.

Subsequent to photography of the resulting bands, the nitrocellulose membrane was 

stripped of all antibodies by addition of 15ml of Restore Western Blot Stripping 

buffer (Pierce Technologies) for 15 minutes with shaking. The membrane was then
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washed with Ix TBS and rabbit anti-P-actin antibody (Abeam, www.abcam.com) was 

used to stain for the P-aetin protein for 2 hours with shaking. After the allotted time 

period, the goat anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibody was used at a 1:5000 dilution in 

accordance with the supplier’s protocol (Abeam, www.abeam.com'): and a 1:2000 

dilution was prepared of the anti-biotin HRP-linked antibody (Cell Signalling 

Technology Inc.). The secondary antibody was placed on the membrane, with 

shaking, for 1 hour and three subsequent washes with Ix TBS for 5 minutes. Protein 

detection was carried out as outlined previously in this section.
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Chapter 3

Development of potent siRNA molecules 

targeting transcripts from mouse, rat and 

human TRH-DE cDNAs.
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3.1 Introduction

RNA interference (RNAi) is a recently discovered functional tool arising from the 

discovery of a natural mechanism in plants (Napoli et al., 1990). Research in 

Caenorhabditis elegans (Fire et al., 1998) and mammalian cell culture (293 cells and 

HeLa cells) (Elbashir et al., 2001) resulted in the discovery that RNAi occurs in 

circumstances whereby certain sequences of RNA are recognized as “foreign”. In the 

case of introduced RNA, this results in the specific degradation of both double and 

single-stranded RNA which has the same sequence as the administered strand. It has 

been suggested that this mechanism exists in order to protect the host organism 

against the introduction of viral RNA, or perhaps plays a role in maintenance of the 

genome by eliminating repetitive sequences (Rohl and Kurreck, 2006); refer to 

chapter 1, section 1.3 for further details on the RNAi mechanism. Using the 

knowledge of this natural phenomenon enables researchers to introduce specifically 

designed RNA molecules into a cell, leading to the degradation of the complementary 

mRNA and knockdown of gene activity and protein production.

Short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) are duplexes of approximately 21 nucleotides in 

length, which enable highly selective gene silencing and overcomes the interferon 

response which was observed when longer dsRNA molecules were used 

(Brummelkamp et al., 2002; Chiu and Rana, 2002; Elbashir et al., 2001; Elbashir et 

al., 2002; Krichevsky and Kosik, 2002; Yu et al., 2002a). Such molecules provide 

specific knock-down of a target gene and, with respect to generation of a potential
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therapeutic agent, represent a powerful tool. The research described in this chapter 

deals with the design, synthesis and analysis of several siRNA molecules targeting 

various regions of the TRH-DE gene, for the human, mouse and rat species. Prior to 

initiating these experiments an efficient in vitro system for assessing potential 

therapeutics had to be established.

Transfection and cellular expression of the pcDNA3.1(+) vector containing the 

mouse TRH-DE cDNA, or the pcDNA3.1/HisA plasmid with the human or rat TRH- 

DE cDNA provides readily accessible transcript for which siRNAs can be screened 

for potency of gene silencing. Generation of these plasmids is outlined, in detail, in 

section 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.7

Typically a large number of siRNAs may be designed to target any gene, the siRNA 

molecules to target TRH-DE were selected using the criteria outlined in section 1.3.3. 

Several siRNAs used in this study were synthesized by T7 in vitro transcription and 

TRH-DE specific suppression analyzed in Cos7 cells subsequent to co-transfection of 

the target gene (hTRH-DE plasmid) and the siRNAs under evaluation. Transfections 

were undertaken with Lipofectamine 2000 to aid cellular transfection. In the initial 

stages, siRNA-mediated suppression of TRH-DE expression was evaluated at the 

RNA level using real time RT PCR. In this way inefficient siRNA molecules were 

eliminated prior to further research being undertaken. For the most potent siRNAs, 

protein assays were undertaken to lend support to the results obtained at the RNA 

level.
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Suppression of the target gene is compared to that using a commercially available 

control non-targeting siRNA molecule (Qiagen, UK) which has no known homology 

to any mammalian genes and, in theory, should yield no effect on TRH-DE 

expression within the transfected cells. The most effective siRNA molecules, 

identified in this manner were subsequently used for further research, as outlined in 

chapter 4. siRNAs were cloned into a HI construct (in an shRNA form) and 

subsequently into an AAV vector in principle enabling efficient viral delivery into 

cells and potentially brain.

Ir summary, the research described in this chapter of the thesis has resulted in the 

identification of potent siRNA molecules targeting the human, rat and mouse TRH- 

DE gene (hTRH-DE, rTRH-DE and mTRH-DE plasmids respectively) as evaluated 

at the RNA level using real time RT-PCR and at the protein level using Western Blot 

assays. As outlined in the introduction in chapter 1, given the tight relationship 

between TRH-DE and TRH v/hich ultimately results in a short half life of the latter, it 

rr.ay be of value to develop tools to interfere with TRH-DE activity thereby in 

pdnciple increasing the bioavailability of TRH. The results described in this chapter 

represent some of the initial steps required to achieve this objective.
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3.2 Materials

The hTRH-DE and rTRH-DE plasmid constructs and the Cos7-HAR-Al cell line 

were donated by Dr. Karl Bauer (Max Planck Institute of Experimental 

Endocrinology, Hannover, Germany), the Col7AlsiRNA control was provided by Dr. 

Danny Allen, (The Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity College Dublin) and the 

commercially available control non-silencing siRNA which was purchased from 

Qiagen was used in latter studies. The mouse TRH-DE (mTRH-DE) cDNA clone 

(I.M.A.G.E.) was obtained from MRC Geneservice (Cambridge, UK.) and the 

pcDNA3.1(+) vector was obtained from Invitrogen.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 hTRH-DE plasmid

This plasmid was kindly donated by Dr. Kai'l Bauer (Max Planck Institute of 

Experimental Endocrinology, Hannover, Germany). The hTRH-DE plasmid consists 

of the human TRH-DE cDNA (3494bps) inserted into the Kpnl (or Acc65I) and Xhol 

restriction sites in the multiple cloning region of pcDNA3.1/HisA plasmid (figures

3.1 and 3.3).

3.3.2 Generation o f mTRH-DE plasmid construct with pcDNA3.1(+)backbone 

The pCMV-SP0RT6-mTRH-DE plasmid (Clone ID 5368580) was obtained, 

commercially, from MRC Genesei"vice (MRC Rosalind Franklin Centre for Genomic 

Research, Cambridge, UK). The pCMV-SP0RT6-mTRH-DE plasmid consists of the
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mouse TRH-DE cDNA inserted into the pCM V-SP0RT6 vector (figure 3.2), in the 3’ 

to 5 ’ orientation, at a Nhel cleavage site.

3.3.3 Restriction enzyme digest o f I.M.A.G.E Clone pCMV-SP0RT6-mTRH-DE 
(Clone ID 5368580)

Restriction enzyme digests of pCMV-SP0RT6-mTRH-DE were carried out in final 

volumes of 50(il. Acc65I, Xhol and Pvul restriction enzymes were used at a final 

concentration of lU  per fig of plasmid DNA with the appropriate buffer and BSA 

concentration. The reaction was incubated for a minimum of 2 hours at 37°C and the 

enzymes were heat inactivated at 65°C for 25 minutes. The cleaved insert was then 

purified by gel extraction, using a Qiaquick Gel extraction kit (Qiagen).

3.3.4 Restriction enzyme digest o f  pcDNA3.1(+) plasmid

Restriction enzyme digests of the pcDNA3.1(+) vector were carried out in a final 

volume of 60|j,l. Acc65I and Xhol restriction enzymes were used at a concentration of 

lU  per |ig of plasmid DNA for each enzyme with the appropriate reaction buffer. The 

reactions were incubated for a minimum of 1 hour at 37°C. Enzymes were then heat 

inactivated at 65°C for 25 minutes. The cleaved vector was purified by gel extraction 

using a Qiaquick Gel extraction kit.

3.3.5 Ligation o f isolated mTRH-DE cDNA and cleaved pcDNA3.1(+)vector.

Approximately 45ng of cleaved pcDNA3.1(+) vector and 45ng of mTRH-DE cDNA, 

were ligated overnight at 18°C, using T4 DNA ligase according to the standard 

protocol outlined in section 2.2.8. The resulting ligated plasmids were transfected into
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XLlBlue E.coli cells, plated and selected, and the resulting colonies were grown and 

plasmid DNA was extracted using the Plasmid DNA Miniprep protocol, described in 

section 2.2.1.

3.3.6 Sequencing o f mTRH-DE construct

Sequencing of the Miniprep DNA obtained from section 3.3.5 was carried out 

according to the protocol described in section 2.2.9. The pcDNA3.1-F primer was 

used for sequencing at a 5pM concentration. This primer binds to the 3’ end of the 

CMV promoter region in the pcDNA3.1(+) vector. The sequence of the primer used 

is provided below:

pcDNA3.1 -F GCTAACTAGAGAACCCAC

3.3.7 rTRH-DE in pcDNA3.1/His A plasmid

This plasmid was donated by Dr. Karl Bauer (Max Planck Institute of Experimental 

Endocrinology, Hannover, Germany). It consists of the rat TRH-DE cDNA 

(3123bps) inserted into the Notl and Xbal restriction sites in the multiple cloning site 

of the pcDNA3.1/HisA vector, refer to figure 3.1 for pcDNA3.1/HisA plasmid 

diagram and figure 3.17 for the rTRH-DE construct. All samples were sequenced 

using a T7 promoter-based primer. The sequence of the primer used is provided 

below:

T7 TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG
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3.3.8 siRNA suppression analysis protocols

The initial suppression molecule used in the current study, termed TRH-DE siRNA, 

was designed according to the AA(N)i9 TT motif targeting a region 2675 bases 

downstream of the start codon. The selected sequence was processed by Qiagen- 

Xeragon (UK) and a targeting siRNA molecule was synthesized. Subsequently 

siRNA duplexes were selected in accordance with the aforementioned parameters, 

however, each was synthesized by means of T7 promoter-driven in vitro transcription 

using specifically designed oligonucleotide templates (refer to section 3.3.8.2). 

hTRH-DE4 4 3 siRNA, hTRH-DEesysiRNA and hTRH-DEnoysiRNA target 443 bases, 

657 bases and 1407 bases downstream of the ATG start site in the human TRH-DE 

coding sequence. H&MsiRNA targets position 2064 in the human TRH-DE mRNA 

sequence, and a homologous region, at position 2046, in the mouse TRH-DE mRNA. 

Similarly, H&M&RsiRNA is designed to target position 1397 in the human TRH-DE 

mRNA sequence, and the homologous sequence, at position 1380, in the mouse 

TRH-DE mRNA and position 1377 in the rat TRH-DE m.RNA sequence mTRH- 

DE7 3 4 siRNA is specifically designed to target the sequence 734 bases after the ATG 

codon in the mouse TRH-DE gene.

3.3.8.1 Assessment o f human TRH-DE expression in Cos7-HAR-Al stable cell line

The Cos-7-Har-Al cell line was generously donated by Dr. Karl Bauer [Max Planck 

Institute of Experimental Endocrinology, Hannover, Germany]. It is a stable cell line 

expressing human TRH-DE mRNA. Cultivation of this cell line was carried out 

according to routine cell culture methods outlined in section 2.3.1.
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Cultured Cos7-HAR-Al cells were considered to provide a potential target (human 

TRH-DE cDNA) for commercially synthesized, and T7 in vitro transcribed, siRNA. 

The stable cell line was transfected with 40pmoles of TRH-DE targeting siRNA 

(“TRH-DE siRNA”) and 40pmoles of GFP targeting siRNA (as a non-targeting or 

negative control). To act as a standard transfection control an equivalent volume of 

Optimem was used. The transfection of each respective siRNA into the Cos7-HAR- 

A1 cells, using Oligofectamine, was carried out according to the manufacturers’ 

specified parameters.

RNA was isolated from Cos7-HAR-Al cells which were transfected with siRNAs 

according to the protocol outlined in section 3.3.8.1. Human TRH-DE mRNA 

expression was analyzed on a Lightcycler (Roche, Lewis, UK) and human TRH-DE 

transcript levels were standardised relative to the GAPDH housekeeping gene. 

Primers were HPLC purified. Real time RT-PCR was carried out using the Quantitect 

SYBR® Green I RT-PCR kit (Qiagen, UK) according to the standard protocol 

described in section 2.4.5. The sequence of the primer sets which were used (TRH- 

DE-RTPCR-F&R and GAPDH-F&R) are available in section 2.4.5, chapter 2.

3.3.8.2 T7prom oter-driven in vitro transcription o fh T R H -D E  4 4 ssiRNA, 
hTRH-DE^sjsiRNA and hTR H -D E m jsiR N A  m olecules

Oligonucleotides were synthesized by TAG Newcastle (now trading as VH Bio Ltd.,

Newcastle, UK). Oligonucleotides contained sequence complimentary to TRH-DE

and also a T7 promoter reverse-complimentary sequence was included at the 3 ’ end
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of the oligonucleotide. Oligonucleotide sequences used for in vitro transcription are 

listed below:

O ligolA  (sense) CTGCACTACAATCTGATGCTCACTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

O ligoIB (antisense) ATGTGAGCATCAGATTGTAGTGCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA 

These oligonucleotides yield the TRH-DE4 4 3 siRNA when annealed and T7 in vitro

transcribed.

01igo2A (sense) TGGAATTTGTTGGTACAGACTACTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA

01igo2B (antisense) ATGTAGTCTGTACCAACAAATTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA

These oligonucleotides yield the TRH-DE6 5 7 siRNA when annealed and T7 in vitro

transcribed.

OligoSA (sense) TTGTGCTGAATAGGACACTGGACTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA

OligoSB (antisense) ATGTCCAGTGTCCTATTCAGCACTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA

These oligonucleotides yield the TRH-DEi4 0 7 siRNA when annealed and T7 in vitro

transcribed.

GFPA (sense) CGGCAAGCTGACCCTGAAGTTCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA

GFPS (antisense) ATGAACTTCAGGGTCAGCTTGCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA

These oligonucleotides yield a GFP-targeting siRNA when annealed and T7 in vitro

transcribed.

T7 sense TAATACGACTCACTATAG

In a final reaction volume of 25\i\, 10)oM of T7 sense oligonucleotide, 25jxM of the 

designed oligonucleotide and 20mM Tris-Cl (pH8.0) were incubated under the 

following conditions on an MJ Research PCR block; 90°C for 5 minutes, 80°C for 1
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minutes, 65°C for 2 minutes, 50°C for 3 minutes and 37°C for 1 hour. Approximately 

l)o,g of the resulting DNA template was used to carry out T7 in vitro transcription by 

means of a T7 RiboMAX™ Express Large Scale RNA Production System (Promega) 

according to manufacturers’ specifications. Based upon previous work carried out in 

the lab, the 37°C incubation period was extended to 24 hours, as opposed to the 

recommended 30 minutes (personal communication from Dr. Arpad Palfi). After the 

allotted time period, the resulting RNA was DNase treated using RQ l DNase at a 

concentration of lU /|ig of RNA present and incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. Reaction 

volumes were made up to 50fj,l using nuclease-free water. The resulting RNA was 

then isolated and surplus nucleotides were removed by means of the QIAquick® 

Nucleotide Removal Kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Qiagen). Purified 

RNA was then quantified spectrophotometrically at an absorbance wavelength of 

260nm and the purity ascertained by ratio calculation of the spectrophotometry 

reading at 260nm compared to the reading of the sample at 280nm. A ratio value 

between 1.6 and 2.1 indicates that the RNA is at a level of purity which is acceptable. 

The sense and antisense strands of the dsRNA were synthesized separately as 

described above. The final dsRNA was generated by combining each sense and 

antisense RNA strand in a 1:1 ratio, dependent upon RNA quantification results. 

This dsRNA was heated to 70°C for a 10 minute and then allowed to cool to an 

ambient room temperature and maintained at this temperature for a 20 minute period 

to ensure annealing. The RNA was precipitated by adding 1/10‘̂  volume of 3M 

NaOAc (pH5.2) and an equal volume of isopropanol. Samples were vortexed, placed 

on ice for 15 minutes, centrifuged at 13,000rpm for 10 minutes and the supernatant
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was rem oved. The pellet was washed with chilled 70% ethanol and resuspended in 

50)j.l o f a buffer solution consisting o f lOOmM Potassium acetate, 30mM  HEPES- 

KOH and 2mM m agnesium  acetate (pH7.4). The concentration o f these siRNA 

m olecules was detennined using the O D 2 6 0  and the following equation;

[siRNA](^M) = Aifin x dilution factor x llOuM

Number of base pairs in the entire siRNA molecule.

siRNA stock solutions’ concentrations were then adjusted to 20)o,M using the 

aforementioned buffer solution, incubated at 90°C for 1 minute and m aintained at 

37°C for 30 minutes. This step ensures the disruption o f any siRNA aggregates which 

may have formed.

33.8 .3  Co-transfection o f  Cos7 cells with 0.04/ig liTRH-DE and T7 in vitro 
transcribed hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRNA, hTRH-DE^sysiRNA and IiTRH- 
DEj407siRNA

0.04)j.g o f hTRH-DE, with each o f the various targeting siRNA m olecules 

(hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRNA, hTRH-DE 6 5 vsiRNA and hTRH-DEuovsiRNA), was transfected 

according to the m anufacturer’s protocol (Lipofectamine 2000, Invitrogen). 40pm oles 

of each o f the targeting siRNA (synthesized by in vitro transcription) or 40pm oles of 

Col7Al siRNA (used as a non-targeting siRNA control) was added to cells, in 

conjunction with 0.04|ag o f the hTRH-DE plasm id. Cell cultures were incubated at 

37°C and 5% CO 2 for 40 hours prior to RNA extraction and RT-PCR analysis.
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3.3.5.4 Transient transfection o f  Cos7 cells with human, m ouse or rat TRH-DE  
plasm id  (2^g) (hTRH-DE, m TRH -D E and rTRH -DE respectively) fo r  
expression profile analysis

2 [ i g  o f  each TRH-DE plasmid construct, hTRH-DE, mTRH-DE or rTRH-DE, was

transfected, separately, according to the manufacturer’s specifications (Lipofectamine

2000, Invitrogen). Cell cultures were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO 2 for a 48 hour

period with RN A  extractions carried out at 12 hour intervals subsequent to

transfection (refer to section 2.4 for a detailed RNA extraction protocol). The levels

o f each o f  the respective TRH-DE m RN As (human, m ouse or rat), present in isolated

RNA samples extracted from transfected Cos7 cells, were analyzed on a 7300 Real

time PCR System  (Applied B iosciences). TRH-DE transcript levels were

standardised to levels o f  GAPDH or neom ycin resistance expression. Real time RT-

PCR was carried out using the Quantitect SY B R ®  Green I RT-PCR kit (Qiagen, UK )

using the standard protocol and primer sets described in section 2.4.5 (all primers

were HPLC purified). This experiment was carried out in quadruplicate and t-test

statistical analyses using a GraphPad Prism® programme were performed on the

results obtained from the RT-PCRs.

3.3.8.5 Co-transfections, and analysis, o f  Cos7 cells transfected with TRH-DE  
expression plasm ids and various siRNA m olecules (Control non-silencing  
siRNA, hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRNA, hTRH-DE,aojsiRNA, H&M siRNA,
H &M & RsiRNA and m TRH -D E 7 3 4siRNA)

2 |ig  o f  the target plasm id construct (hTRH-DE, mTRH-DE or rTRH-DE), in

conjunction with Qiagen synthesized TRH-DE-targeting siRNA was transfected

according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Lipofectam ine 2000, Invitrogen). 40pm oles

o f each targeting siRNA m olecule or 40pm oles o f  control non-silencing siR N A  was
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added to cells, in addition to the TRH-DE expression plasmid, in accordance with the 

recomm endations provided with the Lipofectamine 2000 protocol. Data from  

previous studies has suggested that use o f  a scrambled (non-specific) siR NA as a 

non-targeting control siRNA  m olecule may cause possible off-target effects (Qiagen, 

UK), thus a com m ercially available siRNA (control non-silencing siRNA, Qiagen, 

UK ) which does not target any known human, mouse or rat sequence and exhibits no 

known non-specific or off-target effects, was used as a negative control. Cell cultures 

were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 30-36 hours prior to RNA extraction  

(dependent upon the species version o f TRH-DE plasmid used). The relative levels o f  

TRH-DE m RNA in isolated RNA samples was analysed by RT-PCR, in accordance 

with the protocol outlined in section 2.4.5. Each transfection was cairied out in 

triplicate and A N O V A  statistical analysis was performed using a GraphPad Prism®  

programme.

3.3.9 Western Blotting analysis o f  protein samples from  cells transfected with the 
rTRH‘DE plasmid and various TRH-DE-targeting siRNAs

Western Blot analysis o f  siRNA-m ediated suppression o f  in vitro  expressed rTRH- 

DE was carried out according to the protocol outlined in detail in section 2.4.6, 

chapter 2, o f  this thesis.
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3.4 Results

3.4.1 Sequence o f  the hTRH-DE plasmid construct

An aliquot of the hTRH-DE plasmid was sequenced, using 5pM of the pcDNA3.1-F 

primer, according to the standard protocol described in section 2.2.9. The pcDNA3.1- 

F primer binds to the 3’ end of the CMV promoter region of the pcDNA3.1/HisA 

vector DNA (see section 3.3.6 for details of the primer sequence used) and thus 

enables sequencing of the vector and hTRH-DE insert (see figure 3.4).

3.4.2 Multiple sequence alignment o f  the obtained sequence and the published 
hTRH-DE cDNA sequence.

The sequence obtained, as depicted in figure 3.4, was compared to the human

thyrotropin releasing hormone-degrading ectoenzyme (EC 3.4.19.6) cDNA sequence,

(obtained from the National Centre for Biotechnology Information, NCBI,

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Clustalw is a multiple sequence alignment program,

established by the European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI,

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw) for comparative analysis of DNA and/or protein

sequences (Chenna et al., 2003). It enabled the similarities, as designated by *, and

differences to be identified between the two sequences. As is depicted in figure 3.5,

the sequence obtained from the hTRH-DE plasmid is, almost, identical to that of the

published sequence. The initial 55 bases of the obtained sequence originate from the

pcDNA3.1/HisA vector, however subsequent to this point all of the hTRH-DE

plasmid sequence obtained is identical to that of the published human TRH-DE

cDNA.
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3.4.3 Real time RT-PCR assessment o f human TRH-DE cDNA expression in 
Cos7-Har-Al cells.

Dr. Karl Bauer (Max-Planck-Institut fur Experimentelle Endokrinologie, Hannover, 

Germany) kindly provided the Cos7-HAR-Al cell line, which stably expresses human 

TRH-DE. This provided a potential cell system in which a variety of TRH-DE 

targeting siRNAs could be assessed. The initial TRH-DE siRNA, utilised in this 

study, was designed according to the parameters outlined in section 1.3.3, and 

synthesized by Xeragon (Qiagen, UK). This synthesized siRNA was transiently 

transfected into the Cos7-HAR-Al cultured cells and the relative suppression of 

human TRH-DE was assessed by means of reverse transcription real time (RT) PCR, 

as outlined in section 3.3.8.1. However, it was noted that GAPDH mRNA was 

expressed to a much greater degree than human TRH-DE in these cells, see figure 

3.6a and 3.6b. Previous experiments in the team (The Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity 

College Dublin) with target genes expressed at low levels in a cell line have resulted 

in inaccurate estimations of RNA-mediated suppression. Given the low level of 

TRH-DE expression in this stable cell line, this cell line was not used for further 

studies involving evaluation of the potency of RNAi-mediated suppression of TRH- 

DE. An alternative to the use of a cell line endogenously expressing the target gene is 

the transient co-transfection of TRH-DE expressing plasmids and synthesized 

siRNAs.

3.4.4 hTRH-DE suppression by Qiagen synthesized ‘TRH-DE-siRNA’ and T7 
promoter-driven in vitro transcribed siRNA molecules

Cos7 cells were transiently co-transfected with a range of siRNAs and a plasmid

expressing the human TRH-DE target (hTRH-DE). Transient transfections using
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Lipofectam ine 2000 were undertaken as described in section 3.3.8.3. R N A  was 

extracted from Cos7 cells 48 hours subsequent to co-transfection o f  siR N A  and the 

target gene. Each transfection was undertaken in triplicate and R N A sam ples were 

pooled and evaluated by real time RT-PCR. The mean percentage suppression was 

determined from tw o, independent, experiments o f this nature. A nalysis o f  

suppression o f  hTRH-DE expression was determined using C o l7A l-siR N A  as a non

targeting siR N A  control and hence the TRH-DE expression in C o l7 A l-s iR N A  treated 

samples w as designated a value o f  100%. Future suppression studies were carried out 

using the com m ercially available control non-silencing siRNA from Qiagen which  

has no known hom ology to any human, m ouse or rat sequence. At the tim e o f  this 

initial study however, the control non-silencing siR NA was not available and thus a 

generic siR N A  which was not hom ologous to TRH-DE was used.

As is depicted in figure 3.7, Qiagen synthesized ‘TRH-DE siR N A ’ suppressed TRH- 

DE by only 25.03% . Synthesis o f  T7 driven in vitro  transcribed siR N A s yielded a 

number o f  potent hTRH-DE suppressing agents. hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siR NA  suppressed  

hTRH-DE expression by 68.94% +18.89 w hile hTRH-DEfi5 7 siRNA and hTRH- 

D E i4 0 7 siR N A  suppressed hTRH-DE expression by 50.63% +40.38 and 55.29% +27.87  

respectively. It should be noted that due to the fact that this experiment was designed  

as a “screening” process for potential siR N A s, it was only carried out in duplicate and 

thus T-test statistical analysis could not be carried out. H owever, potent siR N A s were 

used in future experim ents in which all transfections were repeated in triplicate and 

statistical analyses were cairied out (refer to sections 3.4.6, 3.4.9 and 3.4.13).
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3.4.5 hTRH-DE plasmid expression profile (2/ig)

2)ig o f purified hTRH-DE plasm id was transiently transfected into pre-seeded Cos7 

cells, in a 6 well form at, by means o f Lipofectam ine 2000 transfection reagent 

(Invitrogen). RNA was extracted, purified and analysed by real tim e RT-PCR 

according to standard protocols, as outlined in chapter 2 section 2.4. Figure 3.8 

depicts the fact that maximal expression o f the hTRH-DE plasmid, under the 

stipulated transfection conditions and plasm id concentration (see section 3.3.8.4), 

occurs 24 hours post-transfection and declines gradually subsequent to this time 

point. This maximal expression was assigned a value o f 100% and hTRH-DE 

expression in rem aining time point samples was determined relative to this value. 

The 12 hour tim e point o f hTRH-DE plasm id treated cells expressed hTRH-DE to 

66.1+0.29%  (p<0.05) relative to maximal expression at 24 hours (100%). 36 hours 

post-transfection, hTRH-DE treated Cos7 cells expressed hTRH-DE 93.22+0.13%  

(p<0.05) while the 48 hour tim e point expressed hTRH-DE 94.55+0.16%  (p>0.05) 

relative to maximal expression at 24 hours post transfection. The data associated with 

this final tim e point, however, cannot be considered significant as the p value exceeds 

0.05. Given the results obtained it was decided to carry out all further analyses 30 

hours post-transfection.

3.4.6 hTRH-DE plasmid expression in the presence o f various siRNAs using 
GAPDH or neomycin as a standard housekeeping gene.

2\ig of hTRH-DE plasm id was transiently transfected into Cos7 cells, in conjunction

with Qiagen synthesized TRH-DE-targeting siRNAs (see table 3.1 for siRNA

sequences), as specified in the m anufacturer’s protocol (transfection reagent used was
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Lipofectam ine 2000, Invilrogen). A s listed in table 3.1, ‘T R H -D E siR N A ’ was 

synthesized by Xeragon (now licensed as Q iagen) upon provision o f the target 

sequence chosen according to the criteria outlined in section 1.3.3. hTRH- 

D E i4 0 7 siRNA and mTRH-DE 7 3 4 siRNA were designed in TC D and synthesized by 

Qiagen. In addition, H & M siRN A and H & M & RsiRNA were synthesized by Qiagen  

using their HiPerformance siRNA  D esign Algorithm  (licensed to Novartis) which  

selected all possible potent 21mers from the TRH-DE sequence. An advanced  

proprietary hom ology analysis tool screened these potential siR N A  m olecules for 

hom ology to any other gene. Those with little or no hom ology to any known gene 

were then synthesized for experimental use. This method in principle yields siRNA  

m olecules with higher suppression efficiency and minimal off-target effects  

compared to personally designed and screened m olecules. Another potential 

advantage o f  this method o f  siRNA  design is that it is possible to obtain siR N A  

m olecules which target hom ologous sequences in several species; for exam ple, 

H & M siRN A targets a hom ologous sequence in both the human and m ouse TRH -DE  

gene and H& M & RsiRNA targets the human, m ouse and rat TRH -D E gene.

40pm oles o f  each siRNA m olecule was added to cells, in addition to 2 |ig  o f hTRH- 

DE plasmid. Cells were incubated at 37°C and 5 % CO 2  for 30 hours prior to RN A  

extraction. This time point was chosen due to the fact that maximal plasm id  

expression occurs at 24 hours post-transfection (see section 3 .4 .5) w hile maximal 

siRNA efficiency has been suggested to occur 24-48 hours post-transfection (personal 

com munication, members o f The Ocular G enetics team, Trinity C ollege Dublin).
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H ence, in order to allow  optimal hTRH-DE plasmid expression and also optimal 

siR N A  suppression, a 30 hours post-transfection time point was chosen for RNA  

isolation. The relative levels o f  hTRH-DE transcripts in RNA samples were analysed 

by RT-PCR using G APDH  as the housekeeping gene, in accordance with the protocol 

outlined in section 2.4.5. A s is depicted in figure 3.9, siRNA-m ediated suppression is 

expressed relative to a control non-silencing or non-targeting siR N A . Data from  

previous studies has suggested that use o f a scrambled (non-specific) siRNA as a 

non-targeting control siRNA  m olecule may cause possible off-target effects (Qiagen, 

UK ), thus a com m ercially available siR NA (control non-silencing siRNA, Qiagen, 

UK) which does not target any known human, m ouse or rat sequence and exhibits no 

known non-specific or off-target effects, was used as a negative control. Neither is it 

assumed to have any ability to suppress TRH -DE and thus hTRH-DE expression in 

control samples was designated a value o f  100%. hTRH-DE expression in cells  

treated with TRH-DE-targeting siR N A s were determined or normalised to this value 

o f 100%, yielding the relative expression values indicated in the figure.

hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRNA and hTRH-DEuovsiRNA suppressed hTRH-DE expression by 

66.09+18.04%  (p<0.01) and 68.12+15.61%  (p<0.001) respectively relative to the 

control siR N A  value o f  100%, see table 3.2 and figure 3.9. It was noted that 

H & M siRN A and H & M & RsiRNA down-regulated hTRH-DE expression by 

63.32+18.13%  (p<0.01) and 61.85+16.11%  (p<0.01) relative to the control siR N A . 

m TRH -DE 7 3 4 siR N A , however, provided no significant down-regulation o f hTRH-DE  

gene expression (with a suppression value o f  only 25.72+20.24%  (p>0.05) relative to
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the non-targeting siRNA). ANOVA statistical analysis was carried out on the data 

obtained, a significant difference between the non-targeting siRNA treated cells and 

each of the hTRH-DE4 4 3 siRNA, hTRH-DE,4 0 7 siRNA, H&MsiRNA and 

H&M&RsiRNA treated cells was obtained with p values of less than 0.05, figure 3.9. 

It should be noted, however, that there was no significant difference between each of 

these siRNAs relative to each other (data not shown). Hence, one siRNA cannot be 

considered a more effective siRNA when compared to another.

The analyses were repeated using in this case neomycin as a control gene. hTRH- 

DE4 4 3 siRNA and hTRH-DE|4 0 7 siRNA were found to suppress hTRH-DE gene 

expression by 72.5+11.98% (p<0.001) and 69.09+12.54% (p<0.001) respectively 

relative to the control siRNA, figure 3.10. H&MsiRNA and H&M&RsiRNA 

specifically down-regulated hTRH-DE expression by 74.38+10.02% (p<0.001) and 

78.12+7.73% (p<0.001) respectively, again relative to the control siRNA, see figure 

3.10. mTRH-DE7 3 4 siRNA, tended towards an “up-regulation” of hTRH-DE (with an 

expression value of 136.81+57.93 (p>0.05) relative to the non-targeting siRNA value 

of 100 for hTRH-DE). It should be noted that the p value for mTRH-DE7 3 4 siRNA 

suppression of hTRH-DE gene expression is greater than 0.05 and thus this result 

cannot be considered statistically significant with respect to the control siRNA. An 

ANOVA statistical analysis was carried on the data obtained. hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRNA, 

hTRH-DEi4 0 7 siRNA, H&MsiRNA and H&M&RsiRNA were identified as significant 

suppressors of hTRH-DE expression relative to the non-targeting siRNA control 

(Table 3.3 and figure 3.10). Tukey-Kramer Multiple Comparison test did not identify
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any significant difference between hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRNA, H&M siRNA, 

H& M & RsiRNA and m TR H -DE 7 3 4 siRNA  relative to each other, only to the non

targeting control siR N A , see figure 3.10. This form o f statistical analysis was carried 

out using the GraphPad ®  Prism Programme. It carries out individual T tests using  

the data obtained for tw o isolated groups.

Notably, the suppression data which was obtained using GAPDH as a house keeping  

gene was found to mirror that which was obtained using neomycin as a control gene. 

In the case o f G APDH , suppression o f  the hTRH-DE gene was noted in the region o f  

60-68%  suppression for each o f  the siR N A s. W hen neom ycin was used as a control 

gene, hTRH-DE suppression w as noted in the region o f  69-78% . It should be noted 

however, that when error bars are taken into account these tw o range o f values are 

virtually identical, refer to table 3.2. and 3.3. In both instances the mTRH- 

DEv3 4 siRNA did not appear to suppress the hTRH-DE gene. This may be accounted  

for by the fact that this siR N A  has 6 base pair mismatches with the human sequence 

o f TRH-DE (only 74% hom ology). These 6 non-hom ologous bases are located  

throughout the length o f  the siR N A  and perhaps affect successful binding to and 

cleavage o f  the target gene.

3.4.7 Sequencing o f mouse TRH-DE (mTRH-DE) construct 

An aliquot o f  the m TR H -DE plasm id (figure 3.11) was sequenced, using the 

pcD N A 3.1-F  primer (primer sequence is provided in section 3.3.6), according to 

standard protocols described in section 2.2.9. A s is depicted in figure 3.12, the
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sequence obtained comprises of DNA sequence from the pcDNA3.1(+) vector, 

approximately 25 bases of vector DNA most likely from previous cloning steps and 

some of the 5 ’ mouse TRH-DE cDNA sequence. Multiple sequence alignments were 

carried out between the published mTRH-DE cDNA sequence and the sequence 

obtained. As is depicted in figure 3.13, the sequence obtained from the mTRH-DE 

plasmid is identical to that of the published sequence. The initial 90 bases of the 

obtained sequence originate from the pcDNA3.1(+) vector and, subsequent to this 

point, the cDNA is identical to that of the published mouse TRH-DE cDNA.

3.4.8 mTRH-DE plasmid expression profile (2fig)

Similar to the protocol carried out for the hTRH-DE plasmid (section 3.3.8.4), the 

mTRH-DE plasmid (2(j,g) was transiently transfected into Cos7 cells. RNA was 

extracted at 12 hour intervals and analysed by real time RT PCR (refer to section 

2.4.5 for details). As shown in figure 3.14, mTRH-DE plasmid expresses optimally 

36 hours post transfection, declining subsequent to this time point. Given this profile 

of expression, the siRNA-mediated suppression studies described in section 3.3.8.5 

were undertaken on RNAs extracted 36 hours post-transfection of the cells.

3.4.9 mTRH-DE plasmid expression in the presence o f various siRNA using 
GAPDH or Neomycin as a standard housekeeping gene.

In accordance with the standard protocol, refer to section 3.3.8.5, 2|ig of the mTRH-

DE plasmid was transiently transfected into Cos7 cells, in conjunction with TRH-DE-

targeting siRNAs, using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). 40pmoles of each siRNA

molecule was added to cells, in addition to the target plasmid (mTRH-DE). Cells
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were incubated at 37°C and 5% C O 2 for 36 hours prior to RNA extraction. The 

relative expression levels o f  m ouse TRH-DE was analysed by RT-PCR using 

GAPDH as the housekeeping gene. Figure 3.15 depicts the targeted suppression o f  

mTRH-DE expression, as a result o f  siRNA-mediated down-regulation; when  

compared to a control non-silencing siR NA from Qiagen. This expression value, in 

the control transfected Cos7 cells, is designated a value o f 100% expression. A N O V A  

statistical analyses were carried out on all data sets and resulted in the follow ing  

findings. hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siR NA  transfected cells suppressed mTRH-DE by 

40.3+11.53%  (p<0.05), relative to the non-targeting siRNA control (100% ). 

H&M siRNA and H& M & RsiRNA specifically down-regulated mTRH-DE expression  

by 45.55+18.77%  (p<0.05) and 62.74+1.25%  (p<0.01) respectively, relative to the 

control siRNA, see figure 3.15. The presence o f  mTRH-DEy3 4 siRNA resulted in 

46.84+14.15%  (p<0.01) m TRH -DE expression relative to the mTRH-DE expression  

in cells treated with non-targeting siR N A , that is suppression o f  53.16+14.15%  

(p<0.01). In contrast, hTR H -DEi4 o?siRNA showed “up-regulation” o f  m.TRH-DE 

expression (with an expression value o f  153.98+3.49 (p>0.05) relative to the non

targeting siR N A  value o f  100 for mTRH-DE). It should be noted that siR NA  

molecules: hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siR N A , H & M siRN A, H&M & RsiRNA and mTRH-

DEv3 4 siRNA resulted in significant suppression o f  the target gene with p values o f  

0.05 or less. Additionally, the noted “up-regulation” in mTRH-DE expression in the 

hrR H -D Ei4 0 7 siRN A treated cells w as not considered significant with a p value o f  

greater than 0.05 with respect to the non-targeting siRNA control. Results from  

s:atistical analysis suggested that none o f  the siR N A s assessed provided significant
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suppression relative to the other siRNAs; only with respect to the non-targeting 

control treated cells. That is, no one siRNA  w as identified as being more potent that 

the other siRNAs.

Figure 3.16 depicts mTRH-DE suppression using neom ycin as the housekeeping  

gene. hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRNA and hTRH-DEi4 0 7 siR N A  suppressed mTRH-DE gene 

expression by 52.97+5.86%  (p<0.01) and 12.28+35.15%  (p>0.05) relative to the 

control siRNA value o f 100%. Similarly it was found that H & M siRN A, 

H& M & RsiRNA and mTRH-DE 7 3 4 siRNA specifically down-regulated mTRH-DE  

expression by 65.41+6.41%  (p<0.001), 67.24+5.95%  (p<0.001) and 60.52+13.17%  

(p<0.01), relative to the control siRNA  (100% ). It should be noted that hTRH- 

DE 4 4 3 siR N A , H & M siRNA, H&Mc&RsiRNA and mTRH-DEv3 4 siR N A  all 

significantly down regulated the target gene with p values o f  less than 0.05. W hen 

statistical analyses were carried out on siRNA-treated sam ples compared to the non- 

tai'geting siRNA control samples the down regulation o f m TRH -DE expression noted 

in the hTRH-DEi4 0 7 siRNA treated cells cannot be considered significant (p>0.05). 

Turkey’s M ultiple Comparison test did not identify any significant difference 

between hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRN A, H & M siRN A, H & M & RsiRNA and mTRH- 

D E 7 3 4 siR NA relative to each other; only relative to the non-targeting control siRNA, 

see figure 3.16. This form o f  statistical analysis w as cairied out using the GraphPad®  

Prism Programme. It carries out individual t tests using the data obtained for two 

isolated groups.
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It should be noted that the suppression data which was obtained using GAPDH  as a 

house keeping gene was found to mirror that which was obtained using neom ycin as a 

control gene, when all error bar calculations are taken into account, refer to table 3.2  

and 3.3. In both instances the hTR H -D Ei4 0 7 siR NA  did not significantly suppress the 

mTRH-DE gene. This finding was similar to that which was noted in suppression  

studies carried out using m TRDE 7 3 4 siR NA on human TRH-DE plasmid expression. 

This may be accounted for by the fact that this siR N A  has 6 base pair mismatches 

with the m ouse sequence o f  TRH -DE (only 74% hom ology). These 6 non- 

hom ologous bases are located throughout the length o f the siRNA and perhaps affect 

successful binding to and cleavage o f  the target gene. Although hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRNA  

did possess one base pair mismatch with the m ouse TRH-DE sequence, it can only be 

assumed that it did not affect suppression capabilities because suppression o f  

40.3+11.53%  (p<0.05) using G APDH  as a housekeeping gene and 52.97+5.86%  

(p<0.01) using neom ycin as a control gene was noted for TRH-DE expression.

3.4.10 rTRH-DE plasmid

rTRH-DE plasm id was donated by Dr. Karl Bauer (M ax-Planck-Institute o f  

Experimental Endocrinology, Hannover, Germany). The plasmid consists o f  the rat 

TRH-DE cD N A  sequence (3123bps) inserted into the N otl and X bal restriction 

enzym e sites in the multiple cloning region o f  pcD N A 3.1/H isA  vector, figure 3.17.
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3.4.11 Sequence o f the rTRH-DE plasmid construct.

An aliquot of rTRH-DE plasmid was sequenced, by MWG-Biotech AG (www.mwg- 

biotech.com) using a T7 primer (see section 3.3.7 for primer sequence) according to 

standard protocols. As is depicted in figure 3.18, the sequence obtained is identified 

as DNA sequence from the pcDNA3.1/HisA vector, including the His tag, running 

into the initial portion of the rTRH-DE cDNA sequence. Multiple sequence 

alignments of this sequence and the published rTRH-DE cDNA sequence were 

carried out. As denoted in figure 3.19, the homology between the sequence obtained 

and that of the published rTRH-DE cDNA is 100% subsequent to the Notl insertion 

site in pcDNA3.1/HisA vector (position 160 in the rTRH-DE sequence provided in 

figure 3.18).

3.4.12 rTRH-DE plasmid expression profile (2fig)

Similar to the protocol carried out for the hTRH-DE and mTRH-DE plasmids (see 

section 3.3.8.4), the rTRH-DE plasmid (2|ig) was transiently transfected into Cos? 

cells. RNA was extracted at 12 hour intervals and analysed by real time RT PCR (see 

section 2.4.5 for details). As shown in figure 3.20, the rTRH-DE plasmid expresses 

rTRH-DE optimally 24 hours post transfection with expression levels declining 

subsequent to this time point. To ensure maximal plasmid expression and also 

optimal suppression by introduced siRNAs, subsequent suppression analyses 

involving this plasmid were evaluated on samples exti'acted from cells 30 hours post

transfection.
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3.4.13 rTRH-DE plasmid expression in the presence o f  various siRNA using 
GAPDH or neomycin as a housekeeping gene.

In accordance with the standard protocol, referred to in section 3.3.8.5, 2fxg of the

rTRH-DE plasmid was transiently transfected into Cos7 cells, in conjunction with

TRH-DE-targeting siRNA, using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). 40pmoles of each

siRNA was added to cells, in addition to the target plasmid (rTRH-DE). Cell cultures

were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO 2 for 30 hours prior to RNA extraction. The

relative expression levels of rat TRH-DE were analysed by RT-PCR using GAPDH

as the housekeeping gene. Figure 3.21 depicts the targeted suppression of rTRH-DE

expression, as a result of siRNA-specific suppression. Suppression is compared to

that in cells which were treated with the commercially available control non-silencing

siRNA (Qiagen, UK). Cells which were co-transfected with the rTRH-DE plasmid

and hTRH-DE4 4 3 siRNA expressed rTRH-DE to a value of 35.79+12.49% (p<0.05),

relative to the non-targeting control set at 100% rTRH-DE expression. This indicates

that hTRH-DE4 4 3 siRNA successfully suppressed the target gene by 64.21+12.49%

(p<0.05) while hTRH-DEnovsiRNA down-regulated the expression of the gene by

7.93+9.79% (p>0.05) relative to the control siRNA. It was found that H&MsiRNA

and H&M&RsiRNA specifically down-regulated rTRH-DE expression by

64.93+1.92% (p<0.001) and 82.75+4.02% (p<0.001) respectively, relative to the

control siRNA. The mTRH-DEv3 4 siRNA suppressed the target gene (rTRH-DE) by

22.30+21.34 % (p<0.05). ANOVA analysis of the data suggested that hTRH-

DE4 4 3 siRNA, H&MsiRNA, mTRH-DE7 3 4 siRNA and H&M&RsiRNA resulted in

significant suppression of rTRH-DE gene expression with p values of less than 0.05.

Target gene (rTRH-DE) suppression noted in hTRH-DE]4 0 7 siRNA treated cells
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cannot be considered significant due to a p value exceeding 0.05. Turkey’s Multiple 

Comparison test did not identify any significant difference between hTRH- 

DE4 4 3 siRNA, H&MsiRNA, H&M&RsiRNA and mTRH-DE7 3 4 siRNA relative to each 

other. This form of statistical analysis was carried out using the GraphPad ® Prism 

Programme. It carries out individual t tests using the data obtained for two isolated 

groups.

Using neomycin as a control gene (depicted in figure 3.22), hTRH-DE4 4 3 siRNA 

suppressed rTRH-DE expression by  70.81 + 12.26% (p<0.05) relative to the control 

siRNA value set at 100%. Similarly, it was noted that H&MsiRNA, H&M&RsiRNA 

and mTRH-DE7 3 4 siRNA specifically down-regulated rTRH-DE expression by 

63.93±9.39% (p<0.05), 85.19±2.8% (p<0.001) and 18.15±30.9% (p>0.05), again 

relative to the control siRNA. hTRH-DE|4 0 7 siRNA treated cells showed “up- 

regulation” of rTRH-DE gene expression with an expression value of 102.16+26.73 

(p>0.05) relative to the non-tai'geting siRNA control (set at 100%). This “up 

regulation” was not considered significant with a p value of greater than 0.05. 

Similarly, rTRH-DE gene suppression in mTRH-DE7 3 4 siRNA treated cells was not 

considered significant, again, as the p value exceeded 0.05. Similar to the studies 

using GAPDH as a housekeeping gene, ANOVA analysis of the data obtained in this 

experiment was carried out. hTRH-DE4 4 3 siRNA, H&MsiRNA and H&M&RsiRNA 

showed statistically significant suppression of rTRH-DE gene expression when 

compared to the non-targeting control siRNA treated cells, with p values of less than
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0.05. There was not, however, a significant difference between each o f  the siR N A s, 

no one siR NA was found to provide the m ost potent suppression o f TRH-DE.

Detailed evaluation o f  siR N A s hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRNA, hTRH-DEi4 0 7 siR N A , 

H & M siRNA, H & M & RsiRNA and m TRH -DE 7 3 4 siRNA against human, mouse and 

rat TRH-DE, has revealed that H & M siRNA and H &M & RsiRNA provide significant 

down regulation o f  the target gene as evaluated by real time RT-PCR (in all three 

species types with both G APDH  and neom ycin used as a housekeeping gene). As 

outlined in tables 3.2 and 3.3 H & M siRNA suppressed the human TRH-DE gene by 

63.32+18.13% , the m ouse TRH-DE gene by 45.55+18.77%  and the rat gene was 

suppressed by 64.93+1.92%  relative to the control non-silencing siR NA  (Qiagen), 

using GAPDH  as a housekeeping gene. Similarly, H&M & RsiRNA suppressed the 

human TRH-DE gene by 61.85+16.11% , the m ouse TRH-DE gene by 62.74+1.25%  

and the rat gene was suppressed by 82.75+4.02% . The results obtained using RTPCR  

were encouraging and stimulated further investigation o f  short hairpin (sh)RNAs as a 

means o f  providing long term suppression o f the target gene, as detailed in chapter 4, 

and additionally suppression at the level o f  protein expression, see sections 3 .4.15  

and 3 .4.16 below .

3.4.14 Protein isolation and concentration assessment

The protein from Cos7 cells which were transfected with the rTRH-DE plasmid and a 

com m ercially available control non-targeting siRNA control (Qiagen) or a TRH-DE- 

tai'geting siR N A  was extracted according to the protocol outlined in section 3 .3 .9 .1 .
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A Bradford assay was carried out using a series o f  B SA  dilutions as standards 

(2m g/m l to 0.25mg/rnl). A standard curve was generated from the A 562 readings o f  

these sam ples (using the Anthos Labtec 2010 spectrophotometry program). This 

curve was used to calculate the concentrations o f  the isolated protein samples. Figure 

3.23 gives an exam ple o f  a standard curve which may be generated and table 3.5 

show s a worked exam ple o f  how the A 562 readings can be used to calculate the 

concentration o f  the protein samples and also the volum e which is required to run 

30|j.g o f  protein in the W estern B lot (see section 3 .3.9.2).

3.4.15 Western blotting analysis o f  protein samples from  cells transfected with the 
rTRH-DE plasmid and various TRH-DE-targeting siRNAs

A s calculated from section 3 .4 .14 an appropriate volum e o f isolated protein from

cells transfected with the rTRH-DE plasmid and various siR N A s, was used in

W estern Blot assays, see section 3.3.9.2. Figure 3.24 depicts TRH-DE protein

extracted from transfected Cos7 cells, (~120kD a a n d -116 kDa, -9 7  kDa, -81  kDa,

-6 0  kDa, -5 0  kDa, -4 7  kDa and several sm aller fragments ), subsequent to

electrophoresis o f  the protein and binding o f  goat anti-mouseTRH-DE antibody.

Stripping o f the membrane, referred to section 3 .3 .9 .2 , enabled rabbit anti-P-actin

antibody to be used to control for the quantity o f  protein loaded onto the W estern blot

acrylamide gel. p-actin is expressed in most cell types and tissues and, as such, is

considered a housekeeping protein. A s a control, Cos7 cell protein extract was

loaded onto a W estern blot and the m TRH -DE antibody was used to detect any

possible expression o f the TRH-DE protein according to the protocol previously

described in section 3.3.9.2. Cos7 cell w hole protein lysate was found to show a
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~120kDa and ~81kDa band when stained with mTRH-DE antibody, see figure 3.24. 

The identity of these proteins are unknown at present however, the detection of 

several other bands in the test samples may be suggested to be TRH-DE. TRH-DE is 

a 230kDa homo-dimer protein which, when run on an SDS/PAGE, is proteolytically 

cleaved into two subunits of ~116kDa in size, noted faintly in figure 3.24 (rTRH-DE 

lane) beneath the strong ~120kDa artefact band. Previous studies by Dr. Karl Bauer 

stated that treatment of TRH-DE with trypsin lead to serial fragment production due 

to the susceptibility of the enzyme to trypsinisation (Bauer, 1994). In his studies the 

enzyme was exposed to trypsin (0.3|jg/ml) at 4°C for 15 minutes.; however this 

experiment required cells to be incubated with trypsin (0.4|ig/ml) at 37°C for 5 

minutes. Bauer reported the presence of proteins of approximately ~90kDa, ~66kDa 

and ~50kDa in size. It should be noted that all molecular weights provided for 

proteins which were observed are approximations based on visual comparison to the 

respective molecular weight marker. It may be suggested, therefore, that the 

additionally noted smaller bands are present as a result of excessive trypsin cleavage 

of the enzyme or, as noted previously by Kelly et a l ,  may be a result of the extraction 

cr isolation process (Kelly et al., 1999). Corroboration of the findings which were 

noted in this study with previously published works provides confidence that the 

protein detected is TRH-DE and, as such, that the suppression noted is an effect of 

TRH-DE-targeting siRNAs.

The research described in this chapter of the thesis is focused on the identification of 

siRNA molecules which effect potent suppression of TRH-DE. In addition, as
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siRNA molecules which suppress both the human and rodent forms of TRH-DE 

would be preferable and should enable in vivo evaluation of such suppression agents 

in the future, a number of siRNAs which can achieve this were identified. In this 

regard a number of siRNAs were identified which provided significant suppression of 

the target gene, TRH-DE, as evaluated at the RNA level by RT-PCR and at the 

protein level by Western blotting. One of the siRNAs, H&MsiRNA, provided 

efficient suppression of human, mouse and rat TRH-DE gene expression; while 

another suppresses the human, mouse and rat forms of the TRH-DE gene 

(H&M&RsiRNA). Continual expression of a TRH-DE-targeting siRNA within a 

particular animal model would be optimal for assessing the effects of increased TRH 

levels. This is achieved through generation of a short haiipin RNA (shRNA). The 

studies described in chapter 4 outlines the design and synthesis of TRH-DE-targeting 

shRNAs and their subsequent cloning into AAV 2,5.
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3.5 Discussion

In order to establish an in vitro model in which siRNA suppression of TRH-DE could 

be evaluated, transient co-transfection of a plasmid expressing the TRH-DE gene was 

undertaken in conjunction with siRNAs thereby enabling assessment of various 

siRNAs. As described in section 3.4.3 of this chapter, human TRH-DE cDNA 

expression was initially assessed in the Cos7-HAR-Al cell line which was obtained 

from Dr. Karl Bauer (Max Plank Institute of Experimental Endocrinology, Hannover, 

Germany). Unfortunately, TRH-DE expression was not found to be high in these 

cells and hence use of the Cos7-HAR-Al cells in the intended suppression assays 

would likely result in inaccurate estimations of suppression, using RT-PCR assays. 

Hence, analysis of TRH-DE suppression in transiently co-transfected Cos7 cells was 

assessed relative to GAPDH expression as a housekeeping gene. In addition, TRH- 

DE expression in each sample was compared to neomycin gene expression, a 

reference gene which is located on each of the pcDNA3.1(+) and/or pcDNA3.1/HisA 

plasmids used to transfect the TRH-DE target gene. The latter control may help to 

account for differences in efficiency of transfection between experiments. hTRH-DE, 

nTRH-DE and rTRH-DE are plasmid constructs which consist of the human, mouse 

and rat TRH-DE cDNAs respectively cloned into the pcDNA3.1/HisA vector. Thus, 

Cos? cells which are successfully transfected with these constructs, may provide 

potential target transcripts for TRH-DE gene suppression by specific siRNA 

nolecules.
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Initial experiments undertaken involved transfection of 0.04|ig of plasmid (containing 

the target gene) in conjunction with 40 pmoles of TRH-DE targeting and control non

targeting siRNAs. Although this concentration of TRH-DE plasmid was below that 

recommended by the manufacturer of the transfection reagent, it was found that this 

quantity of plasmid provided readily detectable TRH-DE expression after 24 hours 

(data not shown). This protocol was used to undertake a preliminarily screen of a 

range of several T7 in vitro transcribed siRNA molecules targeting the human TRH- 

DE gene.

Screening of a variety of commercially synthesized targeting siRNAs can be costly 

due to the fact that synthesis and purification of specifically designed siRNA is 

expensive. As an alternative, ‘in-house’ production of siRNAs can be undertaken by 

means of T7 in vitro transcription, as outlined in section 3.3.8.2. A range of siRNAs 

targeting TRH-DE were synthesized in this manner. An entire cDNA sequence can 

yield a vast number of 21mers which can potentially act as siRNA molecules. At the 

time that this experiment was undertaken the HiPerformance siRNA Design 

Algorithm for siRNA synthesis was not offered by Qiagen (UK) hence potential 

siRNA molecules were designed in accordance with the criteria outlined in section 

1.3.3 and synthesized by T7 in vitro transcription. These T7 synthesized siRNAs, 

whose oligonucleotide sequences are provided in section 3.3.8.2 were assessed for 

their relative efficacy in suppressing hTRH-DE expression in transfected Cos7 cells.
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This work was carried out as a preliminary step in identifying potential siRNAs 

which were capable of suppressing TRH-DE expression. The siRNA molecules 

which were found to suppress hTRH-DE expression were used in further suppression 

analyses where transfections were carried out in quadruplicate and statistical analysis 

to establish the efficacy of hTRH-DE443siRNA and hTRH-DEnovsiRNA to suppress 

the target gene was undertaken.

It should be noted however that replication of the T7 in vitro transcription of siRNAs 

molecules provided a very low yield (Iskakova et a l, 2006), that is, repetition of the 

synthesis protocol yielded less efficient suppression reagents which were excluded 

from use in experiments. Unfortunately, a high level of variance between each in 

vitro synthesis of siRNA, despite precise duplication of protocols and techniques, 

prompted the search for an alternative source of siRNAs.

The consistent suppression ability of hTRH-DE443siRN.A and hTRH-DE<407siRNA 

with respect to hTRH-DE expression from these preliminary experiments highlighted 

these two molecules as potential suppression agents for TRH-DE. It may be that 

some variance between the suppression results obtained may be as a result of free 

nucleotide contamination in the in vitro synthesized siRNAs. Thus these two siRNA 

molecules were commercially synthesized and purified by Qiagen (UK) in an attempt 

to minimise such variability.
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In the initial experim ents undertaken 0.04|a.g o f  the target TRH-DE plasmid was 

utilised, and resulted in expression o f TRH -DE to a detectable level. The plasmid  

concentration suggested in the manufacturer’s protocol for a 6 w ell plate is 2\ig  and 

thus an expression profile using 2pg o f  hTRH-DE plasmid was carried out and figure 

3.8 depicts the fact that maximal expression occurred 24 hours post-transfection in 

C os7 cells. The subsequent decline in TR H -D E expression was gradual, with 

relatively little difference in expression levels  between 24 and 36 hours post

transfection. It is suggested that siRNA transfected cells show maximal suppression  

betw een 24 and 48 hours post-transfection (personal com m unication, members o f  

The Ocular Genetics Team, Trinity C ollege Dublin). Thus, to ensure maximal TRH- 

DE plasm id expression and also optimal siR N A  suppression, a 30 hour time point 

was decided upon to undertake siRNA-based suppression analyses in Cos7 cells.

Data from previous studies has suggested that use o f a scrambled (non-specific) 

siR N A  as a non-targeting control siR NA m olecule may cause possible off-target 

effects (Q iagen, U K ), thus a com m ercially available siRNA (control non-silencing  

siR N A , Q iagen, UK) which does not target any known human, m ouse or rat sequence 

and exhibits no known non-specific or off-target effects, was used as a negative 

control. hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siR N A  and hTRH-DEnovsiRNA were designed to target 

regions o f  the human TRH-DE sequence, 443  and 1407 bases downstream o f the 

ATG  start codon respectively. H & M siRNA w as designed to target position 2064 in 

the human TRH -DE gene sequence, and a hom ologous region at position 2046 in the 

m ouse TRH -DE gene. Sim ilarly, H & M & R siR N A  was designed to target position  

1397 in the human TRH -DE sequence and the hom ologous sequence at position 1380
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in the mouse TRH-DE gene and position 1377 in the rat TRH-DE sequence. Given 

that to date, there is no transgenic animal model expressing the human TRH-DE 

gene, future in vivo evaluation of siRNA-mediated suppression will require siRNAs 

targeting the endogenous TRH-DE gene of the species used for the evaluation. Most 

likely such research will be carried out in mice or rats hence the rational for requiring 

siRNAs which target homologous sequences in the mouse, rat and human TRH-DE 

genes.

Real time RT-PCR data from this experiment enabled identification of four efficient 

siRNA molecules with respect to hTRH-DE suppression.

The studies which are described in this chapter of the thesis enabled four effective 

siRNAs targeting human TRH-DE to be identified. This entire protocol was also 

carried out using the mouse and rat TRH-DE genes as targets instead of the human 

TRH-DE gene. siRNA mediated suppression of mTRH-DE (figure 3.15 and 3.16) 

and rTRH-DE (figures 3.21 and 3.22) were evaluated using the same suite of siRNAs 

which were evaluated for the human TRH-DE gene. Table 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 provides a 

list of all siRNA molecules tested and the relative levels of suppression that were 

observed. Table 3.4 gives an example of how these relative suppression values were 

calculated. Additionally, it may be noted from the information presented in Tables 

3.2 that siRNAs which are less than -80%  homologous to the target gene tend not to 

provide significant suppression when using GAPDH as a housekeeping gene. 

Similarly, the data outlined in tables 3.3 suggests that siRNAs which have reduced 

levels of homology to the target gene (in the order of 90%) do not yield significant
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suppression results when using neomycin as a control gene. These findings highlight 

the well established requirement for significant homology between the siRNA and the 

tai'get sequence (Brummelkamp et ah, 2002; Paddison et al., 2002; Peek et ah, 2007).

During the course of the study described in this chapter of the thesis, a number of 

potent siRNA-based suppressors targeting TRH-DE were identified. Indeed it is 

notable that the two most potent siRNAs as determined by in vitro RNA-based assays 

(real time RT-PCR) were H&MsiRNA and H&M&RsiRNA (refer to tables 3.2 and 

3.3 for suppression data). However, it is also notable that when the en'or associated 

with the data obtained is taken into account, the suppression obtained with 

H&MsiRNA and H&M&RsiRNA did not differ significantly from that obtained with 

two additional siRNAs, hTRH-DE4 4 3 siRNA and hTRH-DEi4 0 7 siRNA. Notably, 

H&MsiRNA and H&M&RsiRNA were designed to maximise the homology in the 

target site for siRNA-based suppression between species. More specifically, the 

target site for siRNA-based TRH-DE suppression is identical between the human and 

mouse for H&MsiRNA and human, mouse and rat for H&M&RsiRNA. The reason 

behind the choice of these target sequences lies in the research that may be 

undertaken in the future, as outlined above. It is planned that subsequent to in vitro 

evaluation of siRNA-mediated suppression of TRH-DE, in vivo suppression will be 

attempted. In this regard animal models carrying the target sequence of interest are 

required, that is, the human TRH-DE gene. Currently there are no transgenic mice 

available carrying a human version of the TRH-DE gene. Hence it is envisioned that 

initial in vivo work will be undertaken in wild type mice or wild type rats. For this
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reason it was o f  value to identify siRNA m olecules which potentially suppressed both 

the human, m ouse and rat versions o f  the TRH-DE gene.

Evaluation o f  TRH-DE suppression at the protein level in in vitro  cell-based assays 

was also required to validate the results obtained at the RNA level. This research is 

described in section 3.3.9 o f this chapter. W estern blot analysis was used to identify 

successful expression o f  the rat TRH-DE protein from rTRH-DE plasmid-transfected  

Cos7 cells (figure 3.24). Previously published work by Dr. Karl Bauer suggested that 

trypsin cleaves the TRH-DE enzym e at several sites (Bauer, 1994). The band 

patterns which were noted in this paper were detected from TRH-DE isolated from  

brain hom ogenate at ~116kD a, ~90kDa, ~66kD a and ~50kDa. These proteins, and 

also those o f  Cos7 cells in this experiment (~120kD a and ~81kDa) identify all the 

major bands which ai'e visible in the Western blots obtained from this experiment, see 

figure 3.24 for an exam ple.

Relative to Cos7 cells which were transfected with both rTRH-DE plasmid and non

targeting control siR N A , it was observed that rTRH-DE protein fragments appeared 

to be significantly down regulated at the protein level by H & M & RsiRNA, hTRH- 

DE 4 4 3 siRNA; and to a lesser extent by hTR H -DEi4 0 7 siRNA and H & M siR N A . It 

should be noted, however, that the rTRH-DE plasmid reaches maximal m RNA  

expression 24 hours post-transfection in C os7 cells (see figure 3.20) and it has been  

suggested that siR N A s reach optimal suppression 24-48 hours post-transfection  

(personal com m unication from members o f  The Ocular G enetics Team, TCD).
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Hence, one could deduce that although the siRNA is suppressing the rTRH-DE 

mRNA maximally 24-48 hours post-transfection there may be a residual amount of 

already synthesized rTRH-DE protein (from the first 24 hours of gene expression) 

prior to efficient gene suppression. Notably, the circulating half life of TRH-DE has 

not, to date, been deduced. However, theoretical protein half life tVi calculations tend 

to be based upon the N-terminal residue of the protein in question. In this regard, 

TRH-DE N-terminus reside is methionine which, according to this criteria renders the 

protein in question with a maximal tVi value in mammalian cells of 30 hours 

(Gasteiger, E. ef al. 2005). Thus, it should be considered that perhaps the protein 

suppression levels which are being observed are not a true reflection of the potential 

efficacy of the siRNA and that it may perhaps be higher than the suppression levels 

noted in figure 3.24. Irrespective of the validity of this hypothesis, it can be suggested 

from the findings in this chapter that TRH-DE suppressors have been identified given 

the suppression achieved at both the RNA and protein levels. However, it is also 

notable that additional research is required in vitro prior to proceeding towards in 

vivo studies with these siRNAs or their corresponding shRNAs.

TRH may provide therapeutic benefit for a range of CNS disorders and hence 

TRH-DE suppression in brain tissue cleai'ly represents a potential application for the 

suppressors under development during the course of this study. However, in addition 

to brain, TRH-DE and TRH expression have been explored in the retina (sometimes 

rather simplistically viewed as an accessible part of the brain) and during the course 

of this study it was established that TRH-DE and TRH transcripts are expressed in the
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ganglion cell layer of the wild type mouse retina and in the retinal pigment epithelium 

(presented in chapter 6 of this thesis).
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ATG 6xHis EK Site ' — ■V' u_ u . —
Q . C ^ C : O O ' 5 : r ; O C 0 < U  ( c Q. : T : o o o o t o p 4 : . QC j .  •>a:ix;oQcnmiijcn̂ ><><<i;

pcDNA3

*There is a stop 
codon following the 
Xba  I site in version

Figure 3.1 pcDNA3.1/HisA plasmid map, including the multiple cloning site
and restriction sites

http://www.invitrogen.com/content/sfs/manuals/pcdna3. lhis_m an.pdf

T7 T7 promoter.
CMV Cytomegalovirus promoter
6xHis Hexa histidine tag. Allows purification by Nî "̂  resin.
EK site enterokinase site enables cleavage of 6 His residues from the

inserted cDNA sequence subsequent to transcription 
BGH pA Bovine growth hormone polyadenylation site
f 1 ori f 1 origin of replication which allows single stranded vector to be

produced when co-infected with M l3 helper phage.
PsV40 SV40 early promoter and origin
SV40 pA SV40 polyadenylation signal
pUC ori High copy vector origin of replication, complimentary strand.

ColEl origin of replication from the pUC family of vectors.
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O p e n  r e a d i n g  f r a m e  
Origin of rep l i ca t ion  
O th e r  g e n e  
P r o m o t e r  
Se l e c t ab l e  m a r k e r  
T e r m i n a t o r  
iJnicjLie res t r i c t i on  si te

Clal 124
Hpal 260

,Bcll 362
T7 prom

Hindlll 743 

, Apal 753 
Xhol 755

amp n!,irker -  ■

loxP other

^  4200bp

4000bp

ZOObp

f l  origin SV40 PAterm .
y-bOOtop

SV40.int other^
]& 00bp

3600bp attB2 other'' 8oof>p. 
altBl other 
CMV2 prom-iooobp — 

pCMV.SPORTS CMV prom 
4396bp

3400bp

^  3200bp

• 3000bp L400bp «

I6 00bp

pBR322 origin
2600top I ISOObp

'y 12200̂  n '

' .  ' ' —  I  '  ‘ ‘ '

Xbal 767  
Notl 774  

AccI 796  
EcoRV 803  
Xmal 806  
Smal 808  
EcoRI 811  
Kpnl 827  

;tul 875

Ncol 1228

amp prom

AlwNI 2347

Figure 3.2 pCMV-SPORT6 plasmid map including restriction site locations
(Courtesy of MRC Geneservice website 

http://www.geneservice.co.uk/products/image/datasheets/plasmid_info)

This is a commercially available plasmid which was used to clone the mTRH-DE 
plasmid (see section 3.3.2). The relevance of the coloured bars within the diagram is 
outlined in the key above the figure. Each colour represents a gene, promoter, 
restriction site or resistance marker gene expressed within the vector.
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■  Oriain of reolication 
□  Selectable marker
I Promoter
■  H um anTR H D EcD N A

bla promoter

A paU  (8309) 

Amp(R)

pUC origin

ApaLl (7063)

SV40 pA

Ncol (5830)

Neo(R)

Psll (5451)

Sma\ (521 1)

A val (5209)

Xma\ (5209)

Ncol (5095) 

SV40 early promoter

hTRHDE
plasmid

f1 origin

ApalA  (33)

CMV promoter 

Ncol (611)

CMV forward primer 

H indIII(912)

Ncol (919)

initiation ATG 

T7 promoter 

6xHis 

EK recognition site 

Acr651 (1013)

Aval (1366)

Aval (1595)

BamHl (2131)

BamHl (2304)

Ncol (2345) 

hTRHDE ORF 

Pstl (2582)

Clal (3203)

HinAlll (3412)

Pstl (3508)

£coR l (3649)

EcoRI (3768)

Xhol (4119)

Ava I (4119)

BGH reverse primer 

BGH pA

Figure 3.3 hTRH-DE plasmid construct map and information

This plasmid was donated by Dr. Karl Bauer (Max Planck Institute of Experimental 
Endocrinology, Hannover, Germany), containing human Thyrotropin releasing 
hormone degrading-ectoenzyme (hTRH-DE) cDNA. Transfection and subsequent 
expression of this plasmid should in principle provide an ideal means of assessing 
potential TRH-DE suppression agents in vitro. This plasmid map was compiled using 
the Vector NTI programme from Invitrogen©2005. The relevance of the coloured 
bars within the diagram is outlined in the key above the figure.
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i«iciKieraTMTMa3TO»ranzGimTtmw(AWGCTArmAaaT(ACKXJG(AOti3A/ffcaraixATnCTA05W^
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

ATOJOvciAA03(toGaACTCTQCT(nwncTQawmGAaAGAa>xioccaK;<»(EcaaTCai(»wG>a;AaxcaQCTTca(CTonTMWQGGc 
140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 25(

—  ̂ hTRHDE

«JOCCEAa:CGTGGGCAGAaC/CrGQGA(ITQCGA CCCECA OVCQGAQCCC/CAKECCGrAO^CAAQCGaTTGnrrUilCI larrCfCTOITCCTGOCATTGaT  
260 270 280 290 300 310 320 330 340 350 360

)xajTCAAATCCT(nn^aQCTQCT0N(CTQnKmci»CAAT(D3ic C!W(rD«in:«irGC(DVQa^GCC(nTA(i7Tmai;A0XG a o i \  
370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440 450 460

Figure 3.4 Sample sequence electropherogram of a section of the hTRH-DE
plasmid

An aliquot of the hTRH-DE plasmid was sequenced using pcDNA3.1 F primer at a 
concentration of 5pM (see section 3.3.6 for the primer sequence). Figure 3.4 shows 
the hexa histidine sequence of the pcDNA3.1/HisA vector backbone from bases 40 -  
60 of the sequence readout. The Kpnl restriction site can be noted at position 123 (the 
numerical assignment given to the nucleotide sequence in this figure was generated 
by the ABI data collection program). This restriction site is followed by vector DNA 
which is likely present perhaps from previous cloning steps. The human TRH-DE 
cDNA sequence begins at position 183, with the ATG start codon identified at 
position 211. The entire sequence of the TRH-DE cDNA was confirmed using this 
method with various TRH-DE primers being used (electropherograms not included). 
The sequence obtained verifies that the human TRH-DE sequence is present in the 
plasmid provided by Dr. Karl Bauer.
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S e q u e n c e d  CAAGAGCAGCTCACCCTTCGCAGCCGCGATGGGGGAAGACGACGCCGCGCTTCGGGCTGG 6 0
P u b l i s h e d   GCAGCTCACCCTTCGCAGCCGCGATGGGGGAAGACGACGCCGCGCTTCGGGCTGG 55

S e q u e n c e d  CAGCAGGGGGCTCTCCGACCCGTGGGCAGACTCAGTGGGAGTGCGACCCCGCACCACGGA 1 2 0
P u b l i s h e d  CAGCAGGGGGCTCTCCGACCCGTGGGCAGACTCAGTGGGAGTGCGACCCCGCACCACGGA 1 1 5

i t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

S e q u e n c e d  GCGCCACATCGCCGTACACAAGCGGCTTGTGCTGGCCTTCGCTGTGTCCCTCGTGGCATT 1 8 0
P u b l i s h e d  GCGCCACATCGCCGTACACAAGCGGCTTGTGCTGGCCTTCGCTGTGTCCCTCGTGGCATT 1 7 5

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

S e q u e n c e d  GCTCGCGGTCANAATGCTCGCTGTGCTGCTCANCCTGCGCT---------------------------------------------2 2 1
P u b l i s h e d  GCTCGCGGTCACAATGCTCGCTGTGCTGCTCAGCCTGCGCTTCGACGAGTGCGGGGCGAG 2 3 5

* * * * * * * * * * *  * ★ * * * * ★ * * * ★ * * * * ★ * ★ * • ★  * * * * * * * *

Figure 3.5 Multiple sequence alignments of a section of the (NCBI) published 
hTRH-DE sequence and a section of the sample sequence from the hTRH-DE

plasmid.

Multiple sequence alignments were carried out using the Clustalw alignment program 
(EMBL-EBI website http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw) between the published human 
TRH-DE sequence (E.C. 3.4.19.6) and the sequence obtained in section 3.4.1. The 
symbol * denotes homology between the two aligned sequences. Figure 3.5 shows 
that both sequences are highly homologous but at position 192 and 213 on the 
hTRH-DE plasmid sample a base identification of N was assigned (the numerical 
assignment given to the nucleotide sequence in this figure was generated by the ABI 
data collection program). The inability of the ABI prism 310 Genetic Analyser to 
identify this base is due to reduction in ability to sequence efficiently after a certain 
number of bases subsequent to the primer binding site. Further sequencing reactions 
were carried out on the hTRH-DE plasmid to assess the sequence after this point. 
The sequence obtained from these studies identified both the bases which were 
designated N in the previous reactions, (C for position 192 and G for position 213) 
and also the remainder of the human TRH-DE cDNA sequences which is present in 
the pcDNA3.1/HisA vector.
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Table 3.1 siRNA molecules used in the course o f  this project

siRNA name Target sequence in the TRH-DE gene Manufacturer of 
purifled molecule

Control non
silencing siRNA

AATTCTCCGAACGTGTCACGT Commercially 
available from 
Qiagen, UK

Col7A l SiRNA 
control

GTCAGACAGCATTCGACTT Donated by
Dr. Danny Allen,
TCD.

TRH-DE siRNA AACTTGCAGTGATGACAGGAA Xeragon
hTRH-DE443siRNA CTGCACTACAATCTGATGCTCAC Qiagen
hTRH-DE657siRNA GAATTTGTTGGTACAGACTAC Only used T7 in 

vitro transcribed 
form of this siRNA 
molecule.

hTRH-
DEj407siRNA

TGGTGCTGAATAGGACACTGGAC Qiagen

mTRH-
DE734siRNA

TGGTATTGAACAGAACCCTGGAC Qiagen

H&MsiRNA AGCAATTATTTGGGTGTCTAA Qiagen
H&M&RsiRNA CACCATGGTCATTGTTCATGA Qiagen
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-------- 1 GAPOH water 7.577E06 2229
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---  6 GAPDH-4 2.000E-04 2 0 0 5 E 0 4 17.76
--------  7 GAPOH-4 2 000E-04 8.920E-09 31.61

8 GAPOH CosTTRHDE
9 GAPOH CosTTRHDE 3626E-02 10.58

--------10 GAPOH +TRHOE siRhiA
11 GAPOH 4TRHDE uRNA 3556E 05 2015

-------- 12 GAPDH 4GFP siRNA 3.613E-03 1177
--------  13 GAPDH +6FP siRNA

14 GAPDH Cos7 8080E-03 1265
15 GAPDH Cos7

-------- 16 TRHOE water
--------  17 TRHOE -2 2000E-02
---  18 TRHOE-2 2000E-02 3944E-06 23.19

19 TRHOE-3 2000E-03
21 TRHDE -3 2000E-03 1.213E-06 24.82
22 TRHDE -4 2000E-04 2 3 2 7E 07 27,10

• 23 TRHDE 4 2000E-04 6.010E-07 25.79
24 TRHOE Cos7TRHDE
25 TRHOE Cos7TRHDE 214GE-05 20.85

--------  26 TRHOE -»TRHDEsiRNA
--------  27 TRHOE *TRHDE siRNA 2 7 2 8E 06 23,70

28 TRHOE *GFP$flNA 1.076E-06 24.99
29 TRHOE ♦GFPsflNA 1.134E-06 24,92
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Figure 3.6a Real time RT-PCR amplification curve of GAPDH expression in the 
Cos7-HAR-Al TRH-DE stable cell line

P .. Name Standard I f c r M  ] ^  1
--------  1 GAPDH water 3.207E02 21 86

2 GAPDH-2 2000E-02 1.2906+03 11.28
--------  3 GAPOH-2 2000E-02 2959E*03 104 6
--------  4 GAPOH-3 2 0 0 0 E 0 3 4.395E+02 1236

5 GAPOH -3 2000E-CO 1 298E+02 1 357
--------6 GAPOH -4 2000E-04 2 430E«OQ 1754
--------  7 GAPDH -4 2000E-04 8615E-05 27.76

8 GAPDH CosTTRHOE
9 GAPDH CosTTRHDE 306CE+03 10.42

-------- 10 GAPDH tTRHOE siRNA
11 GAPDH ^TRHDE siRNA 1.128E+00 1831

--------  12 GAPOH *6FP siRNA 1.451E+02 13.46
--------  13 GAPOH *GFP SiRNA

14 GAPOH Cos7 5.475E+02 1214
15 GAPDH Cos7

--------  16 TRHDE water
--------  17

BMQ
TR'h OE -2 2 0 0 0 E ^

R H Q i i n R v m n
-------  13 TRHDE-;i

M g lBe S B
23 TRHOE -4 2000E-04 7 805E-04 25 56
24 TRHOE Cos7TRHDE

- 25 TRHDE Cos7TRHDE 1.016E-01 20.71
--------  2S TRHDE fTRHDE siRNA
--------  27 TRHOE *TRHDE sflNA 1.020E-02 2 300

28 TRHOE ♦GFPsflNA 2940E-03 24.24
29 TRHDE ♦GFPsiRNA 1.932E-(J3 2 466
30 TRHDE Cos7

--------  31 TRHOE Cos7 4.944E-04 26.02
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0.001
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Figure 3.6b Real time RT-PCR amplification curve of human TRH-DE 
expression in the Cos7-HAR-Al TRH-DE stable cell line
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Figures 3.6a and 3.6b Real time RT-PCR amplification curve of GAPDH and 
human TRH-DE cDNA expression in Cos7-HAR-Al TRH-DE stable cell line

The Cos7-HAR-Al cell line, which stably expresses TRH-DE, was provided by Dr. 
Karl Bauer (Max-Planck-Institute for Experimental Endocrinology, Hannover, 
Germany). It was intended that this cell line could be used as a means of assessing a 
variety of TRH-DE targeting siRNAs with respect to TRH-DE suppression. GAPDH 
mRNA was expressed to a much greater degree than human TRH-DE in these cells 
(see figure 3.6a and 3.6b respectively). The increased quantity of RNA required to 
provide adequate amplification of the target proved unfavourable with regards to the 
GAPDH gene amplification. Although the cells provided adequate expression of 
GAPDH under the specified conditions, the low expression of human TRH-DE 
cDNA which was noted renders the Cos7-HAR-Al cell line unsuitable for this study.
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[■ N o n targ e tin g  siRNA O T R H D E slR N A  ■ hT R H D E 443siR N A  ■hT R H D E 657siR N A  □  hTRHDE1407slRNA |

n=2

Figure 3.7 Graphical representation of hTRH-DE expression in the presence of 
various hTRH-DE targeting siRNA molecules.

TRH-DE suppression was determined relative to levels of hTRH-DE expression in 
the presence of a non-targeting control siRNA (designated an expression value of 
100%). The first siRNA tested, TRH-DE siRNA, suppressed TRH-DE expression by 
only 25.03%. Synthesis of T7 driven in vitro transcribed siRNA yielded two specific 
hTRH-DE suppressing agents; hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRNA suppressed TRH-DE expression 
by 68.94+18.89% while hTRH-DEgsysiRNA and hTRH-DEnoysiRNA suppressed 
TRH-DE expression by 50.63+40.38% and 55.29+27.87% respectively. This 
experiment was designed as an initial “screening” process for potential siRNAs, it 
was carried out in duplicate and thus t-test analysis of the data obtained was not 
applied. The results presented in figure 3.7 represent an average for the duplicated 
experiments.
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Figure 3.8 TRH-DE expression profile obtained using 2fig of the hTRH-DE 
plasmid in transiently transfected Cos7 cells over a 48 hour time period.

Maximal expression of hTRH-DE, under the stipulated transfection conditions (see 
section 3.3.8.4) occurs 24 hours post-transfection with expression declining gradually 
subsequent to this time point. Maximal expression was designated a value of 100% 
and TRH-DE expression at various other time points was calculated relative to this 
value. This experiment was carried out in quadruplicate with statistical analyses 
performed on the data obtained. Cos7 cells were assessed 12 hours post-transfection 
of hTRH-DE plasmid. Expression of hTRH-DE cDNA was noted to be 66.1+2.9% 
(p<0.05) relative to maximal expression of 100% 24 hours post-transfection. 
Similarly, Cos? cells which were assessed 36 hours post-transfection of the hTRH- 
DE, showed hTRH-DE expression of 93.22+1.3% (p<0.05) while 48 hours post
transfected cells expressed hTRH-DE by 94.55+1.6% (p>0.05). This final time point 
expression data cannot be considered significant due to the p value obtained.
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■  N o n - ta rg e tin g  siR N A  G A PD H ■  h T R H D E 4 4 3 slR N A  G A PD H □  h T R H D E l 40 7 siR N A  G A PD H

■  H& M siRN A G A PD H ■  H& M & RsiRN A  G A PD H B  m T R H D E 7 3 4 siR N A  G A PD H

n=3

Figure 3.9 Graphical representation of hTRH-DE down regulation by 
TRH-DE specific siRNA molecules using GAPDH as a house keeping gene

Cos7 cells were co-transfected with 2 |ig  of a plasmid expressing the human TRH-DE 
cDNA (hTRH-DE) and 40pmoles of synthesized siRNA. RNA was extracted 30 hours 
post-transfection and suppression in siRNA treated cells was calculated relative to 
hTRH-DE expression in the presence o f a control non-targeting siRNA (set at 100%). 
Using GAPDH as a housekeeping gene, hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRNA and hTRH-DEmotsIRNA 
suppressed hTRH-DE expression by 66.09+18.04% (* denotes a p value of less than 
0.01) and 68.12+15.61% (** indicates p<0.001) respectively. H&MsiRNA and 
H&M&RsiRNA specifically down-regulated hTRH-DE expression by 63.32+18.13% 
(* p<0.01) and 61.85+16.11% (* p<0.01) respectively. mTRH-DEv3 4 siRNA, however, 
provided no significant down-regulation of hTRH-DE with a suppression value of only 
25.72+20.24% ($ p>0.05). Refer to table 3.4 for an example o f how suppression 
percentages, standard deviations and statistical analysis were calculated.
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n=3

Figure 3.10 Graphical representation of hTRH-DE down regulation 
by TRH-DE specific siRNA molecules using neomycin as a house

keeping gene

Suppression o f hum an TRH -D E expression in hTR H -D E and siRNA treated Cos7 
cells was carried out by real tim e RT-PCR. Using neom ycin as a control gene, 
hTR H -D E 4 4 3 slRNA and hTRH-DEnovslRNA were found to suppress hTRH-DE 
expression by 72.5+11.98%  (* represents a p value of less than 0.001) and 
69.09+12.54%  (* p<0.001); respectively. Sim ilarly H & M siR N A  and H & M & RsiRN A  
dow n-regulated hTR H -D E expression by 74.38+10.02%  (* p< 0.001) and 
78.12+7.73%  (* p<0.001); respectively. m TRH -D E 7 3 4 siRNA treated cells showed a 
potential trend towards “up-regulation” o f hTR H -D E expression (107.93+5.53), 
however, this result cannot be considered significant as the p value is greater than 
0.05 ($). Refer to table 3.4 for an exam ple o f how suppression percentages, standard 
deviations and statistical analysis were calculated.
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Figure 3.11 mTRH-DE construct plasmid map
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Figure 3.11 mTRH-DE construct plasmid map

This plasmid map was compiled using the Vector NTI program (Invitrogen, 2005). 
The mTRH-DE plasmid consists of the pCMV-SPORT.6 vector backbone with 
mouse TRH-DE cDNA inserted at the Nhel restriction site in the original vector.

CMV Cytomegalovirus promoter
BGH pA Bovine growth hormone polyadenylation site
fl ori f 1 origin of replication which allows single stranded vector to be

produced when co-infected with M l3 helper phage. 
vSV40 pA SV40 polyadenylation signal
pUC ori High copy vector origin of replication, complimentary strand.

ColEl origin of replication from the pUC family of vectors. 
Neo(R) Neomycin resistance gene
Amp(R) Ampicillin resistance gene
Bla Beta-lactamase promoter
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pcDNA3.1(+) niTRHDE ^

0»ZX/aAGKDm(XCCmGQXECICaTG»JGUGAGXrcC(£GCTCa£aANXEa>(»»£TCKGCAQCa;T(»rrGO;GG rCGGACTCMi 
140 150 160 170 180 190 ?00 ?10 229 ?30 740

/CCCCOOCCAiaffQCCXATCCXACTa/CAAGAQXnGTGCiaKCmffCGrcrcCATCCTGODCTGCtGCrrGraCCATGCTCffariCaQaCACCrTH 
?50 ?60 270 780 790 300 310 370 330 340 350

Figure 3.12 Sample sequence electropherogram of mTRH-DE construct

The presence of the mTRH-DE cDNA within the mTRH-DE plasmid construct was 
verified by DNA sequencing. Figure 3.12 shows evidence of pcDNA3.1(-i-) sequence 
in the initial 63 bases obtained (The numerical assignment given to the nucleotide 
sequence in this figure was generated by the ABI data collection program) . The 
mouse TRH-DE cDNA sequence begins at position 93 with the ATG start codon 
identified at position 168 in the sample sequence above. Figure 3.12 provides a part 
of the sequence obtained from assessment of the mTRH-DE plasmid. Further studies 
allowed identification of an additional 400 bases of the mouse TRH-DE cDNA 
present within the plasmid (data not shown) and as all bases were 100% homologous 
to the NCBI published mTRH-DE sequence (E.C. 3.4.19.6) (see figure 3.13) further 
sequencing of the entire plasmid was not undertaken for the current study involving 
siRNA-mediated suppression of mouse TRH-DE.
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Sequenced
Published

CCACGCGTCCGAAAGAAGAGGAAGAAGAAGGAGGAGGAGGGGGCAGAGAAGAGCAGTTCA 6 0 
CCACGCGTCCGAAAGAAGAGGAAGAAGAAGGAGGAGGAGGGGGCAGAGAAGAGCAGTTCA 6 0

Sequenced
Published

CCCTTTGCGGCCACCATGGGAGAAGACGACGCCGCGCTCCGGGCAAGCGGCAGGGGGCTC 1 2  0 
CCCTTTGCGGCCACCATGGGAGAAGACGACGCCGCGCTCCGGGCAAGCGGCAGGGGGCTC 1 2  0 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Sequenced
Published

TCGGACCCGTGGGCTGACTCGGTGGGAGTGAGACCCCGCACCACGGAGCGCCACATCGCA 1 8 0  
TCGGACCCGTGGGCTGACTCGGTGGGAGTGAGACCCCGCACCACGGAGCGCCACATCGCA 1 8 0  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Sequenced
Published

GTGCACAAGAGGCTTGTGCTGGCCTTTGCCGTGTCCATCGTGGCACTGCTGGCTGTCACC 2 4 0  
GTGCACAAGAGGCTTGTGCTGGCCTTTGCCGTGTCCATCGTGGCACTGCTGGCTGTCACC 2 4 0

Sequenced
Published

ATGCTGGCCGTCCTGCTCAGCTTGCGATT------------------------------------------------------------------------ 2 6  9
ATGCTGGCCGTCCTGCTCAGCTTGCGATTCGACGAGTGTGGAGCGAGCGCGGCGATGCCT 3 0 0  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Figure 3.13 Multiple sequence alignments of a section of the sequence obtained 
from section 3.4.7 and the published mouse TRH-DE sequence.

The sequence obtained from the mTRH-DE plasmid described in section 3.4.7 of 
this chapter (labelled “Sequenced” in the figure above) and the NCBI published 
mouse TRH-DE cDNA sequence (labelled Published) were compared by direct 
sequence alignment carried out by the Clustalw program (www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw). 
Sequence homology is denoted by an astrix (*) beneath the aligned bases. Notably, 
the sequence obtained from sequencing of the mTRH-DE plasmid showed 100% 
homology with that of the known mouse TRH-DE cDNA sequence, validating the 
mTRH-DE plasmid as a tool to express mTRH-DE transcripts for further in vitro 
studies.
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Figure 3.14 TRH-DE expression profile of 2fig of the mTRH-DE plasmid in 
transiently transfected Cos? cells over a 48 hour time period.

In this study it was found that maximal expression of mTRH-DE, under the stipulated 
transfection conditions (see section 3.3.8.4) occurs 36 hours post-transfection with 
expression declining rapidly subsequent to this time point. Maximal expression was 
designated a value of 100% and mTRH-DE expression at various other time points 
was calculated relative to this value. The transfections were carried out in 
quadruplicate with statistical analyses performed on the data obtained. Cos7 cells 
were assessed for mTRH-DE expression 12 hours post-transfection. mTRH-DE 
cDNA expression was 15.21+0.33% (p<0.05) relative to maximal expression of 
100% 36 hours post-transfection. Analysis of mTRH-DE expression, 24 hours post
transfection, showed an increased level of expression of mTRH-DE (84.33+1.83% 
p>0.05) while 48 hours post-transfected cells expressed mTRH-DE by 28.57+0.62% 
(p<0.05) relative to maximal expression at 36 hour time point. The 24 hours time 
point expression data cannot be considered significant due to the p value obtained.
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■  N o n - ta rg e tin g  siR N A  G A PD H

■  H&M siRNA G A PD H

■  h T R H D E 443siR N A  G A PD H

■  H&M & RsiRNA G A PD H

□  h T R H D E l4 0 7 s iR N A  G A PD H  

■  m T R H D E 7 3 4 siR N A  G A PD H

n=3

Figure 3.15 Graphical representation of mTRH-DE down regulation by TRH- 
DE specific siRNA molecules using GAPDH as a housekeeping gene.

hTR H -D E 4 4 3 siRNA suppressed m TRH -D E expression in transiently transfected cells 
by 40.3+11.53%  (* denotes a p value of less than 0.05) relative to the control siRNA 
value of 100%. It was noted in this experim ent that H & M siR N A  and H & M & R siR N A  
dow n-regulated m TRH -D E expression by 45.55+18.77%  (* p<0.05) and
62.74+1.25%  (** p<0.01). The presence o f m TRH -D E 7 3 4 siRNA with the
target gene showed 46.84+14.15%  (** p<0.01) m TRH -D E expression or suppression 
o f 53.16+14.15%  (**p<0.01). The “up regulation” noted in hT R H -D E i4 0 7 siRNA 
treated cells cannot be considered significant as the p value exceeds 0.05 ($ p>0.05).
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■  hTRHDE443siRNA Neomycin

■  H&M&RsiRNA Neomycin

□  hTRHDE1407siRNA Neomycin 

■  mTRHDE734siRNA Neomycin

■  Non-targeting siRNA Neomycin

■  H&MsiRNA Neomycin

n=3

Figure 3.16 Graphical representation of mTRH-DE down regulation by TRH- 
DE specific siRNA molecules using neomycin as a control gene.

Figure 3.16 depicts mTRH-DE gene suppression, in the presence of the same siRNA 
molecules which were used for the experiment shown in figure 3.15, using neomycin 
as a control gene. hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRNA and hTRH-DEi4 o?siRNA suppressed mTRH- 
DE expression by 52.97+5.86% (* denotes a p value of less than 0.01) and 
12.28+ 35.15% ($ p>0.05) respectively, relative to the non-targeting control siRNA 
(set at 100%). While H&MsiRNA, H&M&RsiRNA and mTRH-DEv3 4 siRNA down- 
regulated mTRH-DE expression by 65.41+6.41% (** p<0.001), 67.24+5.95% 
(** p<0.001) and 60.52+13.17% (* p<0.01) respectively, relative to the non
targeting control siRNA value of 100%. Notably, hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRNA, H&MsiRNA, 
H&M&RsiRNA and mTRH-DE 7 3 4 siRNA all significantly suppressed mouse 
TRH-DE expression in treated cells with p values of less than 0.05. The small level 
of mTRH-DE suppression noted in hTRH-DEnoysiRNA treated cells cannot be 
considered significant due to the p values obtained. Refer to table 3.4 for an example 
of how suppression percentages, standard deviations and statistical analysis were 
calculated.
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IOrigin of replication 
Prom oter 
Selectable m arker 
rat TRH-DE cDNA

bla prom oter

ApdJ. (8339) 
Amp(R)

pUC origin

A p iA (7093)

SV40 pA

)

rTRHDE
8594 bp

P s l(5481)
Smi (5241)

Avd (5239) 
X m i (5239)

SV40 ^ rfy ^p i^o ^o te r
f1 origin

BGH pA

ApdA (33)
CMV prom oter

^ ^ ^ ^ 'l/V o rw a rd  primer 
T7 prim er 

H M W  (912)

ifflia (io r?)\TG  

17 prom oter 

6xHis 
XpressT forward prirr 

XpressT epitope 

EK recognition site 

BatiA\{\Q2\)

■ £cfRI(1036)
P5i(1045)

Amiim
Xml (1627) 
Avd{\621)  

Smd(1629)
Barm (2163) 
B a M l (2336)

B a tm  (3106)
C/d (3178)

H irA lll (3444)
H ird lll (3487)

£'c(RI (3681)
Psl (3716)

(3800)

BGH reverse primer
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Figure 3.17 rTRH-DE construct plasmid map

This plasmid map was compiled using the Vector NTI program (Invitrogen, 2005). 
The rTRH-DE plasmid was donated by Dr. Karl Bauer, Max Planck Institute of 
Experimental Endocrinology, Hanover, Germany.

CMV Cytomegalovirus promoter
BGH pA Bovine growth hormone polyadenylation site
f 1 ori fl origin of replication which allows single stranded vector to be

produced when co-infected with M 13 helper phage.
SV40 pA SV40 polyadenylation signal
pUC ori High copy vector origin of replication, complimentary strand.

ColEl origin of replication from the pUC family of vectors. 
Neo(R) Neomycin resistance gene
Amp(R) Ampicillin resistance gene
Bla Beta-lactamase promoter
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Figure 3.18 Sample of the sequence electropherogram of the rTRH-DE construct
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Figure 3.18 Sample of the sequence electropherogram of the rTRH-DE construct

Sequencing was carried out on the rTRH -D E plasm id using a T7 prim er (see section 
3.3.7 for prim er sequence) by M W G Biotech Services (w w w .m w g-biotech.com ). 
Figure 3.18 depicts the hexa histidine tag present in the pcD N A 3.1/H isA  vector 
sequence (highlighted on the figure). The rTRH -D E sequence starts at position 170 
in the current figure. The num erical assignm ent given to the nucleotide sequence was 
generated by the sequence analysis program  used by M W G Biotech. All bases 
subsequent to this point were 100% hom ologous with the published rat TRH -D E 
cDN A (N CBI http://w w w .ncbi.nlm .nih.gov), see figure 3.19
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S e q u e n c e d
P u b l i s h e d

CCATGGGAGAAGACGACGCCGCGCTCCGGGCAAGCGGCAGGGGGCTCTCGGACCCG
CCATGGGAGAAGACGACGCCGCGCTCCGGGCAAGCGGCAGGGGGCTCTCGGACCCG
T I T * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

S e q u e n c e d
P u b l i s h e d

TGGGCTGACTCGGTGGGAGTGAGACCCCGCACCACGGAGCGCCACATCGCAGTGCAC
TGGGCTGACTCGGTGGGAGTGAGACCCCGCACCACGGAGCGCCACATCGCAGTGCAC
* * * ★ * ★ ★ * ■ * * ★ * ★ ★ * * ★ * * * * * * * * * ★ * * * * * * ★ * * * * * * * ★ ★ * * ★ * * ★ * * * * * * ★ *

S e q u e n c e d
P u b l i s h e d

AAGAGGCTTGTGCTGGCTTTTGCCGTGT
AAGAGGCTTGTGCTGGCTTTTGCCGTGT
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Figure 3.19 Multiple sequence alignments of a section of the sequence obtained 
from the work described in section 3.4.11 and the published rat TRH-DE

sequence.

The sequence obtained from the iTRH-DE plasmid described in section 3.4.11 of 
this chapter (labelled “Sequenced” in the figure above) and the NCBI published rat 
TRH-DE cDNA sequence (labelled Published) were compared by direct sequence 
alignment (Clustalw program www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw). The sequence which was 
obtained from position 170 (see figure 3.18) was compared to the published rat 
TRH-DE sequence. Bases prior to this position in figure 3.18 were identified as 
vector sequence from pcDNA3.1(+). Sequence homology was denoted by an astrix 
(*) below the aligned bases in the figure above. Notably, the sequence obtained 
from assessment of the rTRH-DE plasmid showed 100% homology with that of the 
known rat TRH-DE cDNA. This identifies the rTRH-DE plasmid as a means of 
expression of rat TRH-DE which may be used in further in vitro studies.
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Figure 3.20 TRH-DE expression profile of 2^g of the rTRH-DE plasmid in 
transiently transfected Cos7 cells over a 48 hour time period.

Maximal expression of rTRH-DE, under the stipulated transfection conditions (see 
section 3.3.8.4) occurs 24 hours post-transfection with a decline in expression noted 
subsequent to this time point. Maximal expression was designated a value of 100% 
and rTRH-DE expression at various time points calculated relative to this value. 
Transfections were carried out in quadruplicate with statistical analyses performed on 
the data obtained. It was noted that 12 hours post-transfection Cos7 cells expressed 
rTRH-DE cDNA 43.93+0.44% (p>0.05) relative to maximal expression of 100%. 
The rTRH-DE expression at the 24 hour time point was set at 100%. rTRH-DE 
transfected Cos7 cells were analysed, 36 hours post-transfection, and reduced levels 
of rTRH-DE expression was noted (48.60+0.11% p<0.05) relative to the 24 hour time 
point; while 48 hours post-transfected cells expressed rTRH-DE by 28.57+0.19% 
relative to maximal expression. The expression values noted for the 12 hour time 
point assay cannot be considered significant and statistical analysis was not carried 
out on the 48 hour time point data as only duplicate transfections were undertaken for 
this time point.
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■  Non-targeting siRNA GAPDH

■  H&MsiRNA GAPDH

■  hTRHDE443siRNA GAPDH

■  H&M&RsiRNA GAPDH

□  hTRHDE1407siRNA GAPDH 

■  mTRHDE734s(RNA GAPDH

n=3

Figure 3,21 Graphical representation of rTRH-DE down regulation by TRH-DE 
specific siRNA molecules using GAPDH as a house keeping gene.

Cells which were co-transfected with rTRH -D E plasm id and hTRH -D E 4 4 3 siRNA 
expressed rTRH -D E to a value o f 35.79+12.49%  (* denotes a p value o f less than 
0.05), relative to the non-targeting control siRNA. This indicates that hTRH- 
DE 4 4 3 siRNA successfully suppressed the target gene by 64.21 + 12.49% while hTRH- 
D E i4 0 7 siRNA dow n-regulated TR H -D E by 7.93+9.79%  ($ p>0.05) relative to the 
control siRNA (set at 100%). H & M siR N A  and H & M & RsiRN A  dow n-regulated 
rTRH -D E expression by 64.93+1.92%  (** p=0.001) and 82.75+4.02%  (** p<0.001) 
relative to the control siRNA. The presence o f m TR H -D E 7 3 4 siRNA yielded rTRH -D E 
expression o f approxim ately 22.30+21.34%  (* p=0.05). From  these initial findings it 
was noted that hTR H -D E 4 4 3 siRNA , H& M siRNA, H & M & R siR N A  and mTRH- 
D E 7 3 4 siRNA show ed significant suppression o f rTRH -D E with p values o f less than 
0.05 com pared to the control siRNA. Suppression data for hTR H -D Ei4 0 7 siRNA 
treated cells cannot be considered significant due to the high p value obtained. Refer 
to table 3.4 for an exam ple o f how suppression percentages, standard deviations and 
statistical analysis were calculated.
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■  N o n - ta rg e tin g  siR N A  N e o m y c in  ■ h T R H D E 4 4 3 s iR N A  N e o m y c in  D h T R H D E U O T siR N A  N eom ycin

■  H & M siRN A N e o m y c in  ■  H&M &RsiRNA N e o m y c in  ■  m T R H D E 7 3 4 siR N A  N e o m y c in

n=3

F'igure 3.22 Graphical representation of rTRH-DE down regulation by TRH-DE 
specific siRNA molecules using neomycin as a control gene.

Using neomycin as a control gene is depicted in figure 3.22, hTRH-DE 4 4 3 siRNA 
suppressed rTRH-DE by 70.81 + 12.26% (* denotes a p value of less than 0.05) 
relative to the control siRNA (set at 100%). hTRH-DEuoysiRNA suppressed rTRH- 
DE expression by 7.93+9.79% ($ p>0.05). H&MsiRNA, H&M&RsiRNA and 
mTRH-DE 7 3 4 siRNA down-regulated rTRH-DE expression by 63.93+9.39% (*
p<0.05), 85.19+2.8% (** p<0.01) and 18.15+30.9% ($ p>0.05) respectively, relative 
to the control siRNA. Notably, when using neomycin as a control gene H&MsiRNA 
and H&M&RsiRNA significantly down regulated rTRH-DE expression with p values 
of less than 0.05. The relatively small levels of rTRH-DE expression obtained in 
hTRH-DE|4 0 7 siRNA and mTRH-DE7 3 4 siRNA treated cells cannot be considered 
significant due to the p values calculated. Refer to table 3.4 for an example of how 
suppression percentages, standard deviations and statistical analysis were calculated.
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Figure 3.23 Example of a standard curve generated as a result of a BCA assay

A  stock o f  bovine serum albumin (B SA ) o f  known concentration was used to 
generate serial dilutions in the range o f  0 .25m g/m l to 2m g/m l (A  stock vial was 
supplied in the Pierce B C A  A ssay Kit at a concentration o f  2m g/m l, 
w w w .p iercenet.com ) . Each protein sam ple was assessed  in triplicate. 
Spectrophotom etry at 562nm  was carried out using a standard plate reader and the 
A nthos Labtec 2010  software program was used to generate the graphical data. Each 
point represents the mean A 562 value for that particular concentration o f B SA . The 
slope o f  the standard curve is then used to determine the concentration o f  other 
protein sam ples based upon the A 562 value which is measured. This value is 
determined by the softw are program m entioned above and can then be used to 
calculate the protein concentration o f  unknown sam ples in m g/m l values, see table 
3.5 for a worked exam ple. A  standard curve is generated on each occasion  for 
concentration assessm ent o f  sam ples within that particular experim ent.
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Figure 3.24 Western blot of protein from ceils transfected with the rTRH-DE
plasmid and various siRNAs

Cell protein (30|^g) from  Cos7 cells which were transfected with the rTRH-DE 
plasm id and TR H -D E-targeting siRNAs, or a control non-targeting siRNA (available 
from Qiagen), were used to carry out W estern Blot assays, see section 3.3.9.2. Figure 
3.24 depicts a photographic image o f the nitrocellulose m em brane which was 
obtained subsequent to specific binding of the polyclonal m ouse TR H -D E antibody 
and fluorescence using a rabbit IgG -H RP antibody and an ECL substrate 
chem ilum inescence kit. As a control for protein quantity loading on the W estern 
blot, p-actin antibody was used as this is believed to be stably expressed in many cell 
types and tissues. Notably, the blot included an untreated Cos7 cell protein sample. 
This sam ple was also stained using m TRH -D E antibody and showed the presence of 
two proteins at ~120kD a and also ~81kDa. The identity o f these proteins has yet to 
be established, however, it does allow the rem aining bands w ithin the treated samples 
to be isolated and identified. Previous studies carried out by Dr. Karl Bauer 
suggested that trypsin cleaves the TR H -D E enzym e at several sites. The band 
patterns which were noted in this paper were detected from TR H -D E isolated from 
brain hom ogenate at ~116kD a, ~90kDa, ~66kD a and ~50kD a (as denoted by the 
black arrows in figure 3.24). These proteins, and also those o f Cos7 cells in this 
experim ent (~120kDa and ~81kDa) identify all the m ajor bands which are visible in 
the W esterns obtained from this experim ent, see figure 3.24 for an example. 
Suppression was assessed in the western blots which were obtained based upon the 
reduced presence o f the ~116kDa, ~90kDa, ~66kD a and ~50kD a bands. Relative to 
Cos? cells which were transfected with both rTRH -D E plasm id and non-targeting 
control siRNA it was noted that rTRH -D E protein fragm ents appeared to be 
significantly down regulated at the protein level by H & M & R siR N A , hTRH- 
DE 4 4 3 siRNA; and to a lesser extent by hT R H -D E |4 0 7 siRNA and H& M siRNA. This 
experim ent was carried out in triplicate and sim ilar band reductions were noted in 
these additional experim ents.
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T able 3.2 Suppression efficiencies of various siRNAs targe ting  the hum an, 
m ouse and  ra t  TR H -D E gene expression, relative to a non-targeting  control 

siRNA (available from  Q iagen); using GAPDH as a housekeeping gene.

siRNA HTRH-DE A mTRH-DE B rTRH-DE C
GAPDH GAPDH GAPDH

hTRH- 
DE4 4 ,SiRNA

66.09±18.04% 1 0 0 % 40.3± 11.53% 95.7% 64.21± 12.49% 95.7%

hTRH-
DEi407siRNA
(yellow)

68.12±15.61% 1 0 0 % No significant 
suppression

73.9% No significant 
suppression

86.9%

H&MsiRNA 63.32±18.13% 1 0 0 % 45.55±18.77% 1 0 0 % 64.93±1.92% 95.7%
H&M&RsiRNA 61.85±16.11% 1 0 0 % 62.74±1.25% 1 0 0 % 82.75±4.02% 1 0 0 %
mTRH-
DE7 3 4 siRNA

No significant 
suppression

73.9% 53.16±14.15% 1 0 0 % 22.30±21.34% 82.6%

Please note that the font colours used in naming the siRNAs in the above table 
correspond to the colours designated to the bars in figures 3.9, 3.15 and 3.21 fo r  
TRH-DE suppression data using GAPDH as a housekeeping gene.
A Homology o f siRNA to human TRH-DE sequence
B Homology o f siRNA to mouse TRH-DE sequence
C Homology o f siRNA to rat TRH-DE sequence

T able 3.3 Suppression efficiencies of various siRNAs upon the hum an, mouse 
and  r a t  TR H -D E gene expression, relative to a non-targeting  control siRNA 

(available from  Q iagen); using Neomycin as a control gene.

HTRH-DE A mTRH-DE B rTRH-DE r
Neomycin Neomycin Neomycin

HTRH-DE4 4 3 siRNA 72.5± 11.98% 1 0 0 % 52.97±5.86% 95.65% 70.8± 12.26% 95.65%
hTRH-
DE|407S1RNA
(yellow)

69.09± 12.54% 1 0 0 % No
significant
suppression

73.9% No
significant
suppression

86.96%

H&MsiRNA 74.38+10.02% 1 0 0 % 65.41+6.41% 1 0 0 % 63.93±9.39% 95.65%
H&M&RsiRNA 78.12+7.73% 1 0 0 % 67.24+5.95% 1 0 0 % 85.19+2.8% 1 0 0 %
mTRH-
DE7 3 4 S1 RNA

No significant 
suppression

73.9% 60.5+13.17% 1 0 0 % No
significant
suppression

82.6%

Please note that the font colours used in naming the siRNAs in the above table 
correspond to the colours designated to the bars in figures 3.10, 3.16 and 3.22 fo r  
TRH-DE suppression data using neomycin as a housekeeping gene.
A Homology o f siRNA to human TRH-DE sequence
B Homology o f siRNA to mouse TRH-DE sequence
C Homology o f siRNA to rat TRH-DE sequence
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Table 3.4 Sample calculation of TRH-DE expression levels in siRNA treated cells 
compared to a non-targeting control siRNA using GAPH as a housekeeping gene.

SiRNA present

GAPDH
CT
value

TRH-DE
CT
value A* B* C*

Std
Dev

P
value

Exp 1 Non-targeting 
SiRNA 10.26 I M 0.70 100%
hIRH-DE443SiRNA 10.62 0.559 0.05 7.53% 33.92% +18.04 <0.01
hTRH-DE,4 0 7 siRNA
(yellow) 10.4 1.17 0.11 16.10% 31.89% +15.61 <0.001
H&M 6.08 0.559 0.09 13.16% 36.69% +18.13 <0.01
H&M&R 10.62 2.41 0.23 32.47% 38.11% +16.13 <0.01
mTRH-DEi407SlRNA 9.92 4.74 0.48 68.37% 74.29% +21.91 >0.05
Exp 2 Non-targeting 
SiRNA 11.84 6.41 0.54 100%
hTRH-DE443SlRNA 10.23 2.43 0.24 43.88%
hTRH-DE,4 0 7 siRNA
(yellow) 11.41 3.25 0.28 52.61%
H&M 8.48 1.83 0.22 39.86%
H&M&R 13.23 4.44 0.34 61.99%
mTRH-DEi407SiRNA 13.39 4.18 0.31 57.66%
Exp 3 Non-targeting 
SiRNA 9.87 7.52 0.76 100%
hTRH-DE443SiRNA 7.55 2.7 0.36 46.94%
hTRH-DE,407siRNA
(yellow) 14.85 2.82 0.19 24.92%
H&M 10.41 4.54 0.44 57.24%
H&M&R 9.89 2 0.20 26.54%
mTRH-DEi,0 7 SiRNA 19.06 14.06 0.74 96.82%
Exp 4 Non-targeting 
SiRNA 15.2 10.5 0.69 100%
hTRH-DE44sSiRNA 12.77 3.29 0.26 37.34%
hTRH-DE,4 0 7 siRNA
(yellow) 10.51 2.46 0.23 33.92%
H&M 11.55 2.91 0.25 36.51%
H&M&R 17.94 3.89 0.22 31.43%
mTRH-DEi407SiRNA 18.24 12.97 0.71 103.05

A* represents TRH-DE crossing threshold values weighed against GAPDH value 
B* represents TRH-DE expression (written as a percentage) relative to the non-targeting 

control siRNA. This value is calculated using the following equation:
Relative TRH-DE expression calculated in A* for the siRNA treated cells in question

xlOO
C T value o f  TRH-DE in Non-targeting siRNA treated cells 

C* represents the average TRH-DE expression percentages (calculated as the mean value 
of the four transfections for each siRNA) 

P  values were calculated by One-way Anova (non-parametric analysis) using GraphPad 
Prism Version 3.0 (GraphPad Software Inc.)
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Table 3.5 Worked example of BCA assay calculations. This data correlates 
to that of figure 3.23, i.e. the slope value determined is j=0.2784/jc

BSA
standards

First sample  
reading

Second
sample
reading

Third
sample
reading

Average
As62

reading

Average A562 

reading 
normalized to 

the blank 
control

0 0.103 0.095 0.096 0.10 0
0.25 mg/ml 0.189 0.186 0.186 0.19 0.09
0.5 mg/ml 0.262 0.263 0.261 0.26 0.16
0.75 mg/ml 0.335 0.335 0.318 0.33 0.23
1 mg/ml 0.401 0.408 0.388 0.40 0.30
1.5 mg/ml 0.528 0.516 0.466 0.50 0.41
2 mg/ml 0.637 0.631 0.639 0.64 0.54

Protein sample

First
sample
reading

Second
sample
reading

Third
sample
reading

Average
A562

reading

Average  
As62 

reading 
normalized 
to the lysis 

control
Non-targeting
sIRNA 0.213 0.211 0.21 0.2113 0.0880
H&MsiRNA 0.212 0.21 0.236 0.2193 0.0960
H&M&RsiRNA 0.223 0.221 0.236 0.2267 0.1033
hTRH-DE443SlRNA 0.21 0.213 0.228 0.2170 0.0937
hTRH- 
QE-|407SIRN A 0.205 0.207 0.206 0.2060 0.0827

Lysis control 0.118 0.128 0.124 0.1233 0.0000

Protein
sample

Protein
Concentration  
(determined using 
the /  value from  
the standard 
curve) in mg/ml. 
The value below  
represents x.

Protein 
concentration  
in the original 
sample. This  
accounts for 
the 1:5 
dilution

Volume 
required 
of the 
original 
sample 
to give 
30|jg of 
protein 
(Ml)-

Non-targeting
siRNA 0.3448 1.72 17.40
H&MsiRNA 0.3712 1.86 16.17
H&IVI&RsiRNA 0.3364 1.68 17.83
hTRH-
DE443SIRNA 0.2969 1.48 20.21
hTRH- 
DE-i407SiRN A 0.3161 1.58 18.98
Lysis control 0.0000 0.00
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4.1 Introduction

Recent studies have enabled the identification of potent siRNAs targeting TRH-DE 

transcripts, as discussed in chapter 3 of this thesis. In principle, these molecules may 

be assessed as potential therapeutics in various animal models with 

neurodegenerations. Long term expression of an siRNA may be achieved through 

generation of short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs). The concept of shRNAs was designed 

by Brummelkamp et a i, using the pSUPER (suppression of endogenous RNA) vector 

to study stable gene suppression in mammalian cells (Brummelkamp et al., 2002), see 

figure 4.1. A HI (polymerase III) promoter was cloned into this vector, enabling the 

controlled expression of small RNAs without a poly adenylation tail and with 

transcriptional termination at the second position of a 5-thymine transcription 

termination site. An shRNA usually consists of approximately 19 nucleotide bases of 

sequence which is homologous to the target gene. This sense strand is separated from 

its reverse complimentary antisense strand by a spacer region (which is 9 bases in 

length in the studies carried out during this research). Paddison et al., carried out 

several studies into the structural criteria which are required for shRNAs to 

successfully suppress expression of their intended target genes (Paddison et al., 

2002). The findings of these studies suggest that shRNA are flexible in design, for 

example, the length of the sense and antisense strands can vary from 19 to 29 

nucleotides and the loop or spacer sequence can vary from 4 to 23 nucleotides and in 

some cases these variations don’t affect the potency of gene silencing, however some
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loop structures seem to work more effectively than others in producing a functional 

shRNA molecule. Initially it was believed that 100%

complimentarity of the antisense strand to the target RNA was required however 

some mismatches can be tolerated particularly at the 3 ’ end of the antisense strand.

The pBSHl plasmid was designed and generated in The Ocular Genetics Unit by Dr. 

Sophia Kiang based upon the pSUPER plasmid (Brummelkamp et al., 2002) by 

cloning a HI (Polymerase III) promoter into the pBlueScript II KS(+) vector. This 

plasmid, like pSUPER, enables the optimal expression of small RNA molecules 

which are cloned into the multiple cloning site of this vector. This vector, like 

pSUPER also provides an optimal means of stable expression of short hairpin RNAs 

(shRNAs) either in vitro or indeed for in vivo studies. shRNAs could, in principle, 

then be introduced into the hippocampus or retina of mice or rats and potential 

therapeutic effects evaluated. It would be optimal to include in shRNA vectors which 

also express a reporter or marker gene. One such marker gene is the gene encoding 

the enhanced green fluorescence protein (EGFP). The synthesis of EGFP in 

conjunction with the expressed shRNA can be visualised under blue light (488 nm). 

The use of such a reporter gene enables the detection of successfully transfected cells 

to be assessed either in vitro or in vivo. In addition, cells which express the marker 

gene are therefore likely also to express the suppression agent and, in principle, can 

be sorted by Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) and suppression of the 

target gene in sorted cells can then be analysed.
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Recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV) vectors have previously been identified 

as a highly efficient means of gene delivery to mammalian cells (Burger et al., 2004a; 

Davidson and Breakefield, 2003; Di Pasquale et al., 2003; Hagan et al., 1996; Haskell 

et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2005a; Liu et al., 2005b; Lotery et al., 2003; O'Connor et al., 

1997; Sinnayah et al., 2004; Xiao et al., 1998; Yang et al., 2002). The use of rAAV 

vecors allows encapsulation of potent suppressing agents and subsequent assessment 

of its efficacy of suppression after viral delivery to the target tissue. This strategy 

involving direct administration to a target tissue of a viral vector with a suppression 

agent provides a powerful system with which potential RNAi-based therapeutics can 

be assessed in vivo.

Adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) are a non-pathogenic derivative of the parvovirus 

family of virases. The rAAVs which were used in this project were generated using 

the triple transfection method developed by Xiao et al (Xiao et al., 1998). This 

method involves the transfection of a pCMV-MCS plasmid containing the AAV cis- 

ITRs (inverted terminal repeats) and also a transgene which, for the studies discussed 

in this chapter, was an shRNA sequence driven by a HI promoter and also an EGFP 

gene expressed from a CMV promoter. To avoid recombination and potential 

pathogenicity of the vims, a separate plasmid (pAAV-RC) houses the replication and 

caspid genes, rep and cap respectively. Additionally, the pHelper vector encodes for 

the gene products which are required from an adenovirus to enable effective AAV 

production, (adeno-E2A, E4 and VA RNA genes). Co-transfection of these three 

plasmids into AAV-293 cells (HEK293-derived cells which have improved ability to
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produce AAV) is used to generate recombinant AAV virus. AAV-293 cells stably 

express the adeno-Ela and E lb  genes which, in principle, ensures that high litre 

functional AAV preparations are generated.

AAV serology has been defined as the inability of an antibody that is reactive to a 

particular viral capsid protein of one serotype to react with that of another serotype 

(Choi et al., 2005). To date there have been 11 different naturally occurring AAV 

serotypes discovered. AAV 2 was the first serotype which was isolated and thus the 

most extensively studied to date (Samulski et al., 1982). Recent developments in 

AAV-mediated gene transfer have lead to the generation of AAV hybrid serotypes by 

methods such as transcapsidation whereby the ITRs from one AAV serotype are 

incorporated into the capsids from another serotype, leading to the generation of 

AAV hybrids. Hybrids such as AAV 2,5 (which were used during the course of this 

study) possess the AAV 2 genome encapsulated in an AAV 5 serotype capsid. These 

viruses enable studies of a well known AAV serotype in cells which are more 

susceptible to infection by AAV 5, for example the retina (Acland et al., 2005; 

Auricchio et al., 2001; Rex et al., 2005; Surace et al., 2003) or the hippocampus 

(Burger et al., 2004b; Passini et al., 2006).

Ascertaining an appropriate animal model with which evaluation of AAV-delivered 

shRNA activity can be undertaken is dependent in part upon the expression profile of 

the specific target gene being studied. TRH-DE RNA expression has been found :n 

several brain regions including the hippocampus (Allen-Institute-for-Brain-Science,
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2003; Bauer et al., 1990; Cruz et al., 1991; Heuer et al., 1998a; Heuer et al., 1998b; 

Vargas et al., 1992), also see chapter 6 figure 6.4. TRH-DE is the specific 

degrading enzyme of TRH (thyrotropin releasing hormone), see chapter 1 section 1.2. 

Although TRH has been identified as a central mediator of thyroid hormone synthesis 

in the hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid axis (HPT axis), several studies have been 

carried out to elucidate the function of this tripepetide in additional brain regions and 

peripheral regions of the body, see chapter 1 section 1.7 . Additionally, TRH has 

been found to be neuroprotective in a number of studies (Behrmann et al., 1994; 

Faden et al., 2004; Knoblach and Kubek, 1994; Nie et al., 2005; Pizzi et al., 1999). 

For example, significant neuroprotection was observed in studies which were carried 

out into n-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA)-mediated excitotoxicity of the hippocampal 

slices from rats which were treated with TRH (Pizzi et al., 1999). The potential of 

TRH in brain and retina may be optimised if TRH bioavailability could be increased, 

that is, the TRH-DE enzyme could be inhibited. This forms the primary objective of 

the reseai'ch undertaken during the course of my PhD studies. The potential anti- 

apoptotic and neurotrophic action of TRH in the retina was of particular interest 

given the significant work on retina which is on-going in The Smuifit Institute of 

Genetics. Evaluation of the potential effect(s) o f TRH on neuronal function of the 

retina may provide an insight into the action(s) of TRH, more generally, in the CNS.

Generation of rAAV2,5-shRNA vectors which specifically down-regulate TRH-DE 

expression, in principle, provide a stable system of suppression of the target gene in a 

variety of tissue types, thereby facilitating the in vivo evaluation of any potential anti-
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apoptotic and neuroprotective effects which TRH may have. The two constructs 

generated in the course of the studies described in this chapter were rAAV2,5- 

shH&M-EGFP and rAAV2,5-shH&M&R-EGFP. To achieve this objective, the 

siRNA sequences identified during the course of the study described in chapter 3 of 

the thesis, were cloned in a shRNA-form. Subsequently, suppression of the target 

gene from these plasmids was evaluated in cell culture. To achieve long term stable 

suppression of TRH-DE, shRNAs (pBSHl-shH&M-EGFP and pBSHl-shH&M&R- 

EGFP) were subsequently cloned into rAAV vectors, together with an EGFP reporter 

gene, these plasmids are cuirently being utilised to generate high titre preparations of 

these viruses.
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4.2 Materials

The pBSHl vector was provided by Dr. Sophia Kiang (The Ocular Genetics Unit, 

Trinity College Dublin). It is a synthesized plasmid based upon the commercially 

available pSUPER vector (Brummelkamp et al. (2002). A modified pEFGPl vector 

(with a HI and CMV promoter insert) was provided by Dr. Arpad Palfi and viral 

generation was carried out by Dr. Naomi Chadderton (The Ocular Genetics Unit, 

Trinity College Dublin).

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 pB S H l plasmid overview

The pBSHl plasmid (commercially known as pSUPER, see figure 4.1) was 

constructed by Dr. Sophie Kiang (The Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity College Dublin), 

based upon previous work by Brummelkamp et al., (Brummelkamp et al., 2002). The 

HI (Polymerase III) promoter was cloned into the pBlueScript II KS(+) vector. The 

presence of this promoter enables the optimal expression of small RNA molecules 

which are cloned into the multiple cloning site. This vector, therefore, should provide 

a means of achieving stable expression of short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs). The vector 

was cut using Bglll and Hindlll restriction enzymes according to the standard 

protocol outlined in section 2.2.5 in prepai'ation to clone shRNAs in the vector.

4.3.2 Generation o f  pBSH l-shH & M  vector expressing H&MshRNA 

Oligonucleotides which contain an shRNA sequence which targets a homologous 

region in the mouse and human TRH-DE transcripts were designed and synthesized
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(Sigma Genosys, UK). This region is the same as that which was used for the 

H&MsiRNA molecule evaluated during the course of the study described in chapter 

3. Sense and antisense oligonucleotides, complimentary to this region, were designed. 

These oligonucleotides include a BamHl restriction site at the 5 ’ end of the sense 

strand and a H indlll cleavage site at the 3’ end. Oligonucleotide sequences are 

provided below:

H&M Sense:

GATCCCAATTATTTGGGTGTCTAATTCAAGAGATTAGACACCCAAATAAT
TGCTTTTTTGGAAA

H&M Antisense:

AGCTTTTCCAAAAAAGCAATTATTTGGGTGTCTAATCTCTTGAATTAGACA
CCCAAATAATTGG

Oligonucleotides were resuspended in Ix ligase buffer to a concentration of 50jj.M, 

based upon the specified |J.g/(il concentrations (supplied by Sigma-Genosys, UK). 

20)j.l of each sense and antisense oligonucleotide was added to a clean 0.6ml 

eppendorf. The mixture was heated to 95°C and the block was removed from the 

casing and placed on the bench to gradually cool to 37°C. Annealed H&M (sense 

and antisense) oligonucleotides were ligated into the pBSHl vector which was 

cleaved with Bglll and H indlll restriction enzymes. Competent XLl-Blue cells were 

transformed with the ligation mixture and resulting cultures were plated on agar 

plates containing ampicillin for selection. Bacterial colonies were screened using 

PCR and the DNA from positive colonies was purified (see section 2.2.8 and 2.2.10). 

Samples were sequenced using a T3 primer, as described in section 2.2.9, to verify
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the correct orientation of the shRNA insert and to ensure the absence of any base 

changes.

4.3.3 Generation o f  pBSHl-shH& M & R vector expressing H&M&RshRNA

Oligonucleotides which comprise of an shRNA sequence which target a homologous 

region, in the rat, mouse and human TRH-DE transcripts were designed and 

synthesized. This region is the same as that which was used for the H&M&RsiRNA 

molecule evaluated during the course of the study described in chapter 3. Sense and 

antisense oligonucleotides, complimentary to this region, were designed. These 

oligonucleotides included a BamHl restriction site at the 5 ’ end of the sense strand 

and a Hindlll cleavage site at the 3’ end. Oligonucleotide sequences of the H&M&R 

sense and antisense oligonucleotides are provided below:

H&M&R (Sense)

GATCCCCATGGTCATTGTTCATGATTCAAGAGATCATGAACAATGACCAT
GGTGTTTTTGGAAA

H&M&R (Antisense)

AGCTTTTCCAAAAACACCATGGTCATTGTTCATGATCTCTTGAATCATGAA
CAATGACCATGGG

Oligonucleotides were resuspended and annealed according to the protocol which is 

outlined in section 4.3.2. Annealed H&M&R (sense and antisense) oligonucleotides 

were ligated into the pBSHl vector which was cut with Bglll and Hindlll restriction 

enzymes. Competent XLl-Blue cells were transformed and the resulting cultures 

were plated on agar plates with ampicillin for selection. Colonies were screened using
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PCR and the DNA from positive colonies was purified and sequenced (as described 

in section 2.2.9). This was carried out to verify the correct orientation of the shRNA 

insert.

4.3.4 Generation of pBSHl-shH&M(or shH&M&R)-EGFP vector expressing 
H&MshRNA, or H&M&RshRNA, respectively.

Subsequent to cloning of H&MshRNA and H&M&RshRNA into the pBSHl-

plasmid; the shRNA sequences, in addition to the HI promoter, were moved into

another plasmid which contains an EGFP reporter gene (pEGFP-1) (BD Biosciences,

see figure 4.2) Notably, a spacer region of approximately 300 bases was added into'

the vector to optimise expression of the HI promoter driven shRNA and also the

CMV promoter driven EGFP, refer to figure 4.3. Use of such a vector ensures that

expression of the shRNA molecule can be monitored by simultaneous expression of

the EGFP protein. This vector was generously supplied by Dr. Aipad Palfi (The

Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity College Dublin) along with a similar vector which

contained a control non-targeting shRNA, (shNonTargeting-pEGFPl).

Hindlll and EcoRl restirction enzymes were used to cleave pBSHl-shH&M  (or 

shH&M&R) vectors. These resulting inserts (HI promoter-shH&M and HI 

promoter-shH&M&R) were then ligated into a H indlll and EcoRl cleaved pEGFP-1 

vector (a modified vector form, see figures 4.2 and 4.3). Competent XLl-Blue cells 

were transformed and the resulting cultures plated on agar plates containing 

kanamycin for selection. Colonies were screened using PCR and the DNA from 

positive colonies was purified and sequenced, as described in section 2.2.9. The
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primer used for sequencing binds to a region of the HI promoter region, (sequence 

provided below). These PCRs were carried out to verify the correct orientation of the 

shRNA insert and to ensure the absence of any base changes.

HI promoter sequencing primer (reverse): GATGACGTCAGCGTTCGAAT

4.3.5 Transient transfection o f Cos7 cells with rTRH-DE, mTRH-DE or hTRH- 
DE andpBSHl-shH&M-EGFP or pBSHl-shH&M&R-EGFP.

2[ig of target cDNA (hTRH-DE, mTRH-DE or rTRH-DE plasmid) was transiently

co-transfected with 2|jg of pBSHl-shH&M-EGFP or pBSHl-shH&M&R-EGFP

plasmid into Cos7 cells in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol

(Lipofectamine 2000, Invitrogen). RNA was isolated after 48 hours, as outlined in

section 2.4.2, and real time RT-PCR was cairied out to assess levels of TRH-DE

expression in the presence of the expressed shRNAs (see section 2.4.5 for real time

RT-PCR protocol). TRH-DE expression levels were determined relative to RNA

isolated from Cos7 cells which were transfected with both a TRH-DE expressing

plasmid and a control non-targeting shRNA (shNontargeting-pEGFPl vector,

provided by Dr. Arpad Palfi, The Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity College Dublin).

4.3.6 r AA V 2,5 production

4.3.6.1 Generation o f rAAV2,5-shH&M-EGFP and rAAV2,5-shH&M&R-EGFP 
plasmids

pAAV-MCS is a commercially available plasmid which possesses a cis- AAV type 2 

(AAV2) inverted terminal repeats (ITRs) (Stratagene; AAV Helper Free system), see
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figure 4.4. lOfjg of pBSHl-shH&M-EGFP and pBSHl-shH&M&R-EGFP were 

digested with A fllll and Bglll restriction enzymes and incubated at 37°C for 2 hours. 

Subsequent to digestion, the inserts were purified by a PCR-purification kit (Qiagen, 

UK) and the restriction sites were then Vent/Klenow treated to produce blunt ends. 

The resulting product was also purified using a PCR-purification kit. The shRNA 

inserts were isolated by gel extraction (~2.6Kb fragment). Similarly, pAAV-MCS 

was digested using Not I restriction enzyme, Vent/Klenow treated to produce blunt 

ends and then CIPed at 37°C for 1 hour. The pAAV-MCS backbone was gel isolated 

(-2.1 Kb fragment) and ligated with the previously purified shRNA insert. The 

ligation mix was transformed in XL-10-Gold ultracompetant cells (Stratagene, USA) 

according to the protocol outlined in chapter 2 section 2.2.8. Transformed colonies 

were isolated and DNA preparations were carried out according to the protocol 

described in chapter 2 section 2.2.1. The resulting DNA miniprep samples were 

analysed by enzyme digests (outlined as follows). The AAV-MCS is known to be 

unstable at times and hence verification of the shRNA sequence was important, Pvul 

and Hindlll restriction enzyme digests were carried out to ascertain the orientation of 

the shRNA insert and the HIRS primer was used to sequence the insert (primer 

sequence outlined below). Subsequent to verification, DNA preparations of pAAV- 

shH&M-EGFP and pAAV-shH&M&R-EGFP were generated using a HiSpeed 

Plasmid Maxi kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Qiagen, UK).

H IRS sequence: ATTCGAACGCTGACGTCATC
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4.3.6.2 rAAV2,5production and titre evaluation

I would like to acknowledge Dr. Naomi Chadderton (The Ocular Genetics Unit, 

Trinity College Dublin) for all rAAV2,5 production and titre evaluation work. 

Recombinant adeno-associated viruses (rAAVs) were generated according to the 

protocol established by Xiao et al (1998). This protocol involves the transfection of 

three individual plasmids, each housing separate components required for efficient 

replication and functioning of the resulting AAV. Plasmid maps are shown in figures 

4.4-4.6, inclusive. These plasmids are commercially available from Stratagene under 

the designation of the AAV Helper-Free System. This system circumvents the 

necessity to use live helper viruses to ensure infectivity. As discussed previously in 

section 4.1 of this chapter, the pAAV-MCS plasmid contains the c/5-ITRS and also 

the gene of interest. pAAV-RC plasmid houses a trans form of the encoding 

replication and caspid genes, rep and cap. In this regaid the capsid used in the 

current study was from AAV serotype 5 hence a hybrid AAV was generated 

(rAAV2,5) using the AAV 2 genome and the AAV 5 capsid. The pHelper vector 

encodes for the trans gene products which are required from an adenovirus to enable 

effective AAV production, adeno-E2A, E4 and VA RNA. These three plasmids were 

co-transfected into AAV-293 cells. These are HEK293-derived cells which have 

improved ability to produce rAAV by stable expression of adeno-Ela and E lb . 

These components facilitate generation of high titre rAAV 2,5 preparations.

AAV293 cells were seeded in 50 x 150mm plates to a confluency of 5x10^ cells/plate 

and immersed in 20ml of DMEM, containing 10% PCS. 1ml of 150mM NaCl (pH
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5.0) containing 12.5|Jg pA A V -shH & M -EG FP (and in additional experim ents pAAV- 

shH& M &R-EGFP), 12.5fjg pA A V -R C  and 25|ag pHelper vectors was m ixed with 

1ml o f  polyethylenim ine (O .lg/litre 150mM  NaCl, pH5) and left at room tempera.ure 

for 8 minutes. After the allotted time period, this mixture was added to each plate o f  

seeded A A V 293 cells. The medium was replaced 7 hours post-transfection and cells 

were incubated at 37°C for 48 hours. Vector-containing cells were dislodged by  

scraping, centrifuged at lOOOg for 30 minutes and the resulting pellet was 

resuspended in lOmls Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS). Three cycles o f  freeze (- 

80°C )-lhaw ing (37°C ) were carried out and the resulting cellular debris was treated 

with lOmg o f  RNaseA and D N asel at 37°C for 30 minutes. Centrifugation was 

cari'ied out at lOOOg for 15 minutes and 10ml o f  the resulting supernatant was 

transferred to a clean eppendorf. The supernatant was incubated with 0.5%  

deoxycholic acid (final concentration) at 37°C  for 30 minutes.

The method o f  viral purification which was utilised is based upon the caesium  

chloride purification protocol outlined by Zolotukhin (Zolotukhin, 1999). 0 .454g o f  

CsC b/m l was added to the sample and incubated on ice for 5 minutes. 

Sim ultaneously, a density gradient was prepared in polyallom er Beckm an tubes 

(89m m  height x 24m m  diameter) by aliquoting 9m l o f 1.4 density CsCl2 

(548.3m g/m l) with a further 9ml o f  1.6 density C sC li (816.g m g/m l) carefully 

pipetted below  the upper layer. After the allotted incubation period, the sample was 

added to the top o f  the gradient and centrifuged at 25,000rpm for 18 hours at 4°C  

(Beckman SW 28 rotor). 1ml fractions were collected  using a 16 gauge needle and the
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refractive index was read by means of a refractometer. Fractions within the 1.373- 

1.368 index were collected and combined in a clean 6ml polyallomer Beckman tubes 

(13mm height x 51mm diameter). These samples were then equilibrated with 1.4 

density CsCb and centrifuged at 59,000rpm for 18 hours at 4°C (Beckman fixed 

angel rotor VTi65). 0.5ml fractions were collected and those within the refractive 

index range as indicated above were pooled into a single polyallomer Beckman tube 

and re-centrifuged as before. 500)j 1 fractions with a refractive index of between 

1.373 and 1.368 were collected and subsequently dialysed in 10 litres of PBS over 40 

hours (1 litre/4 hours) using 500)j 1 on a Slide-aLyser (Pierce).

AAV titres were determined by assessing genomic copy number using Quantitative- 

PCR (qPCR) on an Applied Biosystems 7300 Real Time PCR System with Light- 

Cycler-FastStart DNA Master SYBR Green system (Qiagen). This protocol was 

outlined by Rohr et ah, to quantify the genomic titre of the generated AAV 

preparations (Rohr et al., 2002). However, genomic copy number does not account 

for the infectivity of the AAV virus itself, and thus a variation of this protocol was re

defined in 2005, which enables quantification of the amount of double stranded DNA 

produced as a result of AAV replication using the cellular machinery (Rohr et al., 

2005). This provides an indication of the infectivity of the virus itself. Both types of 

real time RT-PCR assays were carried out with respect to the rAAV 2,5 vectors 

generated during the course of this project. Typically infectivity titres are 

approximately two fold lower than genomic titres in rAAV preparations generated 

using CsCl gradients for purification.
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4.3.7 Intravitreal injection o f rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP control into the retina and 
assessment o f EGFP expression at various time points.

5fj.l of control rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP (generated by Dr. Naomi Chadderton, The 

Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity College Dublin; IxlO'^ vp/ml) was injected into the 

vitreous of the right eye of 6 wild type Balb/c mice. An equivalent volume of 

Hartman’s solution was intravitreally injected into the right eye of each animal as a 

negative control. At two week intervals, 2 animals were sacrificed and the cornea 

and lens removed from each eye. The eyes were then split in two and placed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde overnight. Eyes were then rinsed briefly in sterile PBS and each 

section of the eye was placed in 6% agarose, set and sectioned into 50fxM thickness 

by means of a vibrating microtome at 70Hz frequency and 0.75mm/s (Vibratome, 

Leica VTlOOOs). Sections were isolated, mounted in PBS on glass slides and 

visualised on a microscope under blue light (488nm) to assess green fluorescence.
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4.4 Results

4.4.1 Generation and sequencing o f pBSHl-shH&M construct

The H&MshRNA sense and anlisense oligonucleotides were annealed, (see figure 

4.7). These annealed oligonucleotides were then ligated into a Bglll and H indlll cut 

pBSHl vector according to the protocol outlined in section 4.3.2. This ligation mix 

was transformed into X Ll-Blue E.coli competent cells and DNA was isolated from 

colonies and sequenced. The resulting sequence is presented in figure 4.9. As 

depicted in figure 4.9, the H&MshRNA-sequence is present in the correct 5 ’ to 3’ 

orientation within the pBSHl vector (see figure 4.11).

4.4.2 Generation and sequencing o f pBSHl-shH&M&R construct

The H&M&RshRNA (sense and antisense) oligonucleotides were annealed, (see 

figure 4.8). These annealed oligonucleotides were ligated into a Bglll and Hindlll 

cut pBSHl vector; according to the protocol outlined in section 4.3.3. This ligation 

mix was transformed into XLl-Blue E.coli competent cells and DNA was purified 

from the colonies which were grown. This isolated DNA was sequenced, see figure 

4.10. Figure 4.10 highlights the presence in the correct orientation of the 

H&M&RshRNA sequence within the pBSHl vector.

4.4.3 Generation and sequencing o f pBSHl-shH&M-EGFP and 
pBSHl-shH&M&R-EGFP construct; and sequence confirmation of 
shNontargeting-EGFPl construct.

A modified version of the pEGFP-1 vector (containing CMV-driven EGFP and a

spacer region) was cut and ligated with isolated H&M or H&M&R shRNA sequences,
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as outlined in section 4.3.4. The colonies which were produced were screened, 

sequenced and DNA isolation was carried out. Figure 4.12 depicts the sequence of 

pBSHl-shH&M-EGFP and figure 4.13 contains an electropherogram of verified 

pBSHl-shH&M&R-EGFP sequence. An aliquot of shNontargeting-pEGFPl 

construct was kindly provided by Dr. Arpad Palfi (The Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity 

College Dublin). This control shRNA plasmid targets a sequence homologous to the 

control non-silencing siRNA (available from Qiagen) and which was used during the 

course of studies carried out for this thesis, see chapter 3. Sequencing was carried out 

using a reverse primer which is homologous to sequence in the HI promoter region of 

the construct. The sequence of this primer is provided in section 4.3.4. The sequence 

provided in figure 4.14 confiiTns the non-targeting shRNA sequence within the 

plasmid construct.

4.4.4 Transfection and analysis o f human, rat and mouse TRH-DE down- 
regulation by pBSHl-shH&M-EGFP or pBSHl-shH&M&R-EGFP

2|jg of target DNA (hTRH-DE, mTRH-DE or rTRH-DE plasmid) was transiently co

transfected with 2|ag of shNontargeting-EGFPl, 2|jg of pBSH 1-shH&M-EGFP or 

pBSHl-shH&M&R-EGFP plasmid into Cos7 cells, as outlined in section 4.3.5. 

These cells were microscopically viewed 48 hours post-transfection under both white 

and blue light and EGFP fluorescence was noted in transfected cells, see figure 4.15. 

Photographic images of two regions of each of the shRNA-treated cell groups were 

visually assessed by ten individuals. The average transfection efficiency was base 

upon visual assessment of EGFP expression relative to the cell confluency and was 

determined to be approximately 40-55%. It should be noted that this value is simply
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based upon visual assessment of the cells within each microscopic visual field. 

Subsequent to transfection (48 hours) RNA was isolated and real time RT-PCR was 

carried out to establish target gene expression levels devoid of, or in the presence of, 

the expressed shRNA. Relative to a non-targeting shRNA, the presence of the 

pBSHl-shH&M-EGFP plasmid in transfected cells suppressed hTRH-DE expression 

by 54.82%+10.25 (figure 4.16a) and rTRH-DE expression by 13.79% +14.48 (figure 

4.16c). Evaluation of the mTRH-DE plasmid however, resulted in no discemable 

suppression of the TRH-DE gene (figure 4.16b). Although a transfection efficiency 

of -40-55%  of the shRNA-EGFP plasmid was achieved in Cos7 cells, as mentioned 

previously, it should be noted that these experiments involve the co-transfection of 

both plasmids expressing human, mouse or rat TRH-DE gene and also the shRNA- 

EGFP plasmid expressing the suppressor. Both of these plasmids are approximately 

9-lOkB in size and, as such, may not have been co-transfected into every cell, nor to 

the same efficacy. As there is no reporter gene on the plasmid expressing TRH-DE, 

the true transfection efficiency of this experiment cannot be fully determined. 

Ideally, shRNA studies should be carried out in a stable cell line expressing TRH-DE, 

however, the stable cell line that was available for the cun'ent study did not express 

TRH-DE to a high enough level to be useful for suppression studies and thus the 

approach of transient co-transfection of plasmids was chosen as a means to assess 

suppression in vitro. Suppression studies of TRH-DE expression in the presence of 

each TRH-DE targeting siRNA which was designed was assessed using real time RT- 

PCR in triplicate (see chapter 3 section 3.3.8.1). Thus, one may suggest that the lack 

of suppression which was noted in the case of mTRH-DE for example may possibly
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be due to variations in transfection efficiency in Cos7 cells with the mTRH-DE 

plasmid when compared to the transfection efficiency achieved with the shRNA- 

EGFP plasmids.

Similar sets of experiments were undertaken with the pBSHl-shH&M&R-EGFP 

plasmid. pBSHl-H&M&R-EGFP suppressed hTRH-DE by 36.14%±23.1 (figure 

4.16a) and rTRH-DE expression was suppressed by 6.99% + 10.23 (figure 4.16c). 

The mTRH-DE plasmid, however, did not appear to be suppressed (figure 4.16b), as 

discussed previously in this section. This experiment was repeated and the results 

described above are the average suppression values and standard deviations for each 

data set. It should be noted that this experiment was not triplicated and thus t-test 

analysis of the data could not be determined. The experiment was not repeated for a 

third lime based upon personal communication with Dr. Arpad Palfi and Dr. Sophia 

Millington-Ward (The Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity College Dublin) who also 

experienced an inability to obtain robust results using a co-transfection approach to 

shRNA suppression studies (as discussed in detail in section 4.5).

4.4.5 Generation o f rAAV2,5-shH&M-EGFP and rAAV2,5-shH&M&R-EGFP 
constructs

lOfig of pBSHl-shH&M-EGFP and pBSHl-shH&M&R-EGFP vectors were digested 

with Aflll and Bglll at 37°C for 2 hours, as discussed previously in section 4.3.6.1. 

Resulting inserts were isolated and ligated with the pAAV-MCS vector (digested 

with Notl). XL-1 Blue E.coli cells were transformed with this ligation mix and DNA
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preparations of the resulting rAAV2,5-shH&M-EGFP and rAAV2,5-shH&M&R- 

EGFP plasmids were generated (see section 4.3.6.1).

Pvul and Hindlll digestion indicated the orientation of the insert, as is represented 

graphically in figure 4.17. Digestion of pBSHl-shH&M-EGFP or pBSH l- 

shH&M&R-EGFP by PstI alone produced fragment sizes of 300bp, 430bp, 1200bp 

and 2600bp. A double digest using PstI and Xbal produced two 300bp bands, 500bp,

1300bp and 2700 bp respectively. These findings suggested the integrity of both the 

L-ITR and the R-ITR in the pAAV-MCS plasmid vectors.

The plasmids generated as described above were subsequently used to produce high 

titre of rAAV2,5-shH&M-EGFP and rAAV2,5-shH&M&R-EGFP vectors. The 

precise protocol for rAAV 2,5 production in 293 cells using the triple transfection 

methodology is outlined in section 4.3.6.2 and viral particle quantification was 

carried out by real time RT-PCR analysis.

4.4.6 Injection o f  rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP into the retina and EGFP expression 
assessment

Viral expression was canied out for 2, 4 and 6 weeks post intravitreal injection of 5|il 

of the control rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP virus (IxlO'^ vp/ml). Assessment of EGFP 

expression in 2 animals at the 2 week time point indicated that no discemable 

fluorescence was noted under blue light at this time frame post-injection, figure 4.19a. 

The green background which was noted was due to auto-luminescence of tissue under
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this wavelength of light. Some discrete expression of EGFP in the photoreceptor cells 

near the region of cornea-retinal junction was observed in the second animal, as 

presented in figure 4.19b. However, neither of the two animals which were examined 

exhibited EGFP expression in the ganglion cell layer of the retina and, with the 

exception of the region highlighted in figure 4.19b, photoreceptor cells were not 

fluorescent as a result of EGFP expression. This initial finding suggests that 

rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP did not efficiently transduce the retinal layers subsequent to 

intravitreal injection of virus.

Examination of the retina four weeks post-injection yielded the same result with only 

auto-luminescence being visible after agarose embedding and vibratome sectioning, 

(figure 4.20a and 4.20b). Retinal assessment six week post-injection similarly did not 

show EGFP expression in any retinal cell layers; only auto-luminescence was visible 

in the agarose embedded sections, (figures 4.21a and 4.21b).

To verify efficient functioning of this virus in the retina, 2|j 1 of rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP

I  ^(1x10 ‘ vp/ml) was sub retinally injected into 3 week old wild type 129 mice and 

agarose sections were obtained 2 weeks post-injection (see figure 4.22 courtesy of Dr. 

Naomi Chadderton, Dr. Paul Kenna and Dr. Arpda Palfi, Trinity College Dublin). 

EGFP fluorescence was detected in photoreceptor nuclei and in the outer segments of 

the retina, which rAAV2,5 has previously been shown to transduce effectively 

(Auricchio et al., 2001). This finding indicates that the rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP virus 

which was used for the studies described in section 4.3.7, infects the retina and
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expresses EGFP efficiently. Hence, one may deduce that the absence of EGFP 

fluorescence which was noted in figures 4.19 -  4.21 was due to an inability of the 

AAV2,5 serotype to transduce the ganglion cell layer of the retina rather than a 

question of viral functioning. As described in section 4.5, results discussed in a 

number of reports suggest that rAAV2,2 virus successfully transduces the ganglion 

cell layer of the retina (Dinculescu et al., 2005; Grant et al., 1997; Wu et al., 2004). 

This viral vector is available to The Ocular Genetics Team and it is hoped that this 

serotype will be generated in the near future. High titre preparations of rAAV2,2 will 

be utilised to assess, firstly, control rAAV2,2-CMV-EGFP expression in the ganglion 

cell layers of the retina and furthermore to evaluate the potency of gene silencing 

achieved with viral vectors encoding TRH-DE-targeting shRNAs.
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4.5 Discussion

Transient administration of a suppressing agent, in the form of an siRNA, enables 

rapid screening of a variety of RNAi molecules for potency in suppressing expression 

of the target gene of interest (Fire et al 1998). However, in many cases continual and 

controlled expression of a particular RNAi-based suppression agent would be optimal 

for therapeutic applications (Brummelkampf et al., 2002; Vorheis, JS., 2007). To 

achieve these objectives, the siRNAs identified during the course of the studies 

described in chapter 3, were cloned in an shRNA form. Subsequently plasmids 

containing shRNA sequences were used to generate high titre rAAV2,5-shRNA 

vectors which will be used to evaluate RNAi-mediated suppression of TRH-DE 

expression in vivo.

The initial step in this section of the research undertaken for this thesis was the 

generation of a stable plasmid expressing the intended shRNA. The HI polymerase III 

promoter allows expression of small RNA molecules (Brummelkampf et ah, 2002) 

and therefore the pBSHl-shH&M  and the pBSHl-shH&M&R plasmids were 

constructed, as outlined in sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. Although this construct does 

provide a means of stable expression of the shRNA, as driven by the HI promoter, the 

absence of a reporter gene lead to cloning of the HI promoter together with the 

shRNA into a modified pEGFPl vector which contains the CMV-driven EGFP 

reporter gene (supplied by Dr. Arpad Palfi, Trinity College Dublin), refer to figures 

4.2 and 4.3. This modified plasmid, as described in section 4.3.4, enables expression 

of CMV driven EGFP and also the HI driven shRNA sequence. Expression from the
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plasmid is carried out by transcription of RNA in opposing directions, each promoter 

being separated by a 300 base pair ‘spacer’ region of non-coding DNA. 

shNontargeting-pEGFPl construct was used as a control for subsequent experiments 

(figure 4.14). This plasmid expresses an shRNA which does not target any known 

intrinsic gene in the human, mouse or rat genomes. It is clear from sequencing of the 

shNontargeting-pEGFPl construct that the sense strand contains 2 nucleotides which 

are not complementary to that of the antisense strand. These mismatches were 

introduced into this plasmid construct during its initial generation in accordance with 

the protocol established by Yu et a l,  who suggested that the introduction of 

mismatched bases in the sense strand of an shRNA facilitate sequencing of the hairpin 

structure (Yu et al., 2002a). Due to the fact that it is the antisense strand which targets 

the expressed mRNA, any mismatches in the sense strand does not, appear, to affect 

siRNA functionality.

Transient co-transfection of Cos7 cells with either the human, mouse or rat TRH-DE 

plasmid and pBSHl-shH&M-EGFP, pBSHl-shH&M&R-EGFP or the control 

NonTai'geting-pEGFPl plasmid enabled evaluation of the potency of these shRNAs 

to silence expression of the target gene TRH-DE when compared to the non-targeting 

shRNA control (NonTargeting-pEGFPl vector). EGFP fluorescence was noted in 

cells which were transfected with the aforementioned plasmids, when viewed under 

blue light. The presence of EGFP indicates efficient expression of the EGFP gene 

from the plasmid and thus suggests expression of the cloned HI driven shRNA. 

Assessment of RNA from TRH-DE targeting shRNA and TRH-DE plasmid-
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transfected cells did not yield robust data. It is notable that this experiment involved 

co-transfection of plasmids which express human, mouse or rat TRH-DE and also an 

shRNA-EGFP plasmid expressing an shRNA-based suppressor. Each of these 

plasmids are approximately lOkB in size and possibly may not have been co

transfected into every Cos7 cell, nor to the same efficacy. Although transfection 

efficiency of the shRNA-EGFP plasmid is suggested to be -40-50%, there is no 

reporter gene on the TRH-DE expressor plasmid and hence the actual transfection 

efficiency of this experiment cannot be fully determined. As mentioned previously, 

shRNA studies could be cairied out in a stable cell line expressing TRH-DE or a cell 

line which endogenously expresses TRH-DE. In this regards the cell line that was 

available, Cos7-HAR-Al however, did not express TRH-DE to a high enough level 

for use in suppression studies and thus the approach of transient co-transfection of 

plasmids was chosen as a means to assess suppression in in vitro studies (see chapter 

3 section 3.3.8.1). Thus, one may suggest that the absence of suppression which was 

observed in the case of mTRH-DE may possibly be due to, for example, a gi'eater 

transfection efficiency of the Cos7 cells with the mTRH-DE plasmid when compared 

to transfection of the shRNA-EGFP plasmids.

Repetition of this experiment was not carried out based upon recent findings which 

have shown that assessment of shRNA in transient co-transfection yields results which 

do not appear to be reproducible (personal communication with Dr. Arpad Palfi and 

Dr. Sophia Millington-Ward, The Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity College Dublin). The 

degree of variance between transfections introduces a large variability into the
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experimental protocol which may hide the true efficacy of an shRNA. Given the 

experience gained during the current study together with that of the other members of 

the team in Trinity College Dublin, it was decided that further repetition of this 

experimental design would not likely yield meaningful results. Although the Cos7- 

HAR-Al cell line (obtained from Dr. Karl Bauer, Max Plank Institute of Experimental 

Endocrinology, Germany) which stably expresses human TRH-DE was deemed 

inapplicable in studies assessing human TRH-DE suppression due to low levels of 

expression of the target gene, see chapter 3; future studies may require the use of a cell 

line which stably expresses TRH-DE to a high level in order to assess shRNA 

efficacy. Generation of such a cell line may be undertaken for future studies however, 

the experience in the team in Trinity College Dublin with RNAi-mediated suppression 

in stable cell lines is equivocal; at times stable cell lines do not express target genes to 

the same level over time. Another alternative would be to use a cell line which 

endogenously expresses the target gene, that is, TRH-DE. In this regard for the 

current study such a line could not be sourced.

Given the scenario outlined in depth above and the substantial suppression obtained at 

both the RNA and protein levels with synthesized siRNAs, (see chapter 3) it was 

decided that to facilitate in vivo evaluation of RNAi-mediated suppression of TRH- 

DE, viral vectors would be generated which expressed the siRNAs identified during 

the course of the project. In this regard, high titre rAAV2,5-shH&M-EGFP and 

rAAV2,5-shH&M&R-EGFP preparations were generated.
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The rAAV 2,5 serotype was used for generation of these viruses because it is routinely 

produced in our lab for photoreceptor cell transduction and moreover has been shown 

to effect efficient infection of the hippocampus, target tissues of interest for TRH- 

based therapeutics, see also figure 4.18 (Burger et al., 2004a; Di Pasquale et al., 2003; 

O'Connor et al., 1997). As TRH-DE is expressed in the hippocampus, and one of the 

ultimate goals of this research is the generation of a TRH-DE targeting suppression 

agent for brain and possibly retinal delivery, this AAV serotype was used to generate 

virus incorporating shRNA sequences targeting TRH-DE

In principle the rAAV2,5 vectors generated should be of value for in vivo delivery of 

shRNAs targeting TRH-DE for either brain or photoreceptor neurons. While from a 

number of studies it is clear that TRH and TRH-DE are expressed in the retina (Bauer, 

1994; Martino et al., 1980; Mitsuma et al., 1998; Schaeffer, 1977), the precise cell 

types within the 10 layers of the retina which express the TRH machinery (in 

particular, the degrading enzyme; TRH-DE) was unknown. Therefore it was of 

interest in the context of the current study to evaluate which cells of the retina express 

TRH-DE (see chapter 6 for details of this study). Notably, it was found that TRH-DE 

RNA is expressed in the ganglion cell layer (GCL) and the retinal pigment epithelium 

(RPE) layer of the retina. As this cell type expresses the target gene, for RNAi- 

mediated suppression it was important to evaluate if rAAV2,5 efficiently transduces 

this retinal cell type.
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To address this question the rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP control virus was injected 

intravitreally into wild type Balb/c mice and EGFP expression was assessed at various 

time points, post-administration of the virus, refer to sections 4.3.7 and 4.4.6. 

Although rAAV2,5 has been shown to infect photoreceptor neurons efficiently 

subsequent to subretinal injection, it has been suggested that intravitreal injection is 

more specific for targeting ganglion cells (Dinculescu et al., 2005; Liang et al., 2001a; 

Liang et al., 2001b; Martin et al., 2002). Additionally, rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP was 

subretinally injected to assess virally-mediated EGFP expression in this control 

plasmid. Assessment of EGFP fluorescence in the photoreceptor cell layer of the 

retina indicates that the control rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP vector is functional and EGFP 

absence in the retinas of mice which were intravitreally injected may be attributed to 

lack of transduction in that particular cell type rather than a question of functionality 

of the control virus.

The absence of EGFP expression in the ganglion cell layer of the retina confirms the 

fact that transduction of target cells with an AAV vector not only requires the 

appropriate means of injection of vims but also the appropriate AAV serotype. 

Although AAV 2,5 is optimal for transduction of photoreceptor neurons and for future 

studies in brain (Auricchio et al., 2001; Burger et al., 2004a; Passini et al., 2006), 

unfortunately it cannot transduce the ganglion cells or the retinal pigment epithelium 

of the retina and the studies undertaken during the course of this PhD have 

demonstrated that significant TRH-DE expression occurs in the ganglion cell layer of 

the retina and the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), refer to chapter 6. In contrast.
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the results from previous studies have demonstrated that rAAV2,2 is highly apt in

achieving this goal (Dinculescu et al., 2005). Hence the shRNAs which were designed

and incorporated into AAV2,5 vectors can be produced in AAV2,2 to facilitate

delivery to the GCL and the RPE of the retina. The rAAV2,5-shRNA vectors can be

used to evaluate the potency and effects of TRH-DE suppression in the hippocampus.

RNAi-mediated suppression using these AAV2,5-shRNA vectors will be undertaken

in the hippocampus and suppression initially evaluated at a molecular level.

Subsequently, behavioural analysis will be undertaken, for example, effects on

increased TRH in temporal lobe epilepsy models (Knoblach and Kubek, 1997; Kubek

and Garg, 2002; O'Connor et al., 1997; Takeuchi et al., 1996). In addition, wet dog

shakes (WDS) induction in the presence of high levels of TRH may be used as a

behavioural readout of increased TRH bioavailability in rats (personal communication

with Dr. Julie Kelly, Trinity College Dublin). In this manner the potential functional

effects of down regulation of TRH-DE will be evaluated. It is notable that control

rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP vectors have been shown to efficiently infect hippocampal

neurons in vivo (Burger et al., 2004b; Passini et al., 2006) and in hippocampal

organotypic cultures (personal communication with Dr. G.J. Fan'ar, Trinity College

Dublin). For example figure 4.23 (courtesy of Dr. Arpad Palfi, Dr. Paul Kenna and

Dr. Naomi Chadderton, Trinity College Dublin) demonstrated that an rAAV2,5-EGFP

vector generated by the team in The Ocular Genetics Unit can indeed infect

hippocampal neurons. In this case only O.Spl of virus was administered to rat brain

1

and a relatively low titre virus was used (1x10 ■■ vp/ml). To optimise infection of 

hippocampal neurons, a perfusion pump can be used to deliver a larger volume of
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virus (Wang L et ah, 2002; Zhang et al., 2003) and moreover viral preparations that 

are ten fold greater in titre (IxlO'^ vp/ml) are now being generated by the team in 

Trinity College Dublin.

Although it would seem that rAAV2,5 is not appropriate for evaluating shRNA 

mediated expression of TRH-DE in the retina due to the absence of infectivity in 

retinal ganglion cells (GCL) or retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) cells; results from 

various studies now suggest that AAV 2,2 may be a more suitable AAV viral serotype 

for infection of retinal ganglion cells (Bainbridge et al., 2002; Dinculescu et al., 2005). 

Therefore future research will involve generation of shRNA-based TRH-DE 

suppression agents in rAAV2,2 to optimise viral delivery. Subsequent evaluation of 

the potential beneficial effects which TRH-DE suppression, and thus possibly an 

increased bioavailability of TRH, may have in protecting the retina from retinal 

degenerations such as that observed in the light induced model, detailed in chapter 5. 

It is also notable that a range of additional animal models with inherited forms of 

retinal degenerations are available for this work.
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Figure 4.1 Commercially available as pSUPER. pBSHl plasmid map
(Brummelkamp et al., 2002)

The pBHSl plasmid contains a HI (polymerase III) promoter cloned into the 
pBlueScript II KS(+) vector. Expression of small RNA molecules is made possible 
by cloning into the Bglll and H indlll restirction sites (designated by * on the plasmid 
map above) see section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. The vector carries an ampicillin resistance 
gene and thus enables antibiotic selection of bacterial colonies.
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MCS

A pal I

pUC
ori EGFP Not\

Xba\

SV40 
poly  ApEGFP-1

42 kb

HSVTX 
poly A
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Dra\\\

KanV 
V  Nqo^

Stu I

Figure 4.2 pEGFPl vector (Clontech, BD Biosciences)

EGFP Enhanced green fluorescent protein
CMV prom. Cytomegalovirus promoter
fl ori fl origin of replication which allows single stranded vector to be

produced when co-infected with M 13 helper phage.
PsV40 SV40 early promoter and origin
SV40 pA SV40 polyadenylation signal
pUC ori High copy vector origin of replication, complimentary strand.

ColEl origin of replication from the pUC family of vectors.
Kan^/Neo" The presence of Kanamycin or neomycin resistance gene.
MCS Multiple cloning site
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shRNA Spacer EGFP

300 bases

Hindlll EcoR1 BamH1 Notl

Figure 4.3 pEGFPlvector modification

The pEGFPl vector was modified to include the shRNA sequence driven by a HI 
promoter, a spacer or stuffer sequence and also a CMV promoter driving EGFP 
expression independently. This insert was cloned in at the H indlll and Notl 
restriction sites in the original vector.

EGFP Enhanced green fluorescent protein
CMV prom. Cytomegalovirus promoter 
H 1 Polymerase III promoter
Spacer 300base pair region of non-coding cDNA. Also referred to as a buffer.
shRNA short hairpin RNA sequence
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Figures 4.4,4.5 and 4.6 The AAV Helper Free system (Stratagene)

The triple transfection method for rAAV production using the AAV Helper Free 
System involves the transfection of a pCMV-MCS plasmid (figure 4.4) containing the 
c/5-ITRS (inverted terminal repeats), a transgene which is an shRNA driven by a HI 
promoter and also an EGFP gene whose expression is promoted by CMV. To avoid 
recombination and potential pathogenicity of the virus, a separate plasmid (pAAV- 
RC, figure 4.5) encodes the replication and caspid genes, rep and cap respectively. 
Additionally, the pHelper vector (figure 4.6) provides the gene products which are 
required from an adenovirus to enable effective AAV production, (adeno-E2A, E4 
and VA RNA). Co-transfection of these three plasmids into AAV-293 cells 
(HEK293-derived cells which have improved ability to produce AAV) resulted in 
rAAV production. These cells stably express adeno-E la and E lb  which ensures that 
a high titre functional rAAV is produced.

CMV prom. Cytomegalovirus promoter
fl ori fl origin of replication which allows single stranded vector to be

produced when co-infected with M13 helper phage. 
pUC ori High copy vector origin of replication, complimentary strand.

ColEl origin of replication from the pUC family of vectors.
MCS Multiple cloning site
L-ITR Left inverted terminal repeat
R-ITR Right inverted terminal repeat
hGH pA human growth hormone polyadenylation site
AAV2-rep AAV replication gene
AAV2-cap AAV capsid gene
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G AT c;CCCATGGTCATTGTTCATGATTCAAGAGATCATGAACAATGACCATGGTGTTnT GGA A.\
GGGTACCAGTAACAAGTACT AAGTT CTCT AGTACTT GT TAC TGGTACCACAAAAACCTT TTCG A

Figure 4.7 Alignment of the annealed H&M(sense) and (antisense) strand oligonucleotides
This annealing was undetaken prior to ligation into the Bglll and H indlll cleaved pBSH l vector

C;a TC’C'CAATTATTTGGGTGTCTAATTC\\AGAGATTAGACACC*CAAATAATTGCTTTTTTGGA.4A
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I I  I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

GGTTAATAAACCCACAGATT.4-\GTTCTC’TAATCTGTGGGTTTATTAACGA.A-\.4AACCTTTTTCGA

Figure 4.8 Alignment of the annealed H&M&R(sense) and (antisense) strand oligonucleotides
This annealing was undertaken prior to ligation into the Bglll and H indlll cleaved pBSHl vector
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Figure 4.9 Electropherogram of H&MshRNA sequence within the pBSHl vector
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Figure 4.10 Electropherogram of H&M&RshRNA sequence within the pBSHl vector
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Figure 4.11 pBSHl-shH&M plasmid map

Plasmid map and sequence of insertion point of H&M oligonucleotides in pB SH l- 
shH&M. The point of insertion for H&M&R oligonucleotides is identical to that for 
H&M; yielding the pBSHl-shH& M & R vector (plasmid map not shown). Plasmid 
map was generated by means of the Plasmid Processor programme version 
1.02/3.7.1996 (Kivirauma et al., 1996). The sequence represents the annealed strands 
which were inserted into the pBSHl vector. Bases which are highlighted in blue 
encode the shRNA, those in red dictate the region of a hairpin loop and the bases 
written in black are compatible with thhe BamHI, HinD III or Bglll cleavage sites.

fl ori f l origin of replication which allows single stranded vector to be
produced when co-infected with M l3 helper phage.

C olE lori High copy vector origin of replication, complimentary strand.
ColEl origin of replication from the pUC family of vectors.

HI promoter Polymerase III promoter highly adapted to expression of small RNA
molecules.

Amp Ampillicin resistance gene
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nOJGCGTTWair TGATTCTCTGG/SMa<nfirTACCa:(DTGCATTAG TTATTACT AG CCC TKICG G ACmC «A T C T C  Ok GC TCMGCTT TIC CM AAAAQC A AT 
140 ISO 160 170 180 190 700 710 770 730 740

770
s h H & M H I p ro in ofer

Figure 4.12 pBSHl-shH&M-EGFP construct sequence
The electropherogram displays the sequence of the construct; the multiple cloning site of the pEGFPl vector to 
the H indlll site and subsequently the expected H&MshRNA sequence directly followed by the HI promoter; 
indicating successful cloning of the shRNA molecule into the modified pEGFPl vector.
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11 IHK i lL m L l i n i t GULU MNKJUW.I IU111T(ILTW(nX7(»TjqOCWi>(<rGTftn/CaglATCCATTAaTVTTAaAGCGa/CGGG/CrOGATC IC CA G aO A Q C^rrrT(  
I ti 7« m  40  S0 60 70 80 100 110 1 ?<* 1

EAAAAWACrATGGTCATTGrrOTGATaCTTGAATCATGAAaATGACCATGGGGATCTGTGGTCTCATACAGAACnATAAGAnCCCAAATCCAAACACAnTCACG 
140 1S0 160 170 1R0 1«)0 I 700 710 770  ?^V) 740

sh H & M & R  H I p ro m o te r

Figure 4.13 pBSHl-shH&M&R-EGFP construct sequence
Similar to the case for the pBSHl-shH& M -EGFP, sequencing revealed the successful cloning of the 
H&M&RshRNA insert into the H indlll site of the MCS of the pEGFPl vector.



tHCfccc HJocmKM3xmammm(mjusmaamKKmxmLmŵ uTrmmajKiQcnaa/mToccwmQc
10 30 40 se 60 70 80 90 100 110 1?0 130

Hi promoter region Non-targeting shRNA

HiuD3

Figure 4.14 shNontargeting-pEGFPl construct sequence

The sequence of a control non targeting siRNA is available commercially (Qiagen, 
UK). The synthesis and cloning of the corresponding shRNA-EGFP plasmid was 
carried out by Dr. Arpad Palfi (The Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity College Dublin) to 
generate the shNontargeting-pEGFPl vector. Sequencing of this plasmid was carried 
out for sequence verification of a donated aliquot of plasmid. As can be seen in the 
electropherogram obtained, the control non-targeting shRNA sequence is present 
subsequent to the HI promoter in this vector. The H indlll cleavage site which is 
identified in the figure above indicates the initiation of the pEGFPl vector backbone 
sequence.
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CosTcells were transfected with hTRH-DE expressing vector and pBSHl-shH&M-EGFP
plasmid viewed under both white (left), and blue (right) light (xlOO)
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Figure 4.15 Fluorescent microscopy of shRNA-EGFP vectors in transfected CosT cells. 
Transient transfections were carried out in Cos 7 cells according to the protocol 
outlined in section 4.3.5. The expression of EGFP was assessed after 48 hours and, as 
can be noted from the photographs above, efficient EGFP gene expression was 
observed. As the gene encoding the EGFP protein is located on the same plasmid as 
the shRNA sequence, it may be suggested that EGFP expression is an indication of 
expression o f the shRNA molecule. Evaluation of slides suggested that -40-55%  
transfection o f Cos7 cells had been achieved in this experiment.
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I n  N onTargeling-pEG FPI control □  pBSH1-shH&M &R-EGFP |■  pBSH I-shH& M -EG FP

Figure 4.16a hTRH-DE plasmid expression in the presence of shRNAs

This experiment was carried out to briefly assess the level of suppression obtained 
using the shRNAs previously designed and tested for EGFP expression profiles, figure 
4.15. Each transfection was carried out in duplicate and the average expression values 
were determined relative to plasmid expression with a control NonTargeting-pEGFPl 
vector transfection, designated an expression value of 100%. Notably, this experiment 
was carried out as a pilot study and thus T-test analysis of the data could not be carried 
out. As can be seen in figure 4.16a, pBSHl-shH& M -EGFP suppressed hTRH-DE by 
54.82%+10.25 and pBSHl-shH& M & R-EGFP suppressed hTRH-DE by 36.14%+23.1. 
Notably triplication of the results which were obtained was not carried out, as 
discussed in section 4.5.
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■  N onTargeting-pEG FPI control ■  pB SH I-shH & M -EG FP □  pBSHI-shH&M &R-EGFP

Figure 4.16b mTRH-DE plasmid expression in the presence of shRNAs

Similar to previous studies, the results of which are presented in figure 4.16a, an 
experiment was carried out to briefly assess the level of suppression obtained using the 
shRNAs which were previously designed and tested for EGFP expression profiles, 
figure 4.15. Each transfection was carried out in duplicate and the average expression 
values were determined relative to plasmid expression with a control NonTargeting- 
pEGFPI vector transfection, designated an expression value of 100%. Notably, this 
experiment was carried out as a pilot study and thus a full statistic analysis of the data 
could not be carried out. As can be seen in figure 4.16b, neither pBSHl-shH& M - 
EGFP nor pBSHl-shH& M & R-EGFP appeared to significantly suppress mTRH-DE. 
Notably, triplication of the results which were obtained was not carried out and the 
suggested reason for the lack of suppression noted for mTRH-DE expression by the 
designed shRNA vectors, is discussed in section 4.5 of this chapter of the thesis.
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■  N onTargeling-pEG FPI control ■  pBSH I-shH & M -EG FP □  pBSH I -shH&M&R-EGFP

Figure 4.16c rTRH-DE plasmid expression in the presence of shRNAs

This experiment was carried out to briefly assess the level of suppression obtained 
using the shRNAs previously designed and tested for EGFP expression profiles, figure 
4.15. Each transfection was carried out in duplicate and the average expression values 
were determined relative to plasmid expression with a control NonTargeting-pEGFPl 
vector transfection, designated an expression value of 100%. Notably, this experiment 
was carried out as a pilot study and thus a full statistic analysis of the data could not be 
carried out. As can be seen in figure 4.16c, pBSHl-shH& M -EGFP suppressed rTRH- 
DE by 13.79%±14.48 and pBSHl-shH& M & R-EGFP suppressed rTRH-DE by 
6.99%+10.23. Notably triplication of the results which were obtained was not carried 
out, as discussed in section 4.5.
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Table 4.1 Summary o f observed suppression data comparing the potency 
o f siRNA and shRNA-based suppression, in cell culture.

hTRH-
DE(%)

mTRH-DE(%) rTRH-
DE(%)

H&MsiRNA 63.32+18.13 45.55+18.77 64.93+1.92
pBSHl-shH&M-EGFP 54.82+10.25 Suppression was not 

observed
13.79+14.48

H&M&RsiRNA 61.85±16.11 62.74+1.25 82.75+4.02
pBSHl-shH&M&R-
EGFP

36.14+23.1 Suppression was not 
observed

6.99+10.23

Note: The percentage suppression values of the human, mouse and rat TRH-DE genes, 
for both siRNA-mediated and shRNA-mediated supression, have been normalised to 
non-silencing control siRNA or control NonTargeting-pEGFPl vector shRNA and 
TRH-DE-treated cells respectively.
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PsH - 2

UT,

BainHl - 843

pAAV-shH&M(&R)-EGFP 
4869 bp

BainHl - 14"3 
P sU - 14'4

Pstl - l''"4

Figure 4.17 pAAV-shH&M(&R)-EGFP construct plasmid map

This plasmid map was generated by means of pDRAW 32 vector map generator 
(AcaCloneSoftware). Although the label cannot be visualised in the map above, the 
shRNA sequence is present immediately prior to the RITR, driven by the HI promoter 
from position 2076-2136. This was the case for both the pAAV-shH&M-EGFP vector 
and also the pAAV-shH&M&R-EGFP plasmids used to generate rAAV.

EGFP Enhanced green fluorescent protein
CMV Cytomegalovirus promoter
fl f l origin of replication which allows single stranded vector to be

produced when co-infected with M 13 helper phage. 
pUC ori High copy vector origin of replication, complimentary strand.

ColEl origin of replication from the pUC family of vectors.
Amp"  ̂ The presence of an ampicillin resistance gene.
H 1 Polymerase III promoter
Spacer 300base pair region of non-coding cDNA. Also referred to as a buffer.
LITR/RITR Left or right inverted terminal repeats.
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Figure 4.18 DIG-labelled in-situ hybridisation showing TRH-DE expression in 
the pyramidal cells of C57 wild type mouse hippocampus
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Figure 4.18 DIG-labelled in-situ hybridisation showing TRH-DE expression in 
the pyramidal cells o f C57 wild type mouse hippocampus

The Allen Brain Institute for Brain Science provides an on-line in situ hybridisation 
database of gene expression in brain regions of C57 mice (8 weeks old) (Allen- 
Institute-for-Brain-Science, 2003). TRH-DE mRNA expression is depicted in the 
figure as darker colouration due to DIG labelling of the TRH-DE RNA. TRH-DE 
expression may be detected in the pyramidal layer of the CA3 field of the 
hippocampus. This finding suggests that the hippocampus may be used for futher 
studies into AAV delivery of TRH-DE targeting shRNAs.

HPF Hippocampal formation DGmb Dentate gyrus medial lobe
DGlb Dentate gyrus lateral lobe slm Field CA3, stratum lacunosum
po Posterior complex of the thalamus bsc brachium of the superior colliculus
MGd Medial geniculate complex, dorsal part SGN Suprageniculate nucleus
Bic Brachium of the inferior colliculus TH Thalamus
MGm Medial geniculate complex, medial SPF Subparafacicular nucleus
MGv Medial geniculate complex, ventral PP Peripednuclear nucleus
CA3 Field CA3 CA3sp Field CA3 pyramidal layer
C A l Field CAl so Field CA2, stratium oriens
sp Field CA2, pyramidal layer
sr Field CA2, stratum radiatum
mo Somatomotor areas
DGmb Dentate gyrus medial lobe
DGlb Dentate gyrus lateral lobe
slm Field CA3, stratum lacunosum-moleculare
po Posterior complex of the thalamus
bsc brachium of the superior colliculus
MGd Medial geniculate complex, dorsal part
SGN Suprageniculate nucleus
Bic Brachium of the inferior colliculus
TH Thalamus
MGm Medial geniculate complex, medial
SPF Subparafacicular nucleus
MGv Medial geniculate complex, ventral
PP Peripednuclear nucleus
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Figure 4.19a rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP intravitreally injected retina (x50)
5|j,l of rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP (1x10*^ vp/ml) was injected intravitreally into a Balb/c 
mouse and the mouse was sacrificed 2 weeks post-injection. The eyes were embedded 
in 6% agarose and sectioned to 50pm thickness using a vibratome. The photographs 
above represent the autoilluminescence which was noted in the retinal tissues of 
several sections of rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP injected Balb/c mice. Autoluminescence 
was observed under blue light but all sections which were observed were devoid of 
specific fluorescence, i.e. EGFP expression. The lower photograph depicts the same 
section viewed under white light.
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Figure 4.19b rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP intravitreally injected retina (x400)

5|il of rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP (IxlO'^ vp/ml) was injected intravitreally into a 2"̂ * 
Balb/c mice, allowed 2 weeks for expression and sacrificed accordingly. The eyes 
were embedded in 6% agarose and sectioned using a vibratome. The photographs 
above represent the findings which were observed in several retinal sections of the 
rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP injected Balb/c mice. The upper photograph shows 
fluorescence, i.e. EGFP expression, in the photoreceptor cell layer of the retina, near 
the comeal-retinal attachment region. Ganglion cells do not exhibit any fluorescence. 
The lower photograph depicts the same section viewed under white light.
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Figure 4.20a EGFP expression in rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP intravitreally injected
Balb/c retina (x25)

I 25[j.l of rAAV-EGFP (1x10 vp/ml) was injected intravitreally into a Balb/c mice and 
was allowed 4 weeks for expression prior to sacrifice. The eyes were embedded in 6% 
agarose and sectioned using a vibratome. The photographs above represent the 
findings which were observed in several retinal sections of rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP 
injected Balb/c mice. The upper photograph shows autoluminescence of the tissue but 
no EGFP expression. The lower photograph depicts the same section in white light. 
The section depicted in figure 4.20a is at a low magnification to enable visualisation of 
the entire retina. Notably, however, higher magnification was used to assess any 
potential EGFP expression; which was not observed in this case.
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Figure 4.20b EGFP expression in a 2"̂  ̂rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP intravitreally
injected Balb/c retina (xlO)

A second Balb/c mouse was intravitreally injected with 5|il of rAAV-EGFP (IxlO'^ 
vp/ml) and allowed 4 weeks for expression and sacrificed accordingly. The eyes were 
embedded in 6% agarose and sectioned using a vibratome to 50|jm  thickness. The 
photographs above represent the findings which were observed in several retinal 
sections of rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP injected Balb/c mice. Similar to figure 4.20a, the 
upper photograph shows autoluminescence of the tissue but no EGFP expression. The 
lower photograph depicts the same section in white light. Lower magnification was 
used to demonstrate the observed findings in two retinal sections, although higher 
magnifications were used to fully assess the retinas for any potential EGFP 
fluorescence however, fluorescence was not detected.



Figure 4.21a EGFP expression in rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP intravitreally injected
retina (x25)

Similar to the 2 and 4 week time points, a Balb/c mouse was intravitreally injected 
with 5jj.l of rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP (IxlO'^ vp/ml) and assessed 6 weeks post-injection. 
The eyes were embedded in 6% agarose and sectioned using a vibratome to 50|jm 
thickness. The photographs above represent the findings which were observed in 
several retinal sections of rAAV2,5-CM V-EGFP injected Balb/c mice. The lower 
photograph shows retinal section under white light and the upper depicts 
autoluminescence of the tissue but no evidence of EGFP expression 6 weeks post
injection was observed.
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Figure 4.21b EGFP expression in 2nd rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP intravitreally
injected retina (x25)

12A 2nd Balb/c mouse was intravitreally injected with 5|j,l of rAAV-EGFP (1x10 
vp/ml) and allowed 6 week for viral expression. The lower photograph shows retinal 
section under white light and the upper depicts autoluminescence of the tissue devoid 
of EGFP expression. The photographs above represent the findings which were 
observed in several retinal sections of rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP injected Balb/c mice. 
Low magnification (x25) was used to demonstrate the observed findings in the entire 
retinal section, although higher magnifications were used to fully assess the retinas for 
any potential EGFP fluorescence however, as noted in previous sections at both 2 and 
4 weeks post-injection, fluorescence was not detected.
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Figure 4.22 rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP control injection into retina
(picture courtesy of Dr. Naomi Chadderton, Trinity College Dublin)

2\x\ of rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP (IxlO'^ vp/ml) was subretinally injected into a 3 week 
old 129 wild type mice. Agarose sections of the retina were taken 2 weeks post
injection according to the protocol described in section 4.3.7 and EGFP fluorescence 
was observed under blue light (488nm) in the photoreceptor cell layer (PCL) and the 
outer nuclear layer (ONL) by confocal microscopy. EGFP expression was not noted 
in the inner nuclear layer (INL) or the ganglion cell layer (GCL) using this AAV 
serotype (personal communication, Dr. Naomi Chadderton, Dr. Paul Kenna and Dr. 
Arpad Palfi, The Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity College Dublin).

GCL Ganglion Cell layer 
IPL Inner plexiform layer 
INL Inner nuclear layer 
OPL Outer plexiform layer 
ONL Outer nuclear layer 
ISL Inner segement layer
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- CA3sp

DGmb

Figure 4.23 rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP control injection into hippocampus
(picture courtesy of Dr. Naomi Chadderton, Dr. Paul Kenna and Dr. Arpad Palfi, The 

Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity College Dublin)

0.5|j 1 of rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP (IxlO'^ vp/ml) was stereotaxically injected into the 
hippocampus of a wild type 129 mouse. Agarose sections of the brain were assessed 2 
weeks post-injection and EGFP fluorescence was detected in the sp and CA3sp region 
of the hippocampus. Notably, this protocol requires optimisation however, the results 
which were observed confirm that rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP transduces the hippocampal 
cells and expresses EGFP efficiently. This indicates that TRH-DE-targeting shRNAs 
packaged into the rAAV2,5 hybrid serotype should potentially enable successful 
transduction of the hippocampus.

CA3 CA3 field of the hippocampus 
sp pyramidal cells of the CA3 field.
DGmb Dentate gyrus medial lobe 
DGIb Dentate gyrus lateral lobe
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5.7 Introduction

One of the primary objectives of the research undertaken during the course of this 

study was the identification of inhibitors of TRH-DE, in this case, siRNA-based 

inhibitors which act at the RNA level and thereby ultimately prevent production of 

the enzyme. TRH is believed to be neuroprotective as determined from a number of 

studies within brain regions (Behrmann et al., 1994; Faden et al., 2004; Knoblach 

and Kubek, 1994; Nie et al., 2005; Pizzi et al., 1999). Given the wealth of 

experience and animals models available for pathologies involving loss of 

photoreceptor neurons in Trinity College Dublin, it was of interest as part of the 

current study to explore if TRH may possibly provide some neuroprotection to 

photoreceptor neurons.

Reseai'ch caixied out by Dr. Gearoid Tuohy in 2001 suggested a slight neurotrophic 

effect was provided by TRH subsequent to daunorubicin and UV-irradiation-induced 

apoptosis in 6 6 IW cone photoreceptor cells (Tuohy, 2001) . In addition, TRH has 

been shown to be protective against neuronal apoptosis in multiple studies (Kubek 

and Garg, 2002; Luo et al., 2002; Mellow et al., 1989; Molchan et al., 1991; 

Takeuchi, 1996). In this regard it is interesting that in many human and mouse 

inherited and induced retinal degenerations, photoreceptor cells have been found to 

die by a process of apoptosis or programmed cell death. Hence, given the potential 

anti-apoptotic properties of TRH and its role in neuroprotection, together with the 

results from the preliminary studies referred to above; it was decided to explore the 

possible protective role of TRH in the retina.
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Given that TRH has a short half life and moreover that possibly continued 

expression of high levels of TRH may have associated toxicities (Joh et al., 2005), it 

was decided to initially evaluate the neuroprotective effects of TRH for 

photoreceptors in an animal model with a rapid degeneration, a light-induced retinal 

degeneration, which occurs over a 24-48 hours time frame and which is described in 

detail below.

The eye is considered to be the most sensitive, and also the most complex, of the 

mammalian sense organs. Its intricate organisation enables the transmission and 

processing of light waves into chemical and electrical signals which are processed 

within the synapses of the brain into comprehensible images of the environment 

around us. This complex mechanism occurs as light initiates a cascade of 

biochemical events in a region of the eye called the retina. As outlined in section 1.4, 

the retina is composed of several layers, each of which is involved in the signal 

transduction process (outlined in section 1.4.2) (Weedman Molavi, 1997).

As outlined in section 1.4.3, apoptosis is the regulated programmed cell death of 

individual cells. The results from several studies have demonstrated that 

photoreceptor degeneration can occur as a result of mutations in retinal genes or 

photoreceptor damage induced by extrinsic factors (Grimm et al., 2000; Hao et al., 

2002; Hisatomi et al., 2002; Kaldi et al., 2003; Reme et al., 2000; Wenzel et al., 

2000). Such damage occurs through activation of an apoptotic pathway in 

photoreceptor cells which eventually results in the loss of vision in the patient/test 

animal (Hisatomi et al., 2002). The precise mechanism by which this occurs is not
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fully understood and is a topic of on-going research. Studies of the components 

involved in this pathway have been aided by the availability of several animal 

models with retinal degeneration, in addition to the development of light-induced 

animal models of retinal degeneration. Light ablation is the exposure of the retina to 

specific wavelengths of light (blue light 488nm or white light) with the resulting 

apoptosis of the photoreceptor cells (Reme et al., 2000). The development of this 

easily reproducible animal model facilitates exploration of potential anti-apoptotic 

therapeutics for retinal degeneration. The therapeutics being explored may be 

relevant not only to photoreceptor neurons but perhaps may be more broadly 

relevant to neuronal apoptosis within the CNS.

The underlying principles of electroretinography and the origin of the various 

wavelengths which are obtained are discussed in section 1.5. The methodologies and 

procedures carried out in this section of the research involved the use of both 

electroretinography and resin-embedded histology of control and light-induced 

retinas to determine the potency of the light ablation protocol. The optimisation of 

the light induced model for future use as an animal in which potential TRH-based 

therapies could be evaluated was significantly more complex than initially 

envisioned. More specifically, the research discussed in this chapter of the thesis 

resulted in the identification of a number of compounds (including anaesthetics and 

vehicles used to solubilise peptides) which interfere with the light ablation process 

and indeed provide significant protection to the retina from light damage. Therefore
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such compounds cannot be used in future studies focused on the evaluation of the 

potential benefit derived from TRH-based therapies in this animal model.
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5.2 Light ablation protocol

5.2.1 Materials- Animals

Laca mice (wild type) were obtained from the Bioresources Unit, Trinity College 

Dublin. ICR mice (Crj:CD-l) were donated by Caroline Woods, Specific-pathogen- 

free (s.p.f) Facility, Dept, of Genetics, Trinity College Dublin and Balb/c mice were 

purchased from Harlan Laboratories (UK) and housed in the SPF Facility, Trinity 

College Dublin.

5.2.2 Materials-Reagents

Dimethyl Sulphoxide (DMSO) Hybri-Max, Avertin (2,2,2 tribromoethanol) and 

Tert-amyl alcohol (99%) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Company. Ketamine 

hydrochloride (Vetalar™) and Xylazine were obtained from Pharmacia&Upjohn 

U.S.A. (Luxembourg). Pupil dilation drops (Vidisic; 0.2% w/v Eye Gel (Carbomer) 

with cetrimide, sorbitol, NaOH and H2O were obtained from Pharma-Global Ltd. 

100% resin: Agar 100 Epoxyresin (24g), DDSA Hardener (16g), MNA Hardener 

(lOg) and BDMA Hardener (1.5g); mixed thoroughly. 50% resin contains a 50:50 

ratio of the 100% resin and propylene oxide (l-2,epoxypropane)

5.2.3 Methods

All investigations using animals were conducted in compliance with the ARVO 

statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research.
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5.2.3.1 Anaesthetic administration

Each mouse was weighed and the pupils were dilated by topical application of 1% 

cyclopentalate and 10% phenenylephrine. If anaesthesia was required Ketamine 

(llOmg/kg)), Xylazine (llm g/kg) and sterile water were mixed to provide fresh 

anaesthetic prior to use. Alternatively, 15.5ml of tert-amyl alcohol was added to 25 

grams of Avertin and stirred with a magnetic stirrer until dissolved fully. This stock 

bottle was stored in a dark environment to ensure that photo-oxidation of the product 

did not occur. Avertin which has been exposed to light is lethal if injected. From 

this Avertin stock solution, 0.5ml was combined with 39.5ml of phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS) in 50ml graduate cylinder. The anaesthetic was sealed, covered in 

tinfoil, stirred continuously overnight and filtered through a 0.2 micron filter into a 

dark bottle (in accordance with the lACUC guidelines for Avertin use 

www.ahc.umn.edu/rar/avertin.html ). All anaesthetics, which were prepared, were 

kept at 4°C while in use. An appropriate dose was administered intraperitoneally 

(i.p) according to the body weight of each mouse, and allowed adequate time to take 

full effect.

5.2.3.2 Administration o f Ether anaesthetic

All protocols involving the use of ether were can'ied out in a well ventilated area 

and, where possible, in a fume hood. Standard cotton wool was soaked in a 

sufficient amount of ether to saturate the cotton wool entirely. This ether-soaked 

cotton wool was placed at the base of a 500ml glass beaker and the mouse to be 

anaesthetised was also placed in the beaker. A temporary cover was placed on top to
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ensure that the mouse fully inhaled the anaesthetising vapours from the ether. The 

degree o f anaesthesia was determined by failure of the mouse to respond to tail or 

hind-limb pinch reflex tests.

S.2.3.3 Administration o f 15% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, 15% in Hartman’s solution) was prepared freshly from 

a sterile stock bottle and stored in a dark container/tin foil-covered bottle. Very 

quickly, each animal was weighed and restrained within the apparatus which was set 

up for high volume tail vein injection, see chapter 6 figure 6.2. Hydrodynamic 

injection, by its nature, results in the generation of high pressure as a result of the 

sheer volume injected into the tail vein. This is usually calculated according to the 

following equation:

mouse weight (g) = volume to be injected (ml)
10

By this calculation, the volume for injection into a 30g mouse is 3ml.

The tail vein was isolated and the animal was injected with the appropriate quantity 

of solution. The calculated volume of 15% DMSO, or the appropriate control 

(Hartman’s solution) was administered by high-volume tail vein injection into wild 

type mice. The mouse was then placed directly into the light ablation apparatus in 

accordance with the procedure outlined in section 5.2.3.4. Mice were exposed to the 

light for two hours and were then returned to the dark. The animals were sacrificed 

48 hours later, the eyes were resin embedded and subsequently sectioned to 0.5|im 

slices. The resin embedding and sectioning protocol is outlined in section 5.2.3.6.
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5.2.3.4 General Light ablation protocol

W ild-type m ice were dark adapted for a minimum o f 24 hours. Subsequent to this 

tim e period, the m ice were handled under red light to avoid light adaptation. Pupil 

dilation drops were administered and/or anaesthesia was carried out as discussed in 

section 5 .2 .3 .1. (V idisic eye drops: 0.2% w /v E ye Gel (Carbomer) with cetrimide, 

sorbitol, NaOH and HjO, Pharma-Global Ltd). The animals were exposed to -5 5 0 0  

lux o f  diffuse white fluorescent light (2x Philips TL-D90 D eluxe Pro 36W /965 and 

4x Philips FI 8W /940 Polylux D eluxe fluorescent bulbs) for 2 hours. Care was taken 

to ensure even illumination o f  the eyes during this time period. The apparatus 

assem bly is depicted in figure 5.1.  Each experiment included a control wild-type 

m ouse which was not light-ablated. A ll animals were sacrificed by CO 2 

asphyxiation after 24-48 hours and the entire eye (left and right) extracted. The 

timing o f sacrificing animals depended on subsequent experiments which were to be 

undertaken.

5.2.3.5 Electroretinogram

M ice were dark-adapted for 24 hours prior to all studies. Each m ouse was w eighed  

and pupil-dilation drops were administered to each eye under red light. An  

appropriate dose o f  anaesthesia (K etam ine/Xylazine or Avertin) was administered 

i.p. according to the body w eight o f  each m ouse, and allowed adequate time to take 

full effect. After the allotted tim e period, a rectal thermometer was inserted and the 

animal was placed on a heated mat to maintain an ambient body temperature o f  

37°C. A conducting gel was placed on the surface o f  each eye and a com eal
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electrode was positioned appropriately. Another electrode was inserted through the 

right cheek as a reference electrode for the right corneal electrode; and similarly on 

the left side of the animal. A third, or ground, electrode was inserted at the back of 

the anaesthetised animals’ neck to complete the circuit, refer to figure 5.2a and 5.2b 

for photographs of examples of animal placement within the apparatus. The 

electroretinogram was carried out in accordance with the standard for clinical 

electroretinography (Committee, 1989).

5.2.3.6 Retinal histology

Unless otherwise stated, all fixation and resin embedding was carried out in a fume 

hood, adhering to the required health and safety parameters. Each eye was sliced in 

half and placed in fixative (2% parafinaldehyde and 2.5% glutaraldehyde (BDH 

Chemicals) buffered in 0.2M PBS (Sigma Chemicals)) and placed in a rotary devise 

for 12-24 hours. The eyes were then washed 6 times (20 minutes for each wash) in 

O.IM PBS buffer and, again, placed in the rotor for 12-24 hours. The PBS was 

removed and the secondary fixation mix was added (0.2M phosphate buffer and 4% 

osmium tetroxide). Samples were then placed in a rotor for 1 hour. Subsequently, 

dehydrations using 50%, 75%, 95% and 100% ethanol were carried out in a rotary 

device for 1 hour, each. Samples were immersed in propylene oxide (2-3 times) and 

transferred to 50% resin (100% resin: propylene oxide). These samples were then 

placed in a rotor for 12-24 hours.
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After the allotted time period, 50% resin was replaced with 100% resin and rotated 

for an additional 3 hours. Meanwhile the remainder of the 100% resin solution was 

degassed in a vacuum for 1 hour at 25 inch Hg. A sufficient number of beem 

capsules were capped and cut, above the tapered end, in order to facilitate sectioning 

of the eye. These “formers” were placed open-end up and filled with the degassed 

resin (100%). The eye-halves were inserted sliced-face downwards and 

corresponding labels were incorporated into the resin. Samples were degassed again 

to ensure removal of any trapped air bubbles for 30 minutes and the orientation of 

the sample in the resin was noted. The embedded eyes were then placed in an oven 

at 65°C for 24 hours. After the allotted time period, the hardened resin was sectioned 

on a glass blade microtome set between 0.5 and l|o.m. Resin sections were then 

stained with Toluidine stain and visualised under a light microscope at varying 

strengths of magnification. Toluidine stain was used due to its ability to successfully 

stain resin embedded sections. Several other stains were assessed however, 

Toluidine was deemed the most effective with regards to resin penetration.
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5.3 Results:

5.3.1 ICR mice light ablation

An electroretinogram was carried out on wild type ICR (Crj:CD-l) mice (prior to 

light ablation), in accordance with the methodology outlined in section 5.2.3.5. ERG 

readouts showed no noticeable abnormalities in a- or b-wave amplitudes, indicating 

healthy retinal function in response to light, figure 5.4.

A control ICR mouse was not subjected to light ablation and retinal histology was 

obtained according to the protocol outlined in section 5.2.3.6. The photographed 

sections in figures 5.5a and 5.5b enable identification of all retinal layers, with no 

visible evidence of apoptosis or retinal degeneration.

A second wild type ICR mouse was subjected to standard ERG protocol. This 

animal, however, exhibited severe retinal degeneration indicated by the absence of a- 

and b-wave amplitudes at every light frequency used. All apparatus and set-up was 

deemed functional, however the animal’s ERG was severely depressed, if not absent 

completely, see figure 5.6. This mouse was not light-ablated and retinas were resin 

embedded and histologically examined for evidence of abnormal photoreceptor 

physiology.

This wild type ICR mouse was not subjected to light ablation but seems to present 

with a severe retinal degeneration. As can be clearly seen in figure 5.7a and also
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5.7b, the photoreceptor cell layer is absent in this mouse. This histological finding 

accounts for the depression, if not complete absence, of ERG readout. This likely 

inherited abnormality makes ICR mice an unsuitable strain of mice for light ablation, 

due to the screening that would be required prior to light ablation to identify wild 

type ICR mice.

5.3.2 Laca Mice light ablation

Given the observations with ICR mice, as an alternative, Laca mice were light 

ablated. A control Laca mouse was not exposed to light and retinal histology was 

obtained according to the standard protocol outlined in section 5.2.3.6. All retinal 

layers can be seen in figure 5.8a, with no evidence of cell death or retinal 

degeneration. Four wild type Laca mice were dark adapted for 24 hours. These 

mice were anaesthetised using Ketamine (110mg/kg)/Xylazine (llm g/kg) and 

exposed to 2 hours of -5,000 lux of white fluorescent light. Even and constant 

illumination of the eyes was ensured by continual monitoring and cage stimulation. 

After light exposure, animals were returned to the dark for 24 hours, sacrificed and 

the retinas were extracted and resin embedded according to standard procedures, (see 

section 5.2.3.6). Despite light ablation, these Laca mice showed no sign of light 

damage nor photoreceptor cell loss, see figures 5.8b, 5.8c, 5.8d and 5.8e. Cells 

which are undergoing cell death are typically identified by dai'k Toluidine staining 

which occurs as a result of the stain binding to the fragmented DNA in the damaged 

photoreceptor cell. Such cells were not evident in the retinas of light ablated Laca 

mice.
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5.3.3 Balb/c mice light ablation

Given the absence of light-induced damage in Laca mice, a strain of mouse used in a 

number of previous studies involving light ablation (Keller et al., 2001; Wenzel et 

al., 2000; Wenzel et al., 2004; Wenzel et al., 2001), the Balb/c mouse, was used to 

establish the light ablation model.

As a negative control a wild type female Balb/c mouse was dark adapted for 24 

hours but was not subject to light ablation. Retinal histology was obtained according 

to the protocol outlined in section 5.2.3.6 and, as shown in the sections presented in 

figure 5.9a, there was no evidence of photoreceptor cell loss or damage in this 

control animal prior to light ablation.

Two wild type female Balb/c mice were dark adapted for 24 hours and then exposed 

to 2 hours of -5,500 lux of white fluorescent light. These animals were not 

anaesthetised and even illumination of the eye was obtained by continual monitoring 

and stimulation of the animal’s cage. After 2 hours of light exposure, these mice 

were returned to the dark for 24 hours, sacrificed and retinas were extracted and 

resin embedded according to standard procedures. The sections in figures 5.9b 1 and 

5.9c 1 show slight degradation of the retinal cell layers subsequent to light ablation 

(x200). Higher magnification (x400) of the light ablated Balb/c retinas (see figures 

5.9b2 and 5.9c2) show cells which appear to have significantly condensed nuclei. 

Thus, it seemed that successful photoreceptor cell death had been initiated in Balb/c 

mice as a result of the light ablation protocol.
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The results noted with Balb/c mice suggested that the light ablation protocol was 

working however, the reason as to why the wild type Laca and ICR mice did not 

light ablate using this protocol was at this point unknown. It was notable that :he 

Balb/c mice were not anaesthetised unlike the experiments carried out with Laca and 

ICR mice. Given this observation a brief study was undertaken into the poten:ial 

interfering effects of the anaesthetics on light-induced photoreceptor cell death. 

Notably, the number of animals included in each group was small (usually n-2) as 

this experiment was not the primary focus of the research. Further studies were 

can'ied out on the effects of anaesthesia which included a lai'ger number of animals 

in each sample group (see sections 5.3.4 and 5.3.5).

5.3.4 Ketamine/Xylazine anaesthesia administration and Laca mice light ablation

As an experimental control a wild type Laca mouse was dark adapted for 24 hours 

but was not anaesthetised and not subjected to light ablation. Retinal histology was 

obtained by resin sectioning according to the standard protocol (see section 5.2.3.6). 

There was no evidence of retinal damage in this mouse prior to light ablation (see 

figure 5.10a).

Subsequently, thi'ee Laca mice were dark adapted for 24 hours. Two mice were then 

anaesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of Ketamine (110mg/kg)/Xylazine 

(1 Img/kg). The remaining Laca mouse was not administered anaesthetic. Light 

ablation was carried out for 2 hours and all animals were then labeled appropriately 

and returned to the dark for 24 hours.
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Notably, light ablation was evident in the photoreceptor cell layers of the Laca 

mouse when anaesthetic was not administered (figure 5.10b). Toluidine stained cell 

bodies indicated that several cells were undergoing cell death, as is evident in figure 

5.10b and there is a reduction in the number of photoreceptor cells. In contrast to 

this, the anaesthetised animal showed no apparent histological evidence of 

photoreceptor cell death when compared to the control animals (see figure 5.10c).

In addition to the initial experiment, the experiment was repeated with the post-light 

ablation recuperation time being extended to 48 hours. At this time point the degree 

to which photoreceptor cell death has occurred does not appear to be greater than 

that observed at the 24 hours post light ablation time point. It can be noted, 

however, that once again the absence of anaesthetic administration enabled light- 

induced retinal degeneration to occur in the photoreceptor cell layer of the Laca 

mouse (figure 5. lOd depicts a light ablated mouse retina). In contrast, administration 

of Ketamine/Xylazine anaesthetic appeared to inhibit light-induced retinal damage in 

the treated animal (see figure 5.10e) when compared to retinal section from the 

control animal (figure 5.10a).

5.3.5 Ketamine/Xylazine anaesthesia administration and Balb/c mice light 
ablation

In order to establish if the efficacy of the light ablation protocol was dependent upon 

mouse strain, Balb/c mice were subjected to the same experimental conditions as 

that of the Laca mice described in section 5.3.4. Each experiment included a non

anaesthetised, non-light ablated wild type female Balb/c mouse as a control animal.
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Retinal histology once again indicated that there was no evidence of cell death prior 

to light ablation.

Subsequently, six Balb/c mice were dark adapted for 24 hours. Five mice were 

anaesthetized by Ketamine/Xylazine intraperitoneal injection and the remaining 

mouse was not given anaesthetic. Light ablation was carried out for 2 hours on all 

six mice, ensuring even illumination of the eye, and all animals were then replaced 

in the dark for 24 hours.

Similar to the findings with Laca mice after 24 hours, the absence of anaesthetic 

administration enabled extensive light-induced retinal degeneration to occur in the 

photoreceptor cell layers of the Balb/c mouse (figure 5.11a). However, 

administration of Ketamine/Xylazine anaesthesia appeared to inhibit the histological 

characteristics of light-induced retinal damage, with all five of the treated animals 

displaying retinas comparable to that of the control animal which was not light 

ablated, figures 5.11b-f.

This experiment with Balb/c mice was repeated with euthanasia being carried out 48 

hours subsequent to light ablation. Once again, a control animal was non

anaesthetised and non-light ablated to show evidence of healthy retinal layers prior 

to light ablation. In this case, five Balb/c mice were dark adapted for 24 hours. Four 

mice were then anaesthetized by Ketamine/Xylazine intraperitoneal injection and 

one mouse was not administered anaesthetic. Light ablation was carried out for 2
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hours on all animals, ensuring even illumination of the eye, and the five animals 

were then returned to the dark for 48 hours.

At this point (48 hours post light ablation), severe photoreceptor cell loss was noted 

in the non-anaesthetised Balb/c mouse (figure 5.12a). The integrity and organization 

of the retina was affected by the excessive light exposure. Administration of 

Ketamine/Xylazine anaesthesia provided, what appeared to be, protection against 

light-induced retinal degeneration. All of the anaesthetised mice possessed 

relatively healthy retinas compared to that of the light ablated control 

(figures 5.12b-e). Given these results it seemed that the ‘protective’ effect of 

Ketamine/Xylazine anaesthesia would limit the utility of the animal model of light- 

induced retinal degeneration under development. More specifically it was planned 

that this animal model of light induced retinal degeneration might be used to explore 

the therapeutic potential of inhibitors of TRH-DE for photoreceptor neurons. To 

administer such therapeutics in most cases anaesthetic would be required to enable 

subretinal delivery of the therapeutic to the target tissue. Given the protective effects 

of Ketamine/Xylazine it may prove difficult to establish the true anti-apoptotic 

potential of designed therapeutic agents targeted towards TRH-DE. While this effect 

was observed with Ketamine/Xylazine it was of value to establish if it was tiTie also 

of other anaesthetics and hence several forms of anaesthesia were screened in light- 

ablated mice.
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5.3.6 Avertin anaesthesia administration to Balb/c mice prior to light ablation

A wild type female Balb/c mouse was anaesthetised with Avertin in accordance with 

the protocol described in section 5.2.3.1. The animal was monitored until the 

anaesthetic took complete effect and a standard electroretinogram was carried out, 

see section 5.2.3.5. ERG readouts showed dramatic depression and abnormalities in 

b-wave amplitudes (figure 5.13b) when compared to a control animal (figure 5.13a). 

This finding suggests an interfering effect of the anaesthetic on retinal function. 

Subsequent to this finding, light-ablation was not carried out.

<

5.3.7 Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) administration (15% in Hartman’s Solution) 
to Balb/c mice prior to light ablation

While it was becoming evident that subretinal injection of TRH-DE based

therapeutics might be difficult to achieve while retaining the light-induced

photoreceptor phenotype given the protective effect of anaesthetics on the light-

induced retina, one possibility that was considered in terms of delivery of these

therapeutics was systemic administration of therapies which would not require

anaesthesia (by tail vein injection). In this regard while the focus of the study to date

was RNAi-mediated inhibitors of TRH-DE to augment the bioavailability of the

therapeutic peptide TRH, other inhibitors of TRH-DE could potentially be used to

achieve the same objective. In this regard a collaborator (Dr. Julie Kelly,

Biochemistry, TCD) had developed a number of small peptides which specifically

inhibit the TRH-DE enzyme at the protein level by binding to the active site. Hence

it may be possible in the initial term to explore the therapeutic potential of TRH-DE

inhibition in the context of the retina utilising these inhibitors. Moreover systemic
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administration of such TRH-DE peptide inhibitors had been achieved previously in 

vivo (Dr. Julie Kelly personal communication). TRH-DE peptide inhibitors in this 

case were solubilised in 15% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Therefore, prior to 

undertaking such experiments, it was deemed important given the observations with 

anaesthetics that the potential effects of DMSO on light-induced photoreceptor 

retinal degeneration in mice were thoroughly assessed (see the following paragraphs 

for details).

A control wild type Balb/c mouse was dark adapted for 24 hours. This mouse was 

not injected with any substance or vehicle but was exposed to an equivalent lux 

reading of light as the test animals. Retinal histology was obtained according to the 

standard protocol and, as shown in the figure 5.14a, light ablation occurred with 

evidence of intense Toluidine blue staining of condensed and fragmented DNA in 

the photoreceptor cell layer.

In addition, four Balb/c mice were dark adapted for 24 hours. Three mice were 

administered DMSO (15% in Hartman’s solution) by high volume tail vein injection, 

see section 5.2.3.3. A control mouse was administered an equivalent volume of 

Hallman’s solution (vehicle). All mice were light ablated for 2 hours under standard 

conditions (-5500 lux) and the animals were then returned to the dark for 48 hours. 

Retinal histology was carried out according to the standai'd protocol (refer to section 

5.2.3.6). The sections represented in figure 5.14b clearly indicate that Hartman’s 

solution-administered Balb/c mice still underwent photoreceptor cell death
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subsequent to 2 hours of light ablation in -5500 lux of white light. However, in 

contrast to this, 15% DMSO administration resulted in comparatively healthy retinal 

histology subsequent to an equivalent period of light ablation to that of the control 

injected animal (as illustrated in figures 5.14c, 5.14d and 5.14e).

It seemed similar to the result observed from anaesthetised mice, DMSO also 

protected the retina from light-induced photoreceptor cell death using the protocol 

for light induction developed during the course of the study and indeed previously 

used by many other teams (Keller et al., 2001; Wenzel et al., 2000; Wenzel et al., 

2001). Given the protection that DMSO provided, and the need to use such a vehicle 

to enable solubilisation of the therapeutic peptide, the usefulness of the light induced 

model of retinal degeneration in the context of exploring the therapeutic potential of 

TRH-DE inhibitors may need to be reconsidered. Nevertheless, the observation that 

DMSO protects against light-induced photoreceptor cell death is an interesting find 

in its own right and is discussed in depth in the following section.
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5.4 Discussion:

The potential neuroprotective effects of TRH have been assessed in various trauma 

models. Such studies include amino acid-induced cell death in hippocampal slices 

(Pizzi et al., 1999), neurologic impairment in rats with spinal cord injury (Hashimoto 

and Fukuda, 1991) and protection against cerebral ischemia (Borlongan et al., 1999) 

amongst others. Given the neuroprotective effects of TRH for a variety of neurons, it 

was of interest to assess if such protection might be afforded to photoreceptor 

neurons by TRH. Hence, research was undertaken to evaluate the potential 

neuroprotective effects of TRH in the retina. Several mouse models for retinal 

degeneration are well established in The Ocular Genetics Unit laboratories and for the 

current study the light induced model of retinal degeneration was used. The light 

induced model has the advantage that photoreceptor cell death occurs rapidly over a 

short time period. Given the short half life of TRH, the rapid nature of the 

degeneration in the light-induced model was deemed to be an advantage. Previous 

studies have suggested that light-induced photoreceptor cell death occurs tlirough 

activation of apoptotic pathways (Donovan et al., 2001; Doonan et al., 2003; Portera- 

Calliau et al., 1994) and results from a number of studies have suggested that TRH 

protects against apoptosis (Faden et al., 2004; Luo et al., 2002). Furthermore, it was 

known that some of the components required for TRH signalling are present in the 

retina (Mitsuma, 1999; Mitsuma et al., 1998; Mitsuma et al., 1995) and expression of 

these components in the retina was further explored in the current study as described 

in chapter 6. Hence, this model seemed to represent a valuable means of assessing 

the potential neuroprotective properties of TRH in the retina.
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The light induced model of retinal degeneration was established using protocols 

initially developed by Prof. Dr. Charlotte Reme (Laboratory of Retinal Cell Biology, 

Eye Clinic, University Hospital, Zurich). Healthy photoreceptor cell nuclei and 

retinal attachment to the nerve fibre layer at the back of the eye of a wild type mouse 

can be seen in figure 5.5a. This control animal was not light ablated and possessed a 

healthy retina as would be expected. This indicated that administration of anaesthetic 

(required for ERG analysis) did not seem to cause any adverse physiological changes 

to the photoreceptor cell layer of the retina in wild type mice as evaluated by 

histology.

The second animal’s pre-light ablation ERG readout provided no detectable wave 

amplitudes. All connections to the machinery were checked and the animal’s health 

status ascertained, although no obvious reason was found for the lack of amplitude. 

The animal was not light ablated, given the altered ERG readout, but rather it was 

sacrificed and retinal histology assessed. Resin embedded sectioning revealed the 

absence of a photoreceptor layer in the retina.

This finding was discovered in two out of the five ICR mice which were tested, from 

the same litter. Williams et a l, reported that CD-I (or ICR) mice possess a mutant 

allele predisposing this strain to retinal degeneration. The presence of an rd mutation, 

a genetic mutation in the beta-phosphodiesterase gene, results in the loss of virtually 

all photoreceptors by 2 months of age (Williams et al., 1998). The findings in the 

literature support the histological findings in this study and therefore the ICR mice
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were not considered a suitable strain selection for analysing the effects of TRH in the 

retina. For this reason, an alternative albino mouse strain, termed Laca, was 

considered.

This protocol had been carried out previously on Laca mice by Dr. Gearoid Tuohy 

(The Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity College Dublin). During the course of that 

research, photoreceptor cell death was noted subsequent to using the aforementioned 

light ablation protocol. However, initial findings suggested that light ablation was 

not occurring in this strain of mouse. At this point it was unknown whether this was a 

result of variation or mutation in the animal strain or whether the experimental 

protocol required altering. The lux value which was emitted from the light source was 

read using a photometer and was found to emit -5200 lux directly below the light 

source. The lux value absorbed by the animals would be lower than this reading 

although this value should still in principle be sufficient to induce apoptosis in the 

photoreceptors (Wenzel et al., 2000; Wenzel et al., 2001). In order to verify the 

experimental protocol, the experiment was repeated using a different mouse strain. 

Balb/c mice were used which possess no known mutations predisposing the animal to 

retinal degeneration. This mouse strain has been used previously for a variety of 

retinal studies (Chang et al., 2002; Wenzel et al., 2001; Williams et al., 1998).

The successful induction of retinal degeneration enabled the functionality of the light 

ablation apparatus to be confirmed. It should be noted that these initial experiments 

used very small numbers of animals because the initial studies were primarily aimed
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at achieving light induced apoptosis. In setting up the protocols, priority was given to 

minimising animal utilisation. However, larger groups of animals will be required to 

obtain statistically significant results when ‘therapeutic agents’ are being 

administered to mice, such as TRH peptide, TRH-DE inhibitors or TRH-DE-targeting 

siRNAs or shRNAs.

Given that the Balb/c mice showed significant light induced photoreceptor apoptosis, 

it is of interest to ask whether it was the particular mouse strain, or the use of 

anaesthetic which lead to failure to induce apoptosis in the photoreceptor neurons of 

ICR and Laca mice. Notably, Dr. Tuohy had conducted light-ablation on Laca mice 

devoid of administration of Ketamine/Xylazine anaesthetic (Tuohy, 2001), and the 

Balb/c model confirms that light ablation does occur when anaesthetic is not 

administered to animals prior to light exposure. Keller et a l,  discovered that the use 

of Halothane gas in anaesthetising Balb/c mice lead to the protection of the retina 

against light damage through the inhibition of metabolic rhodopsin regeneration 

(Keller et al., 2001). Although this paper states that Ketamine/Xylazine does not 

provide a protective effect to the photoreceptors of Balb/c mice, it does not indicate 

the number of mice assessed nor does it include studies in other mouse strains. In 

order to conduct an experiment into the potential protective effects of anaesthesia, a 

larger number of animals were required (to include control and non-anaesthetised 

animals).
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It was noted that the retina of anaesthetised mice possessed relatively healthy retinas 

devoid of any retinal degeneration despite equivalent exposure to 5500 lux of white 

light. This apparent “neuroprotective” effect was also evident 48 hours post-light 

ablation with non-anaesthetised Laca mice exhibiting apoptotic cells death while 

administration of Ketamine/Xylazine anaesthesia provided visually significant 

protection against the light-induced effect.

Due to the fact that Laca mice are not a recognized lab-strain, this experiment was 

repeated using a higher number of Balb/c mice. Although cell death doesn’t ‘appear’ 

to be evident, future research would require, for example, TUNEL assays to be 

can'ied out to assess the true extent of neuroprotection and/or quantification of the 

degree of DNA fragmentation which may possibly be occurring in these animals. 

Additionally, electron microscopy may be used in future studies to evaluate whether 

cell death is occurring by means of apoptosis or necrosis. Thus adding physical 

evidence and rationale for use of TRH in the light induced retinal degeneration 

model.

The results of this study demonstrate the protective effects of Ketamine/Xylazine 

with respect to light-induced retinal degeneration of the photoreceptor cells. This 

finding is contrary to those of Keller et a l,  (Keller et al., 2001). Ketamine is a general 

anaesthetic which exerts its effects through NMDA-receptor antagonism in the brain 

(Shiigi and Casey, 1999). Several studies have revealed that retinal cell death is 

mediated by the NMDA receptor by means of specific receptor agonism (Calzada,
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2002; Li, 2002; Moore, 2001; Shin-ichi, 2003). In theory, an NMDA-receptor 

antagonist would inhibit this apoptotic pathway. This may perhaps be the mechanism 

by which Ketamine induces its neuroprotective effect. However, exploration of the 

precise mechanism exceeds the scope of this research as the focus of this study was 

the establishment of a light-induced animal model of photoreceptor cell death in 

which TRH-DE-based therapeutics could be explored. Whatever the mechanics of its 

mode of action, Ketamine cannot be used in the current study in conjunction with 

exploration of any potential neurotrophic effect(s) which TRH may have in the light- 

ablation animal model. However, Balb/c mice did exhibit a severe retinal 

degeneration 48 hours subsequent to light ablation and as such can be considered a 

viable mouse strain for future light-induced studies.

Other anaesthetics were contemplated which may not have provided the same 

‘protection’ to the retina from a light insult. Avertin, however, was found to alter 

b-wave amplitudes in ERG readouts. The ability of a compound to affect ERG 

values suggests a possible interaction with the biochemical pathway of 

phototransduction. Such interference of the innate functioning of the retina yields the 

administration of Avertin unfavorable for use in this animal model. Ether gas was 

also assessed as a potential anaesthetic. This option, however, proved ineffective due 

to the relatively short period of time which the animal was subdued. Due to the fact 

that subretinal injection takes on average 3-5 minutes per injection, the concussion 

period which is required should exceed 10 minutes and according to our findings 

unfortunately ether did not meet these criteria.
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The finding that anaesthetics interfere with light induced retinal degeneration 

provides an obstacle with respect to subretinal TRH administration which requires 

anaesthesia. An alternative approach involving systemic administration, for example 

intraperitoneal or high-volume tail-vein injection of TRH (or TRH-DE inhibitors) in 

mice may provide a possible means of supplying the retina with a sufficient 

concentration of the potential therapeutic agent. This protocol may enable the 

exploration of the possible neuroprotective effect(s) of TRH and TRH-DE inhibitors 

in a retinal degeneration mouse model. However one consideration was that some of 

the TRH-DE inhibitors available for this work are resuspended in 15% dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO). More specifically, small peptide inhibitors of TRH-DE which 

bind to the active site of the enzyme have been developed by Dr. Julie Kelly 

(Biochemistry, Trinity College Dublin) and were available for use in the current 

study. One concern was whether DMSO might exert ‘protective’ effect(s), similar to 

those observed in the presence of anaesthetics. This possibility was assessed by 

hydrodynamic tail vein injection of the compound into wild-type Balb/c mice devoid 

of, and prior to, light ablation.

In this regard it was found that injection of 15% DMSO prior to light ablation yields a 

‘protected’ retina when compared to the control light ablated animal. It was 

considered that this may have occurred in response to the stress which may be 

induced by the injection procedure (Dr. Grimm, University Hospital Zurich, personal 

communication). However, it was discovered that the Hartman’s solution injected 

control showed no sign of ‘protection’ from light-induced retinal damage. Thus the
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‘protective effect’ which was noted is suggested to be due to the presence of DMSO 

within the animal’s system.

DMSO is a sulphur-containing compound found naturally in a variety of plant and 

animal products. It is used pharmacologically for a variety of properties including 

membrane transport, but it has also been noted to induce an anti-inflammatory, 

antioxidant and analgesic effect(s) (Jacob, 1985). Furthermore, it has been noted that 

DMSO exerts, or at least contributes to, a neuroprotective effect in ischemic stroke, 

hypoxia and head injury studies in brain slices supporting the findings described in 

this chapter of the thesis (Karaca et al., 2002; Hulsmann et al., 1999; Nakayama et al., 

2002; de la Ton-e, 1995; Greiner et al., 2000). In the context of the retina, age-related 

macular degeneration (AMD) is a progressive retinopathy leading to the specific loss 

of photoreceptor cells by means of apoptosis which is suggested to be heightened by 

the presence of oxidative stress (Shaban and Richter, 2002). Cai et al., have 

suggested that reactive oxygen species (ROS) accumulate in AMD due to reduced 

amounts of antioxidants such as Vitamin C, Vitamin E or carotenoids, leading to 

damage of retinal proteins and initiation of apoptosis in photoreceptor cells (Cai et 

al., 2000). Additionally, Frank et al., commented that these antioxidants not only 

remove ROS but may also provide a filter from the effects of damaging blue light 

(Frank, 1996). The action of DMSO as an antioxidant, perhaps, provides some hint 

as to the potential mode of action of this molecule in light-induced retinal 

degeneration. This potential “scavenging” of free radicals, thereby providing 

protection against the damaging effects of ROS on photoreceptor cells, may possibly
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contribute to the maintenance of retinal integrity in stress induced scenarios, 

including light ablation. As mentioned previously for studies in relation to 

anaesthesia, future research should include the use of TUNEL assays or EM analysis, 

for example, to ascertain in more detail DMSO’s potential protective capabilities in 

terms of light-induced photoreceptor apoptosis.

It is interesting to speculate, if DMSO itself might be used as a neuoroprotective 

agent for retinal degenerations. DMSO, however, at present cannot be used as a 

potential therapeutic for treatment of retinopathies such as AMD, as described 

previously, due to the severe side-effects which have been suggested by DMSO 

exposure, including skin blistering and pain, nausea, dian'hea, headache, transient 

hemolysis (which was noted in the treated mice during the course of this study), 

sedation, kidney failure, light sensitivity and birth defects in animals. In the early 

1960’s, the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) conducted testing on 

DMSO. These tests however, were terminated after discovering that the use of this 

product was causing serious eye problems in their test animals. Since this study, 

clinical trials have not been conducted with DMSO to determine if there are potential 

side effects from its use in long term treatment.

Detailed study and discussion of such mechanisms exceeds the scope and time 

restraints of this study. However, another sulphur-containing compound called 

sulforaphane has been found to elicit antioxidant and histological protection in the 

retina in response to light ablation (Keum et al., 2006; Tanito et al., 2005).
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Sulforaphane is a naturally occurring compound and, in studies to date, does not 

appear to elicit any of the adverse side-effects which are noted with DMSO 

administration, as described previously. In this regard, it may be suggested that the 

use of sulforaphane may be applicable to retinal degenerations which occur due to, or 

are potentiated by, oxidative stress, without the adverse side effects which may be 

noted when DMSO is administered. However, this is highly speculative and would 

require further studies.

Tne findings observed from the work undertaken in this project, suggest that using a 

compound which requires DMSO for its solubility is unsuitable in the context of the 

current study. It should be noted, however, that there are several TRH-DE inhibitors 

under development (with varying levels of potency) which can be solubilised in 

saline, similar to TRH itself. Neither saline (equivocal to Hartman’s solution) nor the 

injection procedure induced a stress-response evoked protection of the retina from 

light ablation using the protocols adopted in the current study and thus use of such 

TRH-DE inhibitors may represent a means of evaluating the potential protective 

effect(s) of TRH in this, now well established, animal model of retinal degeneration.

The findings discussed in this chapter of the thesis highlight the discovery of the 

interfering effects of both anaesthesia and DMSO on light induced apoptosis in the 

retina. Subretinal injection of siRNA, or virally packaged shRNA, has been used with 

great success in studies focused on evaluating the therapeutic effect(s) in 

retinopathies (Jacobson et al., 2006; Le Meur et al., 2007). Subretinal injection
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involves the administration of the potential therapeutic into the subretinal space via 

the transient detachment of the retina (using a 34 gauge Hamilton syringe). This 

protocol requires the animal to be fully anaesthetised, therefore the effects of 

Ketamine/Xylazine administration was evaluated with respect to potential 

interference of retinal damage due to light ablation. The findings described in this 

chapter indicate that Ketamine/Xylazine administration yields what could be 

considered as a protective effect on the photoreceptor cells of the retina. This noted 

maintenance of retinal integrity in response to an excessive light insult renders the 

use of anaesthetic inapplicable in the light ablation protocol.

Future studies to assess the potential effects of TRH in the retina can be can'ied out 

by high volume tail vein injection. This procedure does not require animal sedation 

and thus eliminates any interfering effects which the anaesthesia may have. The 

administration of TRH peptide may yield no detectable beneficial effects due to its 

rapid degradation by TRH-DE (protein circulation half life of -5  minutes). It is 

considered, therefore that future studies will involve evaluation of TRH both with and 

without a TRH-DE inhibitor present. The TRH-DE inhibitor (Glp-Asn-Pro-Tyr-Trp- 

Trp-AMC) was designed and selected by Dr. Julie Kelly due to its high potency in 

TRH-DE inhibition (Kelly et al., 2005). This inhibitor, however, is only soluble is 

15% DMSO. It was hoped that further studies would include assessing the ability of 

this TRH-DE inhibitor to enable an increase in endogenous TRH levels and assessing 

the effects that this peptide may have in light induced apoptosis. It was considered.
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therefore, that DMSO should be evaluated to determine if it might modulate the 

effects of the light ablation protocol used in this study.

As discussed previously in this chapter, 15% DMSO did indeed interfere with the 

light ablation process in the retina through a mechanism which is not yet fully 

understood. The protection of neurons in the light-induced retina by DMSO is in 

itself of biological interest and in this context DMSO has been found to provide 

protection from stress insults in a number of situations previously (de la Torre, 1971; 

Evans et al., 1993; Muir, 1996). Given this scenario, it was decided that an 

alternative TRH-DE inhibitor (Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC) would be used in future studies. 

More specifically, Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC peptide is soluble in saline (Hartman’s 

solution). However, the saline-soluble peptides are less potent in terms of inhibiting 

the target enzyme TRH-DE than the original peptide of choice for this study (Glp- 

Asn-Pro-Tyr-Trp-Trp-AMC, (Kelly et al., 2005)).

In summary, the work carried out for this section of the project was to re-establish the 

light induced animal model of retinal degeneration with a view to subsequently 

exploring the therapeutic potential of TRH-DE-based inhibitors in this animal model. 

The objective of establishing the light induced model appears to have been achieved 

with induction of retinal degeneration in two mouse strains (Balb/c and Laca). In 

addition, it was established that a number of compounds provide protection against 

light induced apoptosis. This reproducible mouse model presenting with a light- 

induced retinopathy should provide a means of assessing potential neuroprotection in
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the retina using a variety of entities such as RNAi and peptide-based molecules 

whose primary mode of action is to increase the bioavailability of TRH. The results 

obtained in photoreceptor neurons may also be relevant more broadly to brain 

neurons. In essence, the retina represents an accessible part of the brain and therefore 

is an attractive initial system in which to explore the potential therapeutic effects of 

such novel molecules.
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Figure 5.1 Light ablation apparatus setup

Light ablation is the exposure o f the retina to an excessive level o f white or blue light. 
This exposure results in the induction of cell death in the photoreceptor cell layer of 
the eye, ultim ately leading to blindness. In order to ascertain the exposure of the 
enclosed m ice to light, a variety o f light positions were tested. Standard pyrex cages 
were encased in alum inium  foil with the reflective side facing inwards. Tw o Philips 
TL-D  90 Deluxe Pro 36W /965 and four Philips F18W /940 Polylux Deluxe 
fluorescent bulbs were lowered down onto the cage ensuring adequate air circulation 
for the anim al contained within. A photom eter was used to detect the lux readout in 
the experim ental setup. The presence of a diffusing screen did not seem to enhance 
the light-induced apoptotic effect required and thus was om itted to ensure cage 
ventilation. It was considered that placing the cages on an orbital shaker m ay 
increase the anim al’s m obility and dim inish the chances o f the m ouse shielding its 
eyes from  the light. A fter several experim ents it was noted that this was not required 
and the inquisitive nature of the m ice m eant that they were alert and fully exposed for 
the 2 hours of light ablation.
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Figure 5.2a Apparatus setup for electroretinogram.

Figure 5.2b Apparatus setup for electroretinogram.

An electroretinogram (ERG) is a scientific readout of the functioning of the retina. 
The voltage which is detected and quantified in an ERG is generated as the current 
flows from the photoactivated photoreceptor cells into the resistance of the 
vitreous humour. The amount of current generated is proportional to the surface 
area of the retina which is being stimulated. Corneal electrodes are placed upon 
the anaesthetised animals’ eyes and reference electrodes are inserted 
subcutaneously in the lower region of the mouse’s back. Figure 5.2a depicts how 
the reference electrodes are inserted subcutaneously and figure 5.2b depicts the 
position of the comeal electrode and the reference electrodes which are inserted 
into each cheek.
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This figure provides a diagram m atic representation o f a section through the 
m am m alian eye. From  the figure, the position o f the retina in this sense organ can 
be seen. This photosensitive region o f the eye is protected by layers o f sclera and 
aqueous support, encased in the orbital cavity. The physiology o f the retinal layers 
and the biochem ical m echanism  o f phototransduction are described, in detail, in 
chapter 1 section 1.4.
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Figure 5.4 Electroretinogram of wild type ICR mouse

As discussed in chapter 1 section 1.5 o f this thesis, activation of the photoreceptor 
cells o f the retina generates a cornea negative a wave (represented by the letter a in 
figure 5.4). As the phototransduction process progresses the activation o f the bipolar 
and M uller cells leads to a positive b w ave (denoted by the letter b in the figure 
above). This ERG depicts stereotypical a- and b-wave am plitudes for a healthy retina 
in a wild type animal.
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Figure 5.5a Non-light ablated 
ICR mouse (x200)

Figure 5.5b Non-light ablated 
ICR mouse (x400)

The eye o f a non-Hght ablated wild type ICR m ouse was resin em bedded and 
sectioned into 0 .5 -l|im  sections. These resin slices were then stained using Toluidine 
blue. Figure 5.5a is a photographed section of a control ICR m ouse retina. All 
retinal layers are visible with no evidence o f m utation o f integrity loss. Figure 5.5b 
provides a m agnified view of the non-light ablated wild type ICR m ouse retina in 
figure 5.5a. N ine-tw elve rows of photoreceptor cells are visible along the section 
length which is representative o f a ‘norm al’ photoreceptor cell layer.

Legend: (GCL) Ganglion cell layer,
(INL) Inner nuclear layer 
(ISL) Inner segmented layer 
(OSL)Outer segmented layer

(IPL) Inner plexiform layer, 
(ONL) Outer nuclear layer,
(RPE) Retinal pigment epithelium 
(OPL) Outer plexiform layer
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Figure 5.6 Eiectroretinogram of a second wild type ICR mouse

An ERG was carried out on a second ICR wild type mouse according to the protocol 
outlined in section 5.2.3.5. The recordings presented in figure 5.6 do not show the 
presence of a- and b-wave amplitudes. All the apparatus and connections were 
rechecked and the health status of the animal was verified.
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Figure 5.7a Retinal histology of a Figure 5.7b Retinal histology of a 
non-light ablated ICR mouse (x200) non-light ablated ICR mouse (x400)

Retinal histology was carried out according to the protocol outlines in section 5.2.3.6. 
Toluidine blue staining of the resin embedded sections obtained depicted the absence 
of a photoreceptor cell layer in this mouse. This finding explains the ERG readings 
noted prior to sacrifice (see figure 5.7a). The ICR mouse was in good health and 
housed under standard conditions prior to experimentation. Figure 5.7b provides a 
magnified view of the non-light ablated wild type ICR mouse retina in figure 5.7a. 
The absence of photoreceptor cells which is noted appears to be inherent rather than 
due to damage which may have occurred during the resin embedding process.

Legend: (GCL) Ganglion cell layer, (IPL) Inner plexiform layer,
(INL) Inner nuclear layer (RPE) Retinal pigment epithelium
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Figures 5.8A-E Retinal histology of Laca mice (x200)



Figure 5.8A-E Retinal histology of Laca mice (x200)

A control non-light ablated Laca m ouse was sacrificed and retinal histology was 
carried out according to section 5.2.3.6. Healthy retinal layers were noted in the 
sections obtained (figure 5.8 Panel A). Photoreceptor cells are stained a darker blue 
than those o f the surrounding cells by Toluidine blue stain. Four m ice were dark 
adapted, anaesthetised with Ketam ine (110m g/kg)/X ylazine ( llm g /k g )  and exposed 
to excessive levels o f white light for 2 hours (-5 5 0 0  lux). The animal was returned to 
the dark for 24 hours and retinal histology was carried out. Figures 5.8B-E represents 
the Toluidine blue stained retinal sections which were obtained. Notably, retinal 
degeneration was not evident in the photoreceptor cell layer suggesting that light 
induced cell death did not occur.

Legend: (GCL) Ganglion cell layer,
(INL) Inner nuclear layer 
(ISL) Inner segmented layer 
(OSL)Outer segmented layer

(IPL) Inner plexiform layer, 
(ONL) Outer nuclear layer,
(RPE) Retinal pigment epithelium  
(OPL) Outer plexiform layer
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Panel A Panel B l Panel B2 Panel Cl
Figures 5.9A-C Retinal histology of Blab/c mice (A, B l, C l x200)



Figure 5.9A- C Retinal histology of a non-light ablated Balb/c mouse retina
(x200).

Toluidine blue staining was carried out on a resin em bedded retinal section of a wild 
type Balb/c m ouse. Exam ination o f figure 5.9A shows the presence o f normal 
photoreceptor cells with no evidence o f cellular apoptosis or m utation. Two non
anaesthetised Balb/c mice were exposed to 2 hours o f ~55001ux of white light and 
returned to the dark for 24 hours. Apoptotic cells can be noted in the photoreceptor 
cell layer in figures 5.9B1 and 5.9C1 Figures 5.9B2 and 5.9C2 show m agnified 
views of the non-anaesthetised light ablated Balb/c m ice in figures 5.9B1 and 5.9C1 
respectively (x400). Staining o f these sections with Toluidine blue highlights 
apoptotic cells which are darker stained due to the presence o f fragm ented DNA. The 
normal organisation of the photoreceptor cell layer has been lost due to the initiation 
o f cell death and loss of the photoreceptor cells.

Legend: (GCL) Ganglion cell layer,
(INL) Inner nuclear layer 
(ISL) Inner segmented layer 
(OSL)Outer segmented layer

(IPL) Inner plexiform layer, 
(ONL) Outer nuclear layer,
(RPE) Retinal pigment epithelium  
(OPL) Outer plexiform layer
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Panel A Panel B Panel C Panel D Panel E

Figure 5.10 A-E Retinal sections of Laca mice with and without anaesthetic administration

5.1GB and 5.IOC 24 hours post light ablation 

5.10D and 5.10E 48 hours post light ablation



Figure 5.10 A-E Histology of a Laca mice.

The eye of a w ild type Laca m ouse was resin em bedded and sectioned in accordance 
with the protocol outlined in section 5.2.3.4. This anim al was not light ablated and 
therefore acted as a control representation o f a healthy retina in Laca mice. Toluidine 
staining o f the retinal section did not show any evidence o f photoreceptor cell death 
or loss (Panel A). Two Laca m icee was exposed to the light and return to the dark for 
24 or 48 hours, respectively, to recuperate (Panel B and D, respectively). 
Sim ultaneously two Laca m ice were adm inistered anaesethetic, light ablated and one 
was sacrificed after 24 hours (Panel C) and the other was assessed after 48 hours 
(Panel E). Figure 5.10B depicts the darker staining of cells undergoing cell death and 
the loss o f photoreceptor cell num bers while figure 5 . IOC does not appear to be any 
significant degree o f photoreceptor cell loss in the retina o f this anim al although 
TU N EL assays and photoreceptor cell counting w ould be required to verify this 
finding. A lthough the quality o f the section in figure 5.10E requires im provem ent, it 
can be noted that the presence of anaesthetic appears to render the retina less 
susceptible to the dam aging effects of light on the photoreceptors. As Laca mice are 
not a recognised lab strain, and Balb/c m ice were intended for future studies on the 
light-induced m odel of retinal degeneration, this experim ent was not repeated. 
C learer retinal sections were obtained using Balb/c m ice, see figures 5.11A -F and
5.12 A-E.

Legend: (GCL) Ganglion cell layer. (IPL) Inner plexiform layer, 
(ONL) Outer nuclear layer.(INL) Inner nuclear layer 

(ISL) Inner segmented layer 
(OSL)Outer segmented layer

(RPE) Retinal pigment epithelium 
(OPL) Outer plexiform layer
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Figure 5.11 Retinal sections of Balb/c mice, 24 hours post light ablation, 

with and without anaesthetic administration (x200)



Figures 5.11A-F Histology of Balb/c mice with and without Ketamine/Xylazine
administration

One Balb/c m ouse was not adm inistered anaesthetic prior to light ablation and the 
retina show ed evidence o f extensive dam age and cell death, as depicted in figure 
5.1 lA . Figures 5.1 IB -F  depict the retinas o f anaesthetised Balb/c m ice which were 
exposed to -5 5 0 0  lux o f white light for 2 hours. These mice were sacrificed 24 hours 
post light ablation. This study was repeated and anim als were sacrificed 48 hours
post light ablation (figures 5.12A-E). Sim ilar to the findings at the 24 hour time
point, anaesthetised m ice showed considerably less retinal dam age cause by light 
exposure(Figures 5.12B-E). A lthough som e cells may be suggested to be in the 
initial stages o f cell death, the degree to which dam age has occurred is considerably 
reduced com pared to the non-anaesthetised animal. Future studies m ay involve the 
use o f TU N EL assays or EM analysis to quantify the degree o f protection which is 
provided by adm inistration of this particular anaesthetic.

Legend: (GCL) Ganglion cell layer, (IPL) Inner plexiform layer,
(INL) Inner nuclear layer (ONL) Outer nuclear layer,
(ISL) Inner segmented layer (RPE) Retinal pigment epithelium
(OSL)Outer segmented layer (OPL) Outer plexiform layer
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Panel A Panel B Panel C Panel D

Figure 5.12 Retinal sections of Balb/c mice, 48 hours post light ablation, 

with and without anaesthetic administration (x200)

Panel E



Figures 5.12A-E Histology of Balb/c mice with and without Ketamine/Xylazine
administration

One Balb/c m ouse was not adm inistered anaesthetic prior to light ablation and the 
retina show ed evidence o f extensive dam age and apoptosis, as depicted in figure 
5.12A. Figures 5.12B-E depict the retinas o f anaesthetised Balb/c m ice which were 
exposed to -5 5 0 0  lux o f white light for 2 hours. These m ice were sacrificed 48 hours 
post light ablation. The degree to which dam age has occurred is considerably 
reduced com pared to the non-anaesthetised anim al. Future studies may involve the 
use o f TU N EL assays to quantify the degree o f protection which is provided by 
adm inistration o f this particular anaesthetic.

Legend: (GCL) Ganglion cell layer,
(INL) Inner nuclear layer 
(ISL) Inner segmented layer 
(OSL)Outer segmented layer

(EPL) Inner plexiform layer, 
(ONL) Outer nuclear layer,
(RPE) Retinal pigment epithelium  
(OPL) Outer plexiform layer
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Figure 5,13a Electroretinogram of wild type Balb/c mouse.

The ERG readout from a wild type Balb/c mouse indicates a negative a-wave and a 
subsequent b-positive wave in response to a light stimulus. The figure above is an 
example of a stereotypical readout which would be expected for a wild type animal.

Figure 5.13b Electroretinogram of an Avertin-treated Balb/c mouse.

The use of Avertin as an anaesthetic was considered due to the adverse findings in 
light ablated animals which were treated with Ketamine and Xylazine. Prior to its 
assessment in the light ablation protocol the administration was Avertin to wild type 
mice yielded an abnormal ERG readout relative to those of the control animal (figure 
5.13a). This finding indicates that Avertin interacts, by some mechanism, with the 
phototransduction process and thus cannot be used in retinal function studies.
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Figure 5.14 Retinal sections of Balb/c mice, 48 hours post light ablation, 

with and without Dimethyl sulfoxide (15%) administration (x200)



Figures 5.14A-E Retinal histology of control and DMSO-treated Balb/c mice,
24 hours post light-ablation

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DM SO) is widely used as an organic solvent for m any therapeutic 
agents. The use o f a DM SO dissolved TRH -D E inhibitor in future studies raised the 
issue o f w hether DM SO presence affects the retina. L ight ablation controls showed 
severe retinal dam age 24 hours post light ablation, figure 5.14A. 15% DM SO was 
adm inistered by high volum e tail vein injection as this was the proposed route of 
adm inistration for the target com pound in the future. M ice which were adm inistered 
DM SO did not exhibit photoreceptor cell loss nor substantial evidence o f cell death 
(refer to figures 5.14C-E). This degree ‘protection’ was noted as greater than that in 
the presence o f K etam ine/X ylazine adm inistration. To elim inate the suggestion that 
this finding was a response o f the body to the stress which could be invoked by high- 
volume tail-vein injection, a vehicle control was included. H artm an’s solution was 
adm inistered by the sam e protocol and subsequent to light ablation significant retinal 
degeneration was observed, see figure 5.14B. Although an interesting find, this result 
was not the prim ary focus o f the current research and thus was not repeated.

Legend: (GCL) Ganglion ceil layer,
(ENL) Inner nuclear layer 
(ISL) Inner segmented layer 
(OSL)Outer segmented layer

(IPL) Inner plexiform layer, 
(ONL) Outer nuclear layer,
(RPE) Retinal pigment epithelium  
(GPL) Outer plexiform layer
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6.1 Introduction

The light induced model of retinal degeneration has previously been used in a number 

of studies in which molecules which potentially may provide neuroprotection have 

been evaluated (Hafezi et al., 1997; Kaldi et al., 2003; Wenzel et al., 2004). The light 

induced model of retinal degeneration was established and optimised during the 

course of the study described in chapter 5, and was considered as a model in which 

TRH-DE-based therapeutics could be evaluated. In a number of previous studies 

carried out, expression of preproTRH in the retina was identified (Martino et al., 

1980; Schaeffer, 1977). In addition, Bauer et ah, identified the presence of TRH-DE 

mRNA in the mammalian retina (Bauer, 1994b). Mitsuma et al., carried out research 

into the presence of TRH receptor type I (TRH-RI) and TRH receptor type II (TRH- 

Rll) in the retina in two independent studies (Mitsuma, 1999; Mitsuma et al., 1995) 

and O’Dowd et al., confirmed the presence of TRH-RII in the retina (O'Dowd, 2000). 

Despite previous reports indicating that the various components of the TRH 

signalling system are present in the mammalian retina, verification of this fact was 

required prior to using TRH as a potential neurotrophic agent in the light ablation 

animal model. In addition, while some indication that the components of the TRH 

pathway are present in the retina (Lexow, 1996), the precise cells within the ten 

layers of the retina in which TRH-DE is expressed was unknown.

To address this question, expression of preproTRH and TRH-DE was assessed using 

real time RT-PCR in murine retinal and hippocampal tissues. Previous studies have 

been carried out in which the neuroendocrine properties of TRH-DE activity in the
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hypothalamus and hippocampus was assessed (Kelly et al., 2002). Results from such 

research has shown that TRH-DE activity is highest in the hippocampus and also 

moreover TRH action has been studied extensively within this region of the brain 

(Deng et al., 2006; Heuer et al., 1998; Kawarska-Feil et al., 1999; Kelly et al., 2005). 

Thus the hippocampus was chosen as a positive control tissue for TRH-DE 

expression and moreover future studies using the suppression agents under 

development in this study may include evaluation of the potential role of modulation 

of TRH and TRH-DE levels as a means of neuroprotection within the hippocampus. 

In-situ hybridisation (ISH) was used as a means of verifying the results obtained by 

RT-PCR. This protocol also allows identification of the retinal layers within which 

preproTRH and TRH-DE are expressed and provides strength to the proposed 

assessment of TRH based therapeutic evaluation in the retina.

In this regard, subretinal injection is a favoured route of delivery to the photoreceptor 

cells of the retina (Doi et al., 2004; Hisatomi et al., 2002; Mallam et al., 2004; Martin 

et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2003; Timmers et al., 2000). Subretinal injection involves 

the injection of a particular compound into the subretinal space, causing a transient 

detachment of the retina from the sclera of the eye, refer to figure 6.1. The injected 

compound of interest is rapidly absorbed by the adjacent cells and retinal 

reattachment is evident typically with minimal disruption to photoreceptor cell 

function. Thus, subretinal injection represents an efficient means of exploring the 

potential effects which TRH and peptides such as Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC, aimed at 

inhibiting TRH-DE may have on photoreceptor function. This route of
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administration has been, and indeed will be in the future, particularly valuable in 

terms of exploring potential therapies for a myriad of retinal diseases.

In situations where subretinal delivery may not be appropriate, it is notable that high- 

volume tail-vein injection may be used to deliver a particular compound across the 

blood brain barrier without the requirement for anaesthesia. The rationale behind the 

use of tail vein injection in this study was based upon the hypothesis that the pressure 

which is generated as a result of high volume injection may theoretically not only 

lead to delivery across the blood brain barrier but possibly also the blood retinal 

barrier (personal communication, Dr. Paul Kenna, The Ocular Genetics Unit, Trinity 

College Dublin).

In this study high-volume tail-vein injections of exogenous TRH and/or a peptide 

inhibitor of TRH-DE were carried out to assess if an increased amount of TRH 

administration to the retinal cell layers may protect, to some degree, from the damage 

from light ablation in mouse photoreceptor cells. Previous studies involving the use 

of high-volume tail-vein injection have been focused on administration of DNA 

fragments or DNA plasmid delivery and, in this regard, peptide delivery to the brain 

by tail vein injection has not, to date, been fully assessed. TRH administration by 

intraperitoneal (i.p) injection induced wet dog shakes (a behavioural readout of limbic 

neurotoxicity in the brain) in test animals, an indication that this peptide did cross the 

blood brain barrier (Ervin et al., 1981; Funk et al., 1997). It was suggested therefore 

that high-volume tail-vein injection may be used to deliver TRH and perhaps reduce
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the occurrence of systemic dilution of i.p injected compounds. Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC is 

a small peptide-based high affinity TRH-DE inhibitor {Ki 0.97+0.08 |iM) designed by 

Dr. Julie Kelly (Kelly et al., 2005). Despite the successful design of several other 

peptide inhibitors, some of which were found to be more potent than the Glp-Asn- 

Pro-AMC (refer to section 1.2.2), Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC is soluble in saline whereas 

some of the other inhibitors require 15% DMSO for solubility. As highlighted in 

chapter 4, 15% DMSO exerts its own ‘protective’ effects in the light-induced model 

of photoreceptor degeneration. Hence the saline soluble peptide inhibitor, referred to 

above, was selected for the pilot studies carried out during the course of my PhD and 

described in this chapter of the thesis. The TRH peptide has shown to be 

neuroprotective in brain, as discussed in chapter 1 section 1.1.7. Furthermore, results 

from previous work (in Trinity College Dublin) with a transformed photoreceptor cell 

line (66IW  cells) suggested that TRH peptide afforded some protection against 

chemically induced apoptosis in this cell line (Tuohy, 2001). While a transformed 

cell line such as 66 IW cells inadequately represent in vivo post mitotic photoreceptor 

neurons, this combination of observations provided support to the view that it would 

be of value to explore the possible neuroprotective effects of increasing TRH levels 

in the retina.
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6.2 Materials

In-situ hybridization reagents: DIG RNA labelling kit was purchased from Roche 

Diagnostics (UK), RQl DNase was obtained from Promega, and Hybond-N"^- 

membrane was obtained from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech. The following items 

were obtained from Sigma Alrdich (UK); glycerol gelatine, Salmon sperm DNA, 

lOOx Denhardt’s solution, Dextran sulphate. Pig serum, 3-aminopropyl- 

triethoxysaline (APES) and BSA. OCT compound, for microscopical cryotomy was 

purchased from Gurr d) (BDH) while deionised formamide was obtained from 

Kodak. All chemical reagents, unless otherwise stated, were obtained from Gibco- 

BRL, Invitrogen or Sigma Chemical Corporation.

6.3 Methods

6.3.1 Tissue extraction, RNA extraction and real time RT-PCR to identify TRH- 
signalling components

To obtain sufficient expression of preproTRH and TRH-DE in mouse retina, 6 retina

were pooled from 3 Balb/c mice and homogenised in 1ml Trizol. To optimise RNA

extractions, the sample was stored at -20°C overnight and a standard RNA extraction

protocol was then carried out; refer to chapter 2 section 2.4. Similarly for

hippocampal tissue, both lobes of the hippocampus from an individual Balb/c mouse

were pooled and the RNA extracted according to the standard protocol (see chapter 2

section 2.4). Real time RT-PCR was carried out in accordance with the criteria

outlines in section 2.4.5. The sequence of primers which were used for preproTRH

and TRH-DE are provided in chapter 2 section 2.4.5.
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6.3.2 In situ hybridisation

In situ hybridisation involves the use of synthesized nucleic acids as probes, to 

identify specific transcripts within tissue sections. This methodology enables the 

identification of RNA expression in a particular tissue or cell type. In situ 

hybridisation was developed by Pardue and Gall, and independently by John et a l,  in 

1969 as an alternative to radioactive detection of RNA transcripts in tissue 

preparations. The basis of the in situ hybridisation protocol used for this research 

involves a DIG-RNA labelling system. The DIG system uses a form of steroid called 

Digoxigenin (found naturally in some species of the digitalis plants). When 

digoxigenin is bound to certain molecules it enables the easy generation of specific 

antibodies and can also be incoiporated into nucleotides using various polymerases. 

For this reason, probes which are generated can be detected using anti-DIG 

conjugates such as an alkaline phosphatase labelled antibody. This enables detection, 

using a colour reaction, of transcript expression in a specific tissue type or region.

Primers were designed as riboprobes for in-situ hybrisation, each with a promoter 

region attached, (sequences are available in table 6.1). Forward primers included 

sequence which was complimentary to the T7 promoter (as highlighted in yellow in 

table 6.1) while the reverse primers included sequence complimentary to the T3 

promoter sequence (as highlighted in red in table 6.1). Two riboprobes were designed 

for TRH-DE mRNA, designated A and B respectively. A single riboprobe was 

constructed for preproTRH and a riboprobe for rhodopsin was used as a positive 

control for in situ hybridisation.
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PCRs were carried out on cDNA from a wild type 129 mouse, provided by Dr. Alison 

Reynolds (The Ocular Genetics Unit, TCD). The resulting bands for a particular 

amplification were isolated, pooled and gel purified using a Qiaquick Gel Extraction 

kit (Qiagen). Reverse transcription of 150ng of each of the resulting products (for 

respective primer sets) was carried out, ensuring that all solutions and tubes were 

RNase free. A sense probe, for each primer set, was prepared by DIG-labelling using 

a T7 polymerase. Preparation of the antisense probes required the use of T3 

polymerase. 2|j,l of DIG RNA labelling mix (Boehringer Mannheim), 2|o,l of 

transcription buffer and 2|j.l of the appropriate polymerase (T7 or T3) was added to 

150ng of DNA PCR product. This mixture was incubated in a water bath set at 37°C 

for 2 hours. After the allotted time period 2(j,l of RQ DNase was added to each 

eppendorf and samples were returned to the water bath at 37°C for 15 minutes. 2(0,1 of 

EDTA (pH8.0) was added and samples were placed on ice. 2.5fj,l of LiCl (4M) and 

75(il of 96% ethanol was added to each eppendorf tube and placed at -20°C for a 

minimum time period of 1 hour. Samples were centrifuged at 13,000rpm for 20 

minutes and the resulting supernatant was aspirated from the pellet. 80|^1 of 70% 

ethanol was added to the pellet, vortexed briefly and centrifuged at 13,000rpm for a 

further 20 minutes. Pellets were dried at 55°C for 2 minutes (using a PCR block), 

resuspended in 30(o,l of DEPC-treated water and visualised on a gel to elucidate the 

relative concentrations of the sense and antisense probes.

To ascertain the efficiency of the DIG-labelling system, a dot blot was carried out on 

serial dilutions of each of the probes with the following final concentrations: lng/)jl.
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100pg/|L4.1, 10pg/)il, lpg/)J.l, 0.1pg/|o.l, 0.01pg/|j.l. A grid was marked onto a small piece 

of hybond-N'^-membrane (Amersham) and l(il of the dilutions ranging from 10pg/|il 

to O.lpg/fxl were placed on the grid intersections. Serial dilutions of a DIG-labelled 

riboprobe (of known concentration) was also added. This standard is provided in the 

Dig-labelling kit which is available commercially. The hybond was placed on cling 

film (dot-face down) on a UV box with the backing still on the paper and UV box 

irradiated for 3-5 minutes. The membrane was transferred to a sterile tube and 20ml 

of IxWashing buffer (DIG-labelling kit, Boehringer and Mannheim) was added and 

shaken gently for a 2 minute period. The washing buffer was discarded and 10ml of 

Ix Blocking solution was added to the tube (diluted from lOx concentration using 

Maleic acid). The membrane and blocking solution were then incubated at room 

temperature for 30 minutes. Subsequently the blocking solution was discarded and 

replaced by 10ml of Antibody solution (2|j,l of Anti-DIG alkaline phosphatase in 

10ml of blocking buffer). This antibody solution was left on the hybond for a period 

of 30 minutes. The solution was then discarded and the hybond was washed twice 

with 10ml portions of washing buffer. 10ml of detection buffer (Ix final 

concentration) was added for 5 minutes and then replaced with 10ml of colour 

substrate solution (200)il NBT/BCIP in 10ml detection buffer). The membrane within 

the sterile tube was not shaken and was covered in foil until the ‘dots’ begin to 

appear. Once all dots have developed sufficiently, the membrane was rinsed under 

water for 5 minutes to stop the reaction and the hybond was then allowed to dry. The 

sample dots were compared to those of the control to estimate concentration.
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Glass slides were coated in 3-am inopropyl-triethoxysaline (APES) to facilitate 

adherence o f the cryosectioned retinal sections, as described in detail below . Slides 

were washed in 1% Triton X -100 for 10 minutes with shaking and subsequently 

rinsed under running water for 10 minutes. The slides were immersed, and shaken, in 

2 % 3-am inopropyl-triethoxysaline (APES)/acetone for 10 minutes and, again, rinsed 

under running water for 10 minutes. Slides were then air-dried overnight and stored 

in a box at room temperature.

T issue preparation for cryosectioning involved enucleation o f  the murine eye and 

immersion in 4% paraformaldehyde for 1-2 hours. This solution was then replaced 

with 30% sucrose and sam ples were placed in a rotary device overnight. The eyes 

were then embedded in tissue freezing medium OCT compound and stored at -80°C  

until required. Sections o f  8-12|j,m thickness were cut and thaw mounted on APES- 

coated slides. Slides with cryosections were fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde for 25 

minutes with shaking. T w o 15 minute washes (with shaking) were carried out in Ix 

PBS containing 0.1% active DEPC (lOx PBS: pH7.2 NaCl (80g), KCl (Ig ), 

N a2HP0 4 .2H2 0  (7g) and KH2PO4 (1.2g) in IL dH 20). The slides were then 

equilibrated in 5x SSC  for 15 minutes (20x SSC: pH 7.0 NaCl (175.3g) and 

N a3C6H50v.2H20 (88.2g) in IL dHjO).

E xcess fluid was drained o ff  and the slides were kept flat in a moist box and covered  

with pre-hybridization solution (20x SSC (5m l), SOOpg salmon sperm D N A , Kodak 

deionised formamide (10m l) and 5ml DEPC-treated water). Slides were incubated, in
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the m oist box, at 58°C for 2 hours. M eanw hile, selected and prepared DIG-labelled  

riboprobes (as described previously in this section) were serially diluted (1:50, 1:500 

and 1:5000) in hybridisation buffer (1.5M  Tris pH 7.5, lOOx Denhardt’s solution 

(2.5m l), 20xSSC  (2m l), 10% (w /v) SD S (1m l), Kodak deionised formamide (10ml), 

50% (w /v) Dextran sulphate (4m l) and 500|ag o f  salmon sperm D N A ). Diluted probes 

were heated to 90°C for 2-3 minutes and transferred to ice im m ediately. After the 

allotted incubation time, slides were dried and riboprobes (o f appropriate dilution) 

were pipetted onto a clean (ethanol wiped) coverslip and placed on the mounted 

section appropriately. Care was taken to avoid bubble formation on the sections. 

Hybridization was performed overnight at 5 5 °C in the m oist box.

Subsequent to overnight hybridisation, sections were transferred to a slide rack and 

washed in 2x SSC  for 10 minutes at room temperature with shaking. C overslips were 

removed and sections were washed for a further 20  minutes in 2x SSC. W ashes then 

included 2x SSC (1 hour at 65°C), O.lx SSC (I hour at 65°C), follow ed by 

equilibration o f  the slides in D lG l buffer for 5 minutes with shaking at room 

temperature (lO x D ig l buffer pH7.6: Tris (121g) and NaCl (87.7g) in 1 litre DEPC- 

treated water). Anti-DIG  AP-coupled antibody was diluted (1:4000) in antibody 

blocking solution (Pig serum (220|o,l), B SA  (0.06g) and IxD IG l buffer (1780|xl)). 

This solution was then added to each o f  the slides and slides were placed in a moist 

box. Sections were incubated for 2 hours with serial washes in D IG l buffer (2x 

15minutes) and an equilibration step in Ix DIG2 buffer for 5 minutes with shaking 

(IM  Tris pH9.5 (50m l), IM  NaCl (50m l) and 0.5M  M gC l2 (50m l)).
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Slides were then kept flat in a moist box, wrapped in tinfoil, and covered with 

detection solution (20)j.l NBT/BCIP solution in 1ml DIG2 buffer). All slides were 

incubated at room temperature and the progress of the colour reaction assessed every 

30 minutes. If the reaction was slow to develop it was left overnight. Sections were 

immersed in water to stop the reaction. The area around each section was dried and 

50|j.l of mounting medium (glycerol gelatine) was added, and a coverslip was placed 

on top. Once the mounting medium had dried, sections were studied using a Zeiss 

Axioplan2 microscope.

6.3.3 Quantification o f TRH and TRH-DE mRNA expression in control and light 
ablated murine retinas and western blot analysis o f  TRH-DE protein in test 
samples.

RNA was isolated from 6 pooled control retinas and 6 pooled light-ablated retinas in 

accordance with the criteria outlined in section 6.3.1. Subsequent lo light ablation, 

animals were returned to the dark for 24 hours before sacrifice and RNA extraction. 

An approximation of mRNA concentration was calculated using the absoiption at 

260nm wavelength (by means of a spectrophotometer). Real time RT-PCR was 

can'ied out according to the standard protocol which is described in chapter 2, section 

2.4.5 of this thesis. A standard curve was generated from control, wild type, Balb/c 

retinal RNA using dilutions in the range of 15.2ng-1.52ng of RNA (final 

concentration) in each well of a 96 well plate. Test samples were used with 

approximately 3ng of RNA (final concentration) in each well. This experiment was 

carried out in triplicate. Similarly, protein was isolated from 6 pooled control retinas 

and 6 pooled light ablated retinas 48 hours post-light ablation according to the
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protocol outlined in chapter 3 section 3.3.9.1. Protein concentration was determined 

by BCA assay and Western blot analysis was carried out using a goat anti-mouse 

TRH-DE polyclonal antibody, according to the protocol outlined in chapter 3 section 

3.3.9.2. This experiment was carried out in triplicate.

6.3.4 Assessment o f potential toxicity o f TRH and/or GIp-Asn-Pro-AMC on 
photoreceptors in ICR mice

All investigations using animals were conducted in compliance with the ARVO

statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. ICR mice

were provided by Caroline Woods, Specific-pathogen-free (s.p.f) Facility, Smurfit

Institute of Genetics, Trinity College Dublin and Balb/c mice were purchased from

the Bioresources Unit, Trinity College Dublin and Harlan Laboratories.

6.3.5 Pre-injection ERGs

Seven ICR mice were dark-adapted for 24 hours. Each mouse was weighed and 

pupil-dilation drops administered to each eye. Ketamine (llOmg/kg), Xylazine 

(11 mg/kg) and sterile water for injection were mixed to prepare fresh anaesthetic 

prior to experimental work. An appropriate dose was administered i.p. 

(intraperitoneally) according to the body weight of each mouse, and allowed adequate 

time to take full effect. Subsequently a rectal thermometer was inserted and the 

animal was placed on a heated mat to maintain an ambient body temperature of 37°C. 

A conducting gel was placed on the surface of each eye and a comeal electrode was 

positioned appropriately. Another electrode was inserted through the right cheek as a 

reference electrode for the right corneal electrode and similarly on the left side of the
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animal. A third, or ground electrode, was inserted at the back of the anaesthetised 

animal’s neck to complete the circuit (see chapter 5 figures 5.2 and 5.3 for ERG 

apparatus setup). The electroretinogram was carried out in accordance with the 

standard for clinical electroretinography (The-Intemational-Standardisation- 

Committee, 1989).

6.3.6 Subretinal injection ofTR H  and/or Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC

Previous studies carried out by Dr. Tuohy identified the neuroprotective potential of 

TRH in chemically induced apoptosis in 661W cells (Tuohy, 2001). The 661W cell 

line is a transformed cell line and may not be an accurate representation of normal 

retinal function. In this regard, in vivo assessment of TRH administration and TRH-DE 

peptide-based suppression was undertaken.

Each treatment group consisted of two ICR mice. The left eye was subretinally 

injected with the compound of interest dissolved in saline and the right eye was 

injected with an equal volume of saline alone. Subretinal injection of the various 

compounds was carried out according to the protocol outlined by Robin Ali (Ali et 

al., 1996). ICR mice were anaesthetised by intraperitoneal injection of Ketamine 

(IlOmg/kg) and Xylazine (Ilm g/kg). Pupils were dilated by topical application of 

1% cyclopentalate and 10% phenenylephrine and eyes protruded from the orbital 

sockets using a rubber sleeve. The eye was covered in 2% 

hydroxypropylmethylcellulose and visualised under an operating microscope. The tip 

of a 34-gauge hypodennic needle was visualised between the retina and the retinal
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pigment epithelium (RPE). 3 |j 1 of TRH peptide was administered at a finil 

concentration of lOmg/kg, similar volumes and concentrations were used for tie 

TRH-DE inhibitor Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC. In addition, a final concentration of lOmg/lg 

for each of the combined TRH and Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC was injected. A singe 

uninjected ICR mouse was used as a control to establish proper functioning of ER3 

equipment. Subsequent to injection, all animals were returned to the dark and allowed 

to recuperate with continual monitoring for the time period prior to ERG analysis or 

sacrifice.

6.3.7 Post-injection ERGs

All animals were treated according to the same parameters and conditions outlined ,n 

section 6.3.5 and corresponding ERG readouts obtained and recorded.

6.3.8 High-volume tail-vein injection o f TRH (lOmg/kg) and/or Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC 
( lOmg/kg) and Light ablation ofB alh/c mice.

Animals were dark adapted for 24 hours. Subsequently, each animal was weighed 

and restrained within the apparatus set up for high-volume tail-vein injection, see 

figure 6.2. Each compound was prepared to ensure that lOmg/kg of compound wis 

provided to each animal, e.g. 0.3mg in a 30g animal. Hydro-dynamic injection, by its 

nature, results in the generation of high pressure as a result of the sheer volume 

injected into the tail vein. This volume to be injected is typically calculated 

according to the following equation:
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mouse weight (g) = volume to be injected (ml)
10

For example, the volume for injection into a 30g mouse is 3ml.

The tail vein was isolated and the animal was injected with the appropriate 

compound, or combination of compounds. The mouse was then placed directly into 

the light ablation apparatus in accordance with the procedure outlined in section 

5.2.3.4; refer to chapter 5 figure 5.1. Mice were exposed to the light for two hours 

and were then returned to the dark. The animals were sacrificed 48 hours later, eyes 

were resin embedded and subsequent sections of 0.5|jm were obtained. Resin 

embedding and sectioning protocols are outlined in Chapter 5 section 5.2.3.6.
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6.4 Results

6.4.1 Assessment ofmRNA expression, o f a variety o f gene targets, in hippocampal 
tissues.

RNA was isolated from the combined lobes of the hippocampi of wild type Balb/c 

mice. Results from previous studies have indicated that this tissue type can be used 

as an appropriate positive control for TRH-DE studies (Deng et al., 2006; Heuer et 

al., 1998; Kawarska-Feil et al., 1999; Kelly et al., 2005). Hippocampal RNA was 

assessed for the presence of preproTRH and TRH-DE transcripts by means of real 

time RT-PCR. A melting curve of fluorescence versus temperature was analysed to 

ensure amplification of the correct product without the presence of unwanted by

products such as primer dimers. Notably this preliminary study was to ascertain the 

presence of preproTRH and TRH-DE transcripts in the hippocampal samples. This 

experiment was repeated in triplicate. An example of the amplification and melting 

curves obtained for preproTRH and TRH-DE RNA expression in hippocampal tissue 

is presented in figures 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. The findings obtained in this study 

are in agreement with data for the hippocampus which was obtained from The Allen 

Institute of Brain Research. This institute provides a database of gene expression in 

the brains of C57BL/6J 8 week old male mice, using DIG-labelled in situ 

hybridisations (ISH).

Figure 6.3 represents the amplification curve, melting curve and ISH of hippocampal 

tissue for preproTRH RNA expression. Melting curve analysis allows the user to 

ensure the absence of unwanted primer dimers or non-specific product amplification. 

A melting curve is generated at the end of the real time RT-PCR program as the
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amplified product is subjected to serial increasing degrees in temperature and the 

resulting fluorescence is noted. Such analysis of a particular product should yield an 

individual peak as fluorescence from the bound SYBR Green is released as the 

double stranded DNA separates, thus ceasing to fluoresce. The presence of 

unspecific products such as primer dimers may result in the presence of multiple 

peaks. The amplification curve represents the fluorescence detected from an RNA 

sample (as SYBR Green binds to the amplified double stranded DNA) as a function 

of the number of PCR cycles which were carried out, see chapter 1 section 1.3.4. The 

in situ hybridisations (ISHs) presented in figures 6.3 and 6.4 were obtained from The 

Allen Brain Atlas (ABA). The results from real time RT-PCR suggest that 

preproTRH transcripts were present in the hippocampal RNA samples which were 

analysed; i.e. requiring -25-32 cycles of amplification before the product is amplified 

to a level which can be detected, refer to figure 6.3. Results from the melting curve 

analysis showed the formation of primer dimers at a 1:10 dilution (represented as a 

green line labelled C in figure 6.3) of the original stock of RNA. Formation of primer 

dimers typically indicates that the PCR conditions may not have been optimal or low 

expression of the target transcript. The production of a single peak in the melting 

curve analysis of some of the more concentrated samples does not suggest that the 

PCR conditions were suboptimal and thus it may be that preproTRH is transcribed at 

low levels in this tissue type. The primers which were used during the course of this 

experiment were designed to amplify the preproTRH gene. However, this design was 

based upon the preproTRH cDNA and, as such, these primers do not provide any 

indication as to the potential presence of genomic DNA contamination within the
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hippocampal RNA samples which were being assessed. Therefore, as a negative 

control for DNA contamination, PCR analysis was carried out on all RNA samples 

prior to RT-PCR (genomic DNA from 129 mice, provided by Dr. Alison Reynolds, 

was used as a positive control) (data not shown). The ISH obtained from The Allen 

Brain Atlas, suggested the absence of detectable levels of TRH mRNA in the 

hippocampus.

Figure 6.4 depicts the amplification and melting curve which was obtained 

subsequent to real time RT-PCR of TRH-DE in RNA from pooled hippocampi. 

Similar to the studies carried out to assess preproTRH transcript expression, as 

described previously, each sample contained the combined lobes of the hippocampus 

of a male Balb/c mouse. This experiment was repeated in triplicate and figure 6.4 

represents the findings which were obtained for these samples. Similar to the primers 

used to amplify preproTRH, TRH-DE primers which were used during the course of 

this experiment were not designed to span an intron and, as such, did not provide any 

indication as to the potential presence of genomic DNA contamination within the 

hippocampal RNA samples being assessed. As a negative control for DNA 

contamination, PCR analysis was carried out on all RNA samples prior to RT-PCR 

(genomic DNA, gDNA, from 129 mice, provided by Dr. Alison Reynolds, was used 

as a positive control) (data not shown). The absence of PCR amplified product in the 

RNA samples instilled confidence in the absence of gDNA contamination in the 

hippocampal RNA samples. Melting curve analysis did not provide any evidence of 

primer dimer formation which is typically characterised by the presence of multiple
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fluorescence peaks at multiple temperatures. The melting curve depicted in figure 6.4 

indicated that a single product was amplified from all RNA samples (that is, serial 

dilutions of neat hippocampal RNA to a 1:1000 dilution; indicated by the letters A-G 

in figure 6.4). ISH which was carried out by members of The Allen Institute of Brain 

Research provides evidence of discrete expression of the TRH-DE gene in the 

pyramidal cells of the hippocampus, in the CA3 field, see figure 6.4. The noted 

expression of the target gene renders the hippocampus a potential target for future 

therapeutic assays, as was previously discussed in chapter 4.

To ensure that the RNA used for the study described above was intact, expression of 

a vai'iety of housekeeping genes was explored in hippocampal RNAs. These included 

eukaryotic elongation factor2 (EEF2), pyruvate kinase 3 (PK3), peptidyl-prolyl 

isomerase cyclophilin A (PPIA), (3-actin, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 

(GAPDH) and peripherin The RT-PCR results suggest that EEF2, PK3, PPIA and P- 

actin were amplified to a relatively high level from this tissue while GAPDH and 

peripherin were not. Peripherin, which is expressed solely in the retina, was included 

as a negative control. The results obtained suggested that transcripts from these 

housekeeping genes were readily detectable using the approach adopted in the study 

and hence the absence or low detection of preproTRH may indeed be due to low level 

expression of the genes encoding this component of the TRH-signalling pathway in 

the hippocampus. This finding was verified by the presence of negative controls. 

Notably, each sample was the result of combining the lobes of the hippocampus of an 

individual male Balb/c mouse and RNA samples were obtained from three mice. For
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each mouse the real time RT-PCR results which were obtained were the same (as 

described above). This suggests that the transcript expression of preproTRH and 

TRH-DE in hippocampal tissue which was observed represent actual expression of 

these genes in this tissue.

6.4.2 niRNA expression o f  various gene targets in retinal tissues 

The RNA from 6 pooled retinas from Balb/c mice was isolated according to the 

protocol outlined in section 6.3.1. Real time RT-PCR was used to assess the 

expression of preproTRH and TRH-DE mRNA in RNA samples from retinal tissue. 

ppTRH mRNA was found to be expressed at a very low level, resulting in the 

amplification of detectable product after approximately 32 cycles of PCR (see figure 

6.5). Results from the melting curve analysis, as defined in section 6.4.1, revealed a 

presence of primers dimers/non-specific amplification even in the neat retinal RNA 

sample (labelled A in figure 6.5). The primers which were used during the course of 

this experiment were designed to amplify the preproTRH gene. However, this design 

was based upon the preproTRH cDNA sequence and, as such, these primers do not 

provide any indication as to the potential presence of genomic DNA contamination 

within the retinal RNA samples which were being assessed. Therefore, as a negative 

control for DNA contamination, RNA was simultaneously analysed by PCR (see 

figure 6.5, amplification and melting curves on the negative control sample are 

labelled as “control”). Notably, PCR of retinal RNA did not result in the significant 

amplification of any product using the aforementioned primers. Examination of RT- 

PCR results for these negative controls would suggest that RT-PCR amplification of
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preproTRH in retinal samples, as described above, is due to low level transcript 

expression rather than genomic DNA contamination. The data which is presented in 

figure 6.5 represents the expression of preproTRH which was noted in three retinal 

RNA samples, with 6 pooled retinas in each sample.

In contrast, the amplification curve presented in figure 6.6 depicts detectable 

expression of TRH-DE RNA in retinal tissue after approximately 19 PCR cycles. 

Analysis of the amplification curve for TRH-DE expression in the retina suggests that 

this gene may be expressed at a higher level than preproTRH in the retina, as 

evaluated by real time RT-PCR. However one PCR cannot be precisely compared 

with another as differences in the dynamics of a PCR reaction depend upon 

parameters such as the set of primers used. Nevertheless, the difference in the cycle 

number by which a PCR product could be detected for TRH-DE (-19) versus 

preproTRH (-32) may suggest that there are indeed differences between the levels of 

expression of these genes in the retina. Additionally, melting curve analysis of 

undiluted retinal RNA (labelled A in figure 6.6), a 1:50 dilution (labelled D in figure 

6.6) and a 1:500 dilution of the retinal RNA sample (labelled F in figure 6.6) did not 

indicate any evidence of primer dimers or non-specific product amplification, even at 

the lower concentrations of RNA.

The identification of preproTRH and TRH-DE transcripts in the retina, in conjunction 

with the findings of previous studies (Lexow, 1996), provides support for the view 

that TRH-based and TRH-DE-based therapeutics may well be worth exploring in the
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context of possibly providing potential benefit to a dysfunctional retina. However, it 

is noticeable that while these transcripts are expressed in the whole retina, the precise 

cells of the retina in which they are expressed remained unknown from these initial 

studies involving RT-PCR (see the following sections for further details). The 

information obtained in the retina and with animal models such as the light induced 

model of retinal degeneration model outlined in chapter 5, may well provide 

information which will be relevant for future studies involving brain tissues.

Similar to the study which was carried out on hippocampal RNA, a range of possible 

housekeeping genes were assessed including PK3, EEF2, GAPDH, p-actin, PPIA and 

peripherin in retinal RNA. All amplification curves and melting curve analyses 

indicate high and specific amplification of each individual target gene in the range of 

RNA concentrations which were tested. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 provide examples of the 

findings obtained for the PK3 and PPIA housekeeping genes.

6.4.3 In situ hybridisation o f  wild type retina

As discussed in section 6.3.2, in situ hybridization of cryosectioned Balb/c wild type 

mouse retina was carried out using rhodopsin, preproTRH and TRH-DE DIG-labelled 

riboprobes. As indicated in figure 6.9a, sections which were stained using the 

rhodopsin sense probe yielded no staining of any of the retinal layers. This probe acts 

as a negative control for background staining. It can be noted, however, that use of a 

rhodopsin antisense probe identified rhodopsin RNA expression in the photoreceptor 

cell layer of the retina. This finding can be clearly seen under both 200 and 400 times 

magnification in figures 6.9b and 6.9c respectively.
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Similarly, evaluation of preproTRH expression within the retina was undertaken. 

When compared to the sense negative control probe, it is hard to definitively state 

which layers of the retina express preproTRH RNA due to the presence of 

background or non-specific staining. Figures 6.10b and 6.10c depict possible 

preproTRH detection when compared to the negative sense control (figure 6.10a). It 

should be noted that expression of preproTRH was assessed in sections from two 

Balb/c mice using three concentrations of the synthesized riboprobe, refer to section 

6.3.2. The sections which are depicted in figures 6.10b to 6.10c do not indicate 

significant expression of preproTRH RNA within the retina using the riboprobe 

which was synthesized (see section 6.3.2). Unlike TRH-DE, as discussed below, an 

additional probe for preproTRH was not assessed as TRH-DE localisation within the 

retinal layers was the primary focus of this study, to facilitate subsequent evaluation 

of TRH-DE suppression in the presence of TRH-DE peptide-based inhibitors or 

AAV-delivered shRNAs, as discussed in chapter 4.

Evaluation of TRH-DE expression using ISH provided more definitive results. TRH- 

DE (probe A) was found to be expressed in the ganglion cell layer of the retina and 

also in the inner plexiform layer of the retina in wild type C57 mice, see figure 6.1 lb 

(200x magnification) and 6.11c (400x magnification). In situ hybridisations were 

repeated using the retinas of two Balb/c mice, figure 6.12a and 6.12b (200x 

magnification). The use of albino mice enabled identification of TRH-DE (probe A) 

RNA expression in the pigment/retinal epithelium. In contrast, expression in the 

retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) could not be seen in figure 6.1 lb  due to the fact that
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the RPE is pigmented in C57 mice. TRH-DE (probe B) did not result in the 

identification of TRH-DE expression to the same degree; see figures 6.13b and 6.13c. 

However, it is possible that DIG-staining of TRH-DE may be suggested to be present 

in the ganglion cell layer, the inner plexiform layer (as was the case for probe A) and 

possibly also to a lesser degree in the outer plexiform layer when compared to the 

negative sense control (figure 6.13a). The regions within which TRH-DE expression 

was observed were found to be consistent for each of the 3 retinal sections which 

were analysed for each mouse (figures 6.11 and 6.12) Immunocytochemistry of 

sectioned retinas with the mouse-TRH-DE antibody were not undertaken as the 

quality of the antibody was not considered appropriate for immunocytochemistry. 

This method may be used if an appropriate antibody for TRH-DE becomes available.

6.4.4 Quantification o f TRH and TRH-DE inRNA expression in control and light 
ablated murine retinas by real time RT-PCR and Western blot analysis.

Studies carried out during the course of the project described in this thesis, section

6.4.2, resulted in the identification of preproTRH and TRH-DE transcript expression

in retinal tissue. Additionally, the results of in situ hybridisation studies, as described

in section 6.4.3, identified the retinal layers within which TRH-DE is expressed.

Given the presence of these components in the retina, it was of interest to assess any

potential fluctuations in expression of preproTRH and TRH-DE in the retina in

response to light ablation, an animal model with a retinal degeneration which is

discussed in detail in chapter 5.
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Similar to previous studies, retinal RNA was isolated from light ablated and non-light 

ablated Balb/c mice and gene expression was assessed by real time RT-PCR, as 

described in section 6.3.3. PreproTRH and TRH-DE expression values were 

standardised to GAPDH (the primer sequence is provided in chapter 2 section 2.4.5). 

Control (wild type) Balb/c retinas were considered to have basal levels of expression 

of both ppTRH and TRH-DE and thus were designated a value of 100%, figures 

6.14a and 6.14b. Initial experimental values were standardised to levels of PPIA 

expression however, it has been found that expression levels of the cyclophilin A 

gene (which encodes for PPIA expression) can be altered under stress situations in 

animal models (Andreeva et al., 1999). GAPDH expression however, was considered 

the most stable with respect to crossing threshold (CT) values in both the control and 

light ablated retinal RNA samples. The CT (crossing threshold) value represents the 

cycle number at which the fluorescence of a given sample is above background. The 

CT value is calculated based upon the first maximum of the second order derivative 

of the amplification curves. This value is dependent upon the stalling amount of RNA 

in the sample. The greater the quantity of target transcript in a sample, the fewer 

number of PCR cycles which are required before significant detection may be 

obtained. GAPDH was considered to be a potential candidate as a housekeeping gene 

for relative quantification of gene expression in RNA from light ablated retinas.

Three control retinal RNA samples and three light-ablated retinal RNA samples were 

isolated from the eyes of male Balb/c mice. Each sample consisted of 6 pooled 

retinas to ensure adequate detection of the target genes by real time RT-PCR.
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Control (non-light ablated) samples were designated an expression value of 100% for 

ppTRH and TRH-DE RNA expression. Levels of expression of the target gene in test 

samples were estimated (by real time RT-PCR) relative to the control. The levels of 

ppTRH expression was found to increase 2.19 fold (p>0.05) in light ablated animals 

when compared to non-light ablated controls. TRH-DE expression was also found to 

increase in RNA samples from light ablated animals by 1.705 fold (p>0.05). It 

should be noted however, that the results obtained at the RNA level were not 

statistically significant and, additionally, it is worth considering that an alteration in 

CT value of the housekeeping gene, as described previously in this section from 18, 

for example, to 19 represents, in principle, a 2 fold increase in RNA levels and hence 

RT-PCR results need to be interpreted with caution. Therefore, western blot analysis 

of protein samples (each with 6 pooled retina) from control and light ablated Balb/c 

mice was undertaken according to the protocol outlined in section 6.3.3

TRH-DE protein may be identified as a band of 116kDa when run in an SDS/PAGE 

gel (Bauer, 1994a). The presence of minor bands in figure 6.15 has been suggested to 

represent fragments of TRH-DE protein which have been cleaved as a result of 

proteolysis by enzymes which may have occurred during the extraction procedure 

(Bauer, 1994a; Kelly et al., 1999). If these minor bands can be assumed to be cleaved 

TRH-DE, then the bands representing TRH-DE expression tend to suggest a trend 

towards a substantial increase in TRH-DE protein in the light ablated samples when 

compared to the controls. This finding at the protein level would suggest that the 

trend which was observed in the RT-PCR results is mirrored at the protein level.
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however, the degree of increased expression of TRH-DE protein appears far greater 

than the two fold increase found at the RNA level. The difference between the RNA 

and protein results may be a function of the potential inaccuracies that can occur in 

the RT-PCR analysis, primarily the stable expression of the housekeeping gene in 

conditions such as light ablation. It should be noted, however, that these findings are 

preliminary and highlight the need to further explore the role(s) of TRH-DE and TRH 

within the mammalian retina. In contrast to TRH-DE, evaluation of the levels of 

TRH peptide expression in samples from light ablated animals would require TRH 

isolation and quantification using radioimmunoassay. Like RT-PCR this would 

likely require the use of a large number of animals in order to eliminate any variation 

which may occur due to endogenous variation in levels of TRH expression between 

animals. While ISH provides information on exactly which cell types in the retina 

express components of the TRH machinery, the reliability of this method for 

quantification is questionable and hence ISH was not utilised for quantification of 

TRH and TRH-DE expression pre and post light ablation.

6.4.5 ERG readout values o f  control, non injected, ICR mice.

As discussed in section 6.1 of this chapter, subretinal injection is a favoured route of 

delivery to the photoreceptors cells of the retina (Doi et al., 2004; Hisatomi et al., 

2002; Mallam et al., 2004; Martin et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2003; Timmers et al., 

2000). Subretinal injection involves the injection of a particular compound into the 

subretinal space which causes a transient detachment of the retina from the sclera of 

the eye. The injected compound of interest is rapidly absorbed by the adjacent cells
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and retinal reattachment is evident typically with minimal disruption to photoreceptor 

cell function. Additionally, as described in chapter 1 section 1.5, an 

electroretinogram (ERG) may be used to assess any potential effects which a 

compound may have on retinal function. The amplitude of an ERG wave may be 

considered to be comparable to the amount of functional retinal components which 

are being stimulated. The functional integrity of various retinal structures can be 

ascertained (Zrenner et al., 1988; Jacobs et al., 1996; Norden, 1979). In this regard, it 

was of interest to assess any potential effects which subretinally injected TRH and/or 

a TRH-DE peptide-based inhibitor (Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC) may have on retinal 

function.

To validate ERG results from all ICR mice subretinally injected with test compounds, 

a control mouse was included in the experiment. An ERG was obtained in parallel to 

all pre-injected mice and a second ERG of this control mouse was taken in parallel 

with all post-injected ICR mice. The control mouse was not subretinally injected with 

either compound, or saline. The graphical readout of ERG values which were 

obtained when the control mouse was being assessed, represent photoreceptor activity 

at maximum light intensity, see figure 6.16. The right eye a-wave had a mean value 

of 173)iV and a post-injection value of 175|aV. The same can be said for the left eye 

a-wave mean values. The right and left eye b-wave averages did not differ 

dramatically between the time-points at which the ERGs were analysed. The 

consistency of the ERG values between these sets of ERG suggests that all equipment 

is within appropriate working parameters.
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6.4.6 ERG readout values o fTR H  (lOmg/kg) subretinally injected ICR mice. 

TRH-peptide was subretinally administered to ICR mice at a final concentration of 

lOmg/kg. These mice exhibited a decrease in the amplitude of the a- and b-waves of 

the treated right (R) eye, figure 6.17. The a-wave decreased from \92\iV  (+12.73) 

pre-injection, to 145.5(j.V (±7.78) post-injection of TRH (lOmg/kg). The b-wave 

values were 335.5)iV (+30.41) pre-injection and 244.5|aV (+19.09) post-injection. 

Notably, the saline treated right eye had an a-wave of 180.5|iV (+27.51) pre

injection, which decreased to 154.5|j,V (+2.12) post-injection. The b-wave was noted 

as 320.5|iV (+34.65) pre-injection and 272.5)iV (+45.96) post-injection. The 

amplitude decrease which was noted between the pre and post-injections in the TRH- 

treated eyes is comparable to that which is noted in the saline-treated eyes. This may 

be accounted for by the trauma of the injection procedure itself. Subretinal injection 

requires the transient detachment of the retina from the back of the eye and thus, in 

order to obtain an ERG readout identical to the initial pre-injection result, complete 

retinal reattachment is probably required. Although this may be the case, in many 

events the sheer trauma of the procedure on the retina causes reduced reattachment 

and hence a reduction in photoreceptor activity. Notably ERGs were cairied out 24 

hours post-injection. It has been suggested that complete retinal reattachment 

subsequent to subretinal injection can take several days, if not weeks (personal 

communication with Dr. Paul Kenna). The probable reduction in complete retinal 

reattachment is controlled for by the decrease, not only in the TRH treated eye, but 

also in the saline treated control. It should be noted that during the timeframe of this 

analysis (24 hours post injection), subretinal injection of TRH did not result in any
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significant deleterious affect on the photoreceptor activity of ICR mice above that 

observed in saline-treated animals.

6.4.7 ERG readout o f Glp-Asn-Pro AMC and co-administered TRH and Glp-Asn- 
Pro-AMC, subretinally injected ICR mice.

Similarly the ERG protocol was repeated to ascertain any potential toxicity associated

with administration of Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC (TRH-DE peptide inhibitor) or TRH and

Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC on photoreceptor function. As depicted in figures 6.18 and 6.19,

reductions in a- and b-wave amplitudes were noted for the treated right eyes

subsequent to injection of the test compound. This decrease was comparable to the

control saline-injected left eyes. As mentioned previously, this decrease in

photoreceptor function may possibly be accounted for by the trauma o f the subretinal

injection on retinal activity itself, rather than due to the introduction of a test

compound. Due to the limited animals which were available at the time of this study,

two animals were included in each sample group and the mean and standard deviation

for the ERG results obtained were determined. This initial study suggests that neither

TRH nor Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC, either individually or when combined, in the specified

concentrations used for the study, cause toxicity in the ICR albino mouse retina.

Given that neither TRH nor indeed the peptide inhibitor Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC affect

photoreceptor function; the ERG may be utilized as a means of exploring the

potential neuroprotective effects of these small peptides in retina. In parallel with the

research outlined here on retina, additional studies are being undertaken on the

neuroprotective effects of peptide inhibitors of TRH-DE (including Glp-Asn-Pro-
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AMC) in the brain, (Dr. Julie Kelly, Biochemistry Department, Trinity College 

Dublin).

6.4.8 High-volume tail-vein injection o fT R H  (lOmg/kg) and/or Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC 
(lOmg/kg) and subsequent light ablation ofBalb/c mice.

Given the protective effects of anaesthetic on light induced retinal degeneration 

in Balb/c mice, refer to chapter 5; a protocol circumventing the use of 

anaesthetic (which is required for subretinal injection) was explored. As 

previously mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, high-volume tail-vein
i

injection (which does not require anaesthetic) can be used in situations where 

subretinal delivery may not be appropriate. The use e)f tail vein injection in this 

study was based upon the hypothesis that the pressure generated as a result of 

high volume injection leads to potential delivery of a compound across the blood 

retinal barrier (personal communication. Dr. Paul Kenna, The Ocular Genetics 

Unit, Trinity College Dublin). The protocol for hydrodynamic tail-vein 

injection of lOmg/kg of TRH and/or Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC is discussed in section 

6.3.8. This pilot experiment was carried out in duplicate for each injection and 

retinal histology was assessed 48 hours subsequent to injection and light ablation 

(-5000 lux for 2 hours). Histology was determined by resin embedding of the 

treated and control eyes and subsequent microtome sectioning to 0.5-1 )iM 

thickness. These sections were then stained with Toluidine blue stain. Similar to 

the control injected mouse, all compound injected Balb/c mice exhibited 

evidence of photoreceptor apoptosis; as defined by the presence of apoptotic 

cells which stain darker due to DNA fragmentation (figure 6.20). The sections
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which are presented in figure 6.20 are representative of the histology which was 

observed in three sections from different regions of the retina, with two mice in 

each group. This initial finding suggests that TRH, Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC nor a 

combination of each, provides any noticeable histological protection against light 

induced apoptosis. This experiment was repeated and the sections are presented 

in figure 6.21. In this experiment it was noted that, compared to control 

Hartman’s solution injected mice, Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC (TRH-DE peptide 

inhibitor)-injected Balb/c mice showed a lesser degree of damage caused by light 

ablation. Photoreceptor apoptosis is still present and can be identified by the 

presence of individual and sparsely dispersed apoptotic bodies. The degree to 

which this potential protection occurred is quite noticeable in both animals tested 

with Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC. Similarly, a single animal administered with the 

combination of TRH and Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC and light ablated, showed 

considerable retinal integrity subsequent to the light ablation protocol. It should 

be noted however that the second animal in this test group exhibited no 

significant protection when compared to the histological sections of the control 

animal. Similarly, TRH did not appear to exert any protective effects in this 

animal model. This finding is somewhat contrary to that of the initial 

experiment and thus requires further repetition to elucidate if these peptide 

inhibitors of TRH-DE may provide some level of protection against light 

ablation or if these animals, in which protection was observed, succeeded in 

some way to shield their eyes from the damaging effects of light.
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Hence to verify the findings noted in the experiment described above, the protocol 

was repeated for a third time. It was found that Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC (TRH-DE peptide 

inhibitor)-injected Balb/c mice did not exhibit histological ‘protection’ against the 

damaging effects of light ablation to the extent noted in the previous experiment 

(figure 6.22). It may be observed from the retinal histology that one Glp-Asn-Pro- 

AMC-injected animal did show a lesser degree of photoreceptor cell loss compared to 

the control animal. Notably, however, the integrity of the inner and outer segmental 

layers of the Glp-Asn-Pro_AMC- injected and light ablated mice may be considered 

to display a higher degi'ee of structural intergrity compared to the non-injected control 

mouse. TRH injected animals showed no evidence of protection against light 

ablation. As was noted in the 2"*̂  repetition of this pilot study, the presence of both 

Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC and TRH, in combination, showed (visually) slightly improved 

retinal histology cell presence subsequent to light ablation. A second identically- 

treated animal showed no evidence of this level of apoptotic protection. The findings 

from this third repetition of the experiment do not suggest that TRH administration 

has any significant beneficial effect in protecting against light ablation. However, the 

presence of Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC and, perhaps, the combination of peptides still 

requires further evaluation prior to exclusion of the protective effect. Regardless, 

even if some level of protection is afforded by these peptides, would seem at best 

rather small in the animal model used in this study.
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6.5 Discussion

The presence of TRH-DE within the retina has been suggested in previous studies 

which based their research on activity and localisation of the enzyme (Bauer et ah, 

1994b). The intention to use an animal model with a retinal degeneration required 

confirmation that some of the components of the TRH signalling pathway are indeed 

expressed in retinal tissue. This would then allow the potential suppression of TRH- 

DE to be assessed by use of peptide inhibitors or siRNAs. Real time RT-PCR was 

undertaken on RNA extracted from retinal tissues and preproTRH and TRH-DE were 

amplified from these tissues, see sections 6.3.1 and 6.4.2. The primers which were 

used during the course of this experiment were designed to amplify the preproTRH 

and TRH-DE gene. However, this design was based upon the cDNA sequence of 

both these genes and, as such, these primers do not span any introns and therefore did 

not enable assessment of potential genomic DNA contamination within the 

hippocampal RNA samples which were being assessed. Therefore, as a negative 

control for DNA contamination, PCR analysis was carried out on all RNA samples 

prior to RT-PCR (genomic DNA from 129 mice, provided by Dr. Alison Reynolds, 

was used as a positive control) (data not shown). Notably, PCR of hippocampal RNA 

did not result in the significant amplification of any product using the aforementioned 

primers. Additionally, peripherin was used as a positive control for expression in 

retinal tissues and as a negative control for expression in the hippocampus.

The findings described in this chapter of the thesis suggest that preproTRH (ppTRH) 

is not expressed in the hippocampus, and at a low level in the retina, (see figures 6.2
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and 6.4 respectively). Parker et ah, stated that “TRH was near or below the limits of 

detection in the hippocampus” (Parker and Porter, 1983). This finding corroborates 

the results which were noted in this study. However, the presence of TRH in 

hippocampal regions has been identified in several studies (Manaker et al., 1986; 

Manaker et al., 1985). It should be noted that these experiments were assessing 

functional TRH protein whereas the experiment carried out in the current study was 

targeting preproTRH mRNA. The presence of the functional protein and not the 

precursor mRNA in a particular tissue suggests that the gene is transcribed and 

translated at a different location; and that the functional peptide may then be 

transported to the region being assessed. This may possibly account for the variation 

noted between the findings described in this chapter of the thesis and previously 

published work. PreproTRH RNA has been identified in other brain regions such as 

the hypothalamus (Nillni and Sevarino, 1999; Heuer et al., 2000). Retinal expression 

of preproTRH has previously been reported in rats by Schaeffer, J.M. and in humans 

by Martino, E. et a l, (Schaeffer, 1977; Martino et al., 1980). While the initial finding 

from the studies carried out require replication; however, they would seem to suggest 

that preproTRH is expressed in the retina, although at a low level.

TRH expression was also assessed by in situ hybridization of two cryosectioned wild 

type C57 murine eyes using a DIG labeled riboprobe targeting preproTRH RNA. A 

low level of expression of the target gene may be suggested from figures 6.10b and 

6.10c however, background staining is also present and thus expression of ppTRH 

could be definitively localized to a particular retinal layer in this study. As discussed
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in the following paragraph, studies of gene expression by means of in situ 

hybridisation should, ideally, include at least two riboprobes for each transcript of 

interest; for example, TRH-DE (probe B), as discussed on the following page, was 

not effective in TRH-DE RNA localization within the retina when compared to TRH- 

DE (probe A). Thus, it may be suggested that perhaps preproTRH may not have been 

detected within the retinal layers as a result of riboprobe function rather than a lack of 

gene expression. Notably, as described in section 6.3.1 and depicted in figure 6.4, 

preproTRH RNA expression was detected in pooled retinal samples, suggesting that 

this gene transcript may be expressed at low levels in a single retina. Despite both 

hypotheses, it should be considered that this is a preliminary study and the results 

obtained will likely require repetition prior to future reseai'ch. In this regai'd TRH-DE 

is the gene of interest with respect to the suppression studies that are proposed and 

thus further analysis of ppTRH RNA was not undertaken. In addition, it cannot be 

assumed that the presence of ppTRH RNA is indicative of the presence of mature 

TRH peptide in the retina. The evaluation of levels of TRH peptide would require the 

use of radioimmunoassay and such a study is planned (when the appropriate radiation 

protection course has been undertaken). However, Lexow has previously suggested 

TRH peptide localization in the GCL, INL and ISL of the ONL in the retina 

(Lexow, N., 1996). The tnje function of which has yet to be established.

In contrast to ppTRH, TRH-DE was expressed to a detectable level in the 

hippocampus (figure 6.3) and also in the retina, as evaluated by RT-PCR (figure 6.5). 

TRH-DE RNA expression was confirmed and localised to the ganglion cell layer in
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the retina by in situ hybridisation, figures 6.11b. TRH-DE was also expressed to a 

lesser extent in the inner and outer nuclear layers and also in the retinal pigment 

epithelium (RPE) as shown in figures 6.12a and 6.12b. ISH was carried out on retinal 

sections from two C57 and also two Balb/c mice with three difference concentrations 

of the TRH-DE riboprobe (TRH-DE probe A). A second probe targeting an 

alternative region of the TRH-DE RNA was also used to assess TRH-DE expression. 

This probe appears to work with lower efficacy compared to the previously used 

TRH-DE (probe A) (figures 6.13b and 6.13c). Definitive localisation of TRH-DE 

using the TRH-DE (probe B) could not be achieved due to background or non

specific staining, figure 6.13a. Again, ISH was carried out on retinal sections from 

two C57 mice with three difference concentrations of the TRH-DE riboprobe (TRH- 

DE probe B).

Additionally, the Allen Institute of Brain Research provided on-line data which 

indicated that TRH-DE RNA expression occurs in the pyramidal cells of the 

hippocampus of 8 week old C57 BL/6J mice, identified using in situ hybridization 

(figure 6.4). In the current study, confirmation of the presence of the target TRH-DE 

RNA in both the hippocampus and the retina suggests that it is worth exploring the 

potential neuroprotective effects of TRH-DE inhibitors in both of these tissues. 

Additionally, immunocytochemistry using a TRH-DE antibody on retinal sections 

would enable identification of the function TRH-DE protein within the retina. This 

methodology was not undertaken during the course of this project due to the fact that
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the anti-mouse TRH-DE antibody which was purchased was not indicated for optimal 

use in immunocytochemistry (R&D Diagnostics, Inc.)

The findings of this research suggest the presence of preproTRH and TRH-DE RNA 

in the murine retina. The expression of such genes poses the question as to the 

potential role for the TRH-signalling system in the functioning of a healthy retina. The 

precise nature of this role requires investigation. Due to the fact that TRH has been 

shown to provide neuroprotection in other tissue types, it may be suggested that TRH 

could possibly play a potential neuroprotective role in the retina. There has been some 

suggestion that TRH may play a role in maintaining homeostasis in brain neurons 

(Faden et al., 2005; Gary et al., 2003; Holaday et al., 1989; Nillni and Sevarino, 1999), 

this may possibly also be the case for photoreceptor neurons. Findings of previous 

studies carried out by Dr. Tuohy (The Oculai' Genetics Unit, Trinity College Dublin) 

suggested the protective effect which TRH has on chemically induced apoptosis in the 

661W retinal cell line (Tuohy, 2001).

Given this possible role it was of interest to explore if the expression profiles of the 

components of the TRH signalling pathway were altered upon exposure to an insult or 

stress. Hence, quantification of preproTRH and TRH-DE RNA in both control and 

light ablated eyes was examined by real time RT-PCR and western blot analysis, to 

evaluate if expression profiles may change after some trauma or insult (section 6.3.3). 

As discussed in section 6.4.4, preproTRH and TRH-DE expression were found to be 

up-regulated by a factor of 2.19 (p>0.05) and 1.705 (p>0.05), respectively, in response
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to light, see figures 6.14a and 6.14b. However, this increase in expression cannot be 

considered significant due to the associated p values exceeding 0.05. The p values 

were obtained by ANOVA analysis of the data using the GraphPad ® Program. The 

insignificance of these values may be due to the low numbers of animals which were 

used in this study, that is, each sample contained six combined retinas and three 

samples were assessed using RT-PCR for preproTRH gene expression. Perhaps future 

research in this area with larger animal numbers would yield a more statistically 

significant result.

Notably, previous studies have identified the alteration in expression of a potential 

housekeeping gene, cyclosporin A (the gene encoding PPIA) in response to stress 

(Andreeva et al., 1999) and hence this housekeeping gene was not used to normalise 

preproTRH or TRH-DE expression levels within the retinal RNA samples. During the 

course of these studies a preliminary assessment of the housekeeping genes which may 

be applicable for normalisation of gene expression in retinal RNA samples (from both 

control and light ablated animals) was briefly undertaken. It was found that GAPDH 

provided the most stable CT values between RNA samples of control and light ablated 

animals of the housekeeping genes which were assessed. As discussed in section 

6.4.4, the CT (crossing threshold) value represents the cycle number where the 

fluorescence of a given sample which is being assessed reaches above background 

fluorescence. The CT value is calculated based upon the first maximum of the second 

order derivative of the amplification curves. This value is dependent upon the starting 

amount of RNA in the sample. The greater the quantity of target transcript in a
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sample, the fewer number of PCR cycles which are required before significant 

detection may be obtained. Ideally, GAPDH expression values should be identical 

between both the control and the test samples to be analysed as any potential 

fluctuation, be it an increase or indeed a decrease, in the expression levels of the 

housekeeping gene would lead to alterations in normalised target gene expression. In 

this regard, the RT-PCR data which was obtained for preproTRH and TRH-DE 

expression in the control and light ablated retinas must be interpreted with caution. 

Therefore to validate the suggested increase which was observed at the RNA level, 

western blot analysis of protein samples from control and light ablated retinas was 

carried out using an antibody specific to mouse TRH-DE (R&D systems Inc.) to assess 

levels of TRH-DE expression.

Results of previous studies described in chapter 3 of this thesis indicate that TRH-DE 

protein migrates as a band of 116kDa due to the fact that SDS, which is used in the 

acrylamide gels mn during this study, cleaves the TRH-DE dimer (~230kDa) into two 

separate proteins. It was observed however that in addition to the 116kDa protein 

fragment, several lower molecular weigh fragments were also noted of ~90kDa, 

~66kDa, ~50kDa, and various other minor bands (see chapter 3 figure 3.24). Kelly et 

al also noted the presence of minor bands subsequent to protein isolation (Kelly et al., 

1999). It was deduced that these bands may be due to proteolytic degradation of the 

TRH-DE peptide by non-specific proteases and enzymes.
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As depicted in figures 6.15 protein which was extracted from 6 pooled retina of light 

ablated Balb/c mice exhibited a dramatic increase in TRH-DE expression, identifiable 

at ~116kDa, ~60kDa and ~48kDa in size. The sizing of the 116kDa, 60kDa and 

48kDa bands may be considered comparable to the observed band pattern which was 

produced upon western blot of Cos7 cells which were transfected with the hTRH-DE 

plasmid, figure 3.24. However, the -llO kD a band which was observed in this 

experiment was not present in the Cos7 transfected cells, described in chapter 3. The 

identity of this protein is unknown at present. It should be considered however, that 

several genes and, therefore, proteins may be up-regulated in response to a light insult. 

Notably, however, the smaller bands which were obtained do seem to compare with 

previous western blots which were carried out to identify TRH-DE expression, refer to 

chapter 3 of this thesis. Three independent sets of protein samples from light ablated 

retinas were analysed during the course of this experiment, and are represented by the 

findings depicted in figure 6.15. The western blots which were obtained tend to 

suggest a substantial increase in protein expression in the light ablated animals’ 

retinas, therefore, if the ~60kDa and ~48kDa bands may be considered representative 

of TRH-DE protein expression as a result of enzymatic degradation in retinal extracts, 

as has been described previously by Bauer (Bauer, 1994b), it may be noted that the 

light ablated samples seem to suggest a trend towards an increase in TRH-DE 

expression when compared to that of the protein from the control retinas. Notably, 

this finding was suggested at the RNA level but was not statistically significant.
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Up-regulation of TRH-DE should in principle result in a decrease in TRH levels. 

However, TRH levels may also be up-regulated upon light induction. The level of 

TRH peptide present in the retina subsequent to light ablation should be assessed by 

radioimmunoassay using affinity chromatography or HPLC to isolate the TRH 

fraction. Additionally, future studies may include evaluation of the effects of TRH- 

DE inhibitors (or TRH-DE targeting siRNAs or shRNAs) subsequent to light ablation. 

These studies would be of interest to assess any possible effects which the postulated 

increase in endogenous TRH levels may have on the retina of light ablated animals. 

As mentioned previously, studies which were carried out by Dr. Tuohy identified the 

neuroprotective potential of TRH in chemically induced apoptosis in 66 IW  cells. 

Notably, the 66 IW cell line is a transformed cell line and, as such, is not an accurate 

representation of normal retinal function. Additionally, subsequent to the finding that 

TRH-DE is expressed in the ganglion cell layer and the retinal pigment epithelium, as 

described above, the 6 6 IW  cell line may not be appropriate for TRH-DE suppression 

studies based upon the lack of evidence as to whether the GCL or the RPE are 

differentiated in these cells. In this regard, in vivo assessment of TRH administration 

was undertaken, as described on the following pages.

Two approaches for increasing TRH levels in retinal tissue are currently being 

evaluated: firstly, peptide-based inhibitors of TRH-DE (generated by Dr. Julie Kelly) 

have been injected subretinally into mice. Results from this study, sections 6.4.5- 

6.4.7, provide evidence that these peptide inhibitors and/or TRH do not induce any 

toxic or deleterious effects on the photoreceptors of the mammalian retina. This was
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confirmed by assessing the electroretinogram pre- and post-peptide and/or inhibitor 

administration see figures 6.16 to 6.19.

Notably, decreases in the electroretinogram which occurred were comparable with the 

decrease in wave amplitudes observed in the control saline-injected eyes. Thus 

decreases in photoreceptor function may be accounted for by the trauma of the 

subretinal injection on the retina itself rather than the introduction of the test 

compound. This initial study suggests that neither TRH nor Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC, 

individually or combined, under the specified concentrations, show toxicity in the 

ICR albino mouse retina. This provides a clear rationale to undertake further studies 

to explore the possible neurotrophic effect(s) of these compounds in the mouse retina. 

With regard to peptide inhibitors of TRH-DE (including Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC), 

research is also being undertaken on the neuroprotective effects of these inhibitors in 

the brain, in the Biochemistry Department, Trinity College Dublin (Dr. Julie Kelly) 

as stated previously.

Given that anaesthetics ai'e neuroprotective against light ablation in the retina (see 

chapter 5), it was decided to use tail vein injection to administer TRH-DE inhibitors 

to circumvent this effect (tail vein injection does not require anaesthesia as previously 

stated). Subsequent to high-volume tail-vein injection of lOmg/kg TRH, and/or Glp- 

Asn-Pro-AMC (TRH-DE peptide inhibitor), Balb/c mice were sacrificed 48 hours 

after 2 hours exposure to -5000 lux of white light and retinal histology was carried 

out. Two male Balb/c mice were included in each sample group. The initial
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experiment yielded no evidence of protection against light ablation, exerted by any of 

the compounds, as retinal histology was the same between the treated and the control 

injected animals (figure 6.20). Upon repetition of this experiment, however, both 

animals treated with Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC (lOmg/kg) exhibited extensive protection 

against the damaging effects of light ablation on photoreceptor morphology (figure 

6.21). Similarly, one animal which was injected with a combination of TRH and 

Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC also showed a comparable decrease in the degree of damage

incurred as a result of light exposure when compared to the control Hartman’s

solution injected animal (figure 6.21). The other animal in this group, however, 

showed extensive retinal degeneration and the presence of apoptotic cell bodies. 

Administration of TRH on its own did not provide any protection from light ablation. 

To assess if the presence of this protection could be confirmed, the experiment was 

repeated for a third time and this time retinal protection was not observed in Glp-Asn- 

Pro-AMC injected animals to the same extent as had been noted in the previous 

experiment (figures 6.22). It should be noted however, as is evident in figure 6.22, 

the degree of retinal damage observed did not seem to be as significant compared to 

that of the control however, the extent of ‘protection’ cannot be considered

comparable to that found in the previous experiment. Again, an individual

combination-treated animal showed an improvement in retinal integrity compared to 

the retinas of control light ablated eyes, while the second duplicate animal showed no 

discemable protection. It should be noted that the retinal sections which are 

presented in figures 6.20 to 6.22 are representative of the findings which were 

observed in multiple sections from different regions of each retina in a sample group.
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Two Balb/c mice were included in each sample group. Clearly, additional 

experiments with larger groups of animals will be required to establish whether these 

peptide-inhibitors are indeed providing some neuroprotection. Initial studies were 

limited in part by availability of animals and of peptide. The absence of protection in 

animals injected with the TRH peptide may be due to the fact that TRH may be 

ineffective due to the presence of TRH-DE which would rapidly degrade the excess 

TRH peptide in an attempt to maintain homeostasis in the body. Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC, 

although in theory should suppress TRH-DE activity, is not the most potent TRH-DE 

inhibitor generated by the team in the Biochemistry Department, Trinity College 

Dublin. However, this peptide is the most potent inhibitor at present which is soluble 

in saline and thus can be used in this experiment without any interference from 

vehicle used for solubilisation such as DMSO, refer to chapter 5. The findings 

presented in figure 6.21 may possibly be accounted for by the potential for these two 

test animals to shield their eyes from the damaging effects of light. It is considered, 

however, that a minimal exposure of Balb/c mice to 20 minutes of -5000 lux of white 

light yields extensive retinal damage (Wenzel et al., 2000; Wenzel et al., 2001) and 

considering the fact that these animals were exposed for 2 hours; significant shielding 

from the light is considered improbable. It may also be suggested that the variation in 

the findings of retinal integrity observed in Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC injected light ablated 

mice, compared to the light ablated control mice injected with Hartman’s solution, 

may be due to the varying ability of the inhibitor to penetrate the blood-retina barrier 

and successfully inhibit TRH-DE thereby enabling TRH increases within the retina 

and thus potential protection from light damage. As was discovered during the
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course of the work described in this chapter, TRH-DE RNA is expressed in the 

ganglion cell layer and the retinal pigment epithelium (see figures 6.1 lb, 6.12a and 

6.12b). Perhaps high volume tail vein injected did not yield reproducible delivery of 

the inhibitor peptide to these cell layers in every test animal in every experiment 

undertaken.

Crespo et al., suggested that high volume injection via the tail vein causes a transient 

irregularity in normal heart rhythm which may lead to retrograde blood flow and thus 

an inability of the injected compound to be delivered beyond the heart (Crespo et al., 

2005). Notably, such studies involved the administration of DNA and research into 

whether this scenai'io may also be the case for peptide administration by high-volume 

tail-vein injection has not yet been evaluated. However, intraperitoneal (i.p) injection 

of TRH has lead to induction of wet dog shakes in rats, indicating that TRH 

successfully crossed the blood brain barrier and induced limbic neurotoxicity in the 

brain by this method of delivery (personal communication Dr. Julie Kelly, Trinity 

College Dublin). High-volume tail-vein injection was chosen as the preferred method 

of delivery in the studies described in this chapter, based upon the hypothesis that 

hydrodynamic injection of TRH may result in a higher quantity of the peptide 

reaching the target tissue, that is the retina.

In principle, injection of both a TRH-DE inhibitor and exogenous TRH should 

provide a sufficient amount of both enzyme suppression and the potentially 

neuroprotective TRH peptide to exert evidence of protection from light damage if
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TRH peptide is protective in the retina. The absence of consistent results providing 

evidence of protection may be due to the reasons outlined above. Alternatively 

absence of reproducible protection may be due to, perhaps a number of additional 

potential scenarios: Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC may not be a potent enough TRH-DE 

inhibitor to provide neuroprotection in this animal model or possibly the peptide does 

not successfully reach the target tissue, as described above, and thus TRH-DE is still 

active to a degree which would degrade the available TRH supplies. This scenario 

would render TRH ineffective to protect against the damage which occurs as a result 

of light exposure in these experiments. Alternatively, the TRH-signaling pathway 

may not be an appropriate route to try and obtain neuroprotection in photoreceptors. 

Certainly in brain neurons this is not the case and TRH-based therapeutics have been 

shown to provide benefit (Kubek and Garg, 2002; Luo et al., 2002; Molchan et al., 

1991; Takeuchi, 1996). In order to ascertain if some retinal protection was occuning, 

for example, TUNEL assays could be undertaken on sections from these animals. 

Furthermore, it is notable that the light insult used in the current study is substantial. 

Evaluations of TRH-DE-based inhibitors in alternative animal models of retinal 

degenerations may be considered. However, the light induced model was chosen in 

the initial term due to the rapid nature of the retinopathy and the short half life of the 

TRH peptide.

Notably, mice injected with TRH both with and without the presence of Glp-Asn- 

Pro-AMC exhibited reduced hind limb mobility subsequent to compound injections. 

Additionally, the mice appeared somewhat disorientated and agitated for a brief
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period after the injection. This finding could not be explained, however, it was not 

observed in mice injected with Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC without TRH. TRH has been 

found to enhance acetylcholine transmission in the brain which is thought to aid 

cognitive function, memory, judgment and coordination and pattern recognition 

(Aguilar-Valles et al., ; Faden et al., 2004; Faden et al., 2005; Stone, 1983). Perhaps 

injection of TRH may have altered acetylcholine levels in the mice which may 

account for some of the observations noted. This however is purely speculative and 

would require more in depth investigations which is outside the scope of the current 

study. As discussed in the following pages and also in chapter 4 of this thesis, AAV- 

mediated delivery of shRNAs targeting TRH-DE may lead to development of an 

animal model within which anaesthetic administration and retinal delivery of a 

potential therapeutic is not a limiting factor.

The generation of TRH-DE-targeting shRNA molecules and their subsequent 

inclusion into an AAV-mediated delivery system which is ideal for targeted delivery 

to the retina is discussed in chapter 4. The experimentation detailed in this chapter of 

the thesis has resulted in the characterization of TRH-DE expression in the retina. 

Additionally, results from these studies suggest that the light ablation process may 

induce up-regulation of both ppTRH and TRH-DE gene expression, the latter being 

evaluated at both the RNA and protein levels. It may be that higher levels of TRH 

expression (together with the use of TRH-DE inhibitors) may be required to provide 

reproducible protection of retinal tissues against light ablation. In this regard the 

nucleotide-based TRH-DE inhibitors designed and evaluated during this study
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(chapter 3 and chapter 4) may be of value. For example rAAV delivery of shRNAs 

(described in chapter 4) may in principle provide long term suppression of TRH-DE 

and thereby provide long term elevation of levels of TRH peptide.

In summary, the objective of the research discussed in this chapter was initially to 

explore if preproTRH and TRH-DE were expressed in the retina. Although 

preliminary evidence of their presence had been demonstrated (Bauer, 1994a; 

Martino et al., 1980; Mitsuma et al., 1998; Schaeffer, 1977) it was of interest to 

explore exactly which layers of the retina expressed TRH-DE. In this regai'd it was 

established that TRH-DE is expressed in the ganglion cell layer (GCL) and the retinal 

pigment epithelium (RPE) (figure 6.11b, 6.12a and 6.12b). Therefore TRH-DE 

inhibitors, whether peptide or nucleotide based inhibitors, would need to be delivered 

to the ganglion cell layer of the retina. Interestingly, the results obtained from 

western blot analysis of protein samples from control and light ablated Balb/c mice 

show a trend towards an increase in TRH-DE protein expression in light ablated 

mouse retinas in three western blots carried out on 3 retinal RNA samples (containing 

6 pooled retinas) for both control and also light ablated Balb/c mice, see figure 6.15. 

Further analysis will be undertaken in the future to establish if TRH peptide is 

elevated, decreased or indeed remains at the same level as in the non-light ablated 

retina.

In addition to investigation of preproTRH and TRH-DE presence in the retina, the use 

of an animal model with a retinal degeneration to test the potential therapeutic
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efficacy of TRH-DE peptide inhibitors was explored. More specifically, TRH-DE 

peptide inhibitors were administered by tail vein injection to Balb/c mice which were 

light ablated subsequent to administration of the peptide. Somewhat equivocal results 

were obtained, protection in the retina of some mice administered with the Glp-Asn- 

Pro-AMC peptide was observed, although the protection was not consistently 

observed, see figures 6.20 to 6.22. It is noticeable that the numbers of animals used 

in the study were quite small and additional animals would be required to fully 

explore the potential of the peptide to protect against light induced photoreceptor 

degeneration.
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Table 6.1 In situ hybridisation probe sequences

Rhodopsin F GCTGTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGATATGTGCCCTTCTCCAACGT

Rhodopsin R □g a c a t t a a c c c t c a c t a a a g g g a c g g c c a a g t t g a g c a g g a t g

preproTRH F(B) GCTGTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGAAGAGGGGAGATTTGGGAGAA

preproTRH R(B) iOGACATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGGACCCCTCATCTGACCATGAAT

TRH-DE F(A) g c t g t a a t a c g a c t c a c t a t a g g g a t g g t g g t a t t g a a c a g a a c c

TRH-DE R(A) DGACATrAACCCTCACTAAAGGGACGTAGGAGCTGCGGAAGAAG

TRH-DE F(B) g c t g t a a t a c g a c t c a c t a t a g g g a g c t t g g a t g g c c a a g a a a t a

TRH-DE R(B) GGACATI’AACCCTCACTAAAGGGACCCAAAACTACATGCCAACA

The sequence which is highhghted in yellow in the table above allows T7 promoter 
binding and subsequent generation o f a forward primer by reverse transcription.

The sequence which is highlighted in red in the table above allows T3 promoter 
binding and subsequent generation o f a reverse primer by reverse transcription.
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Figure 6.1 Subretinal Injection schematic (Ali et al., 1996)

Mice were anaesthetised with Ketamine (llOm g/kg) and Xylazine (llm g /kg) 
according to body weight. Pupils were dilated by administration of cyclopentate 
(1%) and phenenlyephrine (10%) and protruded from the orbital socket. The eye was 
covered in hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (2%) to avoid dehydration and a 34 gauge 
needle was inserted through the sclera between the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) 
and the retinal layers. This was visualised by means of an operating microscope. An 
appropriate volume of the test solution, resuspended in Hartman’s Solution, was 
injected at a slow rate. This induced the formation of a ‘bleb’ or bubble as retinal 
detachment occurred. The syringe was removed and the animal was allowed to 
recover prior to further experimentation or assessment.
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Restrained Balb/c mouse 
prior to High volume tai] 
vein injection

Isolated and 
secured tail

Figure 6.2 High-volume tail-vein injection apparatus set up

The wild type mouse was pre-weighed and restrained in a modified syringe barrel. 
The tail was isolated and an under light was used to locate the tail vein prior to 
injection. High-volume tail-vein injection requires the rapid infusion of the animal 
with an appropriate volume of solution which generates high pressure in the venous 
system. This high pressure then enables perfusion of the test compound across the 
blood-brain barrier. The volume which is injected is typically 10% of the animal’s 
body weight. This protocol was chosen as it is assumed that the forced transport of 
molecules across the blood-brain barrier would also achieve penetration of the blood- 
retinal barrier, therefore, it was hoped to achieve retinal delivery of the injected 
compound as a result of the generation of high venous pressure.
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Figure 6.3 preproTRH expression in hippocampal RNA

Real time RT-PCR of pooled RNA from two lobes of a mouse’s hippocampus was 
carried out using preproTRH primers. As depicted in figure 6.3 preproTRH was 
amplified to a detectable level in the most concentrated RNA sample (denoted A in 
the figure) at -25 cycles. A melting curve allows the user to ensure efficient 
amplification of a single product rather than non-specific amplification of unwanted 
by-products such as primer dimers. As indicated in figure 6.3, the presence of minor 
peaks in the melting curve analysis of a 1:10 dilution of the initial hippocampal RNA 
(denoted C in the figure) suggests that non-specific amplification is occurring in this 
sample. This may be a result of low expression of the target gene in the sample or 
amplification of non-specific product. This experiment was repeated in triplicate with 
three separate hippocampal RNA samples. In situ hybridisation sections were 
obtained from The Allen Brain Institute database, in which the researchers of the 
institute used DIG-labelled riboprobes on C57 mouse brain sections. The section 
evident in figure 6.3 confirms the absence of expression of TRH RNA in the 
hippocampus. The in situ section database was compiled by The Allen Institute for 
Brain Research (Allen-Institute-for-Brain-Science, 2003).

A Neat RNA from the combined lobes of one hippocampus from the Balb/c 
male mouse

B A 1:5 dilution of hippocampal RNA sample A
C A 1:10 dilution of hippocampal RNA sample A
CAl Field CAl
so Field CA2, stratium oriens
sp Field CA2, pyramidal layer
sr Field CA2, stratum radiatum
mo Somatomotor areas
DGmb Dentate gyrus medial lobe
DGlb Dentate gyrus lateral lobe
slm Field CA3, stratum lacunosum-moleculare
po Posterior complex of the thalamus
bsc brachium of the superior colliculus
MGd Medial geniculate complex, dorsal part
SON Suprageniculate nucleus
Bic Brachium of the inferior colliculus
TH Thalamus
MGm Medial geniculate complex, medial 
SPF Subparafacicular nucleus 
MGv Medial geniculate complex, ventral 
PP Peripednuclear nucleus
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Figure 6.4 TRH-DE mRNA expression in hippocampal RNA

Real time RT-PCR of pooled RNA from two lobes of a mouse’s hippocampus was 
carried out using TRH-DE primers. As depicted in figure 6.4 TRH-DE was amplified 
to a detectable level above background in the most concentrated RNA sample 
(denoted A in the figure) at -17-18 cycles. Additionally, the presence of a single 
peak in the melting curve analysis of all serial dilutions of hippocampal RNA 
(denoted A-G in the figure) indicates the specific amplification of a single product 
within the samples which are being analysed. This experiment was repeated in 
triplicate with three separate hippocampal RNA samples. In situ hybridisation 
sections were obtained from The Allen Brain Institute database. The section evident 
in figure 6.4 confirms expression of TRH-DE gene expression in the CA3sp 
(pyramidal cells of the CA3 field) in the hippocampus and also to a lesser extent in 
the po (Posterior complex) of the thalamus. The in situ section database was 
compiled by The Allen Institute for Brain Research (Allen-Institute-for-Brain- 
Science, 2003).

A Neat RNA from the combined lobes of one hippocampus from a male Balb/c
mouse

B A 1:5 dilution of hippocampal RNA sample A
C A 1:10 dilution of hippocampal RNA sample A
I) A 1:50 dilution of hippocampal RNA sample A
E A 1:100 dilution of hippocampal RNA sample A
F A 1:500 dilution of hippocampal RNA sample A
G A 1:1000 dilution of hippocampal RNA sample A
C A l Field CAl
CA3 CA3 field of the hippocampus
CA3sp pyramidal cells of the CA3 field.
so Field CA2, stratium oriens
sp Field CA2, pyramidal layer TH Thalamus
sr Field CA2, stratum radiatum SPF Subparafacicular nucleus
mo Somatomotor areas HPF Hippocampal Formation
DGmb Dentate gyrus medial lobe
DGlb Dentate gyrus lateral lobe
slm Field CA3, stratum lacunosum-moleculare
po Posterior complex of the thalamus
bsc brachium of the superior colliculus
MGd Medial geniculate complex, dorsal part
SGN Suprageniculate nucleus
Bic Brachium of the inferior colliculus
MGv Medial geniculate complex, ventral
PP Peripednuclear nucleus
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Figure 6.5 PreproTRH (ppTRH) in retinal RNA

Retinal RNA was extracted from Balb/c mice and assayed by real time RT-PCR for 
the expression of ppTRH RNA according to the protocol outlined in section 6.3.1. 
Each retinal sample contained the RNA from 6 pooled retinas and this experiment 
was repeated in triplicate. The amplification and melting curves presented in figure 
6.5, represent the findings of this experiment. PreproTRH expression may be 
considered quite low due to the fact that even the most concentrated RNA sample 
(denoted A in figure 6.5) does not amplify to a detectable level above background 
fluorescence until -cycle 32. The absence of amplification product in all control 
samples eliminates the suggestion that the amplification noted in retinal RNA is due 
to genomic DNA contamination. PreproTRH amplification of the RNA samples 
(labelled A-E in figure 6.5) yielded multiple peaks upon melting curve analysis 
indicating amplification of a non-specific product, or primer dimer formation. This 
finding is suggested to be due to low expression of the target transcript rather than 
suboptimal primers or genomic DNA contamination. Notably all control samples did 
not amplify a significant product and, therefore, genomic DNA contamination of the 
RNA samples was not suspected.

A Neat RNA from the combined lobes of one hippocampus from a male
Balb/c mouse

B A1:5 dilution of retinal RNA sample A
C A 1:10 dilution of retinal RNA sample A
D A 1:50 dilution of retinal RNA sample A
E A 1:100 dilution of retinal RNA sample A
Control PCR amplification of retinal RNA

(negative control for genomic DNA contamination)
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Figure 6.6 TRH-DE in retinal RNA

Similarly, real time RT-PCR was used to assess TRH-DE expression in retinal 
extracts from 6 pooled retinas from male Balb/c mice. This experiment was carried 
out in triplicate. TRH-DE expression was noted in all dilutions of the retinal RNA 
sample, with the most concentrated sample (labelled A in figure 6.6) showing specific 
TRH-DE amplification at approximately cycle 19 above background fluorescence. 
Non-specific product in all control samples was detected at approximately cycle 26. 
However, melting curve analysis indicated fluorescence of these products at an 
alternative temperature to those of TRH-DE. This would suggest that the ‘product’ 
which was noted in the control samples may be primer dimer formation. Analysis of 
the melting curve revealed how, even a 1:1000 dilution of retinal RNA sample A 
(refer to the figure key below) yields a single peak with no evidence of primer dimer 
formation. The presence of the target transcript in the retina renders this tissue type a 
potential target for therapeutic assays in the future.

A Neat RNA from the combined lobes of one hippocampus from a male
Balb/c mouse

B A 1:5 dilution of retinal RNA sample A
C A 1:10 dilution of retinal RNA sample A
D A 1:50 dilution of retinal RNA sample A
E A 1:100 dilution of retinal RNA sample A
F A 1:500 dilution of retinal RNA sample A
G A 1:1000 dilution of retinal RNA sample A
Control PCR amplification of retinal RNA

(negative control for genomic DNA contamination)
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Figure 6.7 PK3 in retinal RNA

In an attempt to establish RNA integrity and identify a potential housekeeping gene 
for future RT-PCR using retinal RNA, amplification of a variety of housekeeping 
genes was assessed by real time RT-PCR with triplicate samples. One such 
housekeeping gene includes pyruvate kinase 3. The retinal RNA samples which were 
used were discussed in figures 6.5 and 6.6. Analysis of the amplification curve 
indicates that PK3 is expressed quite highly (with amplification of the most 
concentrated retinal sample (A) at ~9 cycles). This CT (crossing threshold) value is 
the number of cycles at which fluorescence detection of a sample is greater than the 
level of background fluorescence. The melting curve is a measure of fluorescence as 
a function of temperature. It is used to assess the production of unwanted by
products in the PCR reaction, such as primer dimer formation. The melting curve 
presented in figure 6.7 indicates specific expression of PK3 even at the most dilution 
concentration (1:1000, denoted G in figure 6.7). These findings render PK3 as a 
potential housekeeping gene for RT-PCR further studies.

Figure 6.8 PPIA in retinal RNA

Similar to PK3, peptidyl-prolyl isomerase A (PPIA) is also highly expressed in retinal 
tissue devoid of primer dimer formation in test samples. The retinal RNA samples 
which were used were discussed in figures 6.5 and 6.6. The amplification and 
melting curve analysis as descriobed above suggests that PPIA may also be used as a 
housekeeping gene in future RT-PCR studies. However, literature indicated that PPIA 
was found to be up-regulated in response to stress situations (Andreeva et al., 1999) 
and thus it was not considered for further experimentation as a housekeeping gene in 
retinal samples from light ablated animals.

A Neat RNA from the combined lobes of one hippocampus from a male Balb/c
mouse

B A 1:5 dilution of hippocampal RNA sample A
C A 1:10 dilution of hippocampal RNA sample A
D A 1:50 dilution of hippocampal RNA sample A
E A 1:100 dilution of hippocampal RNA sample A
F A 1:500 dilution of hippocampal RNA sample A
G A 1:1000 dilution of hippocampal RNA sample A
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Figure 6.9a In situ hybridization (ISH) of cryosectioned Balb/c wild type retina (xlOO)
In situ  hybridizations were carried out using a rhodopsin sense DIG-labeled 
riboprobe. The section depicted in figure 6.9a is representative of the findings which 
were observed in this experiment. Analysis of the sections did not show the presence 
of any excessive background staining due to non-specific binding. This control ISH 
section allowed the researcher to distinguish between target RNA expression and 
nonspecific binding/background.
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Figure 6.9b (x200) Figure 6.9c (x400)
In situ hybridizations of two cryosectioned Balb/c wild type mouse retina were 
carried out using a rhodopsin antisense DIG-labeled riboprobe. The section which is 
depicted in figure 6.9b is representative of the staining which was observed in several 
retinal sections of two Balb/c mice. Figure 6.9c is a magnified view of figure 6.9b. 
DIG staining was noted in the photoreceptor cell layer of the cryopreserved retina. 
The intense staining which was noted in the figures above is due to the high degree of 
expression of the target. Rhodopsin is used as a positive control due to the stable 
expression of rhodopsin in the photoreceptor cell layer of wild type mouse retina 
Legend: (GCL) Ganglion cell layer, (IPL) Inner plexiform layer,

(INL) Inner nuclear layer (ONL) Outer nuclear layer,
(RPE) Retinal pigment epithelium (OPL) Outer plexiform layer
(ISL) Inner segmental layer (OSL) Outer segmental layer
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Figure 6.10a (xlOO) In situ hybridization of cryosectioned C57 wild type mouse retinas
ISH were carried out using preproTRH sense D IG -labeled riboprobe on two C57 
m ice. The retinal section depicted in figure 6.10a represents the findings which were 
observed in several sections from two C57 mice. Slight non-specific background 
staining can be seen; however, this staining is uniform  throughout the retinal cell 
layers.

V

ONL

Figure 6.10b (x200) Figure 6.10c (x400)
In situ hybridizations of two cryosectioned C57 wild type m ouse retina using
preproTRH  antisense riboprobe did not suggest definitive expression o f preproTRH ,
figure 6.10b. The section depicted in figure 6.10b is representative o f the findings 
which were noted in num erous retinal sections from  the two C57 mice. Figure 6.10c 
is a m agnified view of figure 6.10b. Further analysis with additional probes 
targeting preproTR H  would be required for definitive expression in the respective 
retinal layers and also in situ  hybridization in an albino m ouse strain, such as Balb/c, 
would be required to assess if preproTRH  is expressed in the retinal pigm ent 
epithelium  (RPE). As TR H -D E expression in the retina was the prim ary focus in this 
experim ent, repetition o f this experim ent was not carried out.
Legend: (GCL) Ganglion cell layer, (IPL) Inner plexiform layer,

(INL) Inner nuclear layer (ONL) Outer nuclear layer,
(RPE) Retinal pigment epithelium (OPL) Outer plexiform layer
(ISL) Inner segmental layer (OSL) Outer segmental layer
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Figure 6.11a (x200) In situ hybridization of cryosectioned C57 wild type mouse retina

ISHs were carried out using the TRH-DE(A) sense DIG-labeled riboprobe on two 
C57 wild type mice. The negative control section presented above shows no 
evidence of background staining and is representative of the observed findings in 
numerous sections which were assessed.
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Figure 6.11b(x200) Figure 6.11c (x400)
In situ hybridizations of cryosectioned C57 wild type mouse retinas using TRH- 
DE(A) antisense riboprobe. TRH-DE RNA expression is shown specifically in the 
GCL with a small degree of expression in the IPL extending towards the INL. Figure 
6.1 Ic is a magnified view of the retinal section presented in figure 6.1 lb. The section 
in figure 6.1 lb  is representative of the findings which were observed in several retinal 
sections which were stained using the TRH-DE(A) riboprobe.
Legend: (GCL) Ganglion cell layer, (IPL) Inner plexiform  layer,

(INL) Inner nuclear layer (ONL) Outer nuclear layer,
(RPE) Retinal pigment epithelium (OPL) Outer plexiform layer
(ISL) Inner segmental layer (OSL) Outer segmental layer
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Figure 6.12a In  situ hybridization of cryosectioned albino 
CDl wild type mouse retina (x200)

ISHs were carried  out using the TR H -D E(A ) antisense riboprobe. The experim ent 
was carried out on an albino Balb/c m ice to elim inate the pigm ent which in part 
restricted the resolution o f the previous ISHs. Expression was observed again in the 
ganglion cell layer, the inner plexiform  layer, outer plexiform  layer and the retinal 
pigm ent epithelium  (RPE). TRH -D E RNA detection in the RPE could not be 
observed in the C57 m ice because that strain o f m ice is pigm ented (See figure 6.1 la). 
A ny D IG -stain ing w ould not have been detected due to the pigm ent presence in the 
RPE. The section depicted in figure 6 .12a is representative of the findings which were 
noted in num erous retinal sections from a Balb/c mouse.
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Figure 6.12b E valuation  o f  TR H -D E RNA expression in Balb/c m ice (x200)
In situ  hybrid ization o f another cryosectioned Balb/c wild type m ouse retina using the 
TR H -D E(A ) antisense probe was carried out. The ISH analysis was repeated and the 
expression patterns w hich were noted in the retinal layers were identical to those first 
noted (figure 6.12a). The section depicted in the figure above is representative o f the 
findings which w ere noted in num erous retinal sections from  a single Balb/c mouse. 
Legend: (GCL) Ganglion cell layer, (IPL) Inner plexiform layer,

(INL) Inner nuclear layer (ONL) Outer nuclear layer,
(RPE) Retinal pigment epithelium (OPL) Outer plexiform layer 
(ISL) Inner segmental layer (OSL) Outer segmental layer
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Figure 6.13a In situ hybridization of cryosectioned C57 wild type mouse retina 
using the TRH-DE(B) sense DIG-labeled riboprobe (x200).

ISH was carried out using the TRH -D E(B) sense DIG-labeled riboprobe sim ilar to 
previous studies represented by figures 6.9 to figure 6.12. This negative control 
show s evidence o f slight nonspecific staining. The section depicted in the figure 
above is representative o f the findings which were noted in num erous retinal sections 
from two C57 mice.
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Figure 6,13b(x200) Figure 6.13c( x200)
In situ  hybridization o f two cryosectioned C57 wild type m ouse retinas using the 
TR H -D E(B) antisense riboprobe was carried out. This probe did not result in intense 
expression staining as was noted in studies using the TRH-DE(A) probe, figure 
6.12b. It is possible that som e staining m ay be present in the ganglion cell layer, and 
the outer plexiform  layers o f the retina however, this is highly speculative and would 
require further assessm ent. This probe was not tested in ICR m ice for RPE 
expression o f the target m RNA.
Legend: (GCL) Ganglion cell layer,

(INL) Inner nuclear layer 
(RPE) Retinal pigment epithelium 
(ISL) Inner segmental layer

(IPL) Inner plexiform layer, 
(ONL) Outer nuclear layer, 
(OPL) Outer plexiform layer 
(OSL) Outer segmental layer
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Figures 6.14a and 6.14b Evaluation of ppTRH and TRH-DE in control and light
ablated retinal samples.

Retinal RNA from three Balb/c control mice and three Balb/c light-ablated mice were 
isolated, each sample contained 6 retinas. Real time RT-PCR was carried out on all 
retinal samples using preproTRH and TRH-DE specific primers. As depicted in 
figure 6.14a, the average expression of preproTRH RNA in control animals was 
assigned a numerical value of 100% and the expression of ppTRH in light ablated 
animals was determined relative to this value. This experiment was repeated in 
triplicate and ANOVA t-test statistical analysis was carried out on the data which was 
obtained. The results obtained suggest that ppTRH expression increases by a factor 
of 2.19 (p>0.05). In figure 6.14b levels of TRH-DE RNA from control animals were 
designated an expression value of 100% and levels of TRH-DE RNA in light ablated 
samples were normalised to this value. TRH-DE was increased by a factor of 1.705 
(p>0.05) in the presence of excessive levels of light. Statistical analysis of the data 
however, suggests that these findings are not significant. Notably GAPDH was used 
as a housekeeping gene for real time RT-PCR data analysis. Ideally, expression of the 
housekeeping gene should be identical between both the control and the test samples 
to be analysed as any potential fluctuation, be it an increase or indeed decrease, in the 
expression levels of the housekeeping gene would lead to alterations in normalised 
target gene expression. In this regard, the RT-PCR data which was obtained for 
preproTRH and TRH-DE expression in the control and light ablated animal retina is 
not entirely robust. Further assessment at an RNA level would require an increase in 
animals used. This study, however, was preliminary to assess any genetic expression 
changes which may have occurred in response to light. Validation of the suggested 
increase which was observation at the RNA level was achieved using western blot 
analysis of protein samples from control and light ablated retinas, see figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.15 Western Blot of control vs Light ablated retinal protein.
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Figure 6.15 Western Blots of control vs Light ablated retinal protein.

Figure 6.15 represents one example of three western blots which were carried out on 
control and light ablated retinal protein extracts. TRH-DE antibody which was 
polyclonal to mouse TRH-DE was obtained from R&D systems Inc. and was used at 
a 1:1000 concentration with incubation carried out overnight. TRH-DE is a 
homodimer protein with a molecular mass of ~230kDa. When run on an SDS/PAGE 
gel the SDS cleaves the homodinier to produce two protein fragments of ~116kDa, as 
can be visualised on the gel example in figure 6.15. The identity of an additional 
protein band at ~1 lOkDa is at present unknown. Additionally, however, TRH-DE is 
prone to degradation by proteases and enzymes which are naturally occurring in the 
body or by trypsin during TRH-DE isolation from cells (refer to chapter 3 section 
3.4.14) thus accounting for the presence of smaller fragments, as identified by the 
presence of black arrows in figure 6.15 (~60kDa and ~48kDa). Despite 
fragmentation it can be clearly seen in the figure that light ablation seems to have 
resulted in an increase in TRH-DE protein expression. Notably, a western blot 
analysis of protein from control Balb/c mouse retinas does show the presence of a 
~60kDa and ~48kDa; however these bands are quite lowly expressed and thus hard to 
visualise in figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.16 ERG readout values of control, non injected, ICR mice.

As described in chapter 1 section 1.5, an electroretinogram (ERG) may be used to 
assess any potential effects which a compound may have on retinal function. The 
amplitude of an ERG wave may be considered comparable to the amount of 
functional retinal components which are being stimulated. In this regard, it was of 
interest to assess any potential effects which subretinally injected TRH and/or TRH- 
DE peptide-based inhibitor (Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC) may have on retinal function. A 
control mouse was included to validate ERG readout results from all ICR mice 
subretinally injected with test compounds. An ERG was obtained in parallel to all 
pre-injected mice however, this control mouse was not subretinally injected and a 
second ERG was taken with all post-injected ICR mice. The results provided in figure 
5.20 are representative of the photoreceptor activity at maximum light intensity with 
a mean value of the right eye a-wave being 173|iV and a later reading value of 
175|aV. As can be visualized from the figure, the alterations noted are comparable 
with those of the left eye a-wave means, and also the right and left eye b-wave 
averages. Such consistent values pre- and post-injection suggest that the equipment 
is well calibrated. This study was intended only as a pilot study to establish that the 
technique was providing robust results and thus a minimal number of animals were 
used.

Preinjection control

Postinjection control

Ra-wave OdB 
La-wave OdB 
Rb-wave OdB 
Lb-wave OdB

Non-injected control mouse subjected to an ERG in parallel to 
the pre-compound injected mice.
Non-injected control mouse subjected to an ERG in parallel to
the post-compound injected mice.
a-wave amplitude of the right eye (control eye)
a-wave amplitude of the left eye (treated eye)
b-wave amplitude of the right eye (control eye)
b-wave amplitude of the left eye (treated eye)
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Figure 6.17 ERG readout values of Thyrotropin releasing hormone (lOmg/kg)
subretinally injected ICR mice

TRH-peptide administered subretinally to ICR mice resulted in a notable decrease in 
amplitude of the a- and b-wave of the treated eye (La-wave and Lb-wave 
respectively). The a-wave amplitude dropped from 192|j,V(+12.73) pre-injection, to 
145.5[iV(+7.78) post-injection of TRH, while the b-wave amplitude depressed from 
335.5|iV(+30.41) pre-injection to 244.5|iV(+19.09) post-injection. It should be noted 
however that the saline treated right eye a-wave was 180.5|j,V(+27.51) pre-injection 
compared to 154.5|.iV(+2.12) post-injection, and the b-wave dropped from 
320.5jj.V(+34.65) pre-injection to 272.5|aV(+45.96) post-injection. The noted 
consistency in an amplitude decrease between the TRH-treated and saline-treated 
eyes may be explained as a result of the trauma of the procedure itself. Subretinal 
injection requires the transient detachment of the retina from the back of the eye and 
thus, in order to obtain ERG readouts identical to the initial pre-injection results, 
complete retinal reattachment would be required. Although at times this may be the 
case, frequently the sheer trauma of the procedure on a retinal detachment can take 
days or even weeks to reattach. This reduction may be controlled for in these 
experiments by the decrease, not only in TRH treated eyes, but also in saline treated 
control eyes. Over the timeframe of the analysis (24 hours post injection), subretinal 
injection of TRH, using the specified concentration, did not appear to result in any 
deleterious effect(s) on the photoreceptor activity of ICR mice. This study was 
intended only as a pilot study and thus two animals were used to assess the potential 
effect of TRH on retinal function and therefore t-test analysis of the results which 
were obtained was not carried out.

Preinjection control

Postinjection control

Ra-wave OdB 
La-wave OdB 
Rb-wave OdB 
Lb-wave OdB

The mean ERG values obtained from 2 CDl mice prior to 
subretinal injection of TRH (lOmg/kg).
The mean ERG values obtained from 2 CD l mice subsequent 
to subretinal injection of TRH (lOmg/kg).
a-wave amplitude of the right eye 
a-wave amplitude of the left eye 
b-wave amplitude of the right eye 
b-wave amplitude of the left eye

(Saline injected eye) 
(TRH injected eye) 
(Saline injected eye) 
(TRH injected eye)
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Figure 6.18 ERG readout of GIp-Asn-Pro AMC, subretinally, injected ICR mice.

ERG evaluation of pre- and post-injection of the TRH-DE peptide inhibitor, Glp-Asn- 
Pro-AMC, or co-administration of TRH and Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC, was carried out. 
Any deviations in ERG values obtained may be suggestive of altered photoreceptor 
function. As depicted in figures 6.18 amplitude reductions in a- and b-waves were 
noted for treated eyes subsequent to injection of the test compound (La-wave and Lb- 
wave respectively). Similar to that observed in TRH-injected mice, the noted 
decreases were comparable with control saline-injected eyes. Therefore the decreases 
in ERG values may likely be accounted for by the trauma of the subretinal injection 
on the retina rather than the introduction of the test compound. This study was 
intended only as a pilot study and thus two animals were used to assess the potential 
effect of Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC on retinal function and therefore t-test analysis of the 
results which were obtained was not carried out.

Preinjection control

Postinjection control

Ra-wave OdB 
La-wave OdB

Rb-wave OdB 
Lb-wave OdB

The mean ERG values obtained from 2 CD l mice prior to 
subretinal injection of Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC (lOmg/kg).
The mean ERG values obtained from 2 CD l mice subsequent 
to subretinal injection of Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC (lOmg/kg). 
a-wave amplitude of the right eye (Saline injected eye) 
a-wave amplitude of the left eye

(Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC injected eye) 
b-wave amplitude of the right eye (Saline injected eye) 
b-wave amplitude of the left eye

(Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC injected eye)
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Figure 6.19 ERG readout of co-administered TRH and Glp-Asn-Pro AMC;
subretinally injected ICR mice.

Co-administered TRH and Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC were assessed for their potential toxic 
effect(s) on photoreceptor function. Similar to assessment of TRH and Glp-Asn-Pro- 
AMC-seperately (figures 6.17 and 6.18), mice administered with this combination of 
peptides showed reductions in a- and b-waves amplitudes for treated eyes subsequent 
to injection of the test compound (figure 6.19). However, these decreases in wave 
amplitudes were comparable to decreases in the control saline-injected eyes. As 
mentioned previously, decreases in wave amplitudes may be accounted for by the 
trauma of the subretinal injection on retinal activity rather than introduction of the 
test compounds. These results suggest that neither TRH nor Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC, 
individually or when combined at a final concentration of lOmg/kg show evidence or 
indicate toxicity in the ICR albino mouse retina. This study was intended only as a 
pilot study and thus two animals were used to assess the potential effect of 
coadministered TRH and Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC on retinal function and therefore t-test 
analysis of the results which were obtained was not carried out.

Preinjection control The mean ERG values obtained from 2 ICR mice prior to 
subretinal injection of TRH (lOmg/kg) and Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC 
(lOmg/kg).

Postinjection control The mean ERG values obtained from 2 ICR mice subsequent 
to subretinal injection of TRH (lOme/ke) and Glp-Asn-Pro- 
AMC (lOmg/kg).

Ra-wave OdB a-wave amplitude of the right eye (Saline injected eye)
La-wave OdB a-wave amplitude of the left eye

(TRH and Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC injected eye)
Rb-wave OdB b-wave amplitude of the right eye (Saline injected eye)
Lb-wave OdB b-wave amplitude of the left eye

(TRH and Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC injected eye)
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Figure 6.20 Retinal Histology of High Volume Tail Vein Injected TRH and/or Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC
First experiment carried out in duplicate 

Hartman’s  injected injected Inhibitor injected Combination injected
and Light ab lated  ablated and light ablated and light ablated



Figure 6.20 Retinal Histology of High Volume Tail Vein Injected TRH and/or 
Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC First experiment carried out in duplicate

The protocol for high-volum e tail-vein injection of TRH  (lO m g/kg) and/or G lp-Asn- 
Pro-A M C (lOmg/kg) is described in section 6.3.8. This pilot experim ent was carried 
out using two Balb/c m ice for injection of each com pound being assessed. Retinal 
histology was assessed 48 hours post-injection and light ablation (-5 0 0 0  lux for 2 
hours), by resin em bedding, m icrotom e sectioning (0.5-1 |iM  thickness) and staining 
with T oluidine blue. As can be noted in figure 6.20, all com pound injected Balb/c 
m ice exhibited evidence o f photoreceptor apoptosis when com pared to control 
injected mice. This finding is dictated by the presence o f apoptotic bodies which 
stain darker due to DNA fragm entation. This initial finding suggests that TRH, Glp- 
A sn-Pro-A M C nor a com bination of each provides any noticeable histological 
protection against light ablation in the retina. Notably, each section which is 
presented in figure 6.20 is representative of the histological findings which were 
found in m ultiple sections for each com pound, that is, H artm an’s solution, TRH 
and/or G lp-A sn-Pro-A M C . Tw o Balb/c wild type m ice were included in each sam ple 
group.
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Figure 6.21 Retinal Histology of High Volume Tail Vein Injected TRH and/or Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC
Second experiment carried out in duplicate

* 'H artm an ’s  in jec ted  TRH in jec ted  Inhibitor in jec ted  C om bination in jec ted

and  Light a b la te d  and  light ab la te d  and  light a b la te d  an d  light ab la te d



Figure 6.21 Repetition of retinal Histology of High Volume Tail Vein injected 
TRH (lOmg/kg) and/or Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC(10mg/kg)

Repetition o f high-volum e tail-vein injection o f TRH (lOmg/kg) and/or G lp-Asn-Pro- 
AM C (lO m g/kg) was carried out to try to provide support for previous findings. All 
protocols and apparatus were set up according to the initial study, refer to section 
6.3.8. U nlike the findings obtained in the previous experim ent, when com pared to 
control H artm an’s solution injected mice, G lp-A sn-Pro-A M C (TRH -D E peptide 
inhibitor)-injected Balb/c mice exhibited a lesser degree of dam age caused by light 
ablation. Although photoreceptor apoptosis is still present (indicated by the presence 
o f individual apoptotic bodies), the degree o f potential protection is visually 
identifiable in both anim als tested with this com pound. Similarly, a single animal of 
the com bination (TRH and G lp-A sn-Pro-A M C )-injected and light ablated test group, 
showed considerable retinal integrity subsequent to the light ablation protocol. It 
should be noted that the second animal in this test group exhibited no relevant 
protection com pared to the control animal. Additionally TRH adm inistration did not 
appear to exert any protective effects against light dam age in this anim al m odel. This 
finding is contrary to that of the first experim ent, and thus requires further repetition. 
Sim ilar to the retinal sections presented in figure 6.20; each section which is 
presented in figure 6.21 is representative o f the histological findings which were 
found in m ultiple sections for each com pound, that is, H artm an’s solution, TRH 
and/or G lp-A sn-Pro-A M C . Two Balb/c wild type m ice were included in each sample 
group.
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Figure 6.22 Retinal Histology of High Volume Tail Vein Injected TRH and/or Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC
Third experiment carried out in duplicate
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Figure 6.22 Third repetition of retinal Histology of High Volume Tail Vein 
injected TRH (lOmg/kg) and/or Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC (lOmg/kg)

To verify the findings of the previous two experiments, all apparatus and protocols 
were set up and carried out according to those outlined in section 6.3.8. The 
histology noted in figure 6.22 are unlike the findings of the previous experiment, on 
this occasion Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC (TRH-DE peptide inhibitor)-injected Balb/c mice 
exhibited photoreceptor apoptosis. Both animals in this experimental test group 
showed evidence of photoreceptor apoptosis. It should be noted that, visually, the 
degree of retinal damage and photoreceptor cell loss, perhaps was, not as extensive as 
that in the control animal. Notably, a single animal from the combination (TRH and 
Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC) injected group shows evidence of apoptotic cell bodies but does 
not appear to have severe retinal integrity damage or significant photoreceptor cell 
loss. These findings are indicative of the requirement for further studies in this ai'ea. 
Future analysis would require, for example, TUNEL assays to quantify the degree of 
apoptosis noted in each group and perhaps the potential effects which may be noted. 
It should be noted that each section which is presented in figure 6.21 is representative 
of the histological findings which were found in multiple sections for each 
compound, that is, Hartman’s solution, TRH and/or Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC. Two Balb/c 
wild type mice were included in each sample group.
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Previous studies have resulted in the identification and localisation of TRH 

expression in regions of the mammalian body (Aguilar-Valles et al., ; Bacova et al., 

2006; Faden et al., 2005; Lechan and Fekete, 2006). Unlike the hypothalamic- 

pituitary-thyroid (HPT) axis, these regions are not involved in endocrine function. As 

described in detail in chapter 1 section 1.1.6, there is some evidence to suggest that 

TRH may prevent post-convulsive increases in acetylcholine, reduction of 

unconscious periods in concussed mice and inhibition of food and water intake (Choi 

et al., 2002). Additionally, TRH has been proven to act as an anticonvulsant in many 

animal seizure models (Pizzi et al., 1999; Takeuchi et al., 2001), and has been found 

to promote recovery in spinal cord injury and brain trauma models (Faden, 1984; 

Faden et al., 1986a; Faden et al., 1981; Faden et al., 1986b; Faden et al., 2005; 

Freedman et al., 1986; Hashimoto and Fukuda, 1991; Ceylan et al., 1992; Faden et 

al., 1983; Holtz et al., 1989; Salzman et al., 1987a; Salzman et al., 1987b). In 

addition, recent studies have been carried out into the potential benefit which TRH 

may play in the treatment of the symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease, epilepsy and 

depression (Kubek and Garg, 2002; Luo et al., 2002; Molchan et al., 1991; Takeuchi, 

1996).

Notably, the use of TRH as a potential therapeutic has been hindered by the short 

half-life which this peptide has due to specific and rapid degradation by thyrotropin 

releasing hormone degrading ectoenzyme (TRH-DE). In an attempt to overcome the 

rapid degradation of TRH by TRH-DE, molecular tools which enable expression of a
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particular gene to be suppressed to a very significant degree (at an RNA level) have 

been employed during the course of the project.

The design and synthesis of a range of siRNA molecules which target TRH-DE 

transcripts in a sequence specific manner, each at a different location within the gene 

sequence, is discussed in chapter 3. Figure 1.7 in chapter 1 of this thesis graphically 

outlines the mechanism of siRNA suppression and tables 3.2 and 3.3 summarise the 

suppression capabilities of a variety of siRNA molecules which were designed to 

silence TRH-DE. As discussed in chapter 3, although siRNAs can be synthesized by 

T7 in vitro transcription, it is advisable to assess several synthesis batches prior to 

elucidating efficient siRNAs due to inter-batch variations in efficacy. During the 

course of the studies carried out for this section of the project, two potent suppression 

molecules were identified: H&MsiRNA and H&M&RsiRNA, and were found to 

silence TRH-DE as evaluated at both the RNA and protein levels. H&MsiRNA 

targets human and mouse TRH-DE transcripts while H&M&RsiRNA tai’gets human, 

mouse and rat TRH-DE transcripts. This cross-species homology makes both these 

suppressing agents highly adaptable for evaluation in a variety of animal m.odels.

The research discussed in chapter 4 builds upon the identification of two highly 

efficient siRNA molecules in the studies discussed in chapter 3; while the findings 

described in chapter 6 provide information on the localisation of expression of the 

target in the retina, and in particular in the ganglion cell layer of the retina. shRNAs 

were designed to target a region of TRH-DE identical to that targeted by the siRNAs
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evaluated in chapter 3. Initially shRNA-based suppression was evaluated in cell 

culture by transient co-transfection of plasmids expressing the target gene, TRH-DE, 

and the shRNA plasmid. However, results obtained with transient co-transfections 

were not robust (an observation mirrored by other members of The Ocular Genetics 

team) and hence an alternative approach for assessing shRNA-mediated suppression 

was pursued. To optimise both in vitro and in vivo delivery of shRNAs, a viral vector 

(rAAV) was generated. More specifically shRNA sequences targeting TRH-DE were 

encapsulated within hybrid rAAV2,5 vectors. Although this AAV serotype is 

deemed to be ideal for the hippocampal injection and expression studies (Burger et 

al., 2004; Passini et al., 2006) which will be carried out at a later date, it did not yield 

efficient transduction of the ganglion cells of the retina subsequent to intravitreal 

injection, (see figures 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21). In contrast, some reports have suggested 

that rAAV2,2 may be valuable for infection of the ganglion cell layer of the retina 

and thus may be of value in assessing the potential benefit of increasing TRH levels 

in the light induced model of retinal degeneration (this animal model is discussed in 

detail in chapter 5). Hence, future research will include encapsulation of the designed 

shRNAs targeting TRH-DE in rAAV2,2 vectors. This will then enable evaluation of 

TRH-DE suppression and may perhaps be associated with an observable beneficial 

effect(s) as a result of increased TRH levels in retina.

shRNAs which were generated in AAV2,5 vectors (section 6.3.6) are intended for 

future studies focused on the evaluation of TRH-DE suppression in brain. At the 

time that this project was undertaken, efficient and reproducible stereotaxic injections
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of AAV into the hippocampus of mice had not yet been initiated in our laboratory, 

this method of delivery to the brain is currently being optimised. The potential to 

establish a collaboration and thus assess the efficacy of the synthesized TRH-DE- 

targeting shRNA-AAV2,5 vector represents one possibility and this approach is 

currently being considered. As indicated by figure 6.22, several research groups have 

successfully delivered rAAV2,5 to specific brain regions using stereotaxic injection 

as evaluated by expression of EGFP subsequent to rAAV2,5-CMV-EGFP injection 

into the hippocampus (for example see chapter 4, figure 4.23 of this thesis) (Davidson 

and Breakefleld, 2003“ Harper et al., 2005; Xia et al., 2004).

Optimisation of one particular animal model for the cuirent project is discussed in 

Chapter 5. The light-induced model of retinal degeneration causes rapid degradation 

of the photoreceptor cells in the murine eye. The retina provides an access point to 

assess potential neurotrophic effects which test compounds may have on neuronal 

function in the CNS. Detailed evaluation of the light ablation protocol lead to several 

observations, one of which was that the use of Ketamine (11 Omg/kg)/Xylazine 

(llm g/kg) anaesthesia itself exerts a protective effect against light induced retinal 

degeneration. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 in chapter 5 depict retinal histology of Balb/c 

mice with, or without, anaesthetic administration and 2 hours of white light exposure 

(-5500 lux) (at both 24 and 48 hour time points subsequent to light ablation). 

Although retinal histology of anaesthetised animals does not provide evidence of cell 

death or photoreceptor cell number loss, which is in sharp contrast to the retinal 

histology found in animals exposed to light but not administered anaesthetic, it would
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be of value in future studies to include additional assays such as TUNEL assays to 

further quantify the extent of protection elicited by anaesthesia administration.

As subretinal injection requires anaesthetic and therefore cannot be used to evaluate 

neuroprotection from light induced retinal damage, an alternative means of delivery 

was considered -  high volume tail vein injection. Tail vein injection may enable 

delivery of compounds across the blood-brain barrier and hence may likewise do so 

across the blood-retinal barrier. However, given the observations with anaesthetic, it 

was deemed to be important that the potential neuroprotective effects of the vehicle 

used to solubilise the TRH-DE peptide inhibitor, Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC, was evaluated 

prior to undertaking any further studies with this peptide. Hence, 15% DMSO was 

assessed for any interfering effect it may have on light induced retinal degeneration. 

This compound was tested because it is a frequently used organic solvent, especially 

for peptide-derived TRH-DE inhibitors. The retinal histology which is presented in 

figures 5.14C-E depict the ‘protective’ effect which was noted as a result of high 

volume tail vein injection of 15% DMSO, when compared to a control non-injected 

animal. To eliminate the suggestion that this is a stress-evoked response, a control 

animal was injected with an equivalent volume of Hartman’s solution. This control 

animal showed poigniant evidence of retinal damage, denoted by the presence of dark 

toluidine blue staining of fragmented DNA (figure 5.14B). Identification of the 

protective effects of these compounds highlights the prerequisite to assess any 

potential interference which the vehicle, in which a test compound is solubilised, may 

have. Inclusion of such controls ensures that any neurotrophic effect which is
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observed is a real effect and not an artefact of a solvent used or anaesthesia 

administered. The precise mechanism by which DMSO protects from retinal 

damage in the light-induced model of retinal degradation is, to date, unknown.

The findings of several studies which were carried using light-induced models of 

retinal degeneration indicate that retinal damage which was observed as a result of 

light ablation may be due, in part, to the presence of free radicals (Grady and Borg, 

1968; Norris, 2005; Ranchon et al., 2003). Previous studies using DMSO have 

suggested that this compound is a free radical scavenger and DMSO has been studied 

in brain slices in vitro with notable protection against stroke, hypoxia and brain injury 

(de la Torre, 1995; Greiner et al., 2000; Hulsmann et al., 1999; Karaca et al., 2002; 

Nakayama et al., 2002; Pellmar et al., 1989). DMSO, however, at present cannot be 

used as a potential therapeutic for treatment of retinopathies such as AMD due to the 

severity of the side-effects which have been suggested by DMSO exposure, (see 

chapter 5 for details). It may be suggested that assessment of approved antioxidants 

in retinopathies such as AMD or further analysis of the light induced model of retinal 

degeneration may yield a potential therapeutic with observable protective effects, 

similar to that of DMSO in the light ablation animal model. A sulphur-containing 

compound called sulforaphane has been found to elicit antioxidant and histological 

protection in the retina in response to light ablation (Keum et al., 2006; Tanito et al., 

2005). Sulforaphane is a naturally occurring compound which has not been 

suggested to cause any adverse side-effects. In this regard, it may be suggested that 

the use of sulforaphane may be applicable to retinal degenerations which occur ,or are
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potentiated by, oxidative stress, such as AMD (Shaban and Richter, 2002) without the 

adverse side effects which may be noted when DMSO is administered. However, as 

mentioned previously in chapter 5, this is highly speculative and would require 

further studies.

Notably, the light induced model of photoreceptor cell death was chosen due to the 

rapid onset of retinal degeneration, in the region of 1-2 days, and has been proven as 

a reproducible animal model within which neuroprotection may be assessed. It may 

be considered however, that this animal model is subject to a rather lai'ge insult on the 

retina and, perhaps, may be too severe to detect any significant protection as a result 

of TRH delivery. In this regard, other animal models of retinal degeneration are 

available such as the rhodopsin-linked models and may possibly be assessed with 

regard to the potential neuroprotective effects of TRH administration.

In pai'allel with the establishment of a light induced photoreceptor apoptosis model, it 

was important to evaluate if elements of the TRH signalling system were present in 

the retina (as had been suggested from previous studies (Maitino et al., 1980; 

Schaeffer, 1977; Lexow, 1996) and more specifically to establish exactly which cell 

type(s), within the retina, expressed TRH-DE. These cell type(s) would then 

represent the target cell(s) for therapies focused on inhibition of TRH-DE. In 

addition it was of value to establish what potential effect(s) light ablation may have 

on the expression profile of preproTRH and TRH-DE components in the retina. Real 

time RT-PCR was used to detect the presence of preproTRH and TRH-DE as
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discussed in chapter 5. It should be noted that each RNA sample was obtained from 

6 pooled retinas. The requirement for pooling retinas gives an indication of the low 

level at which these genes are expressed in the retina compared to a variety of 

housekeeping genes. In situ hybridisation (ISH) provided clear evidence that TRH- 

DE RNA was expressed in the ganglion cell layer (GCL) and the retinal pigment 

epithelium (RPE). The highest levels of expression evaluated by ISH (which is not a 

quantitative methodology) seemed to be in the ganglion cell layer of the retina. This 

information is of significant value for determining which retinal cells to target with 

therapies focused on silencing the TRH-DE gene.

In addition, real time RT-PCR was also used to assess expression and any possible 

deviations in retinal gene expression of preproTRH and TRH-DE RNA in response to 

light. As discussed in Chapter 5, there seems to be a trend towards preproTRH and 

TRH-DE RNA up-regulation in response to light. It is notable that the results from 

RT-PCR ai'e not statistically significant and must be interpreted with caution. 

However, in addition to evaluation of TRH-DE expression at the RNA level, changes 

in expression subsequent to light ablation were also evaluated at the protein level. 

Western blot analysis of TRH-DE was carried out on both control and light ablated 

retinal samples. The results obtained suggest a significant increase in TRH-DE 

protein levels in response to light ablation, supporting the results from RNA studies. 

TRH peptide levels can only be accurately assessed by radioimmunoassay, a protocol 

which is not, as yet, established in The Smurfit Institute of Genetics but which would
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be of value to utilise in future to assess if TRH levels in the retina are also altered 

after light ablation.

It may be possible however, that up-regulation of TRH-DE expression would in 

principle lead to a rapid degradation of the TRH protein. Thus, TRH may not be 

capable of eliciting a potential protective effect. Therefore down regulation of TRH- 

DE may be required to yield an increase in TRH levels which could then be assessed 

for any neuroprotective effect which such an increase may have on a retinal 

degeneration. To assess this possibility, the studies discussed in chapter 6 section 

6.3.8, are focused on the evaluation of the effects which high volume tail vein 

injection of TRH (lOmg/kg) and/or a peptide-based TRH-DE inhibitor called Glp- 

Asn-Pro-AMC (lOmg/kg) have with respect to the light ablation model of retinal 

degeneration. The effects of all administered compounds were assessed by ERG and 

did not appear to exert any deleterious effects on retinal function. Subsequently, 

results from retinal histology provided evidence that the retina was not protected from 

light damage by exogenously introduced TRH peptide, over the course of three 

experiments (6 animals). The results which were observed in the presence of the 

Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC peptide may be considered to be somewhat inconclusive. The 

retinas from two light ablated animals showed no level of protection. In contrast, 

retinas from two additional animals showed virtually intact retinal moiphology while 

two further injected and light ablated Balb/c mice showed slightly improved retinal 

histology when compared to the control injected and light ablated animal. Whether 

this finding was as a result of vai'ying light exposure, varying Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC
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delivery to the target tissue or inhibitor efficacy in this animal model has yet to be 

established.

In conclusion, the work undertaken in this project has resulted in the identification of 

two potent TRH-DE-suppressing molecules (siRNAs) and their subsequent 

generation as shRNAs with delivery assisted by AAV2,5 encapsulation. Studies also 

lead to the identification of agents which interfere with the light-induced model of 

retinal degeneration and enabled optimisation of the same. The presence and precise 

location of TRH-DE within the retina was also characterised. An absence of' 

protection induced by exogenous TRH, and rather equivocal protection provided by 

the presence of the TRH-DE inhibitor peptide (Glp-Asn-Pro-AMC), were observed. 

This study enabled identification of a potential up-regulation of gene expression of 

preproTRH and TRH-DE RNA in response to light. TRH-DE protein was 

significantly up regulated in light ablated samples, further highlighting the need for 

additional research focused on establishing the function of this system within the 

retina. Although AAV2,5 does not transduce ganglion cells, this research and 

previous literature provides a clear rationale for additional studies which would 

include the generation of shRNA-AAV2,2 vectors which target TRH-DE. 

Additionally, the use of shRNA-AAV2,5 vectors targeting TRH-DE, in the 

hippocampus, should provide some insight into the potential of increasing 

bioavailability of TRH as a means of providing neuroprotection and of possibly 

altering behaviour.
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Additionally, future studies may also include the generation of genetically engineered 

cell lines which secrete functional TRH under physiological conditions. Assessment 

of the encapsulation of these cells in a polymer casing and administration of 

encapsulated cell technology in retinal degeneration models and also brain trauma 

models may provide further information regarding the potential protective effect(s) of 

TRH as a therapeutic agent (Science Foundation Ireland Grant). Similarly, studies 

into the evaluation of TRH-DE-based suppression by rAAV2,2-shRNAs and 

rAAV2,5-shRNAs are intended in retinal degradation animal models and also brain 

trauma animal models, respectively.
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